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DESIGN FUR SLUENCING SrELLING-TO-SOUND CORPESPt-NDENCE5 IN MO:-, F,LAUIN',

PPOr,P,Ati--VULUME II

tiitroducti,, '

T:-e design id tc reading component it tLe outhwest nional

Laboratory' Cummunt,:ation Skill, program i based or the pr.emise that

pupil knowledge of the spelling-to-sound c.orir,nonderices of English

orthography and ahilitv to apply these correspondences is essential

tio success in reading words not prejously introduced in instruction.

To meet tbe design reguiremens implied, it wa, necessary to speci'v

the ,pelling-temound'correspond,nces 'or an ale-graded lexicon appro-
p,idt, to hegini,ing reader., dnd te rionize tLen for use ir beginning

rt_od n , t r fIl t i o n .

Lt- iP=11th't-ttR-siH Lori, iddenLes were spi citied in Berdiansl-';',

Lionnell, and twAlr 1196)) an: further elaborated in Crornell (19/1)

and in the present m port tst, 2spe,ally Volume 1, Section II), These

crrrespondences were applied to an age-graded lexicon-appropriate to

heuinhing riadtrs (Berdiansl,y et al., 1969).

Ci i ten i a for organizing and svuencing these correspondences for
i.truction -ere proposed by Desberg and Cronnell (1969). Tht propcsa)s

,ere limited in that primary vowels, secondary vowel', and consonants 'were

,e,,uenced stparately and in that the sequence was not applied directly

to tire lexicon. The activity rrorted here resulted in a design for a

LomLined ,et;uence of correspondences for primary voCtvls. secondary vowel,,

an con,nnants, applied to the Berdiansky et al. (1969) lexicon.

Voluhe I
of thi, report describes the criteria and methods used in

,h ,Igning Ire segusnce of correspondence°rules (see especially Section

1). Thi rale -ciaenLe is des-ribeo in detail in Volume 1, Section 11,

and i, summarized in appendix C.

Atter the rule sequence vas established, the words in the Berdiansky

et al. th)W-11 lexicron were arranged in the sequence , such that each word

oa, introduced as on exemplar of only one correspondence, all other

fig their as,istance in the preparation of this plume we wish to

thwil. the Product Design secretarial staff, particularly Gloria Wellman,

.du) typed (and retyped) these word lists. Richard AnguiIly of Product

Int( gration prepared and executed the sequencing of word:, by computer

for ..,ection I I.

II alf

for convenience, however, it is simply referred to as the rule sequence'.



correspondences in the word having been previously introduced. This

arr-inge,ient of wr rd,. aLcording to the rule sequence was done by hand

dni by computt_r:, acrd I, uescLied in greater detail in Volume 1, Section

The txu,plar .cords for each rule (or affix, compound or stress
pattern) ocre also sequenced for predicted ease of presentation and
learning of the specific rule. The criteria for this within-rule
sequencing ire presented in Section I of this volume. Section II

contain the actual 1ords ,,equenced 6y,rule and within rules; this
establishes the design for beginning reading instruction.

Section III contains those words from the Berdiansky et al. (1969)

lexicon which could not be sequenced because of irregular spelling -,to-

sound LorresponMences. Proper names from Cronnell (1969a') are sequenced

in Section IV according to the rule sequence. Other words from the

Berdiansky et al. (1969) lexicon which were not provided for in the
rule sequence are found in Section V.

Sort_ time after thi, reRort w,ls completed, a careful check was made
( th, Leroidrsky.ct al. (1!)69) lexicon 'to determine whether all words

hatbe,n ,eduenced. Some errors and A number o omissions were discovered.
Mather tnan making changes in the word lists, these words are listed in
the present report as Errata and Addenda.

,viipndices include a key to pronunciation and symbols, a glossary,
a summary of the rule sequence, and a table listing word frequencies
Ly year and by section of the present volume.
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Section I

Criteria for Within-Rule Sequencing

The general criteria for within-rulelsequencing is described in

Volume I, Section I at this report. The present section details the
specific criteria used in the word lists in Volume II, Section II, where

exemplars of each rule are divided into a number of sections. Each

section is indicated by a number or a letter or by a combination of
number and letter-, which rank the exemplars (lowest number andfirst
letter with highest priority) fir predicted ease of presentation and

learning of a rule.

J,In chi, report, several general criteria Lave teen most commonly
used for ranking exemplars:

I) Position of grapheme unit: initial, final, medial, in that

order of gifFiculty;

2) Number of syllables: more syllables mean greater difficulty;

3) Frequency a more frequent environment offers more exemplars

for presentation;

4) Where applicable, rule exemplars, within a section can he
f,urther 'subgrouped in the following order of descending

preference.

a.

o.

c.

d.

exemplars containing single consonants,
exemplars containing geminate consonants,
exemplars containing digraphs (e.g., sh, ch, etc.),
exemplar- containing consonant clusters;

5) Where applicable, rule exempl-ars within a section can also he
further suhgrouped in the following order of descending preference:

a. exemplars containing short vowels,

h. exemplars containing ee,
c. exemplagfs containing long vowels,

d. exemplars containing secondary vowels;

6) The pronunciation of the vowel(s) in an exemplar will be somewhat
affected by the consonant it precedes if that consonant is r, 1,

or a nasal (n, m, ra).

When there is no criterion for div7sion, or when the number of exemplars

is low, words have been alphabetized. Within each section, words are

also alphahetized.

(/-
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In addition, three specific sets of criteria have been used witn

rules. throughout the four-year sequence: "general position criteria,"
"_ppecial position criteria," and "R criteria."

General position criteria

:he "general position criteria" ac! given below, with the underlined

C or V as the grapheme unit being taught.

Consonants (one-syllable words):

la = CV

lb = CVC

2a = VC 3a = CVCC 4a = CCV(C)

2b = CVC 3b = CCVC 4b = TOVCC
4c = CCVCC
4d = CCVCC

5a = CCV(C)
5b = (T)VCC
5c = CCVCC
5d = CCVCC
5e = CCCV. . or ..VCCC

Vowels (one-syllable words):

la= V 2a = CV 3a = VCC 4a = CVCC 5a = CCVCC

11,= VC 2b = CVC 3h = CCV 4b = CCVC 5b = CCCV.. or ..VCCC

)ronsonants and vowels (multisyllable words):

63 = two-s)Mlable compounds
6b = two-sy\ilable words formed by adding affixes to one-syllable* words

7 = two-syllable words
a = grapheme unit initial
b = grapheme unit final
c = grapheme un'it media l

8a = three-syllable compounds
8b = three-syllable words formed by adding affixes to two-syllable words

9 = three-syllable Jords
a = grapheme unit initial
b = grapheme unit final
c = grapher?le unit medial

10a = fourThyllable compounds
10b = four-syllable words formed by adding affixes to three-syllable words

,For explanation of the symbols and terms used in this report, see
APdendices A and B.



When the "general position criteria" are used, final ,I lent e 1-, treated

as a C unless other.-.1se noted, since the criteria do not pro.yrde for two

vowels in a word. When all ,cords involved have a final silent c te.g.,

in block 6), it is excluded, since it does not differentiate words.

In the "general position criteria" and in other .;thin -rule sequencing

criteria, double consonants and consonant digraphs arek counted as single

C's; e.g., mat, mass, and mash are alr considered to be CVC word. Also.

.,secondary vowels are counted single V's, e.g het, beat and beet are
,

considered to he CVC words.

Special position criteria

The "'-pecial no,-,ition criteri,3" air ii .loolt.c-ition of the "general

positron criteria" for vyiel,, .,ith criterld colllp-,ed, h,,ed in a few

cases:

i = .:(C)V...

il = ,*(C)tCV...

iii = to---,yllahle .._ulTound,;
tr,-)-syllagle word., formed by adding affixt-, to one-syl lat'le

wcrds
iv = other two -,:illable word3

R criteria

The "R criteria" are used in addition to other criteria for vowels

before r, because of the greater difficulty of Vr sequences:
,

i = vowel nnt in the environment / r

ii = vowel in the environment / r
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Criteria for Wi thin -Pule Se,14uncing of and Secom:-Year '.;ord

Blocks 1-4 general position criteria

Block 5

5,1

5,5

Block 6

Block 7

alphabetical

eneral position criteria

general position criteria, with final silent e

excluded (e.g., name = CVC,); R criteria

7,1 general position criteria, with final silent e
excluded (e.g., face = CVC)

Block 8

8,1 1 = vowel Rule 11 at end of compound

2 = vowel Rule 11 in firstfpart of compound

3 = other

8,2 A16,-116
616, E16

016

1 =

2 other

I = /g

2 = con-
3 = other

In 1,1, these criteria were modified because of the introducti of

five rules aeonce:
1 = VC

2 = CVC

-3 = (c)VCC

Vo



Block 9

general position criteria, with r a, part of

the vowel (e.g., or = V)

J,2 E21 I = base tCCer

a VC' er

t = C + Cer

2 = ur.tressed final er
a = 'VCer

C:C er

b = C C,er

3 - Cer

4 'secondary stressed tr(Cl:

021,

m2I

121, 1 = compounds
2 = other

021 I = compounds
2 = er

,3

3 = other

general position criteria, with-r as part of

Olt vowel (e.g., word = CVC)

Block 10

10,1 1 1 7 1 = ishv

2

3 = iCC

017 1 =

2 = other

El/ 1 - u,,e + ness/les
a = -ness
h = -less

2 = base + en/ed
a = -en
b = -ed

3 = other rwords with ess, en, ed

t indicates two different consonant letters, whift-Inc notation

C
1pittr.
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a = es-,

b = en

c = ed

4 = et,:

5 = el-
6 = other

1 = -man
1.--

2 = a,:

3 = al:
4 = other (not / r)

5 = ar(C)
a = ar.

b = arCi,

017 1 = on':

2 = other (not / r)

3 = or(C):

10,2 Y17

LE22

10,3

10,4 116

1 = base
2 = base

a =

+ L
+ y
CC7 +
VC' Y...

b = C + Cy_

3 = numbers
4 = other

a = CiCiy_

U = VC
CiC, L

1 = C,Cile
2 = cVC

1C,C

alphabetical

I = in-
2 = dip-

3 = other

U16 1 = un + base
2 = other

A16, 016, E21, 021, EEIO

alphabetical



10,5 Al/

E17

017

50

I . a + bas
2 = 73

3 = other

1 - ox-

2 = e

,
3 = other

..,-:

I = con-
2 = com- and col-
3 = pro-
4 = other (not / r)

5 = -Cor

u17, 117 alphabetical

Block 11

11,1 _I = base + ing
2 = -incli;

3 = other

11,2 general position criteria

11,3 general position criteria

11,4 general position criteria

11,5 6010 I nne-syllable words; compounds
= other two-syllable words

0..10 alphdbetical

11,6 1 = one-syllable words
2 = ngeri;

3 = other two-syllable words

Block 12

12,1 general position criteria

t I
t4



12,2 EA11'
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1 = environments applying to EAll, but

not to EA31

a -= /

b = / 1

c = / m

d = / ch

e =
t = other

2 = environments applying primarily to
EAll, but also to EA31

(and/or FA33 and/or EA40)

a = / r

b = / t

c =

d = / n

e = / st

3 = environments applying fairly equally
to EAll and EA31

a = / d

b = /7f
c = /v
d = / th

plus special position criteria

EA31' 1 = 11th (environme applying to EA31,
but not to EA11)

3 = environments applying fairly equally
to FA31 and ,EA11

a = / d

b=
c = other

plus special position criteria

12,3 0011 1 = environments applying to 0011, but
not to 0012
a = /

b = / n

In both 12,2 and 12,3 (and similarly in 13,3; Rule 024) there are

two rules for two different pronunciations of the same secondary vowel,

and th: following criteria are used:
1 = environments applying to the rule under consideration,

but not the other rule;
2 = environments applying primarily to the rule under

-consideration, but also to the other rule;

3 = environments applying fairly equally to both

rules.

)

iJ
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: d = /..._ p c
e = / th

f = / st

2 = / 1
--(environment applying primarily to

0011, but also to 0012)
3 = environments applying fairly equally to

0011 and 0012
a = / t

b = / d

c = / f

d = / r

e = / k

plus special position criteria

0012 2 = / k (environment applying primarily to
0012, but also to 0011)

3 = environments applying fairly equally to
0012 and 0011

a = / d

b = / t

c = /1
d = / ---f .

e = /__p
plus special position criteria

12,4 general position criteria

Block 13

13,1 031 general position criteria

031 1 - one-syllable words
2 = base + ful
3 = other trio-syllable.words

13,2 A23 I = / 11

2 = / I t

3 = /ld
plut, special position criteria

023 1 = / 11

2 = / --Id

3 = /1 t
plus special position criteria

13,3 122 I = / nd

2 = / Id

pluJ spec:1.11 position criteria

I I

a
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024' 1 = environments applying to 024, but not

to any other rules for o

a = / ng

b = / g

c = / ff

d = / ft
e = / nk

3 = environments applying to 024 and also
to other rules for o

a = / ss

b = / st

c = / th

plus special position criteria

Block 14

14,1 1 = dge(g)

a = one-syllable words

b = compounds
c = two-syllable words

2 = nCe;I_
a = ngeg
b = nceg
c = nse;

i = one-syllable words
ii r two-syllable words

3 = 1Ce
4 = other

a = one-syllable wards
b = two- syllable words

114,2

1 3

1 = rseg

2 = rveg
3 = rged

4 = nceg

2 = Vie!

3 = Vceg
4 = other VCeg
5 = other VCCeg

4.1 6



Ct I ter 1,) t,,, iv in _ 'v;t. t 1 1 I

Block 15

15,1

15,2 1- t nut

Block 16

16,1 ge,ft,ral po',it,Jo criteria, F criteria

16,2 general u t i 11 c I t t2ria; F c r i tt r

16,3 UE10 I = ont, -sy 11 db lc t,o1,1,,
2 ttio-t,y llat, 1 'or (In

Ot,10 atm, rcir pozitror criteria; k cr I terio

16,4 .,,,ner <31 po-, i t vn ci I tt_ ri

16,5 J p( 0_, I t ion Cl err a

16,6 CiE10, 0, 01,, I no I t I in cri terra

U l I it \ I I <it I ,orti
uopotinci

3 lab le

EW10 ciener,11 p,,,,rtItn criteria

Block I 7

17,1 A I t I Cal

17,2 1 VII, L
= other VL0 + Cr
- (0 (LE22) + iT

4 = , - , +

-an alphaLetical

= VII, I V

2 ('t r- r

, 1 V11, IV
()trier

4 Jrq
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Block 18

-ft-

-s 1 = s -+ [s]

a = one-syllable words
b = compOunds
c = two-syllable words
.d = f (singular) -+ v (plural)

2 = (e)s-+ [az]
3 = i+es

-ed

-er

-en, -in
-ed

1 = C+(C)ed
a = LET, [I]

i = one-syllable words

ii = two-syllable words
b = [ad]

,I1J= CVii+ed

a = 177J, NJ
= one-syllable ,cords

ii = two-syllable words

b = [ad]

3 Y.' + ed

1 = two-syllable base + er

a = no change in base
b=

2 = compounds
a = no change in base word
b=

alphabetical

1 = no change in base
2 =-/[1].-..i [a] +
3 = ful

18,1 E13 1 = re-

2 = be-
3 = de-
4 = e-

5 = pre
6 = other two-syllable words
7 = three- syllable words

013 1 = o
2 = pro-

3 = Co-
4 = CCo-

5 = three syllable words

i 7



Al3 1 = tivo-syllable words

2 = three-,vIlahle word,

113 1

2 - CI-

3 = CCi-

4 = three-syllable words

J13 1 = (C)u-

2 r CCur:

3 = three syllable words
plus R criteria

18,2 S20 general posit:on criteria; final silent e

excluded (e.g., nose = CVC)

18,3

S21 I = -ouse
a = one-syllable words
b = two- and three-syllable words

2 = -ase
a = one-syllable words
b = two- and three- syllable words

3 = -ease
4 = -oose

1 = arV
2 = arrV

3 -= other

18,4 I - onq-syllable words

2 = two-syllable words; first syllaL'e

stressed with a vowel 13 rule

3 = two syllable words; first syllable

stressed with other vowel rule

4 = two-syllable words; second syllable

stressed

Block 19

19, 1 -ment I = base + meht

2 = other

-()r = no change In base

2 --,

-ivy I -,-, no change in base

2 = changes in base

I = 1,f1 Ll'1,1n(le in
2 + ne.55
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-ance/-ant 1 = io change in base

2 = changes in base

3 = other

19,2 1E11 1 = one-syllable words
2 = two-syllable words

124 + GH10 general position criteria, with gh as part

1Y of the vowel (i.e., ioh.=

GH10 1 = ght!

2 = ght#
3 = two- and three-syllable words

H2O 1 = h 0 /Y

* 2 = TT-- 0 /

3 = h 0 /Dunstress0

19,3 K20 general position criteria, with kn as a

consonant (e.g., knit = CVC)

19,4

G20 1 = #9.2.

2 = gnu

a = ign (Rule 122)

b = other

W20 general position criteria, with wr as a

consonant (e.g., wrinq = CVC)

general position criteria, with mb as a

consonant (e.g., lamb = CVC)

19,5 L20 1 - -alk (Rule A23)

a = one-syllable words
b = two-syllable words

2 = -olk (Rule 023)

3 =
4 = -alv
5 = -alm

T20 1 = -stle

2 = -sten
3 = -f ten

19,6 1 = one-syllable words
2 = two-syllable words

Block 20

20,1 1 = no change in base
2 =

3 = other



-ful

-al

able

alphabetical

1 = no change in base
2 = 0

1 = no change in base
2 = V (optional)

-eth, -less, alphabetical
ist, -ish

20,2 general position criteria

20,3 1 = -ther
a = two-syllable words
b = three-syllable words

2 = -thern
3 = -the

20,4 1 --two-syllable words
2 = three-syllable words

Block 21

21,1

21,2

21,3 -s ion -- ( _.,,,f,,

alphabetical

1 = two-syllable words
2 = three-syllable words, no changes

a = base + ion
b = other

3 = + ion

4 = base + ation
a = no change in base

b = V
5 = miscellaneous changes in base
6 = Lion + al
7= tion -. 77-an)/s

i = -ssion
a = two-syllable words
b = three-syllable words

i = no change in base
ii = t + ion -* ssion

iii = other

2 = -sion/C
a = two-syllable words
b = three-syllable words

l
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,

-s i on I .I'-',D n I

1

2

3

,

= /V
= /r .
= de + ion - sion

de ,

a V ' [\7] /--sionl

b = V-; [2 1 / de

- [V] / sion

21,4 1 = two-syl lable words

2 = three-syllable words

Block 22 *,

122,1 1 = V11,CeP
a = first vowel: vowel 16 rule

b = first vowel: other vowel rule

2 = Y19
3 = V15,C(C) (e)::

4 = other

22,2 1 l,-. Yl7g

2 = LE22/;

3 = V17,1::

4 = V17,r:"or E21, r ;:
,

5 = Alit':

6 = V17,U
-.1

7 = V17,CCg
8 = V17,C(C)e,':

22,3 1 = Al]"

2 = V17,r;- or ,r

3 = 025:;

4 = V17,C(C)
5 = V17,1ii or LE22

6 = other

22,4 1 = EE10,(C),1

2 = other

IMO :..
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Criteria for Within-Rule Sequencing of Fourth-Year Word List

Block 23

23,1 A29 1 = -as tetl

a = base words
b = derived words and compounds

2,= -anger (including derived forms)

5 =

A24 1 = (one-syllable words)

2 = swa...(one-syllable words)

3 = J71-wa (derived words and compounds)
4 = z(777... (other two- and three-syllable

words)

5 =

23,2 135 1 = / it

a = one-syllable words
b = two- and three-syllable words

2 = -ine
,

3 = other

125 1 = -ion
2 = -ior
3,= i a

4 = view

5 = other

23,3 alphabetical

Block 24

24,1 four-syllable compounds,
-ing, -L, -er, -or, -en, -ed

alphabetical

1 = base +
2 = ful +

24,2 I = / x

a = two-syllable wards

b = three-syllable words

2 = / v

a = one- and two-syllabW words
b = three-syll.able words

c = four-syllable words



Block

24,3

24,4

25

25,1

25,2 126

Y26

U26

E26

1 = / C

a7; tNo-syllable words (plus ,affixes)
b = three- and four-syllable words

2 = r C it

a---1 two-syllable words (plus\offixes)

b = three-syllab147 wovls

3 = / C ish

= /--C id

1 = base + ity
2 =

3 = other

1= base + ion
a = no change in base

b=
2 = -ation

a = no change in base

b = V
3 = ¢ + ition [Ion]
4 = misceljaneous changes
5 = first vowel: [V] in base [v] in affixed

form (with various changes)
6 = other

1 = two-syllqble words:
a = Ci

b = CCi

2 = three syllable words
a = compounds; affixed words
b = other

alphabetical

1 = two-syllable words
2 = three-syllable words

1 = two-syllable words
2 = three-syllable words

A26, 026 alphabetical

25,3 136 1 = two-syllable words
2-=

3 =

4 = other three-syllable words

5 - four-syllable words



f

-23-

Y36 alphabetical

' 25,4 m12 1 'too syllable words
2 = three- and four-syllable words

112, Y12, 012, U12

25,5 El4

Block 26

alphabetical

1 = re-

2 = other

114* YI4, m14, 014, U14

26,1 -able

alphabetical

1 = no change
2 = ce- no change

3 = 0
4 = 1J '

1.ment alphabetical

-al

26,2 1E17

26,3

I = no palatalizations
2 = paratalization,

-ary, -1st

alphabetical

I = ba,,e + re

2 = other

EYI7 1 = base +'

2 = other two-syllaLle words
= three- and four-syllable words

alphabetical

26,4 general position criteria, with r part ot
V (i.e., ear = V)

26,5 general position criteria

26,6 P(10 general position criteria

E120 I (one-syllable)

ciyht (one syllable)



26,7 "OU`,

_24_

1

3 = other one-syllable word',
4 at'ixed form and too- dr.d yord,

I - ba-,e + ous

=0
3 = y -+ I + ous

4 - er + ous

5 = non-base

6 = -ous + suffix

063) general position cteria

oti35 general poition criteria; R criteria

0233 (deneral position criteria; R criteria

UUjit general position criteria, with qh as part

of V (i.e., ough = V) 4

2b,h general

Bi(,(J, 27

1 an-

= other

in-, rhis-, II--

11p1 eticd1

27,2 St rt.-.'D

I - ia(C)(e)

a = is
I - !al-

= other

3 V1-(y)

a = lor

Cr

= Vry.

= Y17

5 = -ence/-ent
= Vole

oth(_ r

rr pat tern 14E3

- -ate
2 - other



27,3 1 = -ic'
,)ther

27,4 I 1 -ary

2 = other

27,5

27,6 E-1

alphabetjcal

1 = three-syllables -* two-syllables

a = -err
b = -erence7-erent

c = -Inv
d = other

2 = three-syllables -* two-syllables + affix

3 = four-syllables -* three syllables

032 1 = three syllables -* two-syllables

a = -ory.:

b ='other
2 = four-syllables - three-syllables
3 - five-syllables --* four syllables

A32, 1)2 1 = three-syllables - two-syllables
2 = four-syllables --* three-syllables

I

r

/



Block I

Section II

Sequenced Word Lists

First-Year Word List

Frequency =.796

Frequency = 315

1 1 Frequency = 10

N10,.NNIO, TIO, A15, 115 Frequency = 10

1 an at in inn it

2 tan tat tin

3 ant tint

1,2 Frequency = 11

P10 Frequency = 11

lb pan pat

2b nap ril o

3a pant

5b apt

1,3 Frequency = 40

Ll0 Frequency = 7

lb lap lip_
2b pal

3a lint

5a p'an

5c plant

LLIO Frequency = 3

2a ill

2b niii till

4 7

pin Pip

tap tip

l i t

pit
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1,3 (con't) SlO Frequency .= 27

lb sap sat sill

bit

4a 1,1ap slat

snip span

spit still

4b its taps

4L slant

5b last lisp

5e pants split

SSW. Frequency =

2a ass

,-2b lass pass

i,4 Frequency = 47

010 Frequency = 14

lb dad

2b lad

3b slid

4h and

4c stand

0010 Frequency -. 1

2h add

did

lid

slip

spat

list

di 11

pad

land sand

sin sip

slit snap

spill Spin

past,

din dip

sad



-28

1,4 (con't) E15 Frequency = 32

2b dell den led less let

3a

net

set

end

pen

tell

pep

ten

pet sell

4a dent lend nest pelt pent

pest

test

send sent tend 1 tent

4b sled sped spell step

5a slept spend spent

1,5 Frequency = 101

M10 Frequency = 32

lb mad man map mass mat

men mess met mill miss

mitt
t

2a am

2b darn dim tam

3a mast melt mend mist

3h slam slim stem

4k elm

5a smell

5b damp imp lamp limp

5u smelt

5d stamp

5e midst

6a tom-tom
---

29



1,5

-29-

lcon't)B1°
Frequencv = 28

lb bad ban bass bat bed

2b

bell

bin

dab

bet

bit

tab

bib bid hill

3a

3b

band belt

stab -

bend bent best

4a- blab bled bless bliss

4c blast blend blimp

U15 Frequency = 41

lb up us

2b bud bum bun bus but

butt cull mud mum mugs

nut ptm pup sub sum

3a

sun

up

sup tub tut

4a bull bump bust dump dust

lump lust must pump

4b plum

stun

plus slum spun stub

5a

5e

plump

mumps

stump stunt



1,6 Frequency = 106

R10 Frequency = 45

lb ram

rib

rum

-30-

ran

r id

run

rap

rim

rut

r c t red

rip rub

3a rend rent - rest rump runt

rust

5a brad bran brass brat

drill drip drum press

trap trill trim trip

-,
5c bran id pr imp print t ramp

C.

1

trust

\ 5e strand strap
\ _

6a rat-tat--.,

H10 Frequency = 22

lb had ham

hen hid *

h i t hu'b

3a hand held

hump hunt

J i

st-2-ip

hat

hill

hull

help

I

dress

pr im

trump

strum strut

i

hell hem i
him hip

/ hum but

hemp hi nt
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1,6 (con 'st) 015 Frequency = 39

0 lb oefd on

2b bob doll

lot mob

not pod

rod rot

top tot

14a bond pond

14b blot drop

s lop

5a b lond

5e prompt

1

\

dot

mom

pop

sob

romp

hop

mop

pot

sod

ho t

nod

4-91"
..

sop

...-plod plot prop

slot spot stop trot

)
.) ...I

%.0
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Block 2 Frequency = 50

/ 2,1 rrequency = 28

SHIO Freq6ency = 28

lb sham shed

t

shot shut

N .

2a ash

shell snin ship

2b dash dish hash hush lash

mash mush rush sash

3a shalt

3b blush brush

t

4a shred shrill

4c shrimp

5e splash

2,2 Frequency = 22

TH13 Frequency = 6

lb than that them then this

s

slush smash trash

shrub

thus

TH11 Frequency = 16

lb thud thin

2b bath hath lath math path

pith

3a thump

4a thrash thresh thrill thrush

4h depth tenth

4c thrust

of



Block 3

-33-

Frequency = 51

3,1 Frequency = 40

EE10 Frequency =

lb eel

I
36

2a bc.e see tee thee

2b beer beet deed deep deer

heed heel meet need peel

peep peer reed reel seed

3b

seem

teeth

three

seen

tree

seep sheep sheet

4b

5e

bleed

steep

street

s 1 eep

steer

sleet speed steel

E25 Frequency = 4

2a be 'he me she

3,2 Frequ'ency = 11

Y19 Frequency = 11

2a by my shy thy

3b dry pry sly spy sty

t ry

6a by-by

34



0[k4
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Frequency = 380

4,1 Frequency = 91

FIO Frequency = 51

la fee

lb fad fan fat fed feed

feel feet fell fib 4' fill

fin fish fit fun fuss

2a if

2b beef

3a fast felt fifth film fist

fond

4a flap flash flat fled flee

fleet flesh, flip flop fly

free fresh fret fry

4b elf self shelf

4c flint
I

5b left lift raft shaft shift

sift

5d draft drift thrift

FF10 Frequency = 9

2b buff

3b fluff

huff muff puff

sniff staff stiff

3

i

stuff



4,1 (coni,t) W10 Frequency = 31

411

la we,

-35-

wee

lb web wed weed weep well

wet will win wish wit

with

3a went wept west wilt

5a dwell, sweep sweet swell s

swish tweed tweet twin

5c swept swift twist

5e twelfth

4,2 Frequency = 187

K10 Frequency = 37

lb keen

kiss

2h leek

week

3a kelp

4b ask

elk

silk

5a skid

skit

keep kid > kill kin

kit

meek peek reek seek

kept

bask desk disk dusk

husk mask milk risk

sulk task tusk

skill . skim skin skip

skull sky

/

J.
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4,2 (con't) N20 Frequency = 34

5b bank bunk hunk, ink kink

link mink pink punk rark

rink sank sink sunk tank

thank think wink

5d blank blink brink drank drink

drunk frank pIllk prank shrink

shrunk skunk slink spank stink

trunk

C 2 Frequency = 59

lb cab cad can cap cash

cat cob cod cop cot

cub cud cuff cup ' cuss

cut , ---

3a camp cast

4a clad clam clan clap class

cliff clip clod club crab

cram crash creed creek creep

crib crop crush cry

4c clamp clasp clump craft cramp

crank crept crest crisp crust

5a scab scat

5b act fact

5c scalp scamp scant

5d tract

5e scrap screen scrub strict

JI



4,2 (con't) CK10 Frequenn =757

2b back

dock

lack

nick

rock

sick

tick

3h Hack

cluck

prick

,peel

t racl

5t: ,truces

beck

duck

lick

nick

sack

sock

tuck
Y

block

crack

',lack

tack

i rj cL

38

buck

hack

lock

peck

hacl.

suck

,i6

hric

flock

slick

',tick

true

-4

hecl-

luck

pick

deci.

1. i c

neck

r icli

.Lucl-

tack thid

click

frock

smack

.t.cic-

1 -1
p.,,c.,



4,3

-38-

Frequency = 65

G12 Frequency = 65

lb gag

got

gap

gum

gas

gun

gash god

2b bag heg big hug dig

dug fig hag Pig
keg

lag leg lug mug nag

peg pig pug rag rig

rug

wig

sag tag tug wag

3a gQsp gulf gulp

3b crag drag drug flag plug

<J.-1g slug snag ,-tlg twig

4a glad glass glee glen grab

grass greed green greet grill

grin grip grit grub gruff

4c grand gran* grunt

Li.)



4,4 F re au( ncv = 32

J10 Frequency = 12

IL loci- Jam

loh got

Su le-t jucip

X10 Fresiuency = 14

ax ox

2h box fix

sux

3h flax

5b next sixth

Y10 Frequency = 6

4,5

lo

fox

let

Inert

jig

MIX rex

tax wax

lb v a k YaP 0.11

Frequenk_v = 5

V 10 F- reuuencv =

It van

3,1 'J e t

Frt qu(-ncv = 2

3,1 nu

n 1

yet



Second-Year Word List

Frequency = 2299

Block 5 Frequency = 68

5,1 Frequency = 36

Compounds Frequency = 36

bathtub blacksmith bobsled cannot

catfish catnip chopstick deerskin

fishpond flagship flashbulb grandstand

gumdrop hotbed inkstand inkwell

inland (P) instep lipstick lockbox

milkman milkweed padlock pickup

pigpen sandbag sandman sheepman

shellfish shotgun sunset teepee

tomcat uphill upset (N) weekend

5,2

5,3

5,14

The -ing suffix with previously introduced base words.

The -es suffix (plurals and third-person singular, present

tense forms) with previously introduced base words.

The -ed suffix (past tense) with previously introduced base

words.



5,5

-4i-

Frequency = 32

NGIO Freqt!s!ncy = 32

2b bang ding fang gang

hang hung king lung

rang ring ,-ung sang

sing sung thing wing

3b bring clang cling fling

slang sling slung sting

stung swing swung

5e sprang

strung

spring sprpno string



Block 6

-42-

Frequency - 259

6,1 Frequency = 176

All Frequency = 108

lbi ale ape ate

2bi babe bade bake bale

cake came cane cape

cave dame date fade

fake fame fate gale

game gate gave hate

lake lame lane late

made make male mane

mate name pale pane

pave rake rate rave

safe sake sale same

sane save shade shake

shame shape shave take

tale tame tape vane

wade wake wane wave

2bii bare care dare fare

hare mare pare rare

share ware

Obi blade blame Maze brake

brave crane crate crave

craze drake drape flake

flaw frame glade grade

grape gra,te grave graze



6,1 (don't)

-43-

plane plate sale skate

slate slave snake spade

spake stake stale state

stave trade

4bii glare scare snare spare

stare

111 Frequency = 68

ni bike bite dike dime

dine dive fife fine
I

five hide hike hive

kite life like lime

line live (Aj) mile mine

mite nine pile pine

pipe ride rime -.ripe

rite shine side site

size tide tile time

vine wide wife wine

vkipe

2bii fire hire mire tire

wire

Obi bride crime drive glide

pride prize shrine slide

,,lime smile snipe spike

',pine spite stile swipe

tribe twine

5ei sprite stride strike stripe

4 :



-414-

6,2 Frequency' = 83

011 Frequency

lbii ore

= 60

2bi bone code coke cone

dole dome dope dove (Vb)

hole home hope joke

lone mode mole mope

note poke pole pope

robe rode role rope

rove sole tone vote

woke wove yoke zone

2bii bore core fore more

shore sore tore wore

4bi broke clove drove froze

globe grove slope smoke

smote spoke stole stone

stove throne

.

4bii score

stroke

snore store swore

5b1

'10
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6,2 (can't) Ulf Frequency = 16 0

2bi cube' cute duke dune

2bii

June

tube

cure':

tune

rude' rule

Obi crude-;- flute lume' prune:-

Ell Frequency = 3

lbi eve

2bi theme

2bii here

EE10 + El8 Frequency = 4

4b breeze freeze sleeve sneeze

= always pronounced [u]
= always pronounced [yul

Unasterisked words may be pronounced either [u] or Hiu 1, but ,

predomina0,.s.



\
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Block 7 Frequency = 36

7,1 Frequency = 36

Cll Frequency = 26

(Y\ lb cell

2a ace ice

2b dice face lace lice

mice nice pace race

rice

3a cent

3b brace fleece grace place

price slice space spice

thrice trace twice

5a scene

5e spruce

611 Frequency = 10

la gee
t,

lb gem gin

2a age

2b cage huge page rage

,,age

3b stage

7,2 The -s, -d, and -ing suffixes added to words with general
primary vowel Rule 11.

is



Block 8

-47-

Frequency = 70

8,1 Frequency = 45

Compounds with rules in Block 5-7 Frequency = 45

1 bathrobe bedtime beehive campfire

classmate cupcake drugstore hillside

inside Jumprope keepsake manhole

.

milkshake nickname pancake ragtime

springtime sunshine tadpole teenage

upside wishbone

2 farewell firefly fireplace fireside

grapevine herein homemade homesick

icebox iceman limeade limestone

livestock paleface pipeline

sagebrush smokestack sparerib stovepipe

tapeline

3 gangplank slingshot

I
,?
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8,2 Frequency = 25

A16 Frequency = 7

1 abscess accent address(N)(P) annex(N)

2 landscape sampan, transplant(N)

116 Frequency = 3

1 index insect

2 picnic

)U16 Frequency = 3

1 umpire

2 muskrat

E16 Frequency = 2

2 reptile welfare

suspect(N)

016 Frequency = 10

1 object(N)

2 concrete (P)(AS) conduct(N)

contest(N) contract(N) convent

3 bonfire compact(N) costume

content(N)



,,
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Block 9 Frequency = 322

9,1 Frequency = 107

A21 Frequency = 40

1b ark arm art

2a bar car far jar

mar tar i,

2b bard bark barn card

carp cart dark darn

dart farm hard hark

harm harp lard lark

mark marsh park part

shark sharp tart yard

yarn

3b scar star

4b scarf smart spark start

021 Frequency = 26

la or

2a for nor

2b born cord cork corn

ford fork form fort

forth horn lord morn

north pork port short

sort thorn torn worn

4b sport stork storm

t



0

9,1 (can't) U21 FreqL.:.:ncy = 15

lb burn

/

41

i

2a bur

2b burn

-50-

fur

curb

furl hurt

3b spur

14,3 burnt burst

4h slurp_
id

121 Fre9uency 14

2a fir

4 2b bird

third

3b stir

4a first

4b flirt

E21 Frequency = 12

2a her

42b berth
vit

jerk

4b clerk

sir

birth

thirst

skirt

per

fern

purr

curd

turn

curl

dirt shirt

swirl twirl

germ herd

pert term verb'

stern

51
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9,2 Frequency = 192

E21 Frequ,ncy = 150 (plus agent noun and comparative
adjective forms of previously
introduced words)

la banker bumper burner camper

dresser dweller flyer gusher

hanger helper her,"er hunter

jumper keeper milker mixer

picker planter printer renter

ringer singer sleeper speller

stinker sweeper thrasher

lb batter blotter clipper cutter

dipper dropper drummer fibber

flapper gunner potter robber

runner shutter snapper stopper

swimmer thinner trapper winner

zipper

2a after amber antler aster

blister canter center cinder

cluster cracker enter fender

filter flicker gander ginger

hinder huckster limber lobster

locker lumber master member

mister monster number pester

plaster pucker scamper scatter

r.

shelter silver sister ,lender

slumber splinter sucker teeter



9,2 (con't) teeter-totter

ti

4

temper tender

T, un,lt r tirlt_r tinker under

winter yonder

2h banner better bitter bladder

blubber butter copper dinner

flutter fodder gutter hammer

holler inner ladder latter

letter lit±,-r manner matter

miller mutter otter patter

pepper pitter pitter-patter

platter rubber rudder setter

shatter skipper slipper spatter

summer supper tatter teller

twitter udder upper

3 perfume termite

4 adverb cistern concert expert

iceberg lantern pattern transfer(N)

we

U21 Fryuency = 5

1 saudhur sunburn

2 burdock murmur murder

121 Frequency = 4

1 hirdseel blackbird catbird redbird



-53-

9,2 (con't) A21 Frequency = 18

1 backyard barnyard birchbark carfare

farmyard graveyard hardware skylark

,Dtarfish streetcar stockyard yardstick

2 barber farmer garter parker

partner starter

021 Frequency = 15

1 cornflake landlord northland popcorn

sandstorm shortcake shortcut shortstop

2 corner former order porter

3 platform torment(N) transport(N)

9,3 Frequency = 23

A25 Frequency = 11

2a war

2b ward warm warn wart

4a warmth

lb dwarf swarm

6a wardrobe warm-up

6b warmer ,

022 Frequency = 12

2b word work worm worth

4a world worst

6a eworl framPwork homework c,ilkworm

workshop

6!



-54-

Block 10 Frequency = 575

10,1 Frequency = 213

117 Frequency = 36

I furnish greenish publish reddish

rubbish selfish varnish

2 anvil attic bandit derrick

goblin hermit horrid margin

martli napkin orbit pencil

pilgrim public pumpkin rabbit

splendid summit tennis tonsil

torrid -affic turnip ,,ictim

worship

3 artist dentist district florist

U17 Frequency = 6

1 cactus campus circus fungus

2 album stirrup

L



-55-

10,1 (con't)E17 Frequency = 89

la darkness gladness illness sadness

sickness

lb careless homeless

2a bitten blacken deepen fatten

flatten harden ridden rotten

sharpen silken sweeten

2b dotted spotted stranded

la actress harness mattress mistress

princes', reckless

3b burden garden happen kitten

mitten pollen sudden

3c wicked

4 anklet basket blanket bonnet

bracelet bucket carpet casket

cricket goblet jacket locket

magnet oiallet market midget

packet pallet pellet pocket

puppet racket russet scarlet

Skillet tablet thicket ticket

trumpet velvet

5 cancel funnel kennel kernel

mantel nickel parccl pretzel

tassel Tinsel tunnel vessel

\
\

6 absent current c orest garment
.....

harvest hundred object (N) pavement

perfect problem statement sub ject (N)

J0
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10,1 (can't) All Frequency = 45

1 brakeman busman fireman foremen_
.

freshman huntsman workman

2 comma extra larva Santa

3 central dental formal moral

normal oral rascal sandal

signal

4 bantam canvas errand gallant

German infant organ pennant

servant

5a burglar cellar collar dollar

grammar nectar poplar vulgar

5b backward blizzard custard forward

homeward mustard standard upward

017 Frequency = 37

1 button cannon canyon carbon

carton common cotton crimson

gallon lesson mutton pardon

person ribbon sermon

2 blossom bottom freedom gallop

hammock hassock mammoth method

pistol scallop seldom

3 actor arbor armor Joctor

effort harbor mirror oxford

parlor ,tubborn tractor

J



-57-

10,2 Frequency = 226

Y17 Frequency = 142

1 badly barely bravely gladly

hardly homely lately likely

lively lonely manly nicely

partly prickly promptly sadly

safely shapely shortly r sweetly

swiftly warmly weekly

2a billy bumpy creepy curly

dirty dolly dusty fluffy

fussy fuzzy greedy hilly

horny inky jelly lucky

messy milky needy rocky

rusty sandy silky sleepy

smarty sticky stormy sulky

tarty thirsty thorny thrifty

tricky

2b daddy fatty funny furry

mommy muddy puppy skinny

sunny teddy zippy

3 fifty forty ninety sixty

thirty twenty

5d



10,2 (con't)

-58-

4a belly berry biddy bonny

buddy bunny ditty dizzy

dummy ferry golly gully

gunny happy hobby holly

hurry jiffy jolly kitt

lobby mammy middy penny

poppy shabby shinny silly

sorry stubby tabby taffy

taly toddy worry wuzzy

4b army brandy candy cranky

dandy derby empty fancy

frisky gently glory grizzly

handy hungry husky fi kinky

lanky mercy merry nasty

pantry party perky plenty

safety simply stingy story

sturdy tardy teeny ugly

uobb l y



-59-

10,2 (con't) LE22 Frequency = 84

1 apple battle bottle bubble

cattle coddle cripple crippled

fiddle gobble huddle kettle
...-

little middle muzzle nibble

nipple paddle pebble peddle

puddle puzzle raffle rattle

riddle ripple ruffle se.ddle

scribble settle tattle wabble

2 angle ankle beetle' buckle

bundle cackle candle circle

crackle crumble dangle dimple

feeble freckle fumble gargle

gentle grumble handle jingle

jungle kindle mantle marble

needle nimble pickle pimple

purple rumble sample scramble

shingle simple single sparkle

speckle sprinkle steeple stumble

tackle tangle temple thimble

tickle tinkle trample tumble

turtle twinkle uncle warble



-60-

10,3 Frequency = 8

Compounds Frequency = 8

(I

herself himself itself myself

northwest upon upset(V,Aj) within

0,4 Frequency = 40

116 Frequency = 14

1 indent inflate inform insane

inspect intend invent invite

2 disgrace dismiss distress disturb

3 impure mistake

U16 Frequency =

t
1 undress unlace unlock

2 unless until

A16 Freuqncy = 4

accept pastel transplant(Vb) transport (Vb)

016 Frequency = 2

stockade trombone

E21 Frequency = 4

percent perfect(Vb) perform perhaps

021 Frequency = 2

cornet torment(Vb)

EE10 Frequency = 9

indeed fifteen fifteenth nineteen

nineteenth sixteen

thirteenth

ft 1

sixteenth thirteen



-61-

10,5 Frequency = 88

AI7 Frequency = 38

1 aback afar afire alike

alive alone' apart ashore

asleep awake awoke

2 4 abode acute address(Vb) admire

admit adopt adult afford

agree alarm alas alert

amaze annex(Vb) apply arrest

arrive assume attack attend

attract

3 canal lapel manure parade

salon salute

Ell Frequency = 19

1 except excite expect explode

explore expres,s extend

2 entire escape

3 between cement degree describe

respect restore secrete sedan

select shellac



..,--62-

10,5 (con't) 017 Frequency = 24

1 condense conduct(Vb) connect content(Aj)

contest(Vb) contract(Vb)

2 collect command commence

complete

compact(Aj,Vb)

..-

3 produce(Vb) progress(Vb) project(Vb) .promote
\....-

protect provide

4 object(Vb) o'clock polite

%,,,,,

5 corral correct forgot
', 4

U17 Frequency = 5

subiect(Vb) subtract supply

suspect (Vb)

117 Frequency = 2

cigar divide

63

forlorn

support



-63-

Block 11 Frequency = 214

11,1 Frequency = 41

NG10 Frequency = 41

backing being blessing breeding

camping clipping cutting dashing

dressing drumming ending filling

greeting helping landing licking
w

meeting mending packing rocking

setting spelling stuffing tatting

thrilling trimming trying warning

wedding willing

2 cunning darling duckling dumpling

herring kindling morning shirting

stocking

3 hangar(P) kingdom



-64-

11,2 Frequency = 97'

CHIO Frequency = 6I)

lb drat Check cheek cheer

chess chick chill chin

chip chop chuck chug

chum

2b beech much rich such

3a charm chart chest chime

chink chirp choke chore

chunk church churn

3b speech

46 belch bench birch bunch

hunch inch lunch march

munch perch pinch porch

punch ranch torch

4d branch crunch French starch

trench

6a workbench

6b cheery chilly crunchy rancher

7a channel chapter chatter checker

cherry chicken children chipmunk

chuhby

7b attach sandwich(P)

]c merchant orchard

10a chitter-chatter



11,2

-65-

(con't) TCHIO

2a

Frequency =

itch

29

2b batch catch(P) ditch fetch

hatch hitch latch match

notch

witch

patch pitch thatch

3b crutch

switch

Scotch sketch stitch

Se

6a

scratch

hop,cotch

stretch

bb catcher(P) pitcher stretcher

7c catchup(P) hatchet kitchen satchel

11,3 Frequency = 23

WHIO Frequency =

la by

23

lb whack wheel when which

whip whiz whizz

30

whirl

wharf

white

while whine

6d

6h

hcihwhite

wheeler

whalebone

7a

7e

whimper

whisper

awhile

whinny whisker whisky

,ft



t

-66-

11,4 Frequency = 24

QU10 Frequency = 24,

i

lb quack

quit

queen

quiz

queer quick

3a quake

quote

quart quilt quite

5c

6a

square

quicksand

squeeze squirm squirt

6b quicken quickly

7a quarrel quarry quartet quarter

7c banquet squirrel

11, Frequency = 19

GGIO Frequency = 17

1 egg eggplant

2 baggage beggar buggy dagger

giggle maggot nugget piggish

ragged rugged shaggy stagger

waggle wqqle Wiggly

CC12 Frequency = 2

hiccup soccer

11,6 Frequency = 10

G31 Frequency = 10

1 get gift gig gill

girl

anger finger linqyr

i forget target



Block

-67-

12 Frequency =

12,1 Frequency = 45

AY10 Frequency = 49

2a bay day gay hay

lay lay ploy nay

pay ray say way

3b bray clay gray play

pray

tray

slay stay sway

5b spray stray

6,1 ashtray birthday crayfish daytime

Jriyeway haycock haystack maybe

pathway

weel,day

playmate plaything runway

rit' grayi,,h payment player saying

71, a.,av

Sunday(P)

display midway subway

Jc s:awn layer mayor prayer

4 )



-68-
a

12,2 Frequency = 184

EAll Frequency = 141

lai pea sea tea

ii flea plea

iii peacock peanut seashore seasick

seaweed teacup teapot

lbi deal heal meal peal

,-al seal

ii squeal steal

iii misdeal really sealskin

iv appeal realize

lc beam seam team

, cream dream scream steam

stream

iii steamer steamship streamer streamlinc

sunbeam upstream

ldi beach each leach peach

reach teach

ii preach

iii preacher teacner teaching

le cheap heap leap reap

111 leash peace

iv beacon eager eagle



-69-

12,2 (con't) 2ili dear ear ear gear

hear near rear sear

shear tear(N) year

ii clear smear spear

iii dearly earring near-by nearly

smeary shearer yearly

iv dreary weary

2bi beat cheat feat eat

heat meat neat peat

seat wheat

ii bleat pleat treat

iii beaten beater eaten heater

mincemeat neatly neatness

2ci beak leak peak weak__
ii bleak creak -?ak squeak

streak

1;1 leaky squeaky

2d bean lean mean wean

ii clean

iii beanbag cleaner ,leanup meaning

meanwhile

i



-70-

12,2 (con's) 2ei beast east feast least

yeast

iii northeast

iv Easter

3a bead lead(Vb) read(present tense)

iii beaded leader reading

iv beadle

3bi leaf

leafy

3ci leave weave

3di heath

EA31 Frequency = 43

li health wealth

iii healthy wealthy

3ai dead head lead(N) rea (past tense)

ii bread dread spread stead

thread tread

iii bedstead forehead heading homestead

instead threadbare

iv ahead ready steady

3b bear pear tear(V) wear

ii swear

iii bearskin

3di deaf death

ii breath breast dreamt sweat

Hi breastplate redbreast sweater sweaty

iv breakfast heaven heavy weapon



12,3

-71-

Frequency = 143

0011 Freque9cy = 89

lai boo

zoo

COO moo too

iv bamboo

tatoo

boohoo igloo shampoo

lbi coon

soon

spoon

loon moon noon

ii

iii forenoon

teaspoon

moonbeam noonday noontime

iv balloon

raccoon

cartoon

saloon

cocoon harpoon

Ici boom loom room

ii bloom broom groom

iii bathroom
.

bedroom bloomer
,

blooming

broomstick classroom gloomy lunchroom

playroom roommate stateroom storeroom

ldi coop hoop loop whoop

ii droop

troop

scoop stoop swop

lei booth tooth

iii toothbrush toothpick

1fi

iv

boost

rooster

roost'



-72-

12,3 (con't) 2i cool fool pool tool

ii spool stool

iii cooler foolish toolbox

3aii boot hoot loot root

."

shoot toot

iii shooter

:v bootee
....._

3bi food

ii brood
..._

iv poodle

3ci roof

ii proof

iii fireproof

3di moor

3eiv spooky

scooter

mood

poor

I 1

i kl



-73-

12,3 (con't) 0012 Frequency = 54

2i book cook hook look

looks nook rook shook

took

ii brook crook

iii bookman cookbook cooker cooky

crooked fishhook hooky notebook

scrapbook textbook unhook

iv booklet

3ai good hood wood

ii stood

ii driftwood firewood good-by goodness

goodwill goody manhood redwood,

wondchuck wooded wooden woodland

woodpile woodshed woodwork woody

3Li foot spot

,ii barefoot footstep

iv afoot.-

3ci ool

1;1 woolen

3di hoot

3eiv whoopee

woolly

l,40C.lf



12,4

-74-

Frequency = 102

OW11 Frequency = 59

lb owe own

2a bow(N) low mow(Vb) row(Vb, N)

show sow(Vb) tow

2b bowl shown sown

3b blow crow flow glow

grow

throw

slow snow stow

4b
........

blown flown grown thrown

6a grownup scarecrow showman slowpoke

snowbank snowbird snowdrift snowdrop

snowflal.e snowman snowstorm

6b bowling

slowly

grower

snowy

lowly owner

7b bel!:,w borrow elbow fellow

follow furrow hollow meadow

mellow minnow morrow pillow

sorrow

yellow

tallow willow window

1 .)



-75-

12,4 (con't) OWI2 Frequency =

la ow

lb owl

43

q., bow(Vb, N)

mow(N)

wow

chow

now

cow

row(N)

how

sow(N)

2b down

town

fowl gown howl

3b brow plow

4b brown clown crowd crown

drown frown growl

6a bowwow downtown somehow uptown

6b

7h

brownish

allow

downy downward

7c bowel bower coward flower

howdy

tower

powder

vowel

power shower

4

I 0 .



Block

-76-

13 Frequency 4 197
\S.,\

13,1 Frequency 73

031 Frequency = 38

2)
_.....

son ton won

4a come done dove(N) love

4b

month

from

none shove some

5a front glove

6a
....._

frontward grandson lonesome someday

something sometime tiresome

6b

7a

lovely

oven

sonny undone

7c above
,,

among color compass

cover dozen govern income(P)

Monday(P)

wonder

nothing shovel welcome

U31 Frequency = 35

l bull bush full pull

push puss put

2 armful bashful careful cheerful

cupful dreadful graceful grateful

handful harmful hateful healthful

helpful peaceful playful skillful

spoonful thankful

3 bullet bully bushel bushy

butcher fullback pudding pullman

pulpit pussy



13,2

-77-

Frequency =

A23 Frequency =

52

26

11 all ball call fall

gall hall tall wall

ii small stall

iii baseball fallen football hallway

smallpox snowball snowfall

2i halt malt salt

iii halter

altar

bald

scald

malted salty

iv

3i

ii

023 Frequency = 26

II boll poll toll

ii troll

iii roller tollgate

2i bold old fold gold

hold mIld old sold
,/

told

ii scold

iii folder golden goldfish holder

molding olden

3i bolt colt jolt

3



-78-

1 3 , 3 Frequency = 72

122 Frequency = 21

li bind find hind kind

mind rind wind(Vb)

II blind

iii binder blindfold kindly

grind

v

winding windup

2i child mild wild

kindness

iii grandchild wildcat wildly

024 Frequency = 51

lai dog gong long song

tong

ii strong

iii dingdong

iv along oblong

lbi bog dog fog hog

log tog

ii clog frog

iii bulldog doggy dogwood foggy

hotdog leapfrog

lci off

iii blast-off kickoff take-off

iv coffee coffin office

ldi loft soft

iii hayloft softly

- t1
1 (...



13,3 (con't) -lei honk

3,31 boss loss moss toss

ii cross

iii crossing glossy

iv across

3bi cost lost

ii frost

iii frosting frosty

iv ostrich

3ci moth

ii cloth

r%0



-8o-

*Block 14 Frequency = 80

a

14,1 Frequency =

Stressed VCCe::

35

Frequency = 35

la badge bridge dodge edge

lb

fudge

pledge

hedgehog

hedge judge lodge

lc badger midget

2a chance dance dunce fence

glance

prince

lance

since

mince prance

2ci dense rinse sense

2cii immense nonsense

3 bulge else shelve twelve

4a bronze grippe

4b barrette giraffe

14,2 Frequency = 18

Stressed VrCe:' Frequency = 18

la curse

verse

horse

worse

nurse purse

lb horseback converse immerse

4 carve

starve

curve nerve serve

3 charge gorge large urge

N



I.

-81-

14,3 Frequency = 27

Unstressed VCCer and VCe Frequency = 27

1 absence distance entrance sentence

substance

2 bandage cabbage college cottage

garbage message package passage

village

3 furnace justice lettuce necklace

practice service surface

4 capsule(P) engine fertile injure

5 orange porridge

j

I



Third-Year Word List

Frequency = 3213

B' k 15 Freguency,= 904

15,1 Frequency = 84

8-9 one-syllable words with first-year rules, Frequency = 84

Alps bluff brag breed

brim brisk bunt clank

clash (-fel- clomp cog

crock deem disc dwelt

flank flask flunk flush

fund gland gosh grasp

gull gust gut helm

hiss jazz lab leer

lest loll lull mesh

mid mint mock mull

musk nun puck pulp

pus plush rash scum

sect seer sex sheen

sheer shod skeet slash

sleek smith snack sneer

snub snug splint sprint

spud steed stilt Swiss
. ',.

tempt text, theft throb

vamp vast vat vent

vex vim weld wend

. width -yam yank yelp

Oti



15,2 Frequency = 820

Block 5

-83-

8-9 words with second -year rules, Frequency -= 820

Frequency 31

5,1 Compounds

5,5 NG10

blackjack bobcat buckshot buckskin

cobweb codfish dishpan dish ,g

flagstaff grandad grassland handbag

handcuff hemlock humbug jackass

junkman pigskin ramjet ramrod

redskin sheepskin ,napshot standstill

',unhlth sunfish Arnstruck upkeep

uplon,1

clung ping

Block 6 Frefluency 41

6,1 bate blare crape gape

glazegaze hale maze

shalerape vale

111 bile file pike prime

ire spire strife swine

thine wile

6,2 011 bole cope cove doze

pore Romegropedrone

shonerote stol.e strode

yore

U i i Lcute lure mute yule



I' ,2 (con' t)

Ell

-84-

mere mete

EE1O + El8 peeve

Block 7 Frequency = 4

7,1 Cll mace scent vice

C11 wage

B1,:k 8 Frequency =

8,1 Compounds

8,2 A16

116

U16

E16

016

backbone bedside brimstone firebug

glassware hereby hotline lampshade

lifetime red-wing sandstone shipmate

spruce-up

abstract ally alpine athlete

baptize bankrupt capsize cashmere

mascot pastime shamrock

dictate incline(N) impact insult(N)

kidnap linseed mishap

nutmeg suffix

empire._ extract(N) tex*ile

bonbon combat(N) combine(N) complex

compress(N) conflict(N) construct(N) contact

contrast(N) convict(N) prospect

Block 9 Frequency = )5

9,1 A21 harsh

O.)



15,2 (con's) -85-

021 scorn shorts snort

U21 blur blurt burr cur

surf turf

121 firm

E21 serf
/----.)

9,2 E21 blunder butLeir cancer canker

capper clatter cobbler convert(N)

creeper cruller culvert differ

duster elder feeler finder

gender glimmer glitter hamper

insert(N) jester jobber killer

lifter mid-term permit(N) plotter

popper prosper putter rafter

render rocker scrapper seeker

shorhurt shudder slacker slicker

smelter snicker splatter stepper

-ticker suffer tamper tanner

tester thriller tinder totter

usher kicker

021 burlap surplu4 -,urname turnpi10

121 birt,iplacc:

A21 boxcar firearm hardship marker

parDnip rampart shipyard

U21 borax border concord corncob

cormi=tarch export import 1eghorr

port1ole

00



1,2 (con't)

9,3 A25

022

-86-

lukewarm warbler warden wriike

warp warpath warship

byword

Block 10 Frequency = 321,

10,1 117

U17

Ell

A 17

antic arctic

fossil frantic

mannish muffin

transit trellis

census citrus

bobbin

garlic

nostril

virgin

classic

gossip

peevish

weevil

anthem bracket congress corset

creDcent dampen dampness darken

emblem empress ferret fireless

flannel fortress hamlet haraness

hc,rmlev, helmet helpless hornet

hundredth inlet kindred likeness

madness marvel minstrel morsel

picket priceless restless rickets

rocket sadden segment shipment

shorten sleepless sleeveless socket

stillne,,, stricken sullen sweetness

tempest thicken tireless torrent

trinket wireless witness ,_1 worthless

ballod baseman canvass constant

coral 'craftsman currant delta

dic,t_Alt drunkard garland gizzard



15,2 (can't) -87-

017

10,2 Y17

herdsman Holland instant Ireland

jackal larval mammal marshal

mental mortal northward onward

pillar portal scandal sportsman

stanza sultan trespass tundra

vassal villa warrant westward
u

ballot beckon bishop captor

castor custom error factor

falcon horror parson pastor

ransom reckon rector sexton

splendor sponsor summon terror

victor

belfry burly caddy clergy

crabby curr/ deeply dimly

dingy dory entry envy

filthy finely firmly fleshy

folly freely gentry glassy

grassy gritty hanky hardy

ni,idly marshy merely misty

mummy musty petty pigmy

putty rail,/ rarely rudely

,canty scurry scurvy sentry

,Minty sickly sis',y slushy

speedy starry stately stuffy

ultry thicl.ly tcu-,ty widely

wintry



15,2 (con' t) -88-

LE22 ample babble brittle crumple
.-..-

curdle dazzle drizzle gamble

griddle humble hurdle jumble

meddle mingle mumble nettle

nozzle scuffle shuttle sickle

spangle spindle startle strangle

throttle tingle topple tremble

trickle

10,4 116 disarm disc disgust dislike

%-\
\

dispute dist dist impress

infect infest inflame inhale

Insert(Vb) insist invade

invest misled misspell sincere

ui6 su` subsist unfit unfurl

unhand unnurt unkept unpack

016 blockade

Alb abduct(P) adhcre(°) cascade stampede

transmit

E2I permIt(Vb) perspire

021 ornate

EE10 canteen exceed foresee misdeed

unseen

10,5 Al] abide absurd adapt adore

adorn advice affec, aflame

ally(Vb) amend ascend assess

assist attempt award aware

career galore Japan



15,2 (con't) -89-

E17 descend descent derive devote

effect embrace emerge encAmp

endure enforce enlist estate

exhale expand expel expend

extract extreme extinct neglect

secede seclude secure severe

017 combat(Vb) combine(Vb) commit compare

compress(Vb) concern confess confine

U17

117

\confirm conflict(Vb) consent consist

construct(Vb) consult contrast(Vh) convert(Vh)

convict(Vb) forbid

oblige

suppress

brigade

obscene

supreme

forgave forsake

offend oppress

Block 11 Preguency ---- 61

11,1 NG10 bedding dwelling gang, ter inning

matting netting shilling wording

11,2 OHIO at archer beechnut chant

char charter cheep chuckle

.:Inch drench duchess enchant

ciulch hunchhacl leech parch

parchment scorch '-tarchy

TCHIO clutch crotch etch hemstitch .

pitchfork 'Snatch twitch witchcraft

11,3 WHIG cartwheel whit whittle



15,2 (con't)

11,4 QU10
\,

11,5 GGIO

CC12

11,6 G31

-90-

acquire conquest jonquil quench

quest quill quitter quorum

squid squint squire tranquil

druggist luggage smuggle snuggle

struggle trigger

accord occur yucca

gilt hunger

Block 12 Frequency = 107

12,1 AY10

12,2 EAI1

EA3I

12,3 0011

array I betray dismay essay

fray gateway maypole midday

portray rayon wayside

beading bleach bleary buckwheat

clearly cleave conceal creaky

creamy dean dreamland dreamy

eastern eastward eater fearless

freak gleam glean meanness

meantime meatless mislead plead

reader seaplane seaport seashell

sneaker speaker teat treatment

treaty unclean veal weakly

weakness zeal

hearer bearing bedspread blockhead

breastpin breathless deadly dealt

forbear spreader threat threaten

bassoon booh bridegroom croon



15,2 (con't) -91-

doom foodstuff gloom groove

maroon monsoon noodle ooze

poorly roofing roomer scoot

snoop snooze spook woo

0012 bankbook brooklet foothill footprint

footstool-

woodman

forefoot goodly goodness

12,4 OW11 billow blowtorch blower burrow

growth lowland mower mown

OW12 downstream Moscow prowl rowdy

Bloci.. 13

scowl

vow

requcncy = 57

sundown') towel township

13,1 03i

1;31

13,2 ,^,23

1)23

13,3 122

0214

comfort

London

bullhead

wpefu1

sinful

bandLdll

Lthold

molder

volt

bi rid (2 r

or i nde r

bong

fearsome hovel

monk monthly

fearful fully

pushcart shameful

install

enroll

strc)1

blinding

grindstone

bossy

squall

goldfinch

unfold

childhood

mankind

Boston

hover

someplac

glassful

shot-out

goldsmith

uphold

childish

unkind

broth



1

15,2 (con't) -92-

bullfrog costly crossbar cmssbow

crossword flog floss froth

gloss hong Kong lofty logger

offer ping-pong show-off softwood

Block 14 Frequency = 56

14,1 advance avenge budge collapse

convince corpse densely dredge

expense France glimpse hence

henceforth incense intense involve

ledge misjudge offense partridge

pence pulse response ridge

sixpence sledge solve trudge

valve wedge whence

14,2 barge commerce discharge disperse

divorce enlarge force forge

horsefly horse less horseman largely

-,erge surge

14,3 active bondage captive challenge

doctrine err-line hostile instance

, i I e acji terrace tonnage

o,
.1 t.)

iN



Block 16 Frequency = 488

-93-

16,1 Frequency = 135

A110 Frequency = 135

Ibi aid all aim

ii air

2b1 bail bait chain fail

taith gain gait hail

jail laid lain maid

mail maim main nail
,t-

....

paid pail pain raid

rail rain sail tail

vain wail wait

ii chair fair hair lair

Pair

hal taint maize paint saint

%/ai,,t

Obi hra,d brain claim drain

flail frail grab plain

quail slain snail staid

,tlin trail train trait

i i ,'.air

5a, quaint

5b1 ,prain strain strait

:1 i
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16,2 r 1,..ywncv - 98

ou10 Frequency = 98

1L) ucC

I I

tItou

2h I ut

mouth

,hoat

-95-

CUt

couch foul loud

noun pouch pout

i , o r

, t_), T)tt

hound

count

mound

found

nourt

gouge

pound

roued sound Jourj (./h p),,t, tense of wind)

4b1 I loud crouch proud scout

5,44

4,1ouch

rout

flour

iround

snout

--cour

,pout ,tout

jtl nflunce lounge ounce pounce

I Hcl-gro,nd hlowout count loon cutout

uuqout fairground toroground hideout

lookout outfit outline outplay

output outrage out,,I,le outskirts

vH 4,ground

,out4ost

roundup

without

,,nonnihnund -,outheast

c,,rnler count le,,,,

mull t h f ''
I

r 1,.0 I,

n111, r

fourld,u

",t i nqI, ,44!1,,

oundlv

proLl 11 y rouodi louchy

P



-96-

Ib,2 (con't) 7aj outlet

7c1 about account

announce around

counsel countess

flounder foundry '

southward surround

I i devour

16,3 Frequency = 89

0E10 Frequency = 7

1
doe

woe

2 tiptoe

I.

foe

toenail

aloud

compound

county

grouchy

amount

council

d'scount

pronounce

hoe toe



-977

16,3 ( can't) 0A10 Freguency = 82

lb' oak oat oath

oar

2ai

LJ, boat coach coal coax

foam goal goat load

loaf lam loan moan

moat poach roach road

I
roam roan shoal soak

soap toad

ii boar roar soar

4ai boast coast roast toast

ii board hoard

Obi bloat cloak croak float

groan throat

5bii coarse hoarse

6al carload charcoal cloakroom crossroad

flatboat lifeboat oatmeal ra, ilroad

raincoat roadside rowboat sailbkoaf

seacoast stagecoach steamboat tugboat

.waistcoat(P)

billboard blackboard cardboard seaboard

sid(oard surfboard uproar

6bi Loatirg coastal coaster loafer

oaken soapy. toaster unload

1.
i i hoarder roaring

7ci afloat approach roadster

aboard



16,4 Frequency = 61

AW10 Frequency = 44

lb awe awl

2a caw jaw - law paw

raw saw thaw

2b bawl dawn fawn hawk.

r

lawn shawl yawn

3b claw craw draw

4b crawl drawn spawn

5b spC squawrawl squawk straw

6e crawfish drawbridge jigsaw lockjaw

out11) rawhide rickshaw sawdust

,awmill seesaw withdraw

6b drawing lawful

7a awful awkward awning

7c gawky 1 lawyer

,,d10 Frequency = 17

;171.e.11aul maul

1;,1 tank gauze haunt la-unch

sauce vault

6a 5aucepan

la auburn August author

7c applaud faucet laundry Saucer



16,5 Frequency = 48

0110

lb

2b

4a

4h

5a spoilt

6a oilcloth

6b pointer oily
..
la ointment

.7c appoint avoid

toilet

-99-

Frequency

oil

= 26

boil coil Coin foil

loinoin soil toil

choice joint moist .,. po i r t

voice

broil spoil

r......

coinage doily

0Y10 Frequency = 22

ia boy coy joy

6a bellboy boyhood cowboy
?

tomboy toyland toyshop

6b boyish joyful

7a oyster 7

7h ahoy annoy destroy

enjoy

/c loyal royal voyage

t

j i1

1

toy

soybean

employ

,.

t,



-100-

16,6 Frequency -= 57

UE10 Frequency = 20

2a due hue

2b duel fuel

ih blue clue

true

Lib cruel

6a bluebj11 - bluebird

skyb I ue

cruelly unt rue

7L argue rescue

H110 Frequency = 7

1 trail juice suit

2 Fri e grapefruit

3 put

EW10 Frt quenuy = 30

2,1 del/ few

oeo whew

31 1t brew crew drew

grew steo three:

51 strew ,,trewn

6d hrandri,:w dewdrop newborn New York

(it) newly- unscrew.

flue glue

bluejay blueprint

I

pewter sewage sewer

aluay, pronounced
a Loy. prwnounced , 1

(ma t
sko ,./ords may be pronounced ei ther ' or but

predomindte.,.

1



block 17 Frequency 402

17,1 Frequency = 123

three-syllable compounds Frequency = 123

afternoon alderman alongside angleworm

applesauce archbishop backwoodsmin: baggageman

barbershop basketball battleship blackberry

blueberry bluebonnet bric-a-brac bumblebee

buttercup butterfly buttermilk butternut

butterscotch buttonhole candlestick cannonball

checkerboard coffeepot commonwealth cottonseed

cottontail cottonwood crackerjack cubbyhole

dairyman fairyland fellowman , ferryman

ferryboat fingernail fingerprint firecracker

fisherman flowerpot flyaway forefinger

gentleman gingerale gingerbread goldenrod

Grand Canyon grandchildren granddaddy grasshopper

,gunpowder neadquarters;; hereafter hobbyhorse

Hollyood horsepower hummingbird jellybean

jellyfish leadership lollypop lumherlack

1,gmerman lumberyard membership midsummer

mocHngbird motorboat needlework New Orleans

northeastern northwestern orangeade outerspace

partnership peppermint pineapple pocketbook

pumokin,eed (p) pussycat quarterback quicl,silver

r j - [:



17,1 (con't)

-102-

rattlesnake runaway salesmanship" silverware

skyrocket southeastern southwestern sportsmanship

strawberry storybook summertime sunbonnet

sunflower tattletale teakettle tenderfoot

three-cornered thundertorm tinderbox

ttng-a-ling trustworthy underbrush underground

underline underneath underpass undershirt

underskirt understand understood undertake

undertook underwear uppercut wildflower

windowpane wintergreen wintertime wonderland

4

it

i



17,2

-103-

Frequency 162

-er Frequency = 45

l baker blazer choker diner

diver driver glider grader

hater liner maker miner

piper poker Quaker racer

rider rover ruler saver

scraper shaker shiner skater

tamer trader tuner voter

2 carver dancer freezer ledger

lover weaver

3 fiddler gobbler muffler peddler

...,

rattler sampler settler sparkler

tumbler

4 drier flier

-en Frequency = 9
i

broken frozen

spoken stolen

woven

-ing Frequency = 16

1 aging biting

dining icing

piling saving

striking tubing

2 bluing carving

Frequency = l4

.4-

ripen shaken

taken waken

boring daring

lining making

shaving siding

I bony grimy icy scaly

scary ,hady shaky shiny

smoky stony wavy

2 fhry horsy juicy

i

i

2



17,2 icwn't)

I

rrequi_nL, = 49

0 0i r , ,) r c o, blinds blues

Jue, eaves goods grecns

gums her, lens means

s

ne"s ours shears suds

lb 1,ackwoods beeswax downstairs insides

new-,boy newsman newsmen salesman

sideways .,tatesman sweepstakes tenpins

upstdirs upward,"

is gallows goggles manners oodle-,

pliers rompers rubbers tidings

tweezers

Id ourselves selves sheave,, themselves

wives

2a bikes glasses riches

2b funnies studies

-ed Freuuency = 29

lai armed bagged barbed bobbed

chapped charred heeled mashed

skilled tanned webbed winged (P)

lair checkered concerned

lb ble',sed (P) peaked (P)

hardboiled a° tattered

2d i t),ired tired famed striped

2aii ashamed freckled refined unrule(l

11, doted faded

i Ldndied



17,3

-10

Frecluencv, = 117

-er Frequency = 48

In commander container

employer follower

customer

forester

destroyer

gardener

.ktapper propeller

sufferer trumpeter

retainer

transformer

sharpener

lb announcer condenser divider explorer

producer subscriber villager voyager

2d anteater bookkeeper bootlegger cowcatcher (P)

dogcatcher (P) frankfurter hairdresser har.lburger

innkeeper kingfisher nutcracker penholder 4

roadrunner sheepherder stonecutter storekeeper

..00dcutter woodpecker

2b caretaker dres,maker

sanipiper ,,ky-sraper

litec,aver

teenager

outsider

("1 Trequencv =

for tor,,dken

FregnenLy = 12

flookkeeping hrAtling (P) concerning

'urni,,hing,, happening onLorling outbtandinn

pertaining -,edfaring ,urrounding-,

r t_arrerry

,orted bdc1.-handed e).cited fr)re,.ted

let ' -Har,rea r trd1rt dd.

J 0



17,3 (conic) -1,, t-requynLy

corw,M1Y

dirt2Qtli

extierkl,

pal i te.ly

1,t2rtHy

2 angr

ly

3 a.:tu I

q r (: folly

-106-

Uitterly

con,tantly correct I

edger-1y entirely

fool ih1y formerly

n5e y in5tantly

normal I , order I y'

quarterly ,,ecurely

',uddenly Pe5terl,

cheerily happi1,,

merrily readily

carefully cheerful ly

uynl ly peacefully

1 .1

heayLPly

inten-wly

perfectly

',eyLrely

=,tc,;,11 1,

ly

t hankful



-107-

bl()ck 18 Frequency 12

18,1 Preq.,Jenc,, = 3C'4

F

L13 Frequency , 121

rebel 1Vb) recall recede rtctrr

reLel,', recite record (VP) redee,

recoce refer refine reter,1

rufuLl regard rejoice relate

relay relent rely rtr-,lin

fer,ain,, remark remind resit

rename repaid repair rune,

repeal repeat report rtqut_',t

require retail retire return

reveal revenge reverse rev

nvoive reward

,
, became become befall before

began begin begun behave

Deheld behind behold he l onq

below beneath berate beside

beare bewitch beyond

3 dehale decay decent decide

decoy deduct defeat detc.,1

dOtend defense define delay

del'ond deny depart depend

deport detail detect (1,Jvi,i.

el )r,,e elect elope equal

era 4') erect even tvent



-108-

19,1 (con't) 5 precede predict prefer prefix

prepaid prepare pretend prevail

prev.2nt

6 . cedar female fever frequent

legal meter pecan (P) scenic

rerun tepee

7 beginner belonging y beloved (F) -,1 1

Y

freq_ ntly recently reducer 1...,..ed

reminder reporter revolver .revolving



-109-

18,1 (con't) 013 Frequency = 72

1 oboe odor omit opal

open oval over

f

-) proceed prolong protest2

)itus colon cozy focus

holy hotel kodak "local

locate locust mobile (P) Mohawk

molar moment motel motor

nomad notice polar Polish

pony robots Roman romance

rotate sober soda sofa

solar thorax token topaz

total totem vocal

4 clover crocus grocer pronoun

slogan storage

5 moreover motorcar motorman opener

opening orally overalls overboard

4

overcast overcoat overcome overflow

o'verhaul overhead overhear overjoyed

uverla-)d overlook oversleep overtake

overturn

4 .t



o

-110-

18,1 (con't) A13 Frequency = 43

1 acorn agent baby bacon

caber crater crazy fatal

favor flavor gravy haven

hazel label labor laden

lady lazy major naked

native naval navy pagan

paper radar raven razor

,-1 saber taper vacant vapor

wafer

2 babytalk flavoring laborer ladybug

landlady lazily
...

newspaper sabertooth

sandpaper wallpaper

113 Frequency = 39

1 ideal iris Irish item

ivy

2 china (China) cider digest direct OD)

divan (P) fiber final finance

license lilac minor minus

minute (Aj) pilot pirate rival

silence silent siren tidy

tiger tiny viking vizor

wiry
t

3 bridal climate Friday private

spider spiral

4 chinawoje finally silently
g



18,1 (can't) U13 Frequency = 29

Cuba cubic duty hula

human (p) humane '-(P) humor :(P) July

puny pupil ruby * rumor

tulip tunic tut&- unit

unite

ii

4
during jury mural rural

2i brunette - brutal plumage student

stupid truly

ii plural

3 superman

= olways pronounced H..1

= always pronounced [yLi

Unaterised words may be pronounced either

flirt rtntil 114, t e -

or yu '1, but [ u



,

)

1

-112-

18,2 Frequency = 151

1

1

520 Frequency = 94

2a use (Vb)

2b cause cheese chose close (Vb)

fuse hose noise nose

pause pose raise q rise

'rose these those wise

3b bruise cruise praise prose

clause

Ca crosswise likewise primrose. rosebud

rosewood sunrise

6b chosen easy noisy noiseless

rosy unused unwise wisely

/b abuse (Vb) accuse advise amuse

applause arise arose because (P)

Chinese (P) compose comprise confuse

despise excuse expose oppose

retuse repose suppose surprise (P)

7c daisy desert (Vb) deserve desire

dropsy laser miser music

peasant poison pleasant present (Vb)

preserve preside presume raisin

reason resent reserve resist

resolve resort result rosette

season thousand thousandth treason

trousers weasel



a

18,2 (can't)

-113-

8a cheeseburger cheesecloth

8b amusing comi.oser easily pleasantly

seasoning noiselessly

521 Frequency = 56

la blouse grouse house (N) louse

mouse

lb bathhouse birdhous'e boathouse clubhouse
...._

farmhouse greenhouse henhouse hothouse

houseboat household housekeeper housemaid

housetop housewife housework meetinghouse

mousetrap pesthouse playhouse powerhouse

roundhouse smokehouse storehouse warehouse

2a base case chase vase

2b basement bookcase erase eraser

pillowcase purchase showcase staircase

suitcase

3 CA,dSC crease decrease grease

greasy (P) increase lease release

4 choose goose gooseberry loose

loosely moose noose



t

-114-

18,3 Frequency = 29 .

A22 Frequency = 29

1 Arab baron caret carol

caroler grandparent parent Paris

tarilt vary

2 arrow arrowhead barrel barren

carrier carrot carry carryall

garret harrow marrow marry .

narrow parrot sparroy tarry

wheelLarrow

3 scarce scarcely

18,4 Frequency = 28

025 Frequency )=-. 28

(

1 fro

no
\

\

go ho lo

SO

2 hero hobo polo silo

-,olo yoyo zero

3 alto auto banjo bingo

bronco cargo fatso grotto

kilo lasso lotto motto

stucco

4 ago hello

i 1 5

.,.



-t

Llock 19 Frequency = 287

19,1 Frequenci = Ci

-115-

rent Frequency = 23

1 ttvancvnient agreement amendment amusement

announcement appointment attainment contentment

employment enjoyment engagement enrollment

equipment

settlement

excitement government investment

2 apartment

deportment

assortment

embankment

compartment department

-or Frequency = 14

1 conductor contractor director erector

governor

professor

inspector

projector

Instructor inventor

2 advisor dictator equator survivor

-ive Frequency = 14

1 attractive detective digestive effective

excessive

progressive

inventive oppressive possessive

2 destructive

extensive

exclusive expensive explosive

-ness Frequency = 12

1 carelessness

politeness

eagerness

selfishness

foolishness gentleness

2 bushiness cleanliness happiness laziness

1,,vt'llnt,', -reqUinc,,,

'

.



19,1 (con's) -ante/ -ant

-116-

Frequency = 18

I acceptance adm:ttance allowance appearance

assistance assistant attendance aLt.?ndant

performance

2 alliance endurance ignorance ignorant
/

3 abundance abundant accordance importance

important

v

t

I

Ic-

2



-117-

19,2 Frequency T.- 88

TEll Fregenncy = 8

die fie lie pie

tie

2 magpie necktie untie

124 + GHIO 60

2a high . sigh thigh

/2b fight light might night

4a

right

tights

sight tight

4b blight

plight

bright

slight
o4

flight fright

6a airtight daylight flashlight foresight

headlight highchair highjump highland

highway lighthouse midnight moonlight

nightgown nighttime right-hand skylight

streetlight sunlight upright

6b brighten brightly brightness fighter

frighten frightful highly lighter

lightly mighty relight rightly

slightly tighten tightly

7c

8a

delight

overnight

lightning tonight twilight

8b del ight od highlander right herded sight-seeing

I ti



-118-

19,2 (con't) GH10 Frequency 13

1 bough plough

2 caught naught straight taught

3 daughter granddaughter naughty naughty

slaughter slaughterhouse straighten

,

H2O Frequency = 7

I herb

2 huh

graham
i

hour

pooh

shepherd

19,3 Frequency = 59

K20 Frequency = 26

la knee knew

lb kntack knead

knit knob

knot

3a knave knelt

6a lacknife knapsack

6b pocketknife topknot

6b knotty unknown

7a knickers knuckle

G20* Frequency = 9

1

2a

2h

gnat gnaw

,-0,,,ign assignment

sign signboard

campaign

ugh

know

kneel knell

knock knoll

knife knight

knighthood knothole

design resign



1 9 3 ( c_ , , i t I '420 F rt-pic,(. ,

lb wrap

: 1,

wren

3a wrench

6a shipwreck

6b rewrite unwrap
......_

wringer writer

7a wriggly wrinkle

8a handwriting

-119-

wrath

wretch

wrist

Frequency = 13

b20 Frequency = 13

2b bomb dumb

numb thumb

3b crumb plumb

6a dumbbell lambskin

6b bomber plumber

120

wreath

wring

write

wrapper

wreck

wrong

wrote

wrecker

wristlet written

lamb

thumbtack

limb



I 2 C

L Fr ca , 2

I .1 lrvr i I

It r,, t I k _hci I ktrua r(i

fa t r ..calk r

ki nt,

3 Dr_ ka I t ca 1 f

i v , 11VL

T;1- Frt'w,r 1 (j

t cl I H

LI 1 k

L I r,

ha It II,3 -r

1 t, t e lou t. 1 e castle qf i 5 t 1

i -, t It of t I t, ru,Dt It.-

' tr 1 L,' It, t r n5 t I c .'h1 i '-, t I t.2 ,..1i-tn, t 1 t2

1 Li ,t '',3 14 I t en 1 i 5ter, I 1,-,tr, n,r J')

"t,t,zn

rizt, 6

(ir_,ar

riu i I l,

,r t r5

LAUC11,-,

j ,' 1

gue-, t gir dr:



block 20 Frequency = 119

20,1 Frequency = 48

luency = 12

1 arc:cry

Germany

injury

3 agency

-ful Frequency = 8

colorful

powerful

_onderful

-al Frequency = 7

-121-

armory cannery creamery

pottery unity

sunshiny op

loyalty rivalry

forgetful plentiful (I. [1:1 1

sorrowful teacupful teaspoonful

1 orbital personal renewal musical

2 arrival festival recital

-able Frequency = 6

1 passable peaceable seeable suitable

likable lovable

-eCh Frequency = 5

fiftieth fortieth sixtieth thirtieth

twentieth

le s Frequency = 4

:01orless odorless penni less (1_ [ i i [11)

roq-c-dless

i',,, Frequercy = 4

losolit motorist organist soloist

1-,1 t requericy --- 2

kittenish yellowish

. L.

1



1

20,2 Frequency = 39

PH10 Frequency = 19

3a phase

3b graph

4c phrase

5c sphere_
7a phantom_
7c asphalt

orphan

t

-122-

phone

sphinx

pheasant phony photo

camphor graphic nephew

\._

pamphlet phosphate prophet
s,

sulphur

CH31 Frequency = 20

3a chord

4c chrome

5a school

5c scheme

6a schoolbag schoolbook schoolboy schoolhouse

schoolmate schoolroom schcoltime

bb schooling

7a chores christen

/b stomach

7c echo orchid schooner

8a schoolmaster schoolteacher

A . ;3

..a



-123-

20,3 Frequency = 26

TH12 Frequeric, = 26

la bother brother farther feather

further gather leather mcther

other rather smother weather

wheLher whither wither

lb brotherly gatherer godmother grandmother
r

leathery otherwise pinfeather stepmother

weatherman

2 northern

3 breathe

20,4 Frequency = 6

CC11 Frequency = 6

1 accent accepi succeed success

2 acceptance successful

0



block 21 Frequency = 177

21,1 Frequency = 37

un- Fr,quency = 19

unbroken

uncover

unharness

unlucky

1 untanuled

re- Frequency = 6

readmit

remember

dis- Frequency = 5

disdgree

disorder

in- Frequency = 4

I ncorrect

mis- Frequency = 3

mi,,behave

)

;

-i24-

unbuckle unbutton unconcerned

uneas uneven unhappy

unhealthy uninjured unlawful

unpleasant unruly unselfish

untidy unwelcome

reconstruct

reopen

disappear

intormal

misconduct

recover re-elect

disappoint discover

inhuman injustice

mispronounce



-125-

21,2 Frequency = 81

-tion Frequency = 81

1 action aucti'n caution diction

A faction fiction fraction friction

mention motion nation notion

portion potion section station

tractin

2a adoption attraction collection connection

construction contraction correction direction

distinction election eruption exception

extraction infection inspection instruction

invention objection prevention votection

selection subtraction

2b affection carnation commotion confection

proportion salvation solution

3 devotion dictation donation location

oration promotion relation rotation
4

translation vacation

4a formation foundation plantation taxation

temptation

4h quotation starvation

5 attention conjunction convention description

destruction detention inscription intention

junction production reception reduction

subscription

6 frdcLiundi ,,ectiondl

7 question digestion suggestion



-126-

21,3 Frequency = 32

-sion - fjonj Frequency = 20

la mission session

Ibi confession discussion expression impression

possession profession

lbii admission commission permission

lbiii percussion procession succession

2a mansion pension tension

2b convulsion dimension expansic.1

-sion-* Wn; Frequency = 12

1 abrasion occasion

2 diversion excursion

3a conclusion erosion explosion seclusion

C

3b collison uecision division provision

21,4 Frequency = 27

-Lure Frequency = 27

l capture creature culture feature

fixture fracture future lecture

mixture moisture nature pasture

picture posture puncture rapture

rupture sculpture structure torture

venture vulture

adventure furniture overture seacreature

signature

1



-127-

Block 22 Frequency =324

22,1 Frequency =92

Stress pattern 3B Frequency =92

la absolute advertise aggravate altitude

antelope antiquate appetite atmosphere

attitude calculate candidate centipede

concentrate cultivate envelope (N) estimate (Vb)

fascinate illustrate indicate institute

irrigate multitude sensitize substitute

vaccinate ventilate vestibule

lb dlternate(Vb) artichoke circulate fertilize

fumigate harmonize hibernate hurricane

longitude marmalade merchandise(P) organize

persecute porcupine turpeviine vaporize

2 certify crucify dignified fortify

justify lullaby magnify multiply

mummify notify occupy purify

terrify testify

3 alphabet architect autograph Bethlehem

caravan consequence daffodil difficult

frankinsense paragraph parallel penmanship

photograph subtrahend thermostat.
k

4 anteroom astronaut barbecue buffalo

bungalow celluloid chickadee corduroy

dinosaur indigo marigdgd mistletoe

nowadays parakeet peekaboo piccolo

somersault uniform universe yesterday



22,2 Frequency = 124

-128-

(.:,tress pattern 3A Frequency = 124

1 alit ahcestry artery battery

balcony century charity company

contrary cranbc,-cy currency dignity

gallery industry mercury mulberry

pharmacy primary prophecy possibly

purity rickety rotary summary

tendency terribly

2 article barnacle capable constable

tollicle horrible icicle multiple

notable particle pinnacle possible

reLtangle sen,ible spectacle terrible

vehicle

3 admirdl cannibal carnival funeral

hospital i,tcrval numeral principal

i.
sentinel terminal vertical

4 ancestor carpenter character circular

corridor cucumber ei.r.2-or juniper

mariner messenger milliner officer

pas,enger singular

5 algebra Florida formula gondola

orchestra taffeta

6 abdomee(P-AS) badminton (P) bulletin cardigan

l()Luilld Crlph.P, I s garrm.on

moccasin octopus

paraffin Puritan stewardess vitamin

,.... I nn,u )I1

invalid(P-AS) mannikin

32



-129-

22,2 (con't) 7 accident afterward afterwards applicant

consonant continent excellent immigrant

implement impudent incident innocent

instrument ornament pharmacist permanent

sentiment supplement testamen'i:

8 accurate adjective alternate(Aj) ambulance

armistice confidence countenance estimate (N)

juvenile (P) opposite ordinance orphanage

talkative transitive



r

-130-

22,3 Frequency = 89

Stress pattern 3C Frequency = 89

1 Alaska alfalfa angora antenna

bandanna bermudas chinchilla crayola

diploma gorilla saliva vanilla

veranda victrola umbrella

2 another December disasterh D b t divisor

embroider encounter endeavor November

October remainder semester September

suspenders together

3 Chicago contralto flamingo kimomo

memento pimento potato tobacco

tomato . tornado torpedo volcano

4 abandon accustomed appendix asbestos

bronchitis domestic elastic etctric

embarrass fantastic galoshes gigantic

C historic horizon indignant interpret

majestic molasses narcissus oppossum

opponent persimmon romantic toboggan

t ranlikrent
4

5 apostle apparel assemble eternal

illegal immortal orchestral utensil
-.;

6 adhesive advantage assembly canary

committee dependence determine employee

!flirt11i, intestine percentage productive

remembrance resemblance tomorrow



-131-

22,4 Frequency = 19

Stress pattern 3D Frequency = 19

1 absentet buccaneer chimpanzee engireer

halloween(P) velveteen

2 bayonet (AS) clarinet contradict correspond

entertain impolite intercede interfere

interrupt introduce kangaroo mandolin

mayonnaise (AS)

(



Fourth-Year Word List

Rlock 23 Frequency = 151

23,1 Frequency = 72

or,

129 Frequency = 29

la baste

Frequency = 1129

haste paste taste

ti

waste

lb distaste hasten hastily hasty

Osteboard paster pastry tasteless

tasty wastebasket

2 arrange arrangement change changeable

exchange mange mangy range

ranger strange stranger

3 angel danger. endanger

A24 Frequency = 43

A 1 wad wan wand want

wash wasp watch

2 -1,-111) swan swat

3 tlysuatter swampy swatter unwashed

washef Washington washtub watchdog

watchioker watchman whitewash

4 ',wallow waffle wallet wallop

walnut walrus wampum wander

wanderer water waterer waterfall

waterway watery wigwam

r, quality quantity squab squad

,quam,h olu.r,h squ it



-133-

23,2 Frequency = 48

135 Frequency = 21

la mi ski ti

lb confetti Hopi

2 chlorine marine quarenfine ravine

sardine submarine tangerine vaccine

3 casino farina mobile(P) petticoat

pinochle police policeman polliwog

125 Frequency = 27

1 billion communion million millionaire

onion pavillion rebellion reunion

stallion union

2 behavior junior savior senior

3 ammonia begonia magnolia petunia

4 ;nterview review view viewer

5 brillaint convenience convenient geniai(P)

peculiar



23.3 Froquenuy = 31

Yll Frequency - 8

1inotvq, lyre paralyze style

teletype type typewrite typeriter

YI3 Frequency r- 6

asylu,-, dynamite papyrus stylish

typist tyrant

Y15 Frequency = 7

I
ant,-)nym Brooklyn Egypt gym

lynch lynx myth

YI6 Frequency = 10

crystal gymnastics gypsy hypnotize

pygmy syllable symbol sympathy

symphony system

1 35



-135-

Block 24 Frequency ,-- 223

24,1 Frequency = 50

Four-syllable compounds Frequency = 11

brother-in-law dictatorship forget-me-not huckleberry

jack-o-lantern merry-go-round morning-glory relationship

San Francisco sister-in-law United States

ing Frequency = 7

appetizing embarrassing magnifying merrymaking

self-governing understanding undertaking

Frequency = 1

difficulty

er Frequency = 6

discoverer fertilizer multiplier overseer

photographer undertaker

-or Frequency = 8

captivator cultivator incubator insulator

numerator percolator supervisor ventilator

-en Frequency = 1

undertaken

ed Frequency = 2

complicated disappointed

Frequency = 14

1 apparently contentedly disorderly

excitedly extensively intimately

pr I, I Cri ly (p) respectively

2 respectfully successfully wonderfully

1 A)

exceedingly

personally



-136-

24,2 Frequency -= 89

E J5 i-fcquenLy ---- 3.ii

la exit exile Texas

lb exercise execute flexible Mexican

Mexico

2a clever crevice devil ever

)

levee lever level levy

never seven seventh sever )

2n devastate eleven eleventh evergreen

evermore evidence evident forever

however revenue seventeen seventeenth

seventy whenever whichever

2c everlasting evidently Beverly Hills

138 Frequency = 22

2a civic civics civil forgive

give giver live(Vb) liver

quiver river rivet shivt

sliver shortlived shrivel vivid

2h civilize cod-liver deliver forgiveness

liverwurst privilege

i I a



-137-

24,2 (con"j38 Frequency = 21

la axis axie taxi

lb saxophone taxicab

2a cavern gravel have

savage travail(P) tavern

travels

2b avalanche avenue cavity

la,,ender navigate scavenger

038 Frequency = 8

la foxy oxen

2a novel proverb ince
r

2b poverty providence novelti

I _ 3

ravel

travel

davenport



-138-

24,3 Frequency = 67

Fts_ 4,1,m V
Id

1) magic magical panic

lb chromatic dramatic dramatics meth

volcanic

2a habit inhabit

3 banish radish Spanish vanis

4 acid invalid (meaning not valid") rapid

rapidly rapids

128 Frequency = 17

la clinic mimic

lb artistic pacific terrific

2a limit spirit spirited visit

visitor

2h prohibit solicit

3 diminish finish unfinished

an i c

V 2'.-;

4 frigid timid

Frequency = 2

la physic physics

i



24,3 (con't) 028 Frequency = 20

la chronic

phonics

tropial

lb alcoholic

2a profit

2b deposit

3 abolish

solid

E28 Frequency = 9

la relic

lb athletic

2a credit

2b

-139-

comical frolic

tonic topic

atomic masonic

profiteer vomit

astonish polish

athletics pathetic

editor inherit

3 cherish perish

phonic

tropic

24,4 Frequency = 17

General primary vowel Rule 27 Frequency = 17

1 humanity

rapidity

humidity

vitality

morality prusperity

2 activity captivity hostility nobility

3 ability capacity facility posterity

simplicity stability vicinity

1



-140-

Block 25 Frequency = 240

25,i Frequenc; = El

-tion Frequency = 61

interjection intersection reconstructionla

lb arbitration circulation compensation constipation

constitution contribution corporation cultivation

distribution fascination illustration institution

irrigation

ventilation

navigation numeration vaccination

2a annexation

transportation

cancellation confirmation information

2b admiration combination conservation consolation

conversation exploration inspiration invitation

observation perspiration respiration

3 composition disposition exposition opposition

4 application

introduction

exclamation

occupation

explanation inflammation

5 definition preparation preposition preservation

recitation

revelation

reputation

revolution

reservation resolution

6 ammunition

jurisdiction

aviation constellation jubilation

- 4

1 -Li



25,2 Frequency = 63

126 Frequency = 30

la dial diet giant liar

lion riot

lb briar friar quiet science

trial triumph

2a quietly quietness sealion sundial

triumphant

2b diagram diary iodine liable

pioneer scientist triangle viaduct

violate violence violent violet

violin

Y26 Frequency = 2

cyanide hyena

U26 Frequency = 11

1 bluish bruin duet fluid

ruin suet truant

2 annual annually(P) influence suicide

E26 Frequency = 15

1 create meow

2 area cereal creation idea

leotard meteor museum peony

preamble prearrange reaction rodeo(AS,P)

theater



:142-

25,2 (,_on't:
026 Frequency = 3

poeo poet poetry

A26 Frequency = 2

qaity mosaic

25,3 F,equency = 37

136 Frequency = 35

1 fiord_

2 , curio folio polio portfolio

rad;o studio

3 calciu/1 helium medium premium

tadium stadium

4 alien audience harrier champion

chariot foliage Indian lariat .

1,ania, oriole period radiant

radiu-, ruffian serial terrier

viol] warrior zinnia zodiac

ch,-pionsl-!ip hurriedly

31, Fr,,c_iuency - 2

,r=lbrvm Fukyo

I 4 "9



25,4

-1143-
i

Frequency = 33

Alt Frequency - IS

1 able cable cradle fable

gable ladle maple sable

stable staple table

2 enable tablecloth tablespoon tablespoonful

tableware 'Timetable unable

112 Frequency = 9

Bible bridle entitled idle

)
idleness

trifle

idly rifle title

YI2 4 Frequency = 2

cycle motorcycle

012 Frequency = 2

noble nobleman

U12 Frequency = 2

bugle bugler



1

-144-
V.

fro

25,5 Frequency = 46

El4 Erequenc, = 20

l reflect reflection refrain refresh -

refreshment regret replace reply

retract retreat

2 cathedral declare decline decrease

deprive eclipse Negro secret

secretly zebra

114 Frequency = 9

biplane library microphone microscope

migrate migration nitrate tigress

vibrate

Y14 Frequency = 4

cyclone cypress hydrant hydrogen

/J4 Frequency = 6

April apron fragrance patriotic

patronize(P) sacred

U14 Frequency = 4

okra only proclaim - program

1114 Frequency = 3

duplicate(P) lubricate nutrition

)



-145-

Block 26 Frequency

26,1 Frequency

-able

= 311

= 37

Frequency = 19

1_ accountable agreeable available comfortable(P)

dependable

profitable

enjoyable

reasonable

favorable

remarkable

obtainable ,

respectable

2 noticeable serviceable

3 adorable desirable excusable valuable(P)

4 reliable

-ment Frequency = 5

advertisement astonishment disappointment embarrassment

entertainment

-al Frequency = 8

1 continental departmental

oriental

2 congressional emotional

-ness Frequency = 2

effectiveness unselfishness

Frequency = 2

dictionary missionary

-ist Frequency = 1

viol ini-,t

-ars

electrical historical

professional



r

26,2 Frequency = 35

1E17 Frequency = 12

birdie

laddie

2 caddie

mashie

EY17 Frequency = 23

-146-

brownie cookie kiddie

lassie

collie hippie kewpie

prairie

1 mousey pulley

2 alley barley

gailcy hockey

money monkey

trolley turkey

3 honeybe2 honeydew

volleyball

chimney donkey

honey jockey

parley parsley

valley volley

honeymoon honeysuckle

:6,3 rr,2quency = 10

A117 Frequency - 10

tmrgain captain certain certainly

curtain fountain mountain mountairr,ide

pricert,lin villain

i 4 4



26,4 Frequency = 18

ER33 r

lb earn

2b heard

3

yearn

4a hearse

6a earthquake

6b pearly

7a early

7c rehearse

8b earnestly

26,5 Frequency = 54

1E12 Frequency = 39

2b chief

4a field

shield

4b brief

5a grieve

5b fierce

6, !,riefc',e

4-)t) chiefly

Jc . achieve

disbelieve

-147-

earth

learn

earthworm

earnest

rehearsal

pier

fiend

siege

grief

priest

pierce

pearl search

searchlight

earthling

thief

niece

yield

shriek

cornfield cropiece

fielder fiercely

apiece belief

,hieftain tramtier

relieve ,Aener

f

lef t- f i elder out-t i elder

4

piece

helieve



S c: 'T.E110 FrequnnL, = 15

25

eirJ

H Her tP)

7c. caffeine

Jeceive

(

,eile

ceiling

neither(P)

Jeceitful

conceit deceit

perceive protein(P)

2(J,6 Preguencv = 28

EY1'.2 F-egunncy = 9

hey they whey

-Th are',

cireyn,)ugd

7h ,h,,_y

-u r vt y r di ,obey

L I 2 2 El ru n

weigh

freight weight

rein rHn, vein

eighteen eighteenth

.,;1),ty geighbor neighbc)rhood

indeer

prey

eighth

Neirrb,ging



26,7

-149-

Frequency = 121

-ous Frequency = 38

I dangerous humorous joyous marvelous

mountainous poisonous prosperous

2 adventurous

porous

famous grievous nervous

3 furious industrious injurious mysterious

studious various victorious

4 monstrous wondrous

5 courteous curious enormous jealous

numerous

serious

obvious

tedious

previous

treacherous

rebellious ,

tremendous

6 furiously

seriously

jealousy joyously previously

0U31 Frequency = 26

2b touch young

6a touchdown

6b touched touching

7c country couple courage

double doublet flourish

journey nourish southern

youngster

8a double-cross crosscountry troublesome

8h discourage

'..1c courier encourage tambourine

10b discouragement

cousin

journal

trouble



I 50-

2i, I Lo-' t) CU35 F r t_quem.,' 7

,;qt ,, ,l1 I though

)1 lour pour

Irdl noold

a:Ili c,_,urt t our t h gourd mourn

`,0,11 Cu ore ,ourct!

6,1i loughnu t

6d i 1 cou r t hr)wpc courtyard fourscore fourteen

[-nu ru t

jr 1 bor ()ugh thorough

,lu I hou I de r moulding poultry shou I cit_ r

t horou:h I y

(-in Li loupe thoroughbred

I, .L.,i Fr( i = 'I?,

(

i , I

1' I d t I t ,11

r H r tigh

I._ ou pc ,r)

I , II' I , t



26,7 (coh'On1134 Frequency = 11

lb ought

21) bought

thought

14b hrought

6a forethought

-151-

fought

6h thoughtful thoughtless

8b thoughtfulness

26,8 Frequency 8

f------

0131 Frequency = 8

4a build built

6b builder rebuild

7c biscuit circuit

nought sought

rebuilt building

_1



-152-

Block 27 Frequency = 204

27,1 Frequency = 19

un- Frequency 8

uncivilized unconnected unexpected unlimited

2 uneventful unimportant unmerciful unsuccessful

in- Frequency = 6

inattention inattentive inconvenient independence

independent indigestion

di ,- Frequency = 3

disappearance disinfectant disqualify

mis- Ftequency = 2

ii,,,Ande,-,tnnd misunderstood



-153-

27,2 Frequency = 69

Stre,s p,,ttrn 4,A Frequency = 59

In Arabia bacteria

lb adverbial centennial

irperial industrial

diphtheria(P) malaria

colonial

material

congenial

memorial

lc

Perennial

appropriate(Aj) immediate librarian

..* 2 aquarium

petroleum

geranium gymnasium linoleum

3a exterior inferior interior superior

3b amba,,,,,3dor proprietor rectangular triangular

3c artillery dispensary distillery

/4 emergency

variety

necessity society transparency

5 coincidence equivalent experience intelligence

intelligent obedience obedient

6 impossible inflammable invincible resp--AiLle

7 aluminum arithmetic asparagus declarative

diversify extravagant identical intransitive

Jerusalem peninsula receptacle

c,tre,,,, pattern 4B Frequency = 10

I aH)reviate assassinate communicate inaugurate

inLorw,rat:2 interrogate intoxicate inve<tigato

2 iientify ir,.cticide



te

-15/4-

27,3 Frequency = 23

Stress pattern 4C Frequency = 23

1 automatic economics(P) pancreatic prehistoric

scientific supersonic sympathetic systematic

2 antitoxin Arizona carbohydrate correspondence

fundamental horizontal incandescent influenza

interference interurban laryngitis locomotive

Mississippi multicolored tonsilitis

27,4 Frequency = 14

I')

Stress patter} 4D Frequency = 14

)

1 cus/ tomary ordinary stationary temporary

2 alligator architecture aviator cauliflower

dandelion dormitory kindergarten millimeter

territory testimony

27,5 Freguency '.-- 7

ether four syllable dord-. Frequency = 7

accuracy automobile charitable navigable

meteorite marionette multiplicand

1



4'

-155-

27,6 Frequency = 72

£32 Frequency = 49

la bakery bravery every grocery(P)

livery mystery _ nursery robbery
A

scenery shrubbery silvery slavery

slippery

lb conference difference different reverence

reverent

lc evening fattening offering

Id average bachelor beverage desperate

interest jeweler jewelry opera

pickerel porcelain several temperate

----)

traveler vaudeville

2 desparately everyday everything groceryman(P)

indifferent interesting

3 circumference deliberate(Aj) delivery discovery

embroidery perfumery recovery refinery

P32 Frequency = 13

la factory hickory history ivor!

victory

lb Catholic corporal favorite sophomore

2 comfortably(P) elaborate(Aj)

3 laboratory satisfactory

11 U,,

4



;.i

-156-

1)11H'' F 7

1 ;r, dia-und diaper ,,eparate(A0

flt frdntically Niagara Falls

pi ii cardinal

li

C)



4

Section III

Sequenced Irregularly-Spelled Words

Irregularly-spelled words are those words in which there is\it least
one case of a spelling-to-sound correspondence not included in the present
set of correspondences. This section contains a sequenced listing of
these words.

The sequence of irregularly-spelled words follows the rule sequence
of Section II (summarized in Appendix C) and indicates the first point
at which introduction of these words is recommended. (Rules for which
there are no corresponding irregularly-spelled words are not listed.)
For the most part the words in this section are sequenced with the
correspondence rules to which they are exceptions or to which they are
similar. In no case, however, are irregularly-spelled words introduced,
until all their component regular correspondences have been introduced.

(See Volume I, Section II, for further comments on the sequencing of
irregularly-spelled words.)

In this section, words are grouped within each rule according to
their irregular correspondence or, in a few cases, by category (e.g.,
numbers). The irregular correspondences are indicated by the standard
notation (Berdiansky et al., 1969), i.e., spellirg to the left of the
arrow, pronunciation to the right, environment noted where needed;
e.g., o The irregular grapheme units are underlined; e.g.,
do, to

4'

\ In the development of a reading progr it may be necei,c,ary,k,

in roduc.e i,ori irregularly-spelled words at an earlier point, to luriloll

naturalnei,i, ,end interest in written material. See Cronnell (1969b) ft,r

discussion (1 tt-,c introduction of irregularly,pelled ,Jordi, in hecittIntrq

t *:,1,11 tly In , t rut, t, 1 t'll .

1



1.3

-158-

1 ,cr, (1 InstruLtion for Irregularly-
'Jpelled Words in First Year

fr(Thicncy = 33

, 1 5 a

a

hI

r41', t hi

t

is

(in music)

CV(

been

his

to

(1v,



, Block 4

4,1

-159-

Flo a - aha fa ha

haha la ma

W10

mamma (P) papa (P)

(in mamma and papa, one of the a's may
be pronouned ,-/j, Rule Al])

as a baa

musical terms :

a

i rregu 1 ar: e [c.;: re

o 1/ sot
a : fa 1 a

regular by TY and FoY rules :

was

mi ti

a -. I /w : swam

1 ] / ncP: : wind (N)

o -.. 1 wol F



E' p 
(d)pdpuJL 

Zulu 
1A I 111 

101.r1 LIJA25 

:car 

I", 
L'Elp 

U 

Aq Jpinhi) 

Jr-loj :,oinJ A JP rib.'I 

1 o m 
Qv 

' 
attn JuinbJ)J_It 

.sJ,?(Iwnu IvulpJP-) 

UO 011J I ._ 

11!wPu!n 1' / ' 

p1.107),,)("., .11,w 
A [ 

n6,),1_, -111 1 LJO I -rim: 1,,L11 tx)-) 

-091- 

I '' 

'19 



Block 9

9,2

Bled. 10

10,1

,Ii

-161-

E21 th - 1 er: ether

121 t t i T -shirt

E 1 7 o - : swol len

o i women

Al 7 o - woman

e - F ]: mesa

017 ordinal numbers:

LE.:)2

irregular.

panther

e _ / CV: second
1

L ninth

regular by FY rules: fourth

(regular by pri.-,ent rult

fifth

/ nci n (.1 v

- any

11) wor thy

. bury

z ;: pretty

c / C: mu,cle

tcy,,ard

A Vw

seventh eighth

i rst third

sixth tenth)

,rely



3

ILn( itiltm

England(P)

I

it

A I

iclit

t'nCi' n

Engli5h(P1

IPuI: ,Ii) '

P

F' 3:

III, I t' )4

I



1 3

:3 1

-163-

Luc'. 00

b 1 oud

flood

/ r door

D ouded

doors tep

floor i ndoor

/ v:

t of

.h -

goodbye

improve

D rove

wholesome

tu ,orylecirh

somewhat

somewhere

Lig.) r

/ 1 1- . shall

../a 1 t

begone golf g":,

/ t almost (al n d 1 1 1

i-u t rr,s t

Dos t man

It



-,r

4

,, 1 control hnlster putrol

0 gross

th: both

,

a -. .

clumsycleanse cleanser

cosmos husband muslin

pansy plasma Thursday

uisdnm

false

.1 1')



40- 

4.11 41,11 

4-7) 777 

u 
)1LiTRI, 

)L, r 
, 

,;1(1 

)ci d I '1 / - 
I 

Iii 
c,).;,.1(c1 , ,; , ; 

1 

EE )1 cd )1 c77ri : 

55-Iker 555",5 

c= 
P 110 01 '-1,_4(!;,,\ 

_ II +1 I I p!i !,,1! -)11_11, 1 

-C91 - 

,,k 



,

31. cl, 16

16,2

16,3

16,4

16,6

166-

AI 10 a i - again against said

a I Lf I. plaid

a; Lay 1: kaiak

OU 10 oo - Lc]: outdoor

oo L3]:]: bloodhound

0E10 oe
,

L d j canoe horseshoe shoe shoehorn

shoelace shoes t r i ng snowshoe

OA1 0 oa - r 3 1 abroad broad broadcast

broadclothloth b roadway
__....

A W 10

AU 10

e r I. r i.
......_

au Ld-' I.

', . [ ,-- ]:

UE10 u, u I_ u 1:

drawer

aunt (P)

..-

aunty (P)
_.....

Sante Claus

truth truthful

ue -,- 0, ng -- [ rj ] : tongue

- 1 z 1: 1 uesday

[WI 0 ew - -. I ) , sew sewer

eu [ (yk i Europe grandeur neut ra 1

1



Block 17

1 ,Z

7 ')

,1 1

,

-167-

anyoore dnyom_ )311 / ± ) !It)

anyway a My)))/Flere ()II `..-) (..) e re --. 1

woman hood

/ t hJ5 tru3 5 ter

/ I pdtrDlfldn

roc..1, -a

5l)dilt rst y

,ilready

Englishman

postinI st ress

sel f -cost 701

-,. 1 ue-eyed cross-t 'ye,'

I ,ewoo,1,,

oo - , outioor', out-ot-doors (also t --..bi)

i I 1 - , , 1 ' . 4 1 3 7 5

11 , I 1ICu 1 31 1)/1

'.1)))1



DloLk 18

-16d-

LI3 e J/ CV

delugel uge hera Id heron

lemonlegendlege lemonade medal

me l menace eon mnace mta 1 pedal

peril petal preface rebel (N)

record (N) refuge second secondhand

senate sheriff tenant

e --. i i ] / ch V : recharge

n .-. 1L ',',, ; : senor (P) (also e --. L . ;1: senor)

0 remove

013 u -- H ] / CV

any b ort v ( a 1 ,,o a -. L ,) bod i ly body

curve copy mode 1 modest

noi,ody olive process project (N)

proper proper I y rob i n somebody

volri:A:

0e { .

IJ ,

overshoe

tcv
agate atom baboon (P) balance

cabin cafe (also e -. r ,2 y camel

churel damage dragon f rag 1 1(

trimtn granite Latin madam

al i , , rrnnage (TIdtlfp'r pd 1 ti( f '



-169-

ft,1 ,can't; panel patent planet salad

Iiin Saturn shadow snapdrdqob

strata taboo talent talented

trapeze (P) wagon wagonload

siac:uum (al 5o uu - j_ valor value

,, - L , 1- amen drama lava llama

plaza

I 13 i -.- ; I ] / CV:

city figure image lintr

1

-

lizard minute (N) minutem,m

primer Pity sinew spigot

spinach tribute vigor widow

, i lard

i i /,r) i 1.,.,r. iron flatiron

U 3 a - , uV suburb study

rhub'arb

v

c1),,i ,t. 00 a,,1,1(: 1:1,-1,, bi,-,,,o

( lo,e (Al) closely cro,,a ,,ie Cru,i 1/ 1

i(,'t_ xuu (N) yeee r,asor

nht,dncf: pp-grilse (also (1 --1" /___CV) purpo,_
',dosage usage use 01) a,-tol

,
p,Tomir,y torti



1_, V -- 1 V 1 / CV

1 ',.`,,3

1 ',', (4

-170-

Lhi'-)L1 c_ 1 oset desert (N) prison

pri-,oNer ,-)resence present (N) presently

ri-o'M rosin visit

y I lo,e whose (al so 1.Jh -- H ])

0 - L bosom (P)

u --' [1J LLI,incs (also i -- C busily busy

r, [ r, , / H ]: encloseose i nc 1 ose

_
. kiessert dissolve possess scissors

5 2 1 [ z j /ea e : disease d i spl ease ease

please tease

, z ; / ou c . arouse house (Vb) rouse

, f : 1 loo e: choose

a - [ . 1 / CV: papoose

,22 L + <lg. - i Ige

L? 5 , 1H also

nouhere

carriage marriage

flu menu (al so e -.- / CV)

1 1 :



Block 19

13 ,2

19,3

-men t

-ne ,s

-171-

a ] / CV: management

ue u yu J: argument

s [ ,] /V V: abusive

ue [U]: truthfulness

124 + GH10

all -+ al [..,1 j. alright

eye -+ [ j: eyes ight

o H / CV: copyright

GH10

gh -. H ; / ' :
ghos t .2hostly

gh - 1_ t ]; au -+ [ ! ]: drgh t .laugh
4

idUqt ter

H20 ah - I i J / ah bah

rah rajah (a l so a - [ a ])

eh - [t. J, [t i. eh

o H j / CV : homage honest

honor

h20 mu c"]: doorknob

om - j: knowledge

laughingly

hurrah

yah

hon t 1 y



1 3 Lon' t ) G20 i [ /

,5

1_4,6

v ' LC) 1 tg 11

-172-

ensign

020 w 0 unr,wer SY/Ord

NN\
(320 t d,;ht doubt doubt fu 1 \ doubt I ess

I L.;, climb

u - [ curib

u turd)

L )1.11 d L could

; j IN, a I mond

- 0. Lincoln so 1 der

; , [4

111zo I 0. ct,Lrs t nu t

.`t (- t1 p0 t

flu r tgagc

L; t bd I le t buf f et

/

t, 0 i

u h

1); L1,1(1t.

should would

ca

v`' |.'i (a)so a - 1 / LV)

gu neg guitar

jaguar (alr,o a- L' / CV) 1.anguage

penguin

buy buyer guy

I, agu, 1



l9,b kLun't1

-173-

quc ] / nosque

conquer croquet (also et / ,)

turauoise

also V [1/] / CV: laquer liquor

Other siient letter,

Bock, 20

4

20,1

20,2

d d 0 / a j: adjoin adjust

d 0. handsome

n. 0/m autumn

adjW,thrnt

also o [a] / CV: column solemn solemnly
-7

P" 0 / 5; oa [a]: clapboard cupboard

0 C (C r, 1); a [a] / lm: psalm

corps [kor]

V - [V] / CV: honesty sinewy

-- ] .[v sugary

-ful i -'. LI 1 / CV: pitiful

-al o -- LJJ1 / v: approval removal

]: burial (y.- i I)

-a 1,, I C L / V movable (optional i)

V [T] / phV:

f1 ,,apphire

cipher

trophy

gopher nhon



20,2 (con' t) CH31

20,3

TH12

-174-

ache -. L,,, '. ache bacl\ache earache

toothache s tomacbache
- s'N

0 . [v ] / CV: ichemst monarciiN_.) monarchy

scholar

n [FA / ch: anchor_
i [ay]: Christ

t ---. 0: Christmasstmas

cho i r --. [ kwayr ]

ch --. []: chamois (a I so a -- [,] / CV; ois -- [ i ])

chaufoieur (also au --. [o]; eu [ a ]) chef

chute mustache

also et ---,. [a]: chalet (also a --. LI ] / CV)

crochet (also o -- [o ] / chV) sachet

v 1:\11 1thc , : bathe clothei-) -- I : i father forefather grand f ather stepfather

0, H clothing (also I-. [0] / thV) fathom heathen__

smooth smooth 1 swarthy

clothes I- Hz j: clothes clothesbasket clothesline

clothespin underclothes

t I `
d. , t h flIU 3

i



blot., 2.1

21,1

21,2

2 1

21,4

-

-t ion

5 i On

turt

-175-

u Lq, / CV: dishonest dishonor

u / CV: rcirudel

/ t ion: acid it on condi t ion edit ion

partition position

a -* L, i / t i ona 1 : national rational

131,,C. :2

22 ,1

StrL'5 ndt. tern 3B

/ CV: vision

11 / CV : stature natural

[ 1 / CV

oriecdote

Ic

rind; ate

uolvinate

'itinerate

h(,I I (lay

dire

IV

.`tirie trate

aqueduct kodol ink cal cii

cr tiui r rocod 1 e dt2C()f it ('

(1,21110C rat dt:rionst rate di v i lend

doriti no dramatize elevdte

Brat I L u d t

ml t )t'tit' lit it Lid('
.37

cript f' i'1,ht t

nom Ina te operat paLtf,i

populate ratIfy



t i,

n

o c 1 1 , hol

. I

' .1. t tlp

J1 rdut

tlt, 1 0 C I I t , SI It LI

1 ' , I L t VuI I I I I tt Itt't t .1

L.: I FY: 11 I

't 10 1 ttit .II I t"1,. 'It'

Dt1i-t)0 'J.,: p I t-tI, I t' t.1 r ,, I

p ir achl,ItC

n I Gilt i

(.1 I t I'

, ,

,.,', I, I

I, n,t,ir-

I I, I I If_ II

t 'It t i

Hint t It



22,2 (conit,

-177-

p,iracle misery moderate(At) rimnit

, i,t negative pelican pia.

p,licy popular positive Predm

pre,ident primitive probable pror,aKt.

prominent property regiment rem,

regular relative remedy reHidtrl(_-

resident senator similar -cli t

specimen tapestry tenement vanit,

vinegar visible

e - / CV; e--.. [ i 1 / recipe

re - massacre

a - marshmallow

s - /V V: tuselage (P) pleurisy (also cu

- :, p --* 0 / b: raspberry

22,3

Stress pattern 3C

/ CV.

abacus (P,AS)

consider

tdi-tribue

imprison

st_pmir,o

alpaca

continue

enamel

improper

banana

contribute

exquisite

pajamas

( ()PT; ,- 1

(kvel,,

imaqt

<3 I()

adoI

tdtt

acknowlt.dge

d . 0 / n 1. adjacctit

31 I al

0

almighty

1 f .5

Ld%mt,' (P)

rant'

a



) k LOH'

22, Li

t I 3 ci t 3 I

1! t aLclud I U t

JICtinqiL

/ 1_11 I ieutt. e,int

,1 31 t t I 1.,3 t I It, ,) ,(3 I

I CItt._

1,It2

Ltre,,clut

I I i

J 4 .;

t: Iuget 1 r
3_3 Li t C



Block 23

23,1

23,2

-179-

I .)1 r t Irsti uc t ion tur I egulor v- Sne I led
Word , iri Four th Year

F r cquency = 381+

A29 a [el / CC: chamber

A24 ea ,_]: breakwater

135 V [in / CV: chili gasoline khaki (also kh [k])

magazine vasoline

/V 4> valise

ue 0 /g fatigue

que Hi / antique unique

r1U . ries cu i te

suite

ch HY; mdchine

gh 1 spallletti

t pi zza

11 I /1,

!

tortilla

Hawaii

mosquito

125 h 0 ddhl 1,1 (or a h 0 ddh 1 i a)

i _1 cushion

/; r, i ) on H I

tdshion old-fashioned

V [`I] / CV companion

opinion

klle11111011I

dominion familiar

spaniel Virginia



23,3

Block 24

24,1

rli filok

-180-

analyze

Y13 / CV: chr/salis A cylinder hypocrite

Y13

myriad r-hysical pyiamId

sycamore synagogue (also o -
/ CV; ue -- 0 /q

synonym syrup(P) typical t/ranny

/ v. h h- scytheen

1_ in unstressed syllables:

V [V] / CV: amethyst

/ xylophone_

/_r- martyr

m 0 /,- hymn_

typhoon

ox/gen

platypus

myrrh (also rrh

tour--,yllable compounds

V [11]/ CV citizenship supervision vice-president

watermelon

o self-improvement

o / thV: underclothing

a ; / nge: Los Angeles (P)

four syllable words with suffixes

-er a . / CV: atomizer

o H evildoer



(Al /

uo!l!pi)dx

(JO 1 UOI1O1 ;SIIP',

uo!Ipindod UOI1U.1.-Jd0

U011P-11W1 U0111211Sa- q

11011CA01-i) UOI1U.Al'Al0Wop

Lio!-IuJoDap LionpJciolo-3

Al!Aul- t-m, 4 np nct) A-11J-Hinu

AllJn- oas Alluniud'op

II, nticr-y.),1

um! (IX) Liu! I

U0

IJ( I ipinba- J

uol

UOIIPJ,-)dob

u()!IeDwor,

UI) ID

Ali(Tnho 'l H)

WO 1 H Al'

'-'11-H) All 1---/

1 uouys!u7-Td

A1 ein671 A1 lelo17),

-101C,.-1c17)

Lituna

ainH pnnA AieHJd

n

:ys! / n

JOA-001.1M . Cqin

..1,7)A;U;ILIM 4- .)Jr)

1-4A01PLIM

1\1 palTinopun

JolcJPda,, Jw1pin67J

joipj.11_17b JOIPAO(,-,

/ r1

p,zfl

AD/ [ \J A

l[A] 1\ -1--

I 'SZ

SZ 130N

fChZ

111""-



25,2

25,3

25,4

25,5

-182-

126 ue - 0 /g dialogue

U26 V [V] / CV: genuine manual minuet

a i i buoy (or buoy . [boy])

E26 V [V] / CV: linear stereo

026 e 4- 1 / CV: heroine

136 V rd / CV: idiot patio piano

pianist(P)

o 1, I

,
/ thV, th [3]: clothier

de
1 aerial

Al2, 012

re [or] /C ac;e ogre

Y12 y_ LI] / Cle:: bicycle tricycle

El4 e [ C V: leprechaun
1

petrify

pueblo (also u [w]) recreation

represent

114 0 isle island

Olt+ o / C 1 V. p roc 1 amat on progre,,,,

1114 u C1V public publication publish

Al4

publisher quintuplet republic

acrobat acrobatic Africa

apricot(P) declaration establish

acrifice

J



Block 26

26,1

26 ,2

26,3

26,4

26,5

-163-

-able V [11] / CV. honorable manageable miserable

preferable

shion [son]: fashionable

ment V [V] / C(1)V: development establishment

-al V [VI / CV additional mechanical

ist o [a ] / CV: pathologist

1E17 a Hi / CV: calorie

au [-1]: aunt ie (P)

o [_ / v: movie

EY 17 s jersey

o [;:.1 / r . attorney

A 1 1 7 ca [:]; i : / CV: Great Britain

EA33 [ j /V V: research

ea in unstressed sv 1 lables .

pageant (a 1 a P CV)

sergeant (also e J 7)

vengeance

IEl2 ie - j- handkerchief (also cl 01(P) i rrchief

mischief

rabies

ieve

Seri



26,5 (CoHlt)

26!)

26 ,

-184-

friend friendly friendship

unf r i endl\,

i e i.': i iery_
N - f 1 ' / nd : ,ii ndshiel4

ei

ei

chandelier

heir heiress their

theirs veil

counterfeit forfeit

he:ght

ei heifer

0 / t receip_t

ei in unstressed syllables: foreign

EY 0 ev keyboard

40ts-er

-nu,

10

,
? /

rp131 [`] /

/V

rV generous hideous

vigorous

CV. P1,,Lnuth

V: courtesy

keyhole

perilous

g,1-1 .n ()Lab rough rouL1 y

t rough

ch clow,tache

01135 111 a although

H /V V resource

et H.] / bouquet (P)



26,7 (Loolt)0U33 ou

Block 27

27,1

27,2

OU34

dis-

-1b5-

boulevard

roue

rough trough (or rib

V - [V] incredible invisible

a * [T'] / CV: dissatisfied

Stress pattern 4A

V . [U] / CV: academy affiliate(N) America

American amphibian anonymous

apology astronomer astronomy

barometer certificate continuous

diagonal diameter divisiblc

economy experiment geometry

harmonica imperative inadequate

indelible inquisitive irregular

magnificent mahogony meridian

monogamy mon2poiy municipal

original particular perimeter

philosopher political

rhinoceros (,ako rh - [ ridiculous

speedometer thermometer(P)

V - / C,ri-v. biography Jflocracy geography

republican stenographer

y_ HI; s [-,1 /v_2: ch,y_lanthr:,_mum



-186-

2 I .2 ('_(,111 t i 'Arc,-., pit tern L4B

V [Vi !_CV: acLomodate af f i 1 i ate (Vb) anticipdte

ifo

27,3

27,4

Str',--,

apo 1 og i re

co-2perate

evIlporate /

particiOte

commemorate consoliddte

deliberate (V)) elabordte (Vb)_

hr mogeni re inoculate

pat tern 4C

V Fi 7__C(r)V. ane5tnetic California ColoraJo

Co I i '.,eum pidemic

glddiolu5 macaror,i manut dctute

r Llt htnat ics ne ric) r a n cl u m opurettri

pen rci 1 1 in as:LcIrecie 1 i c (a.. l,s(-) p - V /

all al

Stress pattern 4D

/ ch`!) '-,cm i c (> 1 r )n

tdproca

>enori td (d!-,o n [ rly ]) (P)

ukelele (a ko e 1

r

i i / ;)

,altogether

r
. [V] / C( 1,)V: aprictlture ca t ern i 1 1 ,i t 0 1 <-,(, r -- 71,

cemetery ceremony dromedary

Fel) r ad r v he I m_ont et (P) Jdnu,» v

legislat mir. I i t »ra ry 11., 1 ,j,,CM )1_ - -
II I 1 I I dry i-i 1 1 i nary rmn,y-, ',_, ?



27,4 (can't)

27,5

27,6

-187-

necessary pomegranate ragamuffin

sanitary secondary secretary

seminary solitary stationery

tabernacle television tributary

e . Le]: carburetor_

other four-syllable words

-Ism . [Izam] / #:

communism rheumatism (also rh - [r], eu - [u])

also V [V] / CV: catechism criticism

V - [V] / CV: capitalize equitable literature_ _

mademoiselle (also of [a]) miniature

E32 V [V] /CV: adenoid adenoids camera

celery emerald everybody

federal ----5eneral generally

liberaT reference vegetahle

veteran

I so-,,ereign

ch [ ;.]: machinery

ono [w,,n]. everyone

ott everywhere

V C:i1 / CV. brocolli chocolate(P)

licorice (also c IY)) memory



ac

27,6 (coc't"-,32

-188-

tV salary separate

t
sarsaparilla (P)

earamel (P)

132 a CV family

suparatyk,

Additional irregularly ,pelled ,ords

(See al,o Section V)

eau bureau plateau (also a-. CV)

ea beautiful beautifully (P) beautiIv

beauty

co ,n wr,tr(ssed syllables. dungeon

cc

0.

aisle'

luncheon pigeon (also i - / CV

,urgeon

people

luopard

tallet but fet

/J , V exact exalt

t,xam example exert

cxhiLit exi,t

extmtence

al'a V --

sundae

bazaar

restaurant

CV: aminatio(

examine executiv,,



Section

Sequenced Proper Names

In Cronnell (1969a) nearly 500 proper names (primarily first names,

but some surnames) :ere listed for use in beginning reading instruction.
In thin sectiol these names are sequenced according to the rule sequence
as found in Section II (summarized in Appendix C). Each name is introduced

as an exemplar of a Spelling -to-souna correspondence when all other
corre,pondences in the name have been previously introduced. (If a

rule has no name exemplars, it is not listed in this section.)

Following the ,,equenced names, irregularly-spelled names are
sequenced, using the same methods EJs used in Section III for irregularly

neIled



Block 1

I ,2

1,3

I 5

1,6

BluLk L

-1Y0-

1 Pturact Naie,=, fur Ftr,,t Year

Fiequency = 65

N1O, N1110:1-10, A15

,-,nn Nan Nat

PIO Pat

LIG

S10 Stan

Lil

10 Dan Sid
...,"'""/7

E15 Ed Le,, Len Ned Ted

H10 Half Oil Milt Pam Sam Tim

Hu B1 11 Ben

U15 Bud Dud

RIG Pub Ron

H10 hill

015 1.-',(,L Dr,n Dot Tod Tom

TH11 betn Smith

N.

1 ' :



3,1

-191-

Ult.) Le(

4 3

4 4

4 5

F I;; Fran Fred

W11: Wi 1 I

',10 Ken Kent

1420 Hank Frank

Cl2 Cal Mac Scot

lr,1U O ck Mack Ni ck Rick

G12 Glen

J10 Jack

X10 Mdx

V I O Esc v

Glenn Green

Jan Jef f

Rex

Van Vic

H JIii



Block 6

...%'

Block 7

Block 9

Wa

6.1

6,2

7,1

9,1

9,2

-192-

Sequenced Proper Names for Second Year

Frequency = 159

All Dale Dave Jake Jane Kate

111 Mike

011 Hope

Ull June

Ell Eve Pete Steve

C11 Bruce Grace

Gll Gene

Aal Art Bart Car] Clark Karl Mark

U2I Burt Curt Kurt

0
121 Kirk

E21 Bert ferb Sherm

E21 Albert Herbert Miller

U21 Turner Wilbur

A21 . Arthur Parker

0



Block 6

ti

Block 7

Block 9

wr

6,1

-192-

Sequenced Proper Names for Second Year

Frequency = 159

All Dale Dave Jake Jane Kate

111 Mike

6,2

011 Hope

Uil June

Ell Eve

7,1

9,1

Pete Steve

Cll Bruce Grace

G11 Gene

A21 Art Bart Carl Clark Karl Mark

U21 Burt Curt Kurt

121 Kirk

E21 Bert Ferb Sherm

9,2

E21 Albert Herbert Miller

U21 Turner Wilbur

A21 . Arthur Parker



Block 10

r

10 , 1

10,2

10,4

10 ,5

-193-

117 Alvin Calvin Dennis Doris Francis Mrtirl

Marvin Melvin

U17 Edmund

El7 Agnes Alfred Allen Ellen * Ernest Ethel

Frances Kenneth Mildred Warren

Al] Allan Anna Bernard (P) Brenda Cord

Donna Edgar Edna Edward Ella Emma

Berman Linda Lora Marsha Martha Nora

Norma Sandra Sherman Stella Thelma

01] Arnold Burton Clifford Gordon Milton Nelson

Victor Wilson

Y17 Abby Andy Becky Betsy Betty Billy

Bobby Buddy Cathy Cindy Danny Denny

Gerry Ginny Henry Holly Jerry Jimmy

Kathy Kenny Lanny Melly Nancy Nici,v

Patsy Patty Penn,/ Polly Randy Silly

Sammy Sandy Sherry Terry Tommy VickAr

Wendy

A21 Arlene Marine

EELS Cathleen Doreen Kathleen Noreen

E17 Jerome

1 ,'



-1914-

Block II

11,2

CHIO Chuck Richard

11,3

WHO White

11,4

GGIO Peggy

11,6

G31 Gertrude Gil Gilbert

Block I?

12,1,

t0(10 Fay Gay Jay Kay May

Raymond Taylor

12,2

[Al l Bea Dc,an Jean Neal

12,5

OWI2 Brown `Howard

Block 13

A23 Walt Wolter

13,3

024 Ro,,,

Block 14

Vance

me tte

Wayne

Cc)m-A.anco fler,sr1,-

Ray



-19S-

Sequenced Proper Names for Third Year

Frequency = 95

Block 16

16,1

A110 Claire Csaig(P) Faith * Gail Lorraine

16,3

0E10 Joe

0A10 Joan

16,4

16,5

16,6

block 17

17,2

Block 18

18,1

AWIO Lawrence

AU10 Laura Maureen Maurice Paul Paula Saul

010 Boyd Joy Joyce Lloyd Roy

UE10 Sue

EWIO Andrew Lew Lewis SteXiart

-s Charles James Jones

E13 Edit' Elaine Eva Peter Vera

013 Lola Roland Tony

Al 3 Ada Amy David Davis Ha/el Jacoh Mabel NJ)tilan

112 Irene

U13 Hubert Judith Judy Lucy Rudy

I.%



18,2

18,3

18,4

'Block 19

1.9,2

-196-

S20 Joseph(P) Lisa(P) Rose , Susan Susanne

A22 Barry Carol Carole Cary Clara Gary Harold

Harry Karen' Larry Mary Rosemary Sara Sharon

025 Jo Margo

H2O John Johnny Johnson Sarah

block 213

20,2

Block 22

22,2

22,3

PHIO Phil Phillip Ralph Randolph(P) Rudolph(P)

CH31 Chris

Stress pattern 3A

Allison Anderson Anthony Benjamin Christopher

Jacqueline Jennifer Jessica Peterson

Stress pattern 3C

Dolore, Loretta Melissa Priscilla Rebecca Roberta

r.



-197-

Block 23

23,1

Se(lucnced Proper Names

Frequency

for fourth'Yuar

= 103

Wanda

23,2

135 urrito Bernice Christine Josephine (P)

Lucille Pauline Rita Toni

125 Cecilia Celia Julia William Willidm,

23,3

Yll Clyde

Y15 Carolyn Cathryn Gwendolyn Kathryn Lynn

Marilyn

Y16

block 24

Phyllis

4

24,2

[33 Beverly Evan Kevin

Blot.J. 25

25,2

126 Brian

026 Stuart

E26 Andr"1 Bedtrice Le()fl Tneodoce

026 .locinna Joanne Jo e1 Lois

13(,

?5 ,5

Gloria Harriet

I t(,ir I I

Adrienhe epti1

/

Lillian rtori(m



-198-

Block 26

26,2

1E17 Annie Archie Bernie Bessie Bobbie

Bonnie' Carrie Cathie Charlie Connie

Eddie Ellie Elsie Ernie Freddie

Howe Jackie Jeannie Jennie Julie

Katie Laurie Leslie Margie Nellie

Robbie Ronnie Susie

EY17 Audrey Dudley -Harvey Jeffrey Mickey

Rodney Shirley Sidney Stanley

26,14

EA33 Earl

26,5

Ell0 Keith Neil Sheila

26,7

0U31 Doug Douglas Young

0U33 Lou Louie Louis Louisa Louise

Block 27

27,6

E32 Catherine Evelyn Katherine Margery

A32 Barbara Margaret

- 032 Dorothy Marjorie Nicholas

,



Block 16

16,6

Block 18

18,1

18,4

Block 19

19,2

19,5

Block 20

20,2

20,3

SEQUENCED 1RREGULARLY-SPELLED PROPER NAMES

Recommended Order of Instruction for

I r regu 1 ar 1,-Spe 1 1 ed Proper Names in Third Year

Frequency = 37

El,s10 eu [yu ]: Eugene Eunice

E13 e [r.., ] / CV: Eric Helen

013 o [u 11 / CV: Dona Id Robert Roger Ronald

A13 a - [a.] /_CV: Adam Alan Alex Al ice Janet Janice

a - [ 3 ] : Lana

a - [e ] / chV: Rachel

025 u [u] / Stu

GI-110 u [yu ]: Hugh

L20 1 - 0: Ma lcolm

PHI 0 e [ / phV; [v ]: Stephen

CH31 ch - [S]: Charlene Char lotte Michel le

TH12 th [ t ] Esther Thomas (al so o / CV) Thomr,,on

t th - [0]: Matthew



Block 22

22,1

22,2

22,3

-200-

Stress pattern 3B

V [ V; / CV Abigai I Isabel

Stress pattern 3A

V V / CV: Emily

Stress pattern 3C-

Gregory Jonathan Madeline

Oliver Pamela Timothy

th [ t .]; s /V V: Theresa



L I L.'', 23

2S,

ti I

-201-

euutimeotAt2d Ur tle r of Ir1,-,tructturi fur

r1 Proper riamet-, in Etturt.'t Yeor

t

I s_

r Gt. ra I ti I no

/ CV Daniel Virginrd

U./ . Oldhd

rtV. Samuel

E 114 / CrV. Dr2 rti

14 / CrV. PatrtLI-

1.,It1Pr

I '1 1.111;1t r-rtt, ,t ty; I I rib It-, Mart(

/ CV Natalie VrrIcrie

P un5tlttt,,t' d sil, .

1,:dttctr la 1,c) t_ CV) Jeantt



x\'/c:, 2/

t. -

St r t tt rr,

27."

Mi I JrIt ,

t ri,trt (:,

/ E I z,lbe tr, nit I

t'L ()pc ( I- /

,_ I a - Marc! ,-I Pat r 1 t i ri r a I -,t, ,_ - //-I , ,
_

,.1 Rll ' ',_

i 1 J,'.' , ,It.' M I ( ',tt I

3t,' ' It

./1



di!

I ,r

t

.1L4L"

Cr I I t(.) 1'1 (,f
) rc not cluncrl BeLary-,L

itr rial , c'ed to pr-,ent then' al I
; ,! -,_! in to art H to ,eri uence them for exarolt

2-h-1 ,r-rr I l er; 11' -art ludetl o I h the i rrenu 1 r
I I r (I, I 1,, ? =r,r ,)r,, qenero 1 pr rhor yo,,,t

r ,r,; n, 108

!r! ! I !o! t .e- or! ! !-,rx-r-,,/ I lair le !..rurc1,-, have

Li , 1-27 f' I` I, t1 r,(1 ncrear,erl

r-r ;

I 1 1` it I Ire r-equL pcv

r, a: I (Y1 r i on osociatIon(P)

ci zat on curiNourl t Ion confederation

up!: rat I r,r1 (1.> nnill i nr-rt 1(11 ervincipation

11111 flit t I 1,,,1 inaugur,it ion

!!! L., rl ()(31_ i,r, 1r, tf!rt oq t I un int oxt cat ion

1 I i t I ! , , I I 1 t I 01 I Cdt i (01 t)ry.Irl r to t l on

r...orr;I;ehrrot ,I; rtprc cent I

t -ILL. I Otflt I P ) ,Aft,ct ionotely

tIP(' t-UX I !IL C \,r Cc nt inudl iv(P) exceptionally(P)

ti I y t r purl , ()Cr cp, Ion 31 1 y (P)

ter ti fl 11 1/ rdrticularlOP)



curiot,ity

legibility

populdlity

-al agricultural

editorial

international

periodical

uncomtortable(P)

unsanitary

di5- di,,dgreeable

other, aholitioni,t

b. Other five-syllable words

amplitheater

archipelago

,ock-a-doddle-do

electricity

opportunity

probability

alphabetical

experimental

ora,orical

trant,contiHental

unnece-;sary

disobedience

confectionary

revolutiorie

Frequt?ncv = 37

anniversary

auditorium

de l i cdte,-,(:n

entylugy evfiporated
_

Hlhopotamus hydroelectric

inimitable innumerdole

it interrogativn

mdnatactory metropolitan

hospl tae I I

er ,01!

Uni Vera tti

ent-,i tut onal

geographical

paradoxical

,

appendicitt

catete) ta

de norm

excl,m

ineparat)

irientoa hdi

A, ,e rydt ory pdtrloti,,m Pc.."-,'-o., , . In i .,

rcli",Indri refrigerator rep re -, r m

,onatnr tdm superintendent (pi tlielre, e,,

tni

y

7
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2. 5ix-,,Ilable words Freauencv = 9

b. Paldt'll!latiull,

-,2pitalization characteristic

Lxtraor

encyclopedia

oleomarprine revolutionary

satisfactorily(P) unconstitutional

Frequency = 137

unsatistactory

4

'alJtali.'itions, although relatively common, are rathLr complex (see

Crorrell, 1969a, po. 33-35). The three most frequent palatalizations--

ti.n, sion, ture--are found in Section 11 (21;2, 21,3; 21,4; 25,11.

1Ho rer,aininq palatalizations are listed

1. a. -cial

artificial beneficial commercial especially(P)

tftancial judicial official social

,pecial specialist specially(P) specialty

,orj.

LxposurL leisure measure measurement

pleasure treasure treasurer treasury

C. -s5ure

,ure (or ; ]) pressure

1. -tune (or r ;

fortunate fortunately fortune fortune-teller

misfortune unfortunately

2. a. [:r.,1 Asia

H -sian 1...-)nj: artesian

-ssi an ' n Russ;

i. -clan ''3<in electrician

politician

Persia

magic:an physician
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.
,

e. -cient r,.ant]: ancient efficient sufficient

sufficiently

f. -science - [ens]: conscience

g. -ciency 'e- [onsi]: efficiency proficiency

h. -tient - [ant]: impatient impatiently patient
i

patiently quotient

i. -tience [Sans]: patience

j. -tia - [a]: militia

k. -tial - [L)1]: essential initial partial

residential

1. -dial - [jai]: cordial cordially

3. a. -tious - [es]: ambitious cautious cautiously

nutritious superstitious

b. -teous - [cas]: righteous

c. -gious - [jas]: contagious religious

d. -geous - [los]. advantageous courageous gorgeous

outrageous

e. -cious, - [has]: deliciout ferocious gracious

precious spacious suspicious

vicious
. .

f. -scious - M9s]: conscious unconscious

g. -xious - !-0.;s1: anxious anxiously

olio11L

'''',40,
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4. a. -ci- ['i ]: appreciate appreciation associate

b. -ti- . MI,: initiate

c. -su- [:iu]: unusual unusually usual

d. ,,L 1-tu- - actual actually(P) congratulate

congratulation eventually(P) mature

punctual. punctuality punctuation

spiritual(P) statuary statue

e. -tur(e) [car]: natural (P)

naturally(P) saturate unnatural(P)

f. -tour - [car;: amateur pasteurization pasteurize

g. -du- LIu]
(or [Ia]): educat.,_ educated education

educational gradual graduate

graduation lindividua pendulum

schedule situate situattor0

5. a. -tian man] Christian

b. -xion [1<an 1. complexion complexioned

c. -cean [ion]: Atlantic Ocean ocean Pacific Ocean

-ce (Si l:.------ oceanic

d. -gion [Ian]: legion region religion

e. -dier . [jar]: soldier

f. -tier . Ear-11. glacier

q. -zier [L)r]: glazier

h. -seer - E_ I: hosiery

i. msue Mil: issue tissue

-,sir- [!, ,r 1: insurance

'k)



k. -xur- - [ k .,.r ].

1. -ties ,- Wz].

m. -tio [DSO]:

,
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luxury

species

ratio

M
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Errata and Addenda

Atter thi, itport wa, completed, some errors were discovered, which,
howcYcr, should not ,ubstantialry affect the usefulness of the material,.
In addition, a number of words were inadvertently omitted; these should
e cnecked program developers to add .cords necessary for reading.

Words se:,tren.c d t.. i ce

sequence twice; they are listed below,
from which they should be deleted. In

at which they do and should properly occur.

The iol lowing t.ords .:ere

in sequurn5e, with the position

paren._he,c_,, is tfle
Ar position

K,2 ',16 accent (20,4 CC11)

3,2 (lb object (N) (10,1 E17)

10,1 II) public (ir: 25,5 U14)

10,1 I I/ publish (ir 25,5 U14)

10,1 L1/ midget (14,1)

10,4 Alb accept (20,4 CC11)

19,1 -once/ -ant acceptance (20,4 CC11)

27,6 32 separate ;Ai) (ir 27,6 A32)

Section V, D4 natural (ir, 21,4 -Cure)

Words improperly included

Th following surds wereimistakenly included, although not in the

berdian,k,, et al. ;1969) lexi on. They should be deleted (unless
dc,ire,0 by program developers).

17,3

4,1

24,3

ii

YT7

retainc r

undertaken
physics

ir 11,1 fr-;10 lengthen

r monogamy

.)r,J, Jere mi,Lakenly omitted from the herdidnsl.v et dl.

nij) in, / should 'it., added there and segu,nced as follows.

coolie

fri_uway

26,2 1E17

12,1 AY10

irreg:Harl/ spelled word', Suction III of this volume.

z
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Addenda

The follouing words uere in the Eferdidnskv et ,11. ll:h ,

but were not sequenced. They should be placed in the sequence

2,1 SHIO

5,1

6,1 All

9,2 E21

10,1

10,2

10,4

10,5

Eli

Y17

E21

E17

,hop

big shot

scrape

ferment (N)

hidden

angry
ferment (Vb)

extent

11,3 WH10 big heel

12,1 AYIO

12,2 EAII

EA31

12,4 OW11

today

appear
speai,

meant

13,3 d24 throng

14,1

15,2

16,1 A110

16,3 0,10

17,1

17,2 -ei

-ed

fringe

plunge

di,/ Inc
IpOr t

p rOVU1. e

pigtail
trai ler

coat

by ueevil

server

pincers
doctored

18,1 E13 beside,
13 cocoa

18,2 Sib MIPI

)8,4 025 borro

/
-ant

hinqc

cx.pi;rt

In,,trnLt

ho rf op

rdImH).
tiaming

Coli,fterpoee

ret 31 1(,r-
06,

tto

rain t Orr

b1 r-1 t r
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20,1

20,3

22,1

22,2

22,3

-ful

TH12

SP3B

SP3A

SP3C

unhealthful
Urotticrhood

phonograph
bacterin

practical

he role

compliment
popsicle
resemble

copilot

portable

22,4 SP3D guarantee

23,1 A24 oashbasket
23,2 135 handicap

24,1 compounds self-reliance
24,3 u28 depositor
24,4 gravity prosperity

25,1 proposition
25,2 U26

026
duofold
oasis

25,3 136 guardian median radiator
25,5 A14 fragrant patriot

26,7 -ous- glorious

tournament0031

0035 fourteenth mourning

27,2 SP4A affectionate parenthesis
27,6 E32 differently temperature

Irregularvmpulled mords (Section 111)

4,1 F10

10,2 YI/

12,2

15,1

15,2

17,3 -1Y

13,1 L13

013

113

li;,2 S20

nama

many,

beefsteak

bye-bye
forbade

heartily

very

modern
Illy

b,r,in

i
L., 46.1

pa

produce (N) product

bu,,iness



Section V

19,1 -ment
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imprm.ement

oh

champagne
plaque

It

1,2 H2O

19,3 G20

19,6 U20

atter 19,6

20,2 CH31

__ondemn

headache.

damn

21,2 imLitipn translation

21,3

22,1 SP3b

22,2 SP3A

Precision

monogram
vocative

23,2 125

23,3 Y15

YI3

25,1

25,5 114

26,5 E110

27,3 SP4C

In joie-,

rhythm

typnoiu

valuation
triple

serve

apparatus

after 27,6 beau
yeoman

exactly exo't

e.2

enthusiastic
necessarily

responsibility

dl untortunott_

d4 gradually

65 luxuriou,,

...

manufacturer

posteuri/er Li wally
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APPENDIX A

Key to Pronunciation and Symbols

Key to Pronunciation

The following phonetic symbols are used to indicate pronunciation. The
symbols used ;n .....!,:,': ';,' ,. !'' 't '.JP. (1957) are given on the
right for reference. .

Symbol

Dictionary
Key words (corresponding graphemes underlined) Symbol

Vowels

[ 1
scene, neat, see, chief

LI; bit, hidden

name, day, the/

{ get, head

fat
,
bad

(

p

hot, car

song, loss, taught, lawn, talk, ball, thought

hone, go, fork, toe, board, know

put, push, book, could

food, dew, tune 77

but, above (unstressed) 0

( s t ressed )

cry, die
, ,

found
'

ow 1

buy, noise

Z
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Dictionary

Symbol Key words (corresponding graphemes underlined) Symbol

Consonants

boy , cab

church, chip, hatch

dead do

fun, fair, off

gj, 2PY, ea

home, head

judge, 2em, age

kill, kick, come, cat

let, little

man , ham

no, hand

sing, single, think

Eull, trig

II", far_

see, ice, miss

she, sure, i,sue, nation, hash

ten, hit, liked

vase, love

wet, language, quick

Let, Lou

zoo, larv, please, wive-,

vision, treasure

thing, bath

them, bathe

A.:
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Key to Symbols

Part, of ,pcech

Ai = adjective

fl = noun

Vb = vt I

t m 1

P = alternate pronunciation (e.g., for either, route)

alternate stress pattern (e.g., for invalid), generally alJo
tnolving an alternate pronunciation (P)

= a final silent e (Rule E18) whicn dropped t.hen adding 1

,uffix le.g., nide, hiding)

vouel

= consonant

0 = silent letter

Svmhok used in stating rules of correspondence art described in Berdianl,y,
Cronnell, and Koehler (1969, pp. 14-15). Additionally, in the present
report, the arrow (-+) is sometimes used to represent a orthographic
change e.g., 1. i + (i.e y becomes i s changed to--1 .,hen

s added, e.g. happy, happili).
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APPENDIX B

Glossary

AFFIX: a nonfree form added to a word to make a ne.v word, e.g., the un-

in unfair, the -s in boys. Affixes include both prefixe, and

suffixes.

BASE (WORD) : a word to which an of is added forming a new word; c.g.,

boy is the base in boys.

COMPOUND: a word composed of two (or more) words, e.g. , goldfish, hou,e-

boat.

CONSONANT DIGRAPH: a grapheme unit composed of too or more consonant

letters, e.g., th, ck, 22.1.

DOUBLE CONSONANT: a grapheme unit composed of two occurrences of the

same consonant, e.g., dc, 11. Because of English phonotactics,

most spelled double consonants are pronounced the same as a

single consonant, e.g., d-- HI% dd- (,:J. Because of environ-

mental constraints on c and 1, this does not completely apply

to cc and 11; nor does it apply to words containing morpheme

boundaries, e.g., dd -- Lcu : in midday. The term "geminate"

is sometimes used when describing double consonants.

ENVIRONMENT: other letters or sounds in a word which affect a spelling-

to-sound correspondence. Indicated by a slash (/) and by under-

lining in the position of the correspondence. E.g., the environ-

ment / r means that the correspondence occurs when the grapheme

unit is followed by r.

EXCEPTION: a grapheme unit in a word for which no (listed) spellin-

to-,round correspondence is applicable. Words containing exceptium,

are also called exception,. Since such exceptions were codd "40,"

the word, are sometimes known as "40 words." The term "Irreguiar'

refers to exceptions.

EXEMPLAR. a word containing a particular spelling-to-sound corresponderict .

GRAPHEME. a unit of an alphabet, a letter. Fur English, any of the 26

letters.

GRAPHEME UNIT: one ur more letters (graphemes) functioning as a unit if

deriving spelling-to-sound correspondences, e.g., a, t, mm, oy, 0,,

12;
Whatever is on the left-hand side of a rule of corre,pondence

is a grapheme unit.

IRREGULAR. see EXCEPFIUNO.

HULTISYLL,AULE: a word of two on inure



PPIMARY VSWEL. graph, "It: unit compo,eu of a single vowel letter, i.e.,

a, e, I, o, U,

RULES GE COPREsPONOENCE: se, SPELLING-70-0UND-COPRESPONDENCE.

SECONDARY 11:_/,,EL. a grapherle um' composed of two (or more) vowel letters,
e.g. , e,. oa, ay. tdso called "vowel digraph."

SILENT LETTEi-, a lt.Ner in a ord for which there is no corresponding
,,arld in the pronunciatio- of the word (symbolized by 0), Some

lent letter mark the pronunciation of other letters, e.g., the
c In name; scare are graphotactic devices, e.g., the e in have;

-me are anachronisms or scribal inventions, e.g. , the .9h in

,,vp, the h :n debt.

SPCLLINC-r,-SoUND CORRESPONDENCE: the relationship between the spelling
and pronunciatmn of a grapheme unit. Also called spelling-to-sound
c.,,:re,pondence rules and rules of correspondence (rules, for short).

STRESS. Ihc degree of prominence '--)orld on a syllable. The basic

di,,nction i., ,pelling-to-sound correspondences is between stressed

(mar-cd evr a vowel) and unstressed (unmarked) syllables. In

..orris it is u eful to recognize two levels of stress:

primary (') and secondary .'), e.g., accommodate. Stres/is some-
, accent.

-,t:qmt2,,t of slJeuck containing one vowel sound and optional
(In addition, certain consonant sounds may be

IlaLir.
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APPENDIX C

Summary of Rule Sequence

FIRST YEAR

Bloch 1

1,1 NIO, NN1u, TIO, (TT10) , A15, 115

1,2 P10, (PP1C)

1,3 LIO, LL1O, SIO, SS1O

1,4 D10, DRI,0,'E15

1,5 M10, (MM10), B10, (BB10), U15

1,6 R10, (RR10) , HIO, 015

Block 2

2,1

2,2

Block 3

3,1

3,2

SH1 0

TH13, TH11

EE10, £25

Y19

Block 1
double consonant rules in parentheses have no F.,,mplar-,

at the point where they are listed in the sequence. Nevertheless, they

are incJuded--with their corresponding congle consonant rules--het.ou.c

both rules have the same pronunciation. In Volume I (Sect Lon II

in appendix it is nottd where exemplars of the parenthes)zed ru 1e

first appear.



Block 4

4,1

4,2

II%

V

F10, FF10, W1O

K10, N20, C12, CK10

4,3 GI2

4,4 J10, X10, Y10

4,5 v1p, zio, zzio

-219-



Block 5

5,1

5,2
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SECOND YEAR

Compounds using first year rules (first syllable stressed)

-ing suffix with previously introduced base words

5,3 -es suffix (plurals and third-person singular, present

tense forms) of previously introduced base words

5,4 -ed suffix (past tense) of previously introduced base words

5,5 NGIO (one-syllable words) t

Block 6

6,1

6,2

Block 7

7,1

7,2

Block 8

8,1

8,2

Block 9

9,1

9,2

E18, All, Ill

011, Ull, Ell, EEIO El8

C11, 611

-s, -d, .end -ing suffixes', added to words with general

primary vowel Rule II.

Compounds with rules in Blocks 5-7

A16, 116, u16, E16, 016 (two-syllable worsts, first syllAle

stressed)

A2I, 021, U21, 121, E21(one-syllable words)

F21 (plus -cr -utfix with previously introduced words),

U21, 121, A2I, 021 (two-syllable words, first syllable stressed)

9,3 A25, 022
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Block 10

10,1

10,2

10,3

117, U17, E17, Ali, 017 (first syllable'stressed)

Y17, LE22

Compounds (second syllable s_,-essed)

10,4 416, U16, A16, 016, E21, 021, EEIO (two-syllable words,
second syllable stressed)

10,5 A17, E17, 017, U17, 117 (second syllable stressed)

Block 11

11,1 NG1O (two syllables)

11,2 CHIO, TCHIO

11,3 WH1O

11,4 QUIO

11,5 GG10, CC12

11,6 G31

Block 12

12,1 AY 10

12,2 EAI1, EA31

12,3 0011, 0012

12,4 OW11, OW12

Block 13

13,1 031, U31

13,2 A23, 023

13,3 122, n24

1
600 ...., 44
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Fii()ck 114

14,1 St re-,,ed VCCe.:

14,2 St rt,5((1 VrCe

14,3 Un,treti,ed VCCe.7 and VCe»

4,1
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THIRD YEAR

Block 15

15,1 8-9 one-syllable word with first-year rules

15,2 8-9 words with second-year rules

Block 16

16,1 A110

16,2 OU10

16,3 0E10, 0A10

16,4 AW10, AU10

16,5 0110, 0Y10

16,& UE10, U110, EW10

Block 17

17,1

17,2

Three-sOlable compounds

4

Iwo-syllable words with suffixes: -er, 'en, -ing, -s,-ed

17,3 Three-syllable words with suffixes: -er, -en, -ed,-L.

Block 18

18,1 E13, 013, A13, 113, U13

18,2 S20, S21

18,3 A22

18,4 025
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block 19

19,1 Three- syllable words with suffixes: -men t, -or, -ive,

-ness, -ante, -ant

19,2 1E11, 124 + GHIO, GHIO, H2O

19,3
K20, G20, W20

19,4 B20

19,5 L20, T20

19,6 U20

Block 20

20,1 Three-syllable
words with suffixes: -v, -ful, -al, -able,

-eth, -less, -ist, -ish

20,2 PHIO, CH31

20,3 TH12

20,4 ccii

Block 21

21,1 Three-syllable words with prefixes: un-, re-, dis-, in-,

mis-

21,2 -lion

21,3 -sion

21,4 -ture

Block 22

22,1

22,2

22,3

22,4

Stress pattern 38

Stress pattern 3A

Stress pattern 3C

Stress pattern 3D

ilaY ,'L
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POPRTH YEiW,

1
Block 23

23,1 A29, A24

23,2 135, 125

23,3 Yll, Y13, Y15, Y16

Block 24

24,1 Four-syllable compounds
Four-syllable words with suffixes: -ing, -L, -er, -or, -en, -ed, -1y.

24,2 E38, 138, A38, 038

24,3 A28, ilb, Y28, 028, E28

24,4 General prim5 7y vowel Rule 27

Block 25

+25,1

0
Four-syllable words with -tion

_

25,2 126, Y26, U26, E26, 026, A26

25,3 136, Y36

25,4 , Al2, 112, Y12, 012, U12

25,5 E14, 114, Y14, A14, 014, U14

Block 26

26,1 i wrmylkible words with suffixes: -able, -ment, -al, -ness,

-pry-_, -ist

26,2 1E17, EYI7

26,3 A117

26,4 EA33

26,5 1E12, E110

26,6 EYI(J, E12)

26,7 -ou 0031, 0035, 0033, 0U34

26,8 U131
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Block 27

27,1 Four-syllable words with prefixes: un- , in-
,
dis-

,
mis-

27,2 Stress patterns 4A and 4B ,

27,3 Stress pattern 4C

27,4 Stress pattern 4D

27,5 Other four-syllable words (miscellaneous stress patterns)

27,6 E32, 032, A32, 132

. C-

I

i



Grapheme
Unit

APPENDIX D

Melling-to-Sound Correspondences.
rule Description, Exemplars, Position in Sequence

Spellinq-to-sound correspondences for orimar- vowels

Rule Rule Descciption

a - [ e /Ce

12 - [e / Cr, 'e;

13 a -- [ CV

14 a -- _e / r } V

15 a - C(C)s

16 a C . . . .

17

21

22

23

2/4

25

Examples Position in

sequence

name, brave

acre, stable

baby, nature

6,1

25,4

18,1

April, fragrant 25,5

sat, fast 1,1

saddle, jacket 8,2

a - , [ ] in unstressed above, final 10,1

syllables

/
rC,

LF] /

lk

a lt(

1d)

a 1.

a [

cart, car

vary, marry

ball, walk,
salt, bald

wad, squat

wharf war,

quart

9,1

18,3

13,2

23,1

9,3

Fur tuttner description of these rules and of the rule notation, See
berdiansl,y, Lronnell and Koehler (1969), Cronnell (1971), and Section III
of thir, report. ;1/4teri'Aed rules do not appear in the earlier reports.



Grapheme
Unit
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RLle Rule Description Examples Position in

sequence

-V ./ mosaic 25,2

C ity humanity, 24,4

capacity

A 26 a --"' c_'

27: a

28 28 a -

29 a --

32 a -- 0

E

38 a -

e

13 e --

14 e -

15 e

16

17 e --

18 e 0

19 . 0

1 e

25 c

26 e --

27 e -- 1

arc
id

/ C hsl'1 magic, rapid, 24,3

? it raaish, habit
\ i

_

nge
sir tr2pge, paste 23,1

ste::'

separate 27,6

I----
vV
x (1)V icavern, axis 24,2

axle

/ Ce;, scene, here 6,2

/_CV hero, meter 18,1

r

i
/' C.

1

zebra, declare 25,5

I / C(C) set, telt 1,4

/ CC.... edge, extra 8,2

1 in unstressed hidden, talent, 10,1

syllables magpet

I name, edge, 6 1

unmense, mice

/
----

armed, uives

2
,rC herd father

,
9,1

p

/;(C)C we, she 3,1

/ -V create, meow 25,2

1 C ity prosperity 24,4

Not taught explicitly as a correspondence rule.

,



GI , ku I t. ;ult.; Dc.:;cription

I

v V

I )V

Ce

i

E x rip le s Po--,1t ion in

relic, cher
cre- d: t

dir tt. rcnct
.e "er<11

clever exit

tine, 1;ke

title idle

2 5 2

6,1

25

1)' r ,l LV lei lot, cider
r

18,1

r
1:s 2 r ,

1 C 1

Higrate, idly 5

; C., IsC r -15 1 -- I 1___ 5 i t , mr lk

I c ,' CC.... hidden, lrr tit, i- 2

in un, -,sed i lice
, 1 ldh

rL- bird, 5 ir
r ;

r1,1

1d t Ind, 1 1,1 13,3_ . ......

g n n, 1 gn_
1 - gh high, r r gh l 19,2

... VC -,i 11 I , in , on i on 23,2

1 25,2i d r , diem

t . rluri;,11 t / , 2 I, / 4

:-.. ri pt 1 v i t'1

I

I I i)1 tInr1 1,

It I,



Grqpher
Unit

Rule Rule cr p t ,n Examp leti Position in
to (1 CC

32 I 0 ,,,pi r i fl 27,6

.3(-) I police, ',Li 23 ,2

36 i -* / -V r cidio, pe r I od 2,3

38 / vv
_civic, rivt r 214, 2

x ( 1 ) V

1 I / Ct hunk 6,2

L c__ I
ogre, 1.0b le 25

13 , / CU notice, odor 18,1

It, ukro only 25,5

15 ,, / r IC) 1,,t lock I ,6

16 / CC .... [ rot to, II uck ,-, 8,2

'1 / . I r, un!, t re,-,ed _ u' ',al lor 10,1
Ilab lc,

, /
1 1101 fl I or t o I e '3,1

u r t i,iord :or th 5,3

-: 3 I 1, ,

... , _,.,, ,, , 13,2
, c, II. bolt

2 I,

h

rig I

t

(11. ter

dog

Put'

I 3,3

5
,2
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pJenb 1 cIn6 
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Rule Rule Description Examples Position in
sequence

16 y j CC... sLs tem , gypsy 23,3

17 y - I 1, [ I I /._.2 in baby., candy. 10 ,2

unstressed syllables

19 y - y in s tressed deny, try 32
syllables

26 y I / -V hyena 25,2

ric
'id

28: y - [I] / C

36 y - / -V

)

physic

Tokyo

Spelling -to -sound correspondences for secondary vowels'

10 a

17

AU . 10

Jo

y To

LA 11

31

EL

Cli

au

a\ -
ay

ea -

ea

33 e2.

10 cc

10 ei

in unstressed
syllables

24,3

25,3

stain, rain 16,1

captain, 2o,3
vi 1 lain

cause, author 16,4
.1 A

saw,, hawk 16,4

dal, pia 12,1

each, heat 12,2

deaf, 12,2
heaven

earn, search 26,4

beet, feel 3,1

receive, 26,5
ceiling

-gn
2o t_' i _ n re ign, rein, 26,6

gh nei ghbor-_

z
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Rule Rule Description Examples Pcy,ition in
sequence

LW 1,) e'.; ( , ) _. , few, new 16 ,()

LY IC 7 ey _e, tha, obey 26,6

I E 11

y ----
.

i e ---

, ;n unstressed
syllables

/

donka, money_

di e
_.......,

lie

26 ,2

19 ,2

12 ie / field, grief 26,5

17 ;e - / ;n unstressed

syllables
collie, movie 26,2

OA 10 ()a - load, boat 16,3

E 10 oe - hoe , toe 16 3

0I

iu

I0

1i

o; -

(..,O --

,_ \, noise, join

broom, tool

16,5

11,3

12 00 --0 book , wood 12,3

GU 10 ou ---..- d*, count, moutai n 16,2

31 ou `-, j couple, young t 26,7

33 ou ' (y), ' throug11, group 26,7

)1' ou tought , thought 26,7

3`,) ou --- soul, though 26,7

,;',4 i
I (A, g 1 ov, b el OSJ ,

own , boo
12 )4

12 r_,,., i now, allow,
001

,

boo

12,4

f 1, c y - ,. bL, toy 16,5

t.c - , ( .) . . 1, 1 Liu, at que 11-,,)

1 I Ll I - ( ,1 . trust 11,1 ce 1," ,()



dphelve

Lott

B

BB

CC

CH
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Spe I 1 i tomound cur responieoces for cony ,-,Want,,

Rule Ru le bt_'sci-ipti on

10

20 b 0 /ni

10 bb

12 c r

Examp les Post t i pn In

eque nce

boy, cub, 1 ,5

number

climb, comb 19,4

bubble, b lubber 1,5 (9,2)-

e

/ i ci ty,, lace,

fancy

o

u( cat, come, cut 4,2cc c,C ream, pin i

\') scare

e
11 cc --,- 1, r: , -N accent, succeed 20,4

Y

a /12 cc .' /_ yucca, account , 11 ,5
vi

u accuse

10 ch
v

cheap, church 11 ,2

31

CK 10

0 10

DD 10

F 10

10

ache, school,
chord, Christ

20,2

kick, pack 14,2

dead, need le 1 ,4

hidden, sudden 1,4

fat, af te r 14,1

off, taffy 4,1

Tie 41111 Ili p cri 1 tw , of Lit, , tflU I
ttc_' first actual occurrence.
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Rule g Rule Description

g

12 [j] /

20, g 0 /

y

0

Examples Position in
sequence

gem, ale, 7,1

n , gypsy

jave, 2o, jum,
C jreen, bag

14,3

inaw, s i in 19,3

GG

GH

H

K

L

LE

LL

M

MM

31 g

10 gg [g]._\

10 gh

20

22

10 11 I

10 [1-1 -

rIm

,0 k

Is

a f

1 --.. 0 / ak
a m

a_
le ; al 1 /C

yolk, folk,
half, calf,
walk, stalk,
palm, c.lm,
calves, salve

get, girl

ea, wiggle

though, taught, 19

hi2.12

10 h - [ hi home, ahead

20 h -- 4,
L

--..

'rajah, hour

i.

10 j - L.j] joy, fudge

10 k --. L k; milk, kill

20 k -- 0 /g n know, knot

10 1 like, mile

little, stable

bul let, fill

man, cap

summer, mammal

v

t)

1,6

19,2

4,4.

4,1

19,3

1,3

19,5

r-Lit.2_, fun 1 ,1
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Grapheme Rule 4 Examples Position in

Unit

k

sequence

anxious,

thank, sink,

4,1

20 n 1ii; / qu

pronounced

pronounced
[g]
[1, j

banquet,
single, fungus,
finger, Lincoln

NG 10 ng rj] / - ring, soni 5,5

NN 10 nn Lr] inner, funny 1,1

P 1 0 p - Lpi aeoale, Loa 1,2

PP 10 PP - [ pemer, able 1,2 (9,2)

PH 10 ph 2hone, alot° .20,2

QU 10 qu -. { hw; Buick, bansuet 11,4

R 10 r -.. run, far 1,6

RR 10 rr hurry
marriage

1,6 (9,1)

S 10 s sun, fast,
horse

1,3

20 j /V V nose, easy 18,2

oo

21 s --' i / _e e

a )

house, moose,
lease, case

18,2

31 r.] /_21 trousers, wives,
riches

Sit I0 sr shoe, rush 2,1

SS I0 mess, miscle 1,3

td,],;kt 33 a corre,nondere_e rule.
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Gclpherru Rule Rule Description Examples Position in
Jnit sequence

I0 t t ti tle, let 2,1

(s

t / s en.;

I en
`----41.14zzLle, fasten, 10,5

often

10 tch match, . notch 11 ,2

Th 11 th

le

thin, bath 2,2

12 th 2 e

ern;ti e n
bathe father, 20,3
northern

13 th ] in pronouns,
con junction5 , and

function words .

they, although, 2,1

the

I T 10 tt --- [ J little, mitt 1 1 (9,2)

10

la

v -- vase, love 4,5

wet, beware 4,1

20 -- 0 PI r wren, wrong 19,3

41-1

,c

10

10

oh --- L ' 0, 1 or Ly',

x -

when
,
whether 11

' 1
box, oxen 4 ,4

I H
7 ' , Y Yet , beyond 4 ii

2(10, lazy

buzz, fuzzy

z

5

4,5 (10,11
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APPENDIX E

Number of Words Sequenced for Reading Instruction

Basic
word list
(Section II)

Irregularly-

spelled
words
(Section 111)

Proper Irregularly- Total,

names spelled

(Section 10 proper

names
(Section IV)

1 796 35 65 896

2 2286 110 159 2568

3 3210 615 95 37 3960

,

4 1130 8A 103 28 1644

Total 7422 1142 422 65 9066

Additional unsequenced material (Section V) 248

Grand total 9311

Total number of names: 487

Total number of other words: 8824

(This is approximately 1%, less than the total

number of words in the lexicon as reported in
Berdiansky, Cronnell, and Koehler, 1969. This

small difference may be due to (1) human error
in compiling lists and frequencies, and (2)
correction of errors in the lexicon. A number

of additions are found in the Errata and
Addenda of the present volume.)

3C1
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DESIGN FOR SEQUENCING SPELLING-TO-SOUND CORRESPONDENCES IN MOD 2 READING

PROGRAM

Betty Berdiansky, George Stanton, and Bruce Cronnell

ABSTRACT

From a 9000-word lexicon, a set of spelling-to-sound correspondence

rules was developed to systematically organize instruction for beginning

reading. With the aid of computer sorting procedures, rules and rule

exemplars were sequenced according to criteria of productivity,

regularity, generalizability, and phonological equivalence.

This report is in two volumes: Volume I describes sequencing

criteria and methodology, and the specific rule sequence: Volume II

lists all word,, (including irregularly-spelled words and proper names),

sequenced by and within rules.
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Introduction

./

The Model 2 Communication Skills Program of the Soutyrwest Regional

Laboratory for Educational Research and Development ingludes a phonics-

based reading program founded on a set of spelling-to-sound correspondence

rules. The decision to use correspondence rules in teaching he skill

of decoding printed words was based principally on the fact that

-welling-sound patterns of English words are generally regular and

,peer liable by means of a manageable number of rules (Venezky, 1967,

Ii70). Sind the regularities of English spelling-to-sound patterns

far outnumber the irregularities, a rule-based phonics approach is

,)re likely to provide positively transferable elements in decoding

n,. ..ords than a nonphonics approach, and the few irregularities can

liarneu as sight words. For a detailed discussion of the merits of

pt,o; ics approach, and the use of rules of correspondence in ,uch a

r. idiny program, see Desberg and Berdiansky (1968) and Berdiansky,

Lronnell, and Koehler (1969) .

,1!,c--ution of the Lexicon

TFe fir,t step in the design of this reading program was the speci-

fication of 1
itxic,on appropriate for children at the kindergarten through

thirl-qraue level. Twenty-nine different sours were consulted in this

regard, including- the Rinsland (1945) list for elementary school children,

preprimer to fourth grade reading materials, puhli,,hed word

b. responses to '.lord c.1ociation tasks, childrer,', TV

prograi,,, verbal behavior in song and in play, add 'pet rdl

r . t r t d t ! r i a l le.g., clock time rnformar i o n ) . Approx 1111a 1 y
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L_ohoinant Jigrlphi, .g., two consonant letters, the pronuncia-

,./ r'T rt ru I thr cart, spundenccs

r tee indivi,,u,A1 lettkr, , c.g., th,

ttyr, Lomrunly function together as units,

t co,, lc.

-,,on_tary /Joel , I.u., trio or more vowel letters with a

Lor-tuporifllng pronunciation, e.g., au, ea.

0 tal of 166 corrL,pondcnces oere established for the one- and

-or t, the it (h list of all correspondences, with

clu-, hrpun,!IA Sec berdian,,1,y Lt al., 1969, Section

HI, a 1,71, for d cocoletu description of the correspondences

cr , for nearly too- th i rd, (42) of the 69

Lorri,,nondei,cu rule v%/as sufficient, for 15 of the

1 ruli -ere ncedc(;, for the iurna:ndur, 7

the prinar '.c.P.r (a, e, i, 0, U,

dDitCe, that aporeciaLly raised

r / rf o hut to/ t'le 1ki latter

, I con-. It r rlca t He t I I -knOl.,(1 labilityity

f gli - pi_ I

fo,rttenct.-, Flay U urr,i3 rrantud degree

, , (v) , t lar i fy this S sue .

, 1 e genetalizable ocro,s several grapheme

,orce,,pohenc., s for final PCu), this Is particularly

1-1, re di c" tun Ca , I

, I 15, I Or Lur ri..",ponclurice I t , ch can

trri fit fit rill ,(h.t'i f 1,r r- f, I erred to
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cr: "general prinary vowel rules").

2 Lorrespundences which were general but comH,?). (e.g., o

CI, 1 Pi) re brokLn down into several simpler ones (e.g.,

Pule, 011, 012, 013, 014 ). This simplification, while

reducing complexitv, did increase the nuiliher of corresponderLes

3. LAare,poaachces established for each double consonant,

although, in nil instanceJ but two, rronunciation is the

-,ame is for the single consonant.

While )e envii,oniental , for each c(,rre,poi,,

tor a pdrtica ,rapht_e unit, the member I different

pronunciations involved is relatively , +t ter allowing

tioil one to ,
ix -irgle-word pronuncigt.,m irrecJ: -it:es pc,

giapreme orit, 35 uJ the grapheme unit', Ha\ ju,4 one ;.aundnciati

lift 17 ha 'e iust ( see Appendix n)

the larger numher of corrLspondences doer. not neLessaril,,

; t t,t,,tt,t1, nrc,itt' {Jun`, H 1'2dr-fling (11'

Nr ct-t)r rt ,ti,r rtt tttt-, pr I it t," It, t it

!1 tit I. , (( t ) rrrot

t ,H,rt,tt ( 1 ,,1L H

;btr prLe

t, r it

tt Lt f -i t_t ,01 t211'C le ,

4;47,.1.,

Ful

1,1,1r
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putor-generated data, counts uere made of the frequency of individual

,..orre,pondchces (e.g., t1.c treauchuy of 115 = 502 which me anti that

rule 115 occurs in 502 words). These frequency counts provided

information on the usefulness of correspondences and mere employed in

the equencing Ui currispondences.

Statement of Task

infer to use: spelling-to-sound correspondences in an instruction if

prograiii, thwy r1 -,t first he sequenced. Therefore, after the compilation

++r the lexicon add the specification of the spelling-to-sound correspon-

,eh-2 rules, the suhsequnt task in the development of the rehdinu

program uas the formulat.on of an instructionally efficient and

aclical rule

'Pie major criteria for the fulfillment of thi, tasl, sere as follous

I. To shelling-to-sound cotre,hondence roles uere to hc

pro'artl', according to frequency of occurrefcA in the SWk

lcAlcon. n4qn-frequency corre,ponfences, are more ul

provi ie mrc word exemplar,, arc{ grtatt, opp.)rtilt it,

t(o- tran

-o'rOWFICt' of reading instruction ow, to begin with

regular rule .
Lr :1 LA and rule , ft I, 1, )nor.k., t i,

ICItiCqM tO) introduced la ter . ire ,ro ( ! ical 1 y

currt ,pohdt_nce, fur onglt letters, would Drectdt corr,__,-

pondyncc f (,r of rc, r>r t ore let tcr,,

qr pmcme on t , .); t to UM y e'-,porofcli( f 1) t

r

4



Cur r t h no unv ronn t r
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t I r . I r r rM'vlrurj 5 I mG 1 t 101. t i. "

3 t u ;,I r1 irl tTht, 5auc ,

1 v I _u,i 1 , 11,1d 11; mc I, , TrILJ 7 ,

, CI rit U I I l,'s F ii k gli t d 1 1 I Can f r 0a LILnc

d r t t I ,,b I tk qt r-),J ri to a la r

L;' I t

16, t 0 H1 I no 1 I-11

p Jr JpiP'u.X1PIALITJ; I'),)t of kn ,peect

, In, tr cir t 1 , r1, .J,,t ca,r ir

, 1 71 t .;)t Tcc.t:

ti 1 I , ,1

I I 'II p I (.1, t il(3 is (II

(I, I /I

I I

11

t1t 1f,

J1tI 1,1"

I' t

I f_ J r,

( III.lr '
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1! ,)ool of avdilanl words is Llas,ified according to

a, ,truLtionaIlv practical, accurately detailed system of

-,pc, I I rig- tom, and respondence Sucr spec i f iel ty

prtV1,1C1, 3 for accurately de(oJin') tor.i, fl`. awlying
-

ale, to the prgaunclation of words containing those rinte.

Ig( -gucncc . Ill now be described and di_icussed is the

IL! na,,Icrous rand extensive critical analy,es ,and revisions, and

ri_o suffiLienti, relined to warrant a ,iodeiately largecale

pr,AW
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Section

hont1 Je'autnuing hriterta and Methodology

I

Jev0(pment of le,le bequence for Block

Leser;_, and Lronnell (1969) presented a preliminary sequence

;leering tree criteria giver under "Statement of Task" (pp. 6-7) with

e!-,-Thasis on productivity of each rule within the entire lexicon.

motver, r teir report, the primary vowels, secondary vooels, and''

,-guenceo separately. F6r'the reading program, the

an,_; tor,,,napt, hdi to be combined to produce ext mpl ars , so

'esLerg and L,ronnell' prelim:nary sequence oas revised. the most

r., I .t21 rules in that sequence oere chosen as

co ent Block I. 0-h rationale for other Block and Unit

-n, 'ill be beloo). These rules combined,

11 a-, ',Hie, of the number of words containing only those.

-1ei info! ation rat led the rules to he ordered on the basis

!+ -It it,

1' I

;or; restricted lexicon.

[15 (a oerc- the

, ham

r 1 ti_ih Thf r of,)r Coint (,f

,let e forned by coobminq of thuse

h;Lt I it co,n_,undnt ,

I 11 1 .

tiny

0-11 ',Wt.,' C t

n,1,1yr-

2
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if i cu,ntt yielded a ranking of pi .itv ut th( virinLi

I Li !! ,t T! font rules ohh con". t t ut J t product

1! . el tor 1.!h! t 1 of block I . Foci- ruT s.re requi tea

dU , t U _L-c-tred to be a tan,. "J a: I.- IL Arr i r!ct load

t t f bloc,. 1 , t1le rc,!aining rUIU t,ere -eatienced

the nInIbt..3 .1()1 I n rOciL,L.C(.1 at tur c UI iriq eaLt; rt)

I ruduced . Each 'IC,/ rule .,a .L gaerccd at the

o' al re,!alning rules, that r Lie Jde the greatest

J introduced.

deter! ! t'._ a ,equenct' for tie ru le_ Lc y(.nci Block t

.1 t e r a ere e 1 o ! . produc t V t y a t J cot pl A ty. ILL

n wrictuctivc and In cplr rcilLs ' II f I t

I t_t' It XI L011 t,t,c3 t U 1 ,

I , rIiI 't'll'l'. Ion 'n' 'I

J _,,tin .f t 11 jty. I.

I C t

o

t nt Lip! ,

t'



2. Environment complexity. To determine the pronunciation of a

grapneme unit in a particular exemplar, how much must be known

about the ,urrounding letters or about the grapheme unit's

position within the exemplar (i.e., is it at the beginning,

middle, or end of the word?). The more letter-specific the

environment must he to determine the pronunciation, the more
111

icomplex the rule (e.g., Rule A23: a --. [a] / is considered

more complex than Rule A15. a -. [I]I] / C(C);:).
1d

3. Environment similarity. Hoed similar is the rule's environment

to tnu environments of other rules (with different pronuncia-

tion) fur the same grapheme? A rule is relatively complex if

involves the same environment as another rule specifying a

iCterent vonunciation for the same grapheme. For example,

the Pules 6011 and 0012 are Complex in this regard since 0011

(W) ) snares many environments with 0012 (oo-. ,]), so

enviroriiTluht5 cannot specify the correct pronunciation.

E- uer,ralizabiiity across grapheme units. Does a

it:( r/p,, of environmental constraint apply to more than

rr uraphemc unit? If for example, a vowel rule involves

',,Vie environment recently learned for a different vowel.

tI,en toot rule is considered less difficult to learn than

it had a unique environment (e:g., general primary vowel

1'

N1 urirti'iriil Hill ltV of the environment. Doe,. the r le

.1i1 en'y lilment already learned for the same grap

pti col re.pondence7 For example, general primary

erne-

el
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r,12 and 14 (V tV]
.

e , IrV) are

Lonsidered less complex in this regard if taught after

in,tructiun on general primary vowel Rule 11 (V - [1J] / Ce, ),

ot I.rr I ch t',ey are extensions or expansions.

Phunologic,i1 qc_eeralizability. Does the rule specify the same

lununciation as d rule for a different grapheme? For example,

Lules K10, C12, and CK10 all have a Ik] pronunciation. These

(J,rrespondences should be easier to remember if the rules are

quenced together. Also, unstressed vowels often share a

LurrIon or , 1, pronunciation, and so are sequenced together.

c)inilarity of exemplars to those already introduced. Do the

,4urd, containing the rule have the same number of syllahles

ur tne sire ,tors, pattern as words previously allowed by the

(

rl, lur Block, and Year Divisions

u,e fur dev(lopinq an irmtructiunal plu-,for the

nf_d into, cal It

lr ocr and uni t er,

,, t ht-t l. rt, 1, d I V 1 iun rf,:l I ,l. ttli I f, (Jr( r?

it lc tui I dr I t t Hit 1-1,1 r J'et, I(O

t ,harykl tct i ,t

r,

r r i 1 Zdr I -Lich Culll I

, r t , , `, C flit t
it Jut ,

f-r .; t'',i)f .f 11,1,

t)

I
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I. type of grapheme unit (e.g., primary vowels vs. secondary vowels);

2. generalizability dcros, correspondences (e.g., the vowel classi-

c on', V e, VCC, Vr, schwa) ,

3. rule trcguency;

,ingle letters vs. digrapns;
4

5. pnonulogical sirnilarity or identity (e.g., the : and H.r]

correspondences for th; the .)17; correspondence for of and 21);

h. ,n,ironr-ental similarity (e.g. , correspondences for a and o

t.et ore,. I ) .

In audition, provi-,ions were made in the sequence for introducing

or C, 'r,e, or four ,yllatNles at successive points. The

,-ep- in,olv,d -Lqui_ncing words of more than one syllable

,e cords as examples)

I O'pfUfPi,

L

t,edtime),

i f of . i 9 e r ) ,

arr,rrged by stress pattern (e.g., first syllable stressed

r

ur nd ,illanle 'tressed until).

rirr oly in the number of net rules introduced

,,r r r fror zero, in bloclss concer eed eith affixes

introduced rules for polysyllabic word.; and

to a hihh of 24 rules ih I.

,!r grc,upd into four- instructional ycar divisions.

,anageble learning loans for the corresponding

f-Jr.IJC ratr tH,In on eg;iallv dividing tl'n

c r init . (ri r ,t Year. t, b , 414 rulc

role, + ind ^erp1,1r,
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Ye6r 35 rules, plus affixes, "8-9 age level" words,

,7)i thre, ,Ilable word,, Fourth Year: 5 blocks, 57 rules, plus

ft x.s and four-syllable words.)

The feulting sequence of rule categories, by year, was:

First Year involves short vowels, single'consonants, geminate

consonants (e.g., nn, tt), and consonant digraph-, (e.g., sh,

th). t',11 of the exemplars are one-syllable, one-vowel words.

ir,truction covers at least one pronunciation, the most

frequent in the SWRL lexicon, for all letters of the alphabet

(ex,ept (1). The consonant digraphs sequenced in First Year

are common digraphs contained in high-frequency words. The

short-vowel rules are introduced before the long-vowel rules

because the short vowels are more frequent, and have simpler

environments, in that their one-syllable exemplars each

contain only one vowel, with that vowel always pronounced.

The consonant, digraph, and other vow( t rules specified for

f,r-,-,ear instruction are generally of high frequency and /or

I/ 1,)., complexity.

Id Year introd,,ce, long vo\4els, other hiq-trequerc/ pr i, dry

',econdary vowel,, and additional concnnant digrar)rr',

4or,k . commencing with compound, an,l inflectional

, erttsr the sequence in SeLond Year, an! i,is roc I I ()M

tde vo,e1 pattern variation of

I ht, pr usury ",.;; I rJ 1 nvo e ir. Sr could Yiar,

--Y( t t_lr rf,ri11 , f r,t .10"0

Hirt vowel > n, t I 1,0)1t' ,mr (1', (-VC; )
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wisttessed veL having an ,u] or IJ pronunciation. In

atdrr;on, trete ale ,ix alternate vowel pronunciation rules

hitnoiluced 'which account for high-frequency words considered

to t_et exceptions to the regular short- and long-vowel rules.

iecondary vowels entering the sequence here are of high

in

OiL 11 C'1

'U r(1 Year, 8-9 age-level words, as well as 6-7 age-level

utilized a, exemplars for the rules introduced.

includes the following: three-syllable words;

-freduerc, primary and secondary vowel rules; low-

.

Icy consonant rules, silent letter-; two- and three-

e ,cr k ith affixes; major palatal izations; and

r, tor three-syllable words.

Y , ,equerce coiers' the remainder of the rules of

,
i.e., prihary and secondary vowel rules of

5 1,,1 utiIity, In addition, four-syllable

tLeid, including thole with affi>e the,e

0- re. -,pondt.nct: ,

pk itq t nCe to Hi entIre h-X C.fil)

; , p rah fit jriud t,, ,c arch

r h + I. or d. rtIlIrii1 t! dt rule

' 7, he cnr1r)u!,_-- r1(1
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cc,i'141,1.1tion with rules previously introduced. Each word appeared as

dr _urcmoldr of only one correspondence, all other correspondences in

-ora having already been introduced. In addition to the main

of 11,ting sequenced rule exemplars, the computer program also

a count of the number of words listed upon the introduction

rah_ the number of words listed for each unit of rules, and

nimLer ut words listed/for each Block of rules. The word lists

1,1,; tregl,efiL,, counts are given in Volume II, Section H. The program

run ,eparately for the ooiLion of the lexicon designated as appropriate

t., Int 6-7 year-old age group, and again for the 8-9 age-group portion.

,ppendices F and G for detailed descriptions of the computer program,

e ruie sequence.

addition to the computer-processed sequence, the uncoded words

I three or mere syllables were arranged in the sequence by hand. Upon

ddlitiun of these words, several more correspondences were established

i,,wnt for additional spelling-to-sound relations found in the

(d'nt the total nu,-rer cc,rrecft

d er 31 1el Ludy (Cronnell, 1969) r,.ade uf

.n 500 common proper names (primarily first name'

drt high-frequency ,urnames). These name, (Loth regular and

,) re arranged according to the sequence and principles

Volume 11, Section IV lists these ,tquenc(d or.q
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t

LoLd' I I
ting of exemplar, for each rule in

alt d curtdin words were simpler and clearer examples

in the same list. Consequently, the

It e -Jigroupt_d, primarily according to the

(x( I unit in those exemplars. Then an

e,,tablished, based on predicted

ruic exemplification in each v,ord group.

tor order, yhich is basically the same

tint apt miles, are

it initial, final, medial. In that

(yllables mean grk_ater difficulty;

environment offers more Lxemplars

rale (_xeiplars, sri grin a section were further

inri order (if dest_Lrding preference:

;It. con -,unan

, ; , Lon, oitant ,

r ,nuns digraphs,

no,motit

Ktrr, p s(ction were also

ot dec( nding preference
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ex c.ontdining secondard vowels.

14 preflunLiation of the vowel(s) in an eAemplar will be somewhat

t.L,ea ,2y tie c,msonant it precedes if that consonant is r, 1,

ha,,a1 01, m, Li).

a. PO s_riterion for di,fision, or when the number of exemplars

ordr, were alphabetized. With:n each subgroup, words were also

re Jtct ion II lists the exemplars for each rule, subgrouped

r ofl(, to w(thin-rule sequencing criteria described. More specific

I,o a 'hied are discussed in Volume II, Section I.

hnrrnwritli 10 percent of the one- and two-syllable words in the

are labeled "irregular" (numbered as a Pule 40). These viord',

1_,,( one pronunciation or environment which is not accounted

tht: rules in the program. Such exceptions were grouped

,(,0,1rately from the regular words, but according to the same

,,hove for the regularly -spelled 'ord,. For the purpm-e

,dynce processing, the irregular rule(s) ,.-!ithin each

de,ignated as equivalent to its earliest appearing

,fltrpart (e.g., 040 = A15). In addition, each word was not

t i 1 , regular correspondences within it had appeared

the irregular words were computer sequenced

ttit earliest possible occurrence. In qurwral, it was

11,ualar vords would enter the exemplar sequence with

,( <,17'i1ar. (Si to OHIO, thf / \XIt'
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, provided that all of their regular rule components had already

k;L1Lt i I toll, some of I regii I dr words hug t

Ind-iuvea"

to

k

tne iequence.

t Lour c, mat hiony exceptions are high-frequency

tul and nece,sary for reading text syntax, and 4hich

iitadi If mat, rials must be used earlier than now placed

In tact, a reading program could cell begin with 15-20

and nigh-utility sight words (primarily Irregular), r Ither

witn rule-faseu word, in urfer to more

On langiiage in the reading tt,xt, . Most Irregular

"'e'I I r, 1; tar Correspondence, rWhi It 10 percent rit

ul j l a h l e words I n t he lersi cun are Irregular , their

acii...(itirit tor or,1 3 percent of the total number of

being the ca,e, at t raliA; are

ca' still be given the reader fur ecoding

ntet uf an irregular word, thus again emphaijzing the high

I
I I DI; r,pt_ 1 I mg-to-mound per r, fide rice s

iid in handled by additonal correspondences whet

rt'Vt." r t,,cn when theri. are '..eptilens to

urrr nun ikmi_es (primarily due to ervironi itmtul constraintr,),

fur a 9rdpneme unit are rarely involved.

'or`. La ,2 wordt, plus their derivcd forms

dril ufl'O) adcooht for 21 percent of the exception

g1011 l) L,1 t cord`, in

01 diui.ld he atilt. to

)
f--rt/
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onsideration should also be given to allowing contractions,

rLiiation and bound morphemes early in a reading program. Without

sentence, ofttn tend to be awkward and unnatural. For example,

Inq the word, let us both when meaning "allow us'' and for the

,ILrativt "let's" is not only awkward but confusing. :r contractions,

d, 1,,h't, won't, and didn t are not allowed, then questions

Hvirpi their full forms will always have to be asked in the positive

iri Is he going to the store?), even when the negative form

tht kt_ more appropriate from tne context (presumably one is not

to iite "Is he not going...?") . The use of common contractions

;(jt, ol,o decrease tne length of time beginning readers read in a

,,ord-by-word fashion, since such contractions would make

more like spoken language.

NH-in-frequency abbreviations such as Mr. and rs and others such

Dr., St., !"-ve., a.m. and p.m. might also be considered for inclusion,

n;iriu at least in the second year of instruction. See Cronnel I (1970)

f ,-,ription and sequencing of contractions and abbreviations.

ari Mdy change tense unnaturally within beginning stories

cirt_ placed on the scripting by the absence of bound

-ep, (plurals and third-person singular), -ihy

ttrre and the "going to" future) and -ed (pd,t

There tends to be a lack of consistency hoth

ition itself and between the narration, dialogue, and illustrd-

'-ri'flt_t of tenses can easily result in being ha ,ed on

I: ailary available rather than on natural us(_. Thus, for

po,.ible that the regularly-spelled, but irregular ten,a,

I
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turn, ran woi,ld be allowed but not the regular base plu$\ -ed, jumped.

end Jr the sentence, "Look at Dan; he's jumping on the bed," the

,torywritLr might have to suostitute, "Look at Dan; he jumps on the'bed,"

even when the latter has the connotation that Dan does this quite often.

Investigatioos should be made to determine whether the additional

learning loads involved with contractions and such bound morphemes as

2_, -ing, and -ed are really great enough in the first year of instruction

to -arrant sacrificing natural speech and possibly even hindering

cortruhension and reading fluency.

;]rapnene Pronunciation Variability

discussed above, the SWRL Reading Program incorporates two types

of spelling-to-sound rules of correspondence: "regular" rules with

oredictahle pronunciations usually occurring in specifiable environments;

-inc. "Irregular" roles ith correspondences considered too unproductive

to Le clot,sified as regular rules, or with exceptions to regular rules.

irrec;ular correspondence of this latter type is one with a pronunciation

ut rtlreadv covered by a regular rule, or one with a regular pronunciation

;n an environent different from that specified by the regular

Lot,opdnt irt1 e_cordary vot.,e1 grapheme units have only one or

to renul rr prueunciation . f;trld for all consonants but nu, s, and th,

! ,e(-(J1Cidfli ,/noels but ie, there is only one regular rule p( r

, 1,1! Pry tar%, hot ever, each ha,./ an average of 6

'01' II t(.1,itiott% (otiere,t !,y 13 rules Consonontr, and secordary

, 1
ot one or two irregular pronunci,ition. Thre

u 4 z2tyt----



1-regular correspondences involve pronunciations other than those

,_tPiered by regular ; ,, except in a minority of cases where one and

ouca,ionollst two of the pronunciations are the same as regular rules
.c

occur ir different environments. Primary vowel;, on the other hand,

1.'e an aJerage of 7 irregular pronunciations, one-half of which are

,a b A tno,,e accounted for by regular rules; they are i.rregular

t toey occur in different environments.

trotted with the large number of correspondence rules (186,

11t.

t

the ;rowel rules could be combined and then generalized

t pfiflari vowel,), and faced with tile environmental details

fe rules, the learner might lose sight of the degree to

ion,rtart inforriation to be gained about each grapheme

t p r,ro.nt, 1 0 ( ,)--ca n he condensed from rule information.

pronunciation overview that the learner might

flf pronunciation variability is ft-,uch lower for

.,()mddiy vut1, than for pro ry vowel, and that

I

f or. 'ef to conceit rate more on t runt it flt rt:C I f (.0

.owel for Indic tiorif, f corr(ct pronunciation thin

lc

epperdix H, there is listed for each grapheme unit

pronJnciatiorp, and the rules (or tne f,pecific

.area ..h cover each of the pronunciations. In Section II

,Ire grouped according to pronunciation

parity of grouping graphemes bye their degree of

was to Ufter ine which graphemes could,

1,,d) pInnt, fationf, associated with
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,.;'t It rt i, on environmental information, and which

4, r at, inc positron of tik graphe in that

trr rt tc-rrint: tho prJhar:Clat on

FI., pro,unciation variability are listed. Beginning

,whe-e-, having m :ariant pronunciations, the categories are

r order of icrea,iny grapheme pronunciation variability.

Lrattor,., the order of graphemes is' ;Ingle consonants,

kion,onants. digraphs, primary vowels, and secondary vowels.

LILA 10)cJi that geminate consonants are invariant or very

so. . /th tic oni/ exception being ss, which has one major

c it I or r,1 NUT one.,. ,ngle consonants tend to have a

ror ,;ith a few irregular exemplars, or to have a major
10

a ,,ecpr,Jory pronunciation. The only consonants which

'y fit into !y,,c.r,,,tion (by acknowledging automatic

h 'ion thy r, ader of the correct allophones for d and n, for

/

I
Jr, and t. Consonant digraphs have one or -ometimes

ri,nunLi itmn.wift exceptions being ch and nq (and the latter's

I (-)n 'Jtrpr_rrid, .,vironment). Secondary vowels have one or two

t
y,cept tor ea and ou which each have more than three

PrinAr, arc highly variant, with an

I I=trI' r Lir,C ! I t, or

III, i,ri ,itf ft tflL 69 graphecle units used in the rules have

on, oth thi allowance of 1-6 exception words; one-

,
priww,Linti(m, with the allowance of 1-6

r 11 I nij ,)11('-,Itirlrtcr hove ff re,
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Section 11

Specific Rule Sequence, Criteria, and Comments

Socimary of Rule Sequence

First Year

(One-syllable words, Single consonants; Geminate consonants; Digraphs;
Short vowels)

block I (Highest frequency single consonants; Geminate consonants;
General primary vowel Rule 15: short vowels)

1,1 NIO, NN1O, T10, (TT10)', A15, 115

1,2 pig, (PPIO) \
,

1,3 LIO, LL1O, SIO, SS1O :

,

1,4 DIO, DD10, E15

1,5 MIO, (MM10), BlO (BB10), U15

1,6 PIO, (RRIO), HlO, 015

2 (Lun,,onant digraphs)

2,1 SH1O

1H13, IHII

,,l()(_ 3 ,Sur :natu vouel; Long vowel at end of word)

J
3,1 5E10, L25

3,2 YIJ

'1,t,e Appundix D for the pronunciation, rulc description, and example
, ,)Ch rule.

Blr,L1, 1 ds,uhle cnnsonant rules in parentheses have no exemplar-.

ttlf_ pi,iht ..here they are listed in the sequence. Nevertheless, they

irk. :nLludeJ--with their corresponding single consonant rules--becauc,e

1 i ' .1 i t 1 , , , c 1' 't pruf 1 (MC I dt I (g-1 . (n Appendix ( it I 's, Huff t!

, ,plars f,t the parenthesized rules first appear.
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Huck 4 (Le5s frequent con5onants)

4,1 F10, FF10, WIO

4,2 K10, N20, C12, CK10

4,3 G12

4

4,4 j10, X10, YI0

IN

4,5 VIO, ZIO, ZZIO

/

1

I ' I
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Second Year

(Twopyllable words; Long-vowels; Vowel-r; Other high-frequency vowel
rules; High-frequency digraphs; Unstressed vowels; Common exceptions

\,(A.+'1 rule,; High-frequency secondary vowels)

Block 5 (Compounds; Suffixes; NG10)

5,1 Compounds using first year rules (first syllable stressed)

5,2 -ing suffix with previously introduced base words

5,3 -es suffix (plurals and third-person singular, present

tense forms) of previously introduced base words

5,4 -ed suffix (past tense) of previously introduced base words

5,5 NG1O (one-syllable words)

blocl, 6 triuncral primary vowel Rule 11)

6;1 E18, I I, Ill

6,1 C,11, Ull, Ell, EEIO + El8

r:HL). 7 IC11, G11; !;uffixes with general primary vowel Rule 11)

7,1 Ell, Gll

and -ing suffixes added to words with general

primary voy.!1 Rule 11.

t-Aocr (TAo-syllihle words, first syllable stress_

3,1 Lompound, with rules in Blocks 5-7

6,2 L16, U16, E16, 016 (two-syllable word,,, first ,,yllahle

tre,,ea)

hut- ore r )

,,21, 021, 021, 121, E2I (one-syllable words)

E21 Iplu. -er ,affix with previously introduced words).

,21, 121, ;.21, 021 (two-syllable words, first syllable sir iI

c),i ,',2cd, n22

h,th

(-)
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IC ,ed -1-;:u-yllable words, second syllable stressed)

1,),2

117,

Y17,

Ell,

L1-2

-17, '01/ (first syllable stressed)

LtPliJ(unds tsuc(1rd ,yllable stressed)

lu,4 116, 016, ,1(), 016, E21, 021, EE10 (two-syllable words,

,tres,ed)

10.1 ;117, L17, u17, 017, 117 (second syllable stressed)

(Con,unant digraphs: GGIO, CCI2, G31)

NG10 -,v11aufts)

I ,c

li,3 wHin

c_()Pjdr, vom!k)

I wr /

11 pr it dr v us "(2 I f-(.11 r,

I 3

,J, L,?.5

_:4

, ,1

114 t , ')",C, VCc.
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Third Year

(8-9 age-level words; Three-syllable words; Medium-frequency primary and
secondary vowels; Low-frequency consonants; Silent letters; Major

palatalizations; Affixes; Stress patterns)

block 15 (Review, employing 8-9 words covered by First- and Second-Year

rules)

15,1 8-9 one-syllable words with First-Year rules

15,2 8-9 words with Second-Year rules

block 16 (Secondary vowels of medium frequency)

16,1 A110

16,2 0010

16,3 0E10, 0A10

16,4 AWIO, AUI0

16,5 0110, 0Y10

16,6 UE10, 0110, EWIO

Block 17 (Suffixed and compound three-syllable words; Suffixes)

17,1 Three-syllable compounds

17,2 74o-syllable words with suffixes: -er, -en, -ing,

-s, -ed

17,3 Three-sillable words with, suffixes: -er, -en, -ing,

-ed,

kloc. 18 (Primary-vowel and single-consonant rules of nc_idium freorietic,)

16,1 E13, 013, A13, 113, U13

18 7 ',20, 521

18,3 ,22

18,4

c 4
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EluLk 1) 611, nt 1, t ter.)

13,1 ne, 1 u:,le th t ixes -nient, -or, -lye,

19,2 1E11, 124 + GH10, OHIO, H20

H,3 K20, G20, W20

1),4 620

L20, T20

,6 20

::1,)L, 2) !C1,n,oLant fiuraph,; Double Consonants)

20,1 Threc--,yllahle words with suffixes: -ful, -al,

-ahlu, -etr, -ist, -ish

29,2 PHIO, 031

THI2

LI ,Hflut,,H,atiun,)

. 1.1 ldble ).)ith prefixes un-, re-, dis-,

I

-'

.1t

11<nHt

tt.t,,nr 30

put tern 3f,

r r.; r r, 30

2 7 .
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Fourth Year'

(Low-frequency primary and secondary vowels; Four-syllable words;
Affixes; Four-syllable stress patterns)

Block 23 (Specific primary vowel rules)

23,1 A29, A24

. .

23,2 135, 125 \s,

23,3 Yll, Y13, Y15, Y16

Block 24 (Four-syllable words; Rules for exceptions to general primary

vowel Rule 13)

24,1 Four-syllable compounds

Four-syllable words with suffixes: -in i, -1., -er, -or,

-en, -ed, -.12L

24,2 E38, 138, A38, 038

24,3 A29, 128, Y28, 028, E28

24,4 General primary vowel Rule 27

block 25 (Remaining general primary vowel rules)

25,1 Four-syllable words with -tion

25,2 126, Y26, U26, E26, 026, A26

25,3 126, Y36

25,4 Al2, 112, Y12, 012, U12

21, E14, 114, YI4, AI4, 014, U14

block 26 (Low-frequency secondary vowel rules)

26,1 Four-syllable words with suffixes. -able, -ment, -al, -nYsc

-ary, -i,,t

26,Z IEII, LY17

273
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26,3 Ally

26,4 cA33

26,5 1E12, E110

26,6 EY10, E120

26,7 -ous, 0U31, 0035, 0033, 0034

26,8 0131

27 (FourThyllable lords; General primary vowel Rule 32)

27,1 Four-syllable words with prefixes: un -, in-
,
dis-, mis-

27,2 Stre>> pattern 4A and 4B

27,3 Stress pattern 4c

27,4 Stress pattern 4D

27,5 Other four-syllable words (miscellaneous/ress patterns)

27,6 E32, 032, A32, 132
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l'ET,-,ILLD DISCUSSION OF RULE SEQUENCE

First fear

Oldnle '.(1,4 Single consonants; Geminate consonants; Digraphs;
Short vowels)

Frequency = 796

Li r_G 1 (Highest frequency single consonants; Geminate -:,,,,onants;
General prir,dry vowel Rule 15: short vowels)

Ir,quency = 3i5

Lnif I N10, NNIO, TIO, (TT10) , ,k15, 115 Frequency = 10

r t Plu, ' Frequency = 11

3 LI, (7) LLIO 13), S10 (27), SS1O (3) Frequency = 40

it, it 4 HO (14), DDIO (I), E15 (32) Frequency = 47

10 (32), (MMIU), Blu (28), (BB10), U15 (41) Frequency = 101

Flu (45), (R10), H10 (22), 015 (39) Frequency = 106

I,1 ire l in aetoi1 above, preparatory to specitying he content-,

1, ,L: ( Idtive tr nc, of occurrence within the entire lexicon

1 'If r Ingle-yrdphee consonant rule, The nine identified

Fr-corer-11 fr. t, r, 1, d, h) were then combincd

-v-wc1 rule' -. It deciacd that instruction on shor.-

pr,at(1, i,tiuution on long-vowel rules because the

are fAu.luLtIve and environmentally complex

rul The ,(ntra1 concern at this point was that

,u1 i I r prodLctivc combination of rt les,.

li t 1_10iriTh ,.orbs considered to he

ir,11 H I i, t t tic! i t t

t

ass, bade, pith).

1 1i. tUlt
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tnf ,tte-t,antt i t 1 of Block 1 was otb 1 ed r compar i nu

:Pt_ Ttrht_ r ot rUnhlini, 2-, 3-, anti 0- letter lexicon tdot titproduced by

1 1 1 p ; - t U it -equent -, , h t t tlnd sel cc ted t_of sonont rules.

'of II Id i int t 1,11 ,...otL,,nlt ion pr,,../4'd r , t , , and UPU the

t; tne ,t gro;`, - tort let] t 1.

or proLt tfcre d,cti i n cal CU' at 1 11(1 1. t (12 1 or OW

I. Lc-] 1 p u - i t i o n it the net,uence uaf,, filled Us

, t ! "t ! c 1 . , I n t_tti ,1, ff,L ?on 1.1 th <Al ! provLu ly tanght rulu-, , ou1d

t t ,t1; - . t_Xt iplar- c.o ro C.01, I do rod tt1 t tot the

, t I rq t no r LI 0 or" pict Inc; tl it ..)tenin 1 ar

[IC ot d tun t,ould edtt r thu ,oquenct

t U ' ,t ,t 1 t if,ugh T10 and N10 are nt roduced ri Ur t 1,

tt'tif t.f Unit 0. The rub rank-or (1, r ing hi,f1 nc-HIl t t'd

,1,,,);. ,1 rrOdULIt1/11v cm Ii vIded

The

1 1'

L o i n , ' : f t' t a ) 1 , c , . e n f t , t n ! I 2t. of t > t t I

H '" it to Lirrit. c--)et t-ppt:rftf ix L Hr det]IIs.

Jr f , , 1,..t I t 11t' aril f

I , nc It t_ort),.,t _t N1rf and Ntt

tlt t' I L,if , 1t 1 ,;

g nrt h,,fft.tnt

dr, flit u 1 t, n 1210c,- 1 .

,
trt I r c 't t t_' ,1? tUc- l,rI i t rt

, 1 '

I r,n, U t P 1 `1,

tt1; tjtt I II tti FT

,_; ngit ., ,it,11,

t n1t ,! t



and cootr GeHoatc con-,onahtt. uhich have no exemplars

at their time of intiudu,tion are reintroduced as their exemplars enter

the sequence.

While douhle consonants occur in English orthography, they are not

alloued in English phonology, except across word or morpheme boundaries

e.g., bockcase, unkn,.un. On some languages, such s Italian, double

,un,onants ate phonemically distinct from single consonants.) Geminate

currc ,punthnces du nut occur in word-initial position. They are primarily

tound in ,Adial position in word,,, with the following environment

single letter geminate /V 1.

The only geminate, in ?mai position which have more than three SWRL

lexicon e,tcmplars are ck to digraph wnich functions as the nonexistant

(1(1 mate ,ould), f, 11, and zz. There arc no geminates for n,

x anti v.

except for the Spanish borrowing llama, [and Welsh Lloyd and

Llewellyn.) geminate consonants occur only in medial and final

position in English spelling. The most common final clusters

ire ff, 11, and ss.... Rare final clusters are bh, dd, (12,

nn rr , tt and Oienezly, 1?-70, p. 106, fn. Ti.

1,1 HO
, e.g., an

NN1Ci til -* 1 ,, e.g., inn

TIC t - e.g., at

TTL) tt --. : ,, e.g., little), ittl

111.) - / I

it i , )i ,t t [ I V
I i h i j : IrlI j IC)(k, tht:

1,,',t tit I t.

Lfit ry 1 .ir t p L.nt ot", ,110 intrrldtr td in later hi r.1

p , , ti t h 1 r ti 1 r env: t t r.' t I' in t he ft 1 i .'11 I t'

.11, In 01 i gitnticd



it-, i I rl i 1 i , les N10, T10

(plus their geNincite , t,ntt I I tilese rig t u 1 eir,

togetlitir priithh,t t be i t d di I , I lilt'

(_! xerlp 1 u r ( 10 )

l+1110 The ftrupheme hal, the t pror'urlcidtion

as in re+ln. The on ly tiordi, in iHodern English

i Ina] on ar Inn or 0 proper 00100 , .

F110. The quHinutu jrupherle tt ha5 tht. inval Ion!. pronuncidtlyn

In TT 10 . tt occurs irk only ton lexical

t t) and proper not ,ve r t inal

dl',u occurs i n01 1 y (hat rti t (C,

Orur tit tt , rust ttti) . itI though TT 10 I c sequenced

i;crt In ,C I I Unit 1 , for reason, 0 above,

*It t I I t rtrwt tt TT 10 exci ip dr,. 9,

en,t

:tl In 'f.r:d,fl wor0, mdy ii i , t .9

1 0

I

I ,ir r I LI t_

It

iryr. hr it .

it

1'1' I

Tf. IU C p r ,

dry It

F.

reldtlycly

ht r ,t I t

t dddt.d t

Lni

4 p



ii
e lip

'

3 LIO. 1 -. .q

LLIO. II -- e.g., pill

S10. s , e.g., at

SSIO: ss ' e.g., pass,

Tme remaining short-vooel and high-frequency, single-consonant

rules were combined and rank-ordered by additive productivity.

Ti)eii were then divided into Units 3-6. In Unit 3, the rules LIO,

SIC:, and their geminates are sequenced.

L10: The grapheme 1 has only two pronunciations: as

in LIO, and [0] as in L20 and L40, except for in the

word colonel.

LL10 The geminate grapheme 11 has the invariant pronunciation

al, in LLIO, except in borrower, Spanish words; e.g.,

tortilla. LL is the most frequent consonant geminate

in the lexicon.

510 utter II, ss is the second most frequent double consonant

in the present lexicon. A large number of its occurrence-,

are in the suffixes -less, and -ne-,s, introduced in

Second Year.

lb following the introduction of S10, both s ] and

zj plural, and 3rd-person singulars of exemplars

are allowed in order to facilitate the approximation

of natural speech in the beginning stories. The correct

rro,Jrciation, of regular plural morpheme,, are automatic

(e q , vs. i. But

,iiii;ri,f)pr !cite to the printed not



Lunt.

rIU

oLcur autoatically, instruction ray explicitly

acknowledge the alternative H, anu pronunciations

cat the ir.orpheme -s and the exemplars could be separated

for instructlon on 5; and L 3 pronunciations. the

, pronunciation of is sequenced in Year 2 because

of tht additional, unstressed vowel. Thu Li_j pronun-

ciation of the inflectional ending -s is the first

,h,taner. ot an alternative to a grapheme unit's most

tre.lucnt_ pronunciation, and the first stLp in preparing

hr itarcer to mal,e varying pronunciation responses to

It ttt r, 101 all other rule', in Block I, only

or' prohunciotiorMt+r_r letter will be taught. Rule

eiVI5',rrl,nt, ti.I1I not be made cxplic;t_ at this point,

ILL: a: tot, Ivo pronumLi at on dept nding on con tract Ing

t't , are nut yt t (ed.

add, Hidden)

, u.g.et, 1 hd

tU JiCi, 14)10, and

l)10 h r,,a t ttnDe:, dtt pre,t!,t_ly ritiaiLLd in ciecond Year

V a r I

,tit di , qlit _I,itlun of the

I 'I t nils

I
m'and that

ncHer,arty jilt 1,_t11., inn te

4:

all. :I LI, Cr, .0,1 I II) 1,(1 t.

.4 7



_

rt e s . The ,arkt

-,ugutt ,t n t.ery strongly lr tht, verb suffix

ar J tko to a much 1 e:,se r deciree for the bound

,('1'0 ',111-11 t -or, and 1 of which are

f I , oqucoced i p t-cond Yt at .

r,rum; r,c di a, the invariant pronunci at ion

.1, CI 13[;l0. Tne only t.fordt,, hes de proper names,

olern Eng' 1,h y. i th final di are add and odd,

n

pt2,1 1,1

.0., (maryita I )

.,tiuL

c 9.

Irt , 31 (3 , r tl,tre,, OM BBI

gr-J, d t's ni jr1 prr,r ii at i or

I L),_ ri Li +nnIx Lt,n cr,ript rn 1 I. r 3ntl,

I i I I T1

rApt t Itt ' t ,tvtt irtiariari7

mmlc, in BBID,

r ,t ctr

Ir,

r

r. r

lit, tt 1 ' ,; I Err 11 ;

r t
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015 the h15 exemplars with the environment / r have been

reeoded as U21s. Fer instructional purposes, they have

Lien placed in Block 9, Units I and 2 with the other

Some? 21 exemplars. U15 and U16 / r have the sane

] pronunciation as E2l and 121.

1,6. RIO- J, e.g., run, (far)

RRIO. rr r e.g , (hurry)

H10. h e.g., had

015: , e.g., hot, odd

Sequenced NI Unit 6 are the rules RIO, RR1O, HIO, and 015.

510 The grapheme r has the invariant pronunciation

as in RIO, except in the words acre and ogre. blso,

010

in some dialects, the r following a vowel is dropped.

Parallel to Rule LE22 (sequenced in Block 10, Unit 2)

t he re criu Iii tie a ru I e RE22 : re ter j /C e.g.,

acre, wire. a, dust noted, these are the only irregular

r t),, 'T1,1' in the lexicon.

Tht geminate grapheme rr has the invariant pronunciation

r. in 55i0. Uu geminate rt occur:, finally in only

ords (hoar, purr) and proper names, The

uccurrence of SR1O exerplar=, is in Block 9, Unit 1.

u--apher,-e h has only fur) pionunciations.

010, and as in H2O and H50. There i,, no geminate

(he frequency of HIO wouid have placed it in a

lattr hii.cH It ,Jas st_querictd into Unit f, eat 511 ;(1, I

11(A,',/c1" ,ii to the deckion that the ct.mponent graphemes

J, in



rr I 0 or t

Llo(..k 2 (Digraph.,,
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(e.q., h, h) of a digraph (e.q , ,h, th in Block 2)

,hou1,1 be irtroduced before the digraphs themselves.

Fttrillfht-V 50

unit I SI-110
Frequency = 28

Uhl!. 2 TH13 (6), THII (IC) Frequency = 22

Dmir-hph, are pre',ehfed and emloyed a, qr.ipheri, units heeause their

or, .1-1Uflk_ lt 1(. J CW,hindti,Jr1 of common pronuhciations of their

_,,,pflrent letter',. The,/ a,e introduced in B'oci- 2, prior to the remainirn

single cor,,nrulht 1).Lru e ot the high-frequency tuuLlrmh .,ord exemplars

"r rut. di,Iralm rule TH13 and thc' need for theke function .rords in the

n,thi,c;ioh Js;_)k,;_t of Hird ihstructirn.

2,1 Sr-110-

:fle trr,t_ rule rught i n B1,Lr, 2 Lecoasr it i', tho

h t fro' st err'rtAt'(_: 't I tjt itifi /MI 11,15 com,Idert2d to hr on Jppropri,-Itt_.

Chhiu r ,f,c_ohn dinroph,. Shin J1'.,1 ha, oor co(erlplars ,ait

hini, 1 dr,whe It , rru,n the remamanq ,inqle Cr',o 'hat , sequenced

i h BI. 41 I t sh hri, the it a rant pt ,I1LJIIC I CI I rf

TH1_ r

J'id t t 'it. rt , , them, th- 1 till

Toll th q , tnin

I , Uhit 2, Thil is ihtroluced a' the ,ame trHe a, TH13, uhiLl

r ,P,t-r1 t Xtrr kit ,, ,r' r,t rl, t'dt i'L et. t

r , and .dhich Muer ohl/ rn

1 'L



r,1 ) ,;1 1 t7-. r s-st- 1,

t 11t ctr st t t't t

T1112 dr 1 1 r4 13

244

p rurluric tlt i1,n ,

T'H I 2 i i t,t

,1 111 lung

11112 ,31, d ' dt, It Cis i

J7 i.t.tr 1 1 (1 1 L.1-1 irt ()

t i t L e t T111 1 , s , , t L L I I L1

-rt. Trr 1 3

I

..r ,s177.,.(111 .s1),-.t1, I

_I I tin-, sitt .1- t 1st grsic/11L1rit.'

1 [111 i 1.1 'oil 3

,t I "drrl 1 t7 s.: I ,d1 I 'v,

rttt_..7 t1 t1,1..,

, CH_ , r,-)tstst.t_ t si I IL' (-tit 11.111

,

is s.7,(._,

t . 7, I 113

Tr 1 I

,4111_1 tt;r1fi

1 It !
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Mended In the reading lessons, the Ss

would siflply be reminded of the alternate pronunciation whenever

an error wos made. Once Ss read fluently enough to be affected

b, ,yntac,tical constraints, there should be few errors made between

the of th function words and the of of th content words.

NG10 third high-frequency digraph, NG10 could be added
A

to Block 2. NGIO has a high rule frequency and its

exemplars have high individual frequencies. If -ing

verb suffixes are allowed in Block 1, as suggested,

men the beginning reader should ha,,e no problem

reading base words which include the grapheme unit

-ing (e.g., sing, thing). And one-syllable NGIO base

wordi, having other preceding vowels (e.g., rang, rung)

-hould then present little, if any, more difficulty.

inu unit -ong, however, might best be postponed until

Bic,,, 13, Unit 3 (with the introduction of Rule 024),

unle')t, it s tound that the readers are not confused

t, tmc di,icct variation of o -J or [J]/ ng.

-.1(,,r 5 (-J."1 Md te vowel

Frequency - 51

1 LEI° (36), E25 (4) Frequency = 40

,(A,c1 it (C,C

t 2
yir3 Frequency . 11

fLe tule, EE In and E2(,) are positioned here in the sequence hecaw.e

exert idr high individudl frequercie,, (I .e , they are comic in

,f.rd )
P;1, Y15 I ihcluded hecdui,e, like E25, It La- a long vowel



pronunciation in a / (r)(_, environment (or in d -.Fr(5,,,A syllable).

Rule U2'3 ,.:ould hcire nee', inLluded here or the same reason exept it ha,

too lt_w exerlHirs C U it H,i hu, exceptions which themselves have high_:_N

1(11 VI Cu d I f crgUt TIC ic ,.

3,1. EE10- ee e.g., beet

E25: e / , e.g., we, she

The lon') vuoci e geminate, EEIO (e g., see) and the long vowel

e, L2, t the end at one-syllable, one-orthographiL-vowel word

g., me). exprn.- the reader to and prepare him for alternate

oronucoiations of %,21', (in this case, the long-vowel sound of

t M VCe eXeMplar',), ' will be elabornt-d upon in latnr Hocks.

al -0 Jdj, 'o 'He concept of 1,.'tter,, representing more

mn..Anr. it i''

Hvariant plonw.ciation rs in LE I°,

o11 tt t". r,rt't.rC,Ht_r, Cr Hr r,n1,1t2 di L3 I ,

I

r

() I , iC H 111at the loncrvovel

t rom '1., ii L.I it. ,_ ir OW, .1`_,

'5 dc ,y1 lath f onv ron--

exer :v1 , r Intel , ,in

ro Le ILI, iti n Fit C (,) ,ouId it i

, t 'iCe .
Ti 2 in lii / (Clr

" " I I it: I ti r-ion; pi on ion , excei-it

t it

-1I') exemr, 1 a r-



Y;',

tll

r( )1,

,,111 I.itLt , 1 r d ,pec t

tho' f lrtit pr ()Hunt-. idt iur

t1 1.1111 t .tept_ 1 i it Jught

[1,, 011 l'11',/ i r r_

/ n

t y -,, 1 e.g try, t (,. )

th, er-t

1,e I., Y19 oc LI I `, in (rrrtl -1 I nd pu-, i t ion in one y11,31 1,_

eAL in ,y kit) I eL, ci I I enter

I, ,,0-,\1 Lit, c dr, r Lcd. !nal

I {17

)

(' r )

r prontinc t i(on.

1
1, [TV) 19) WI!, (31) r ccitiuncy = 91

)7 / 1,12 cLitIt'ricy 167

-

tr I f ; = 32

, I r in pidenc_ = 5

I I t Y,.II , , tl f , r ' d i I I I riri

11r I I tI I t he

1 1,

I dr

1),,:1 r, il

z'T

11-Ii it, N20) ,

1,, of 1.

1 , I i r 1 d t u11,1 t 1



fat

Ft I,) t f e.g., stiff

W10. u , e.g., wet

Block 4', five most frequent consonants, in rank-order, are

r,10 (+t420), GI2, C12, F10, and W10. 110 and WIO have lower frequencies

than do KIO, G12, and C12. Houe,ier, j t and t,,; do not have environ-

tquit-dependent iwheme correspondences as does i j, arid they do not

are erivicnmcnt-deptndent pronunciations as do c and g. Therefore,

It was decided that FIO and WIO uould be less difficult correspondences

to learn and ,o would be more appropriate for Unit I than the other

rulr s.

110 Th letter t ha, inc invariant pronunciation t f j as

in F 10, txcept in tt.e oord 01.

FFIO. 16- cleianate grapheme tt L-1-, the invariant pronunciation

F

WI irrIc let ter o ohly too protainc I it ion-, as in

dnd w, a in W20 and WOO. Them: is no Geminate lAi.

in , e.g. , milk

g pronounced

L pionouhced

Cl I

Ccrt

77r
crash
in C

-

(anxious)

thd6k

(banquet)

(single)

(Lincoln)
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The rules KIO (+N20), C12, and CK10 are combined for Unit

2 because they share a common pronunciation, H1.

KIO: The letter k has only two pronunciations: [k] as

in KIO, and [01 as in K20.

CK10: The digraph Ck has the invariant pronunciation [k]

as in CK10.

{P

N20: Regarding the Rule N20, it is optional to cknowledge

[k]lthe automatic sound change of n -. [9] /[g] .

Since Rule N20 is used in coding, this is where it

should first have exemplars, due to Rule K10. Even

if Rule N20 is not specifically taught, the exemplars

would enter here.

C12: The most frequent and least complex pronunciation rules

for the letters c and 2 are introduced in Block 4--the

[K] sound of c and the [g] sound of 2, as exemplifed in

the words call and pas. The alternative [s] sound of c

and [J] sound of .2. (e.g., ice, age) have a more complex

environment and their occurrence is often associated

with the long-vowel rule. Consequently, these two

rules (C11 and Gil) have been sequenced in Second Year,

following the introduction of the long-vowel rules.

Rule C/12 occurs in the environment / . This

enviy onment should be contrasted with the / i?1
environment of Cll, when the latter is introduced in

Block 7. The only lexicon exception to C12 (i.e., to
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c- [k] for that environment) is the word muscle;

nonlexicon exceptions are czar, indict, facade.

o got

4,3: G12: 2- [g] u um

C grin

# bag

Rule G12 is sequenced in Unit 3, immediately following C12,

because of their similarity in environmental constraints on
a

pronunciations: c [k] and [g] / . G12 has the same

environment as C12, and it contrasts with Gll _last as C12 does with

Cll._ The geminates a and cc are sequenced in Second Year because

their pronunciation ([g] and [gj]; [k] and [ks]) are determined

by the following vowel.

The only exceptions to G12 (i.e., to 2 [g] for that environ-

ment) are the word judgment and the letter combination in which

# n

[ig] n(e) #}. Final 2 occurs only in a small number of words,

mostly monosyllables.
..0

el

f

Rule G31 (9_ - [g] / i 'I) is an exception to Rule Gll

Y j

(g -[J]/ ), but it has the same [g] pronunciation as G12.

G31 is presently sequenced in Block 11, Unit 6, but it could be

0

resequenced here in Block 4, Unit With G12, although it's only

i

exemplars at that point would be get, gift, gig, and gill.

4,4: J10: j --. j] jet

X10: x [ks] box

(oxen)

Y10: [y] yet
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The consonants in Unit 4 (J10, x10, YI0) and in Unit 5 (v10,

ZIO, ZZIO) have verj, low frequencies. They are nevertheless

included at the end of First Year so that, in order to encourage

increased independence in dealing with words encountered outside

of the program, beginning readers will have learned at least one

(and the major) pronunciation of each letter in the alphabet'. The

letter a, represented by the digraph su, was inadvertantly omitted

from Year I. QUI() would have only 7 exemplars if sequenced in

Block 4, Unit 5. However, it should probably be included for the

same reason VIO, ZIO, and ZZIO are--to provide one pronunciation

for each letter.

J10: The letter j_ has the invariant pronunciation [j] as

in J10, except in borrowed Spanish words, such as

frijoles and marijuana, and in the nonlexicon word,

hallelujah. There is no geminate ij. The letter

generally occurs initially, sometimes med :illy, and

never finally; nor can it occur doubled. The grapheme

unit la is osed instead of doubled i, and dge or 2s

is used instead of final i.

X10: The letter x has only two pronunciations. [ks] as in

XIO and [gz] as in X40, except for the [z] pronunciation

in initial position, as in such nonlexicon words as

xylophone, xerox, and xylem. The letter x in final

position is always pronounced [ks] as in X10. There

is no geminate xx.
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Y10: As a consonant, the letter / has the invariant

pronunciation [y] as in Y10. It is relatively

rnfrequent in-Modern English, occurring primarily

in initial position, and in medial position in the

words beyond, canyon, and lawyer: The letter /

occurs nine times more often as a vowel than as a

consonant. There is no geminate a.

4,5: V10: v - [v] vest

Z10: [z] zig-zag

ZZ10: zz- [z] buzz

(dazzle)

VIO, Z10, and ZZIO are sequenced last in First Year due to

their very low frequency.

V10: The letter v has the invariant pronunciation [v] as

in V10. When [v] is final in a word, v is always

followed by e (e.g., have, sleeve), except in names

and the slang term rev. Double v is rare in English,

and there are no lexical exemplars.

Z10: The letter z has the invariant pronunciation [z] as

in ZIO, except in the words waltz, glazier, and azure,

and in nonlexicon borrowed French words, such as

rendezvous. The letter z is the lrlst frequently used

letter in Modern English.

ZZ10: The grapheme unit zz has the invariant pronunciation

[z] as in ZZIO, except in the word pizza. The

geminate zz occurs finally only in the words buzz,

i'Z=."-.)
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fuzz, and jazz: The first occurrence of ZZIO

exemplars is in the Block 10, Unit 1.

Since there are only five lexicon exemplars of VIO, ZIO, and

ZZIO at this point in the sequence, others could be introduced

orally, and instruction on the correspondence should be repeated,

if necessary, when other exemplars enter the sequence in Second

Year.

293
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SecOnd Year

(Two-syllable words; Long-vowels; Vowel-r; Other high-frequency vowel
rules; High-frequency digraphs; Unstressed vowels; Common exceptions to

. Vowel rules; High-frequency secondary vowels)

Frequency = 2299

Block 5 (Compounds; Suffixes, NG10)

Frequency = 68 (plus base words with suffixes)

Unit 1: Compounds Frequency = 36

Unit 2: The -ing suffix with previously introduced based words.

I Unit 3: The -es suffix (plurals and third-person singular, present

tense forms) with previously introduced base words.

Unit 4: The -ed suffix (past tense) with previously introduced

base words.

Unit 5: NG1O Frequency = 32

Block 5 introduces two-syllable words, beginning with their least
..-

complex compounds and inflectional endings. Unit 1 contains compounds

of previously introduced words, Unit 2 contains -ing endings of lexicon

base words, Unit/3 contains the -ed ending for past tense and adjectives,

and Unit 4 contains the -es ending for plurals and taird-person singulars

of base words. The exemplars in Units l-4 involve First Year rules.

They will thus serve as a review of pronunciation rules already covered,

f

in agdition to introducing the concept of syllables. Although environ-

mentsments can be specified for the [d], [t], and [Id] pronunciations of the

-ed endings, it is not planned to teach these environments. Exemplars

may, however, be grouped for instruction and practice according to these

various pronunciations. The digraph -ra is also introduced in one-
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syllable NGIO exemplars since the pronunciation is the same as in the

-ing suffixes of Unit 2.

5,1: Compounds using First Year rules (first syllable stressed),

e.g., bathtub

In Unit 1, lexicon compounds using First Year rules are

introduced, but nonlexicon compounds of other previously taught

base words are also allowed. For example, the word standstill is

not in the lexicon, but could be introduced here because its

components stand and still have already entered the sequence.

5,2: -ing suffix with previously introduced base words, e.g:,

running

In Unit 2, which introduces the -ing gerund suffixes of base

words, exemplars are presently uncoded, but could be separated for

instruction between those which do have to double the final consonant

of the, base word before adding the -..121 suffix (CVC base words where

the final consonant is not an x) and those which do not. The -ing

noun and adjective forms of base words, which areless frequent

than the verb form, could be introduced either here or where now

sequenced in 11,1 with two-syllable NGIO and other digraph exemplars.

5,3: -es suffix (plurals and third-person singular, present tense

forms) of previously introduced base words, e.g., boxes

Unit 3 introduces -es [1z] plurals and third-person singulars

of base words. Exemplars are presently uncoded, but 'involve base

V words ending in -sh, -s, -ss, and -zz. The -es endings Of -ch and

-tch base words should be introduced in 11,2 where CHIO and-TCHIO

are sequenced for instruction. If too much confusion arises for

the readers concerning the unstressed [1z] pronunciation of the -es

gic--rff--- 4.; 95
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suffix, this unit could be postponed until after the unstressed E17

rule has been introduced in 10,1. The -s [s] and [z] endings of all

previously taught base words have been allowed as soon after 1,3 as

the base words themselves were introduced. Exception: The -ies

endings of Y19 base words will be introduced in 11,2 with Y17

exemplars-which also involve suffixed forms in which the y. changes

to i + es. The -s [s] or [z] plurals of VCe base words enter the

sequence in 7,2.

5,4: -ed suffix (past tense) of previously introduced base words,

e.g., stopped

Unit 4 introduces the -ed [d], [t], and [Id] past tenses and

adjectives of base words. Exemplars are presently uncoded, but

could be separated for the three pronunciations. If too much

confusion arises for the readers concerning the unstressed [Id]

pronunciations of the -ed suffix, these exemplars could be postponed

until after Ell has been introduced in 10,1. The -ied endings Of

Y19 base words will be introduced in 10,2 with the -ied endings of

Y17 base words. It would be optional to point out the silent e

pronunciation in the -ed [d] and [t] exemplars. In speech, the

correct pronunciation choice, [d], [t], or [Id], is made automatically.

E19: This rule applies when -ed or -es is a past tense or

plural form (and not pronounced [ad] or [az]), whetter

or not there is a simple verb or singular form (cf,

Rule S31). Rule E19 has been used for coding purposes;

in, teaching, this should be considered a regular

automatic phonological alternation (see Rule DIO and

S10). Cf, Venezky (1970) and Vachek (1959).
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5,5: NG10: nod FrA, e.g., ring

Unit 5 introduces Rule NG1O in one-syllable exemplars. NG19

is included in Block 5 because its [r)] pronunciation was introduced

in 5,2 for the -ing suffix. It is suggested that the first NCI°,

exemplars to be introduced be those in which the vowel is i (e.g.,

ring, sing, thing, wing) since the readers would already be

familiar with the -ing correspondence.

As discussed in Block 2, the Rule NGTO could advis'abli be

sequenced with the digraphs SH1O, TH11, and TH13. The revision

would be due to the allowance of -ing suffixes in Block 1 and to

the fact that Rule NG1O itself is.,of high frequency, and its

individual exemplars are too.

Block 6 (General primary vowel Rule 11)

Frequgncy = 259

Unit 1: E18, All (108), Ill (68) Frequency = 176

Unit 2: 011 (60), Ull (16), Ell (3), EE10 + El8 (4) Frequency = 83

Block 6 introduces general primary vowel Rule 11, the -VCe long

vowel rule, which is the second must frequent type of vowel rule after

the general primary vowel Rules 15 and 16, the short vowel rules. The

-VCe rules are the first rules in the sequence whose environment specifies

a particular letter (final, silent e). And these rules should be

contrasted with the -VC(C) short vowel environmenS1 characteristics.

Rule 11 covering the silent final -e in -VCe words can also be contrasted

with Rule E25 (3,1) covering the pronounced final e in one-vowel exemplars

such as he.
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The Vowel 11 rules are divided into Units 1 and 2 by frequency,

with All being the most frequent, and Ell the least.

E18: e [0] / #, e.g., name, (edge)

All: a [e] / Ce4, e.g., name

.111: 1-4 [ay] / Ce#, e.g., fine

I

All: Rule All generally is automatically pronounced [E]

(or [m] in some dialects) in an / re environment.

E18: Final e is silent, except when part of a secondary

vowel or when the only vowel in a word (see Rule E25).

Final silent e performs a number of functions (see

Jespersen, 1965, p. 193). Its primary use is as a

marker of the long-vowel pronunciation in general primary

vowel Rule 11. It also marks the pronunciation of c,

-/
2, and th (see Rules C11, G11, and TH12). A final e

after s in some w ds differentiates between a base

form (e.g., dense) and n inflected form (e.g., dens).

v and u generally do not occur finally, but are

followed by an e; e.g., have, continue (see general

primary vow& Rule 38, and Rules U20, U26, and QUID).

Sometimes final e may have twq, functions, as in nice

where it marks both the 1-4 [Jy] (Rule Ill) and the

[5] (Rule C11) correspondences.

6,2: 011: 0 / Ce#, home

Ull: u [ (y)u ] / Ce#, e.g. , cute, crude

Ell : [ ] /_Cek, t g. ,t eve

Zo
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011: Rule 011 has the dialect variation [o], [3], [a]

in this same / re environment.

Ull: In regard to Rule Ull, some of its exemplars are

always pronounced [yu], some are always pronounced

Ii.

[u], and others can be pronounced either way. When
.

following [r] or [I], it is always [L]; when following

[t, d, s, z, C, j, n], it is generally [u],

although there is some dialect variation. When

following vowels or other consonants, it is generally

[y1]; when word initial, it is always [yid. The [yu]

and [u] pronunciations are designated for the exemplars

in the Word List in Section II of Volume II.

it

Block 7 (C11, G11; suffixes with general primary vowel Rule 11)-

Frequency = 36

Unit 1: 011 (26), Gll (10) Frequency = 36

I

Unit 2: -s, -d, and.-ing suffixes added to words

with primary vowel Rule 11

Block 7 introduces the alternative pronunciation of c and I. These

rules state that c -- [s] and 2. -- [I] when followed by e, i, or Y. These

correspondences require discrimination of an environment which may occur

in various places in a word, and which specifies several alternate letter

choices as determiners of the application of the rule. Thus, they are

,nore complex than the -VCe (Vowel 11) rule, since they are not cued by

as simple a condition as the final e of ti-ie long vowel exemplars. The

C11 and 611 rules are sequenced to follow instruction on the Vowel 11

long vowel rules-\because'Cll and M1 most often occur in the Vowel 11

-VCe environment, as -Vice and -Vge.

.
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7,1: Cll: c [s] / i e.g., cent, lace, (city), (lacy)

Y

G11: a- [;] / i , e.g., gem, age, gin, (gypsy)

YJ

When Cl s and Gll's environments (/ {i}) are contrasted with
Y

a

the more frequent C12's and G12's (/ u ), it should be pointed}N

CI_

Out to the readers that Cll and Gll do most often occur in a -VCe

environment and that C12 and G12 cannot occur in this environment.

The G12 pronunciation, [g], however, can occur initially or medially

when followed by e or i; e.g., get, girl. These "frequent exceptions"

to Gll are coded as G31 and are sequenced 11,6.

Lexicon exceptions to C11 are pronounced [] or [C]: licorice,

ocean, species, and the irregularly-spelled endings -cion, -cious,

-tier, -science, -scious; nonlexicon exceptions are: arcing, cello,

concerto, sceptic. It can also be pointed out to the readers that

although the letter combination sc is usually prcNounced [sk], it

is pronounced [s] when it precedes e, i, or / as in scene, scenic,

science, scissors.

7,2: -s, -d, and -ing suffixes added to words with general primary

vowel Rule 11, e.g., races, raced, racing

Unit 2 introduces the -s, -d, and -ing suffixes of Vowel 11,

long-vowel ( -VCe.) base words just as Block 5 introduced these

suffixes for Vowel 15, short-vowel (-VC(C)#), base words. For the

-s endings, the final e remains and is silent. For the -d endings,

the final e remains and is silent, except when the final consonant

is d or t; then the -ed ending is pronounced [Id]. For the -ing

endings, the e is dropped. This will have to be pointed out to the
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readers. Exemplars for these base words plus suffixes are presently

uncoded although the base words themselves are coded and are

sequenced for instruction in Blocks 6, 7, and subsequent blocLs.

Block 8 (Two-syllable words, first syllable stressed)

Frequency = 70

Unit 1: Compounds with rules in Blocks 5-7

Unit 2: Al6 (7), El6 (2), 116 (3), 016 (10), U16 (3)

Frequency = 45

Frequency = 25

Block 8 is, in effect, a review block and a further step in the

gradual introduction of two-syllable words.

8,1: Compounds with rules in Blocks 5-7, e.g., livestock

In Unit 1, allbut two of the compounds,,which involve rules

from Blocks 5-7 (i.e., NGIO, Vowel Ils, C11, G11), have Vowel 11

rules in them. For the compounds which have VII correspondences

at the beginning of the compound, it should be pointed out to the

reader that it is because these exemplars are compounds that the

e now in the middle of the word is still silent and not pronounced

(e.g., firefly is pronounced [f6yrflay], not [f6rafli] or Payrfflay]).

8,2: AIt: a - [ae / CC..., e.g., accent

116: i --+ [i] / CC..., e.g., insect

U16: u [a] / CC..., e.g.,- umpire

E16: e - [c] / CC..., e.g., reptile

016: o [o] / CC..., e.g., costume

Unit 2 introd,ces general primary vowel Rule 16 in two-syllable

words with the first syllable stressed. Rule 16s have the same

short-vowel pronunciation in a / CC... environment as Rule 15s,
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taught in First Year, did ire a / C(C)# environment. This is the

first instance in the sequence of two-syllable words other than

compounds 1-Rse words plus suffixes. Only exemplars having the

first syi stressed are taught here so that readers will not

have to consider stress as well as syllabification. Words with

the second syllable stressed are not introduced until the end of

Block 10, and could even be postponed until the end of this Second

Year sequence.

U16: Unlike the other vowels, the vowel u has the same
. _

pronunciation [a] before an r as it does before other

consonants. The instruction on U16 / r, however,

seemed more appropriately placed with instruction on

Vowel 21s (/ Vr), so these exemplars were recoded

as U2ls and sequenced with the other Vowel 21s in

Block 9.

Block 9 (Vowels before r)

e

Frequency = 322

Unit 1: one-syllable: A21 (40), 021 (26), U21 (15), 121 (14),

E21 (12) Frequency = 107

Unit 2: two syllables, first syllable stressed: E21 (150), U21 (5)%

121 (4), A21 (18), 021 (15) Frequency = 192

Unit 3: A25 (11), 022 (12) Frequency = 23

Block 9 introduces the next most frequent primary-vowel rule (after

short and long vowels) in one-syllable words, the Vowel 21 rules. These

rules cover the pronunciation of a vowel when followed by r. Since the

ar rule (A21) is the most frequent of these rules, it comes first in the

ems*tr

J .) ,..,
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sequence. It is followed by or (021), whose dialectical variations [0],.

[D], and [a].should be acknowledged. The er, ir, and ur rules specify

the same pronunciation, [a-] ([ar]), and are grouped together for this

reason. These E21, 121, and U21 rules have the [a-] pronunciation

whether they are stressed or unstressed. A21 and 021, however, while

sharing this [a] pronunciation when unstressed, do have different

pronunciations when stressed. Thus, all -Vr ,orrespondences (or -VrC,

but not -Vre) are pronounced [a-] except for ressed ar and or.

E21, 121, U21, and all Vowel 17s followed by r, are pronounced as

in -er, which can be written phonetically as [ar] in order to have a

separate symbol for the vowel and consonant, or as [a-] since the sounds

cannot be divided. In some dialects, the r following a vowel is not

pronounced; in such a case, the phonetic representation of the -Vr would

be [a].

The -Vr rules are followed by A25 and 022, which are rules covering

an exception to ar and or in which a different pronunciation occurs when

ar or or are preceded by w. These war and wor rules also provide the

first instance in the sequence of a correspondence with an environment

specifying what precedes as well as what follows the rule-grapheme.

9,1: A21: a --.. [a] /
r#

fr1
'

cart, car

021: 0 - [o], [a], [a] / r, e.g., horn

,rC
U21: u -. [a] /, tr#1, e.g., fur, burn

121: i -.. [8] / trrl, e.g., bird, sir

,

E21: e -. [a] /
--

f e.g.
'

herd, her
rrC# 1 ---- ---

Unit 1 introduces Vowel 21 rules in one-syllable words.

ti C 2
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021: There is donsiderable variation in the pronunciation

of or, but most individual speakers will use only one

form for all pronunciations. However, in some dialects,

*

-oar- and -our- (pronounced [o]) may differ from -or-

(pronounced [P]). Thus, for some speakers, hoarse

contrasts with horse, and mourning contrasts with

morning.

9,2: E21: e-. [a] /
r#

f

rC,
1, e.g., western, father

(plus -er suffix with previously introduced words,

e.g., banker.)

-rC

'

U21: u-. [a] /
'r
' } e.g., sunburn, murmur

rC
121: i --. [a] / foil, e.g., birdseed

rC
A21: a -. [a] / {oil, e.g., farmer, streetcar

rC
021: o -. [0], [3], [a] / frill, e.g., order, popcorn

Unit 2 introduces the Vowel 21 rules in two-syllable words

having the first syllable stressed.

E21: E21 is taught first in Unit 2 because it has far more

exem.lars than any of the other Vowel 21 rules. The

unstressed forms of -er are allowed both because of

their high frequency and because their pronunciation

[.'], is the same as for stressed E21, taught in Unit 1.

Instruction on E21 in Unit 2 r amences with the -er

agent noun forms and comparative adjective forms of

base words, picluding those in which the final

consonant i, doubled before the -er. Agent and
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comparative forms of other previously taught words

(including words with Vowel Rule 11) can also be

taught here.

In most dialects, base words ending in a ret their

regular NGIO pronunciation, [0], when the -er agent

form suffix is added, but change to a [0g] pronunciation

for the -er comparative form; e.g., singer, vs. stronger.

121 & U21: 121 and U21 also have the same pronunciation, [a-],

when stressed or unstressed but there are no lexicon

exemplars of unstressed ir, and the only exemplars of

Unstressed ur (auburn, sulphur, suburb, surprise)

cannot enter the sequence here due to their having

other components which have not yet been taught.

A21 & 021: Unstressed ar and or receive instruction in 10,1

wi 1 other unstressed vowels rather than here, since

their unstressed pronunciations, involving schwa, do .

differ from their stressed pronunciations.

wh

9,3: A25: a-, [o] + .1 e.g., (wharf), war, (quart)

qu

022: o -4 [a] /w rc, e.g., word, worth

Rules A25 and 022 are introduced in Unit 3. Both share the

/w rC environment, but A25 also occurs in the environment:

/f
w

4'

whl r f r}

qu

E:C143:3;
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A25; The /wh r and /qt. r exemplars of A25 enter the

sequence in Block 11, Units 3 and 4, with WHIO and

QUIO, respectively, Thus, only the iw
C

r f
#

1

environments need be taught here. A25 has a dialect

variation of [o] and [o] which should be acknowledged

if necessary. The only exception to A25 is =ward when

it is an unstressed syllable (i.e., awkward, forward),

in which case the pronunciation of the ar is [a-],

just as it is for any other unstressed -Vr.

022: 022 occurs in a /w rC environment (e.g., work). The
.

only exception to 022 is the,Word worn (derived from

wore, which is regular by Rule 011 or 021).

Block 10 (Unstressed vowels; Two-syllable words. with second syllable,

stressed)

Frequency = 575

Unit 1: General primary vowel Rule 17, first syllable stressed:
117 (36), U17 (6), E17 (89), A17 (45), 017 (37)

Frequency = 213

Unit 2: Y17 (142), LE22 (84)

,

Unit 3: Compounds, second syllable stressed

Frequency = 226

Frequency = 8

Unit 4: Two-syllable words, second syllable stressed: 116 (14),

U16 (5), A16 (4), 016 (2), E21 (k), 021 (2), EE10 (9)

,,
Frequency = 40

Unit 5: General primary vowel Ru{le 17, two-syllable words, second

syllable stressed: A17 (39), E17 (19), 017 (31), U17 (5),

117 4(2) Frequency -= 88

Block 10 introduces the unstressed ([a] or [I]) pronunciation of

unstressed vowels. Not all unstressed vowels are reduced to a [0] or

[x] pronunciation, and for any one speaker, a given vowel when reduced
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may be pronounced [a] in one word and [I] in another word (e.g., for

some speakers, the u in circus would 'be p"ronounced [I], while the u in

album would be pronounced [e]). Beginning reader.s often have difficulty

:-.

with the unstressed vowel concept because when they are first learning

to decode words; they tend"t0 give a stressed pronunciation to all the

graphemes. This problem, however, will probably be largely overcome as

the readers learn about syllabification and stress.

If syllabification is taught at all, it should be flexible so that

readers are not forced, for example, to divide the word mistake into

mis-take' rather than what for them might be more natural: mi-stake'.

In regard to stress patterns, readers would benefit from the information

that there are many times more words with the first syllable stressed

than with the second syllable stressed. In the SWRL lexicon, the ratio

is 4:1 for two-syllable words, and 2:1 for three-syllable words. Four-

syllable words have more complex stress patterns.

10,1: (First syllable stressed)

117: i - [e], [I] in unstressed syllables, e.g., pilgrim,_
furnish

U17: u --. [a], [I] in unstressed syllables, e.g., album,
_

campus

E17: e- [a], [1] in unstressed syllables, e.g., tunnel,_
hidden

A17: a - [a], [1] in unstressed syllables, e.g., final,
_

canvas

017: a - [a], [I] in unstressed syllables, e.g., cotton,

actor

Unit 1 commences with the rules 117 and U17 because the

unstressed pronunciation of each is usually the same as its short

40-5---i
d ; e .

- it
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pronunciation (ti] and [a], respectively). Rules Eli, A17, and 017

are then sequenced by frequency.

E17: Superlatives (-est) of base words are uncoded in the

lexicon but should be taught with E17, perhaps as the

first exemplars of this rule. For the suffixes -less,

-ness, -en, and -ed, allow these forms of any previously

taught b'ase words, as well as the lexical exemplars.

All & 017: All and 017 exemplars should be separated for those

#
which occur in the environment /

C
rfr1 because ar

and or change from Rules A21 and 021 pronunciations

(A21: [a]; 021: [o], [o], [a]) to All and 017

pronunciations ([a]) when unstressed. E17, 117, and

U 1 7 / rfC l
'

on the other hand, have the same [a.-]

pronunciation as E21, 121: and U21.

U17: This rule was used only with words in which [a] could

not be indicated by using Rules U15 and U16, when u

appeared in an unstressed syllable.

10,2: Y17: y [1], [1] / # in unstressed syllables, e.g., candy_

LE22: le -- [el ] /C #, e.g., little, stable

The rules Y17 and LE22 are included in Block 10 with unstressed

vowels because they are always unstressed. These two rules occur

at the end of the second syllable in words having she first syllable

stressed. All their exemplars occur in the environment /...0 #.

LE22: The grapheme unit, le, is invariantly pronounced [el]

as in LE22 when rn the environment /...0 g (cf, LIO,

E18: le -- [I] /V #: e.g., pale, style).
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Y17: The pronunciation of Y17, unstressed / in word-final

position, has the dialect variation [i] or [I]. In

isolation [i] is more common, but unstressed [I] (cf,

general primary vowel Rule 17) is often used in

connected speech. Webster's Seventh ew ColZdFlizLe

Dictionary (1967) uses [i]; Webster's ,w World

Dictionary (1957), and ,Kenyon and .Knott (1953, p. 481)

use [I] but acknowledge the [i] pronunciation.

Y17 primarily occurs in -II adverbial endings and -L

adjectival endings of base words. The- rule is

productive and uncomplex allowing for additional

practice on previously introduced rules contained in

its exemplars. '.,

For both Y17 and Y19, stressed / in word-final

position, the / remains / / ing. Y17 also occur,

and remains /, before other suffixes beginning with

the letter i (e.g., ish, ist). Before suffixes not

beginning with the letter i, however, in both Y17

and Y19 the / changes to.i. For Y19, i /
fees'cil '

and the i
retains the [ay] pronunciation of the / in

the Y19 base words. For Y17, too, the /--Jesed 1'

and for these exemplars, the i retains the [i]

pronunciation of the / in the Y17 base words. Y17

also occurs, and changes to i, before other suffixes

not beginning with the letter i e.g., -er, -est, -less,

-ment, -ness).

J09
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10,3: Compounds (second syllable stressed), e.g., herself

I

Units 3-5 introduce two-syllable words having the second

syllable stressed. Heretofore in the sequence, the two-syllable

words taught have had the first syllable stressed. In these units

of clock 10, some-exemplars with the second syllable stressed are

introduced', thus providing the contrast necessary for identifying

the concept of stress. The first exemplars with the second

syllable stressed are compounds, presented in Unit 3. These

lexical compounds are composed of all previously taught rules.

Nonlexicon compounds of other previously taught basewords are also

allowed.

10,4: (Second syllable stressed)

116: i -.. [I] / CC..., e.g., inform

U16: u --. [a] / CC..., e.g., unless

A16: a -.. [T] / CC..., e.g., accept

016: o -.. [a] / CC..., e.g., trombbne

E21: e -.. [a] / fr#rC ), e.g., perhaps

021: o -.. [o], [3], [a] /__T, e.g., cornet

EE10: ee -.. [i], e.g., indeed

Unit 4 introduces noncompound two-syllable words with the

second syllable stressed, utilizing all previously taught rules

except vowel Rule 17, that could have such exemplars at this

point in the sequence. Many of the exemplars involve prefixes

such as in-, dis-, un-.

-ligliit't-

J : 0

a
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10,5: (Second syllable stressed)

A17: a -6. [a], [1] in unstressed syllables, e.g., alike

E17: e [a], [i] in unstressed syllables, e.g., except

017: o-÷ [a], [1] in unstressed syllables, e.g., connect

U17: u [a], [1] in unstressed syllables, e.g., subtract

117: u [a], [1] in unstressed syllables, e.g., divide

Unit 5 introduces Vowel 17 exemplars whFch are two-syllable

words having the second syllable stressed. Most of these exemplars

also involve prefixes, such as a-, ex-, con-, pro-.

Block 11 (Consonant digraphs; GGIO, CC12, G31)

Frequency = 2l4

Unit 1: NGIO

Unit 2: CHIO (60), TCHIO (36)

Unit 3: WHIO

Unit 4: QU10

Unit 5: GGIO (17), CC12 (2)

Unit 6: G31

Frequency = 4l

Frequency = 97

Frequency = 23

Frequency = 24

Frequency = 19

Frequency = 10

Block 11 introduces the rules for the common digraphs ch, wh, and

12; Also covered are the nonverb form exemplars of NGIO, the geminates

GGIO and CC12, and G31, a common exception to G11.

11,1: NG10: La-. [0] / #, e.g., ring

Unit 1
introduces NG1O's -in9 noun and adjective forms of

base words. All of these exemplars can also be verbs and so could

be sequenced in 5,2 with the uncoded'-ing verb forms of base word,'

(or in Block 2 if NGIO and -ing suffixes are moved up in the
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sequence). NGI0 also has final -ing exemplars which are not verb,

noun, or adjective forms of base words (e.g., cunning, darling),

These too, are sequenced here, but if the noun and adjective forms

are moved up in the sequence, these could be as well. The grapheme

has other pronunciations besides [0]. These pronunciations and

their corresponding rule combination re: [rig]: N20, G12;

a-. [0g]: N20, t31; and a [nj]: N 0, G11. It is suggested

that the9.e....sigrrespondences be introduced here in 11,1 as a contrast

to NGIO's two-syllable exemplars, or in Third Year if the decision

is made to sequence all of NG10's exemptlirs in Block 5 (or Block 2).
, -

11,2: CH10: ch-* [.!], e.g., church

TCHIO: tch rL:/, e.g., match

The rules CHIO and TCHIO are sequenced together in Unit 2

because of their shared pronunciation, and complementary

distributions. CHID occurs primarily in word-initial position and

following a consonant or secondary vowel in word-final position

(i.e., /fI. and /...0 !CHID, on the other hand, does not

occur initially, and it primarily occurs following a short vowel

in word-final position (i.e., #). The es [tz] plurals

of base words ending in ch and tch should be sequenced in this

TCH10: The grapheme tch is invariantly pronounced [Q.'-] as

in TCHIO.

11,3: WHIO: wh [hw] or [w], e.g., when

Unit 3 introduces WHIO, which has the dialect varittion:

[w] or iriw]. The grapheme unit wh has only two pronunciations.

[w] (or lhw] in some dialects) as in WHIO and [h] as in WH40.
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11,4. QU10: - [kw], e.g., quick

Rule QU10 is introduced in Unit 4. The letters 1u are

considered a grapheme unit because, in English words, the letter

a is always followed by u. The grapheme unit qu has only two

pronunciations: [kw] as in QUIO, and [k] as in QU40. The exemplars

for Rule A25, itself sequenced in 9,3, which occur in the environ-

ments /wh r and /qu r, should be introduced in Block 11's Unit 3

and Unit 4 respectively. The remaining digraph rules, GHiO, which

is silent, and PHIO, CH31, and TH12, which are all low-frequency

correspondences, are sequenced in Third Year.

11,5: GG10: q [g], e.g., egg, wiggle

a
CC12: cc - 1:D1 , e.g., yucca, accord, hiccup,

The geminate consonant rules GG10 and CC12 are sequenced in

11,5 rather than in Block 4, Units 2 and 3, with C12 and G12

because all of their exemplars (except egg) occur in two-syllable

words and most of these exemplars include rules introduced in

Block 10.

GG10: The grapheme 22 is invariantly pronounced [i] as

in GGIO, except in the word suggest.

CC12: The grapheme cc has two pronunciations: [k] as in

CC12, and [ks] as in CC11, which is sequenced in

third Year. Both of these rules have o few exemplars

(CC12: 9, and only two of these can enter the

sequence here; CC11: 4) that it would be advisable to

postpone instruction on CCI2 until 20,4, where CC11

and the other lowest' frequency consonants are sequenced.



11,6: G31: [g], e.g., 2st, girl

If CC12 is deleted from Brock 11, then Rule G31, sequenced in

Unit 6, could be moved up into Unit 5 with GGlO. Both have a [g]

pronunciaton. G31 is an 4xception to Rule G11, which has the same

e
/ i envirc-iment. As an alternative to sequencing G31 here in

Block 11, Unit 5 or 6, its one-syllable exemplars could be taught

either with Rule G12 (1-- [g]) in 4,3, or as exceptions to Rule G11

in 7,1 (although there would only be four exemplars at either point).

The two-syllable -nger exemplars of G31 could then be introduced

in Block 11 or Third Year with the N20, G12 and NIO, Gll contrasts

to Rule NGIO.

Block 12 (High-frequency secondary vowels)

FrequP cy = 478

Unit 1: AY10

Unit 2: EA11 (142), EA31 (42)

Unit 3: 0012 (89), 0011 (54)

Unit 4 OW11 (60), OW12 (43)

Frequency = 49

Frequency = 184

Frequency = 143

Frequency = 102

The only secondary vowel rule to have entered the sequence before

Block 12 is Rule EE10, which was introduced in First Year, Block 3,
ti

because of its h.gh rule frequency and its high individual exemplar

frequencies. Also, as a geminate vowel rule having the same pronunciation

as its individual letters' name ([iy], e), EE10 is considered to be

instructionally uncomplex. The other secondary vowel rules have been

divided into three groupings according to the combined considerations

of frequency, contrasting homographs (i.e., same grapheme, but different

rZit;2--.
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phoneme), and homophones (i.e., same phoneme, but different grapheme).

a number of which are in complementary distribution.

The first group of secondary vowels, introduced here, have high

rule frequencies and high individual exemplar frequencies. Three of

the rules have contrasting homograph correspondences presented witn

them. The second group of secondary vowels, introduced in Block 16 of

Third Year, 'lave medium frequencies (with the exception of high-frequency

A110 and MO, which could be resequenced into Second Year) and are

subgrouped by homophones with complementary distributions. The third

group of secondary vowels, introduced in Block 26 of Fourth Year, have

low rule frequencies.

The contrasting correspondences for the grapheme units ea, oo, and

ow are sequenced as units because each correspondence hac, d high rfile

frequency and/or high individual exemplar frequencies and because none

has specifiable environmental constraints which are simple enough for

the ,uunger reader to remember. If it is found that, in these instances,

it is not practical to teach the readers alternate pronunciations

,,imultaneously, then, of course, the contrasting correspondences could

be sequenced in a later block.

12,1: AY10: [e], e.g., day

Block 12's introduction of secondary vowels commences with

'tule AY10 because of that rule's regularity and its high individual

exemplar frequencies. The grapheme unit a is invariantly pronounced

[P] as in AY10, except for aye and says (alt1-.ugh, in unstressed

syllables, a many be pronounced [i] or [I], e.g., Sunday).

: s
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If the learning load will allow, it is suggested that Rule

A110 be sequenced here with AVID rather than in Third Year, as

at present. As well as having a high rule frequency, Rule A110

has the same pronunciation as, and is in complementary distribution

with AVID. The letters i and x, and u and w, are in complementary

distribution in several secondary vowels ai/ay; au/aw; ei/ey;

eu/ew; oi/oy; and ou/ow. In general, x and w are found in word

final position and i and u elsewhere (e.g., day/daily; coy/coil),

although this pattern does not always hold. Secondary vowels, in

fact, are generally limited in their distribution; e.g., several

of them do not occur initially.

12,2: EAll: ea --. [i], e.g., each

EA31: ea --.. [E], e.g., bread

Unit 2 introduces the contrasting rules EAll (ea - [i]) and

EA31 (ea --. [E]). EAll and EA31 share most of their environments,

so it is very difficult to give readers a basis for determining the

correct pronunciation of the grapheme ea, except that EAll does

have three times more exemplars than EA31. Some homographs with

ea can be distinguished only by their grammatical function, e.g.,

lead. EAll and EA31 sometimes alternate for present and past

tenses, e.g., read/read, mean/meant.

EAll: The following environments apply to EAll, but not

EA31:
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Other environments which apply to EAll, but not EA31, are:

1.

se
nso

/ sy . These will lie introduced in Third Year, where their
tuer#
the#

component rules (e.g., S20) are sequenced.

EA31: The environment / lth applies to EA31, but not to

sant#
EAR. The environments / (sure#/ also apply to

ther#

EA31, but not to EAll. They will be introduced in

Thirdrear. Other environments, e.g., / apply

both to EA]] and EA31.

12,3: 0011: (Do-. [u], e.g., broom

0012: oc [u], e.g., book )

Unit 3 introduces the rules 0011 (oo [u]) and 0012 (oo [u]).

The following environments apply to 0011, but not to 0012:

p
st
th

,

The environments /
-- s

h

e
]f also apply to 0011, but not to 0012. They

will be introduced in Third vpAr. There is no environment that

applies only to 0012 and not to 0011, although the environment /_k

applies primarily to 0012.

12,4: OW11: ow [o], e.g., below, own

0W12: ow [aw], e.g., allow, owl

Unit 4 introduces the rules OW11 (ow-4. [o]) and OW12 (ow [aw]).

The grapheme unit ow has only two pronunciations: [o] as in OW11,

and [aw] as in OW12, except for the word knowledge. Also, in some

dialects, an unstressed OW11 is pronounced [o].

Alt" 317
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The primary environment. for OW11 is / #, particularly at the

end of two-syllable words, but a number of OW12 words have the

/ # environment in one-syllable words. There are no other

specifiable environments to distinguish the use of [o] or [aw]

for the grapheme unit ow.

Because of its high frequency and its being in complementary

distribution with OW12 (ow - [aw]), Rule OU10 (ou - [aw]) would

be more appropriately sequenced, following OW12, as Uoit 5 of this

Block 12 rather than as it is now in Third Year with the medium-

frIquency secondary vowels.

Block 13 (Additional common primary vowel rules)

Frequency = 197

Unit 1: 031 (38), U31 (35)

Unit 2: A23 (26), 023 (26)

Unit 3: 122 (21), 024 (5t)

Frequency = 73

Frequency = 52

Frequency = 72

Block 13 introduces some additional rules for primary vowels.

Teaching these rules, rather than just teaching as sight words the

high-frequency words containing these rules, not only allows the

introduction of additional lower frequency words, but continues the

emphasis on the nearly comprehensive pronuncicitioicpiedictability of

English words. Instruction will be basPd on specifiable environments,

when this is a rule characteristic. When not, the exemplars will be

taught as groups of words, each group manifesting an exception to

previously learned rules. The rules vary in predictability from the

highly predictable Rule A23 to the unpredictable 031.

--;---4-..-)--'

)7 8
fi
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13,1: 031: o [a], e.g., won, love

U31: u [u], e.g., bull, push

Unit 1 introduces the common vowel rule ceptions Rules 031

(o [0]) and U31 (u [u]).

031: Rule 031 occurs in stressed syllables where other

pronunciations would be expected.' In fact, there are

no 031 environments which do not also apply to other

o rules. Rule 031 generally occurs in the following

e6vironments: 711.}

{.
v

/-7 U31: Rule U31 occurs primarily in the suffix, -ful, as

JI well as in the word full and compounds of it. Other-

wise, its environments are generally /f
b

p sh
}.

No other rules for the grapheme u (e.g., U15, U16,

U17) have these environments.

111

{

13,2: A23: a -' [o] / lit, , e.g., ball, walk, salt, bald

lcii

023: o [o] / IC#, e.g., roil yolk

Unit 2 introduces RulesA23 (a [a]) and 023 (0-..[o]j,'boeh

ld,

of which occur/in the environments3/ {11 }. Rules A23 and 023
It

also occur in the environment / lk, but these exemplars, due to

the silent 1, will be introduced in Third Year.

023: Rule 023 applies in the environment / 1# in stressed

syllables. The only lexical exemplars are control and patrol,

which are presently coded as exceptions, but which could be

sequenced in this unit.
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nd
13,3: 122: i / {ld} #, e.g., find, wild, sing_. gn

ffq

024: o [3] or [a] / 0// e g soft, flog, song, honk
ng

[nkJ

Unit 3 introduces Rules 122 (i -+ [ay]) and 024 (o [o] or

nd#
1f2: Rule 122 occurs in the environments /___J

1d#
J 122

also occurs in the environment / gn#. These exemplars,

due to the silent (Rule G20), are sequenced in 19,3

of Third Year with the introduction of silent letters.

024: Rule 024 has the dialect variation [o] or [a] and
ffC

ig

These environmentsoccurs in the environments /

apply to Rule 024, but o o any other o rules. The

words on and onto, codd as "016...P" (i.e., [a],

with other pronunciations recognized), also have this

[]and [a] dialect variation. The following environ-

ments apply to Rule 024, but also to other o rules:

Tss
/
--Lth

the environment / st will be deleted from

future versions of this rule since there are nearly

as many exceptions (pronounced [o]) as exemplars (ct,

lost and most).

In dialects where [a] and [3] contrast, the occurrences

of these sounds is highly erratic, varying not only

regionally. but also from word to word" (Kurath,

1964, p. 112). This affects the following rules in

particular: 024, 021, and A24.

323
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Block 14 (Nonlong vowels in -VC(C)e words)

Frequency = 80

Unit 1: Vowel 16s in Stressed -VCCe# Frequency =,35

Unit 2: Vowel 21s in Stressed -VrCe# Frequency = 18

Unit 3: Vowel 17s in Unstressed -VCCe# and -VCe# Frequency = 27

Block 14 introduces the short vowel pronunciations in the environment

-VCCe, which is similar to both the previously specifittcl short vowel

(-VCCi' ll) and long vowel (-VCe) rules. In the case ;:f -VCCe exemplars,

however, the final silent e does not mark a long vowel pronunciation,

but rather the e marks a morphemic boundary and/or the pronunciation of

the final consonant. In nearly all of the exemplars in this block, the

final consonant is c, 2, s, or v. Without the following e, the graphemes

c and 2 would be pronounced [k] and [g] rather than [s] and [j] (e.g.,

compare the nonword sine with since, and ILI with urge). Without the

marker e, an s might be pronounced [z] or appear to be a plural (e.g.,

dens vs. dense). And final v does not occur in English (e.g., twelv

would be a nonword).

14,1: stressed VCCe#, e.g., dance

In Unit 1, the specific consonants in the -VCCe environments

of these short vowels are: -nGe, (-nee, -nse), and -lCe

(-Iva, -lge). Examples are, badge, dance, and shelve.

14,2: stressed VrCe#, e.g., nurse

In Unit 2, the consonants in the -VrCe environments of these

vowel 21s (vowels followed by r) are: -rse (e.g., curse). -rve

(e.g.;` carve), and -rge (e.g., char9e).
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14,3: unstressed VCCe# and VCe /1, e.g., absence

In Unit 3, the consonants in the unstressed -VCCe and -VCe

environments of the Vowel 17s (unstressed vowels) are: -nce (e.g.,

absence), -Vge (e.g., bandage), and -Vcell(e,g., furnace).

If program developers find that 'the readers are too confused

by the nonlong vowel pronunciations in -VCCe exemplars, as opposed

to the regular long vowels in -VCe environments, then the corre-

spondences and exemplars in Block 14 could be postponed until

Third Year. Otherwie, as sequenced here, Block 14 would be the

)
final instructional segment in Second Year.

132` 1
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4

Third Year

(8-9 age-level words; three-syllable words; Medium-frequency primary

and secondary vowels; Low-frequency consonants; Silent letters; Major

palatalizations; Affixes; Three-syllable stress patterns)

Frequency = 3213

0

Block t5 (Review, employing 8-9 words covered by First- and,Second-

Year rules)

Frequency = 904

Unit I: 8-9 one-syllable words with First Year rules Frequency = 84

Unit 2: 8-9 words with Second Year rules Frequency = 820

Block 15 is a review block, employing all 8-9 age-level words

covered by First and Second Year rules. It provides an opportunity

for expanding_reading vocabulary by adding more rule-based words known

by the child.

15,1: 8-9 one-syllable words with First Year rules

15,2: 8-9 words with Second Year rules

This unit provides for the systematic review of Second Year

correspondence. Since age-grading of the present lexicon is not

completely accurate, some\of these words could be added to the

Second Year word list if desired. The words in th:s unit might

also be used for Second Year word-attack study.

Block 16 (Secondary vowels of medium frequency)

Frequenty = 488

Unit 1: A110

Unit 2: OU10

Unit 3: 0E10 (7), °A1° (82)

J 2')

Frequency = 135

Frequency = 98

Frequency = 89
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Unit 4: AW10 (44), AUK) (17)

Unit 5: 0110 (26), 0Y10 (22)

Unit 6: UE10 (20), U110 (7), EW10 (30)

Frequency = 61

Frequency = 48

Frequency = 57

Block 16 introduces secondary vowels of medium frequency. High-

frequency secondary vowels are introduced in Second Year (Block 12),,,

low-frequency ones are introduced in Fourth Year (Block 26). If desired

it would be possible to move some of the correspondences in Block 16 to

one of the other blocks of secondary vowels.

16,1: A110: ai [e], e.g., pain

The secondary vowel ai occurs initially and medially and is

in complementary distribution with 21, which occurs fiQally (AY10;

12,1). In some words, 21 changes to ai when a suffix is added,

e.g., day, daily (cf, -1y, 17,3). For ai in unstressed syllables,

see Rule A117 (26,3). Major exceptions to Rules A110 and A117 are

said and again, both with [ ].

16,2: OU10: ou [aw], e.g., found

Rule OU10 occurs initially and medially, and is in complementary

distribution with Rule OW12 (12,4), which generally occurs finally.

There are four other minor pronunciations for ou (introduced in

Block 26), although they occur in several high-frequency words.

16,3: 0E10: oe-- [0] / e.g., toe

0A10: oa [o], e.g., boat

Both secondary rowels in this unit are pronounced [o]. 0E10

comes first because of its similarity to 011 (6,2) with oCe.

43 24
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0E10: Medial oe is generally a combination of o and e, e.g.,

poet (see Rule 026, 25,2). The major exception to

Rule 0E10 is the word shoe and its derivatives.

0A10: The major exception to this rule is the word broad

and its derivatives.

16,4: AW10: aw [o], e.g., law

AU10: au [o], e.g., cause

These two secondary vowels are in complementary distribution,

aw generally occurring finally and au occurring initially and

medially. The pronunciation of these secondary vowels is [o], or

for some dialects and speakers, [a] (e.g., Rule 015); thus dawn

and Don may not contrast.

AW10: This rule is invariant, with no exceptions.

AU10: This rule is nearly invariant, with only a few

exceptions, notably laugh and aunt.

16,5: 0110: of [oy], e.g., coin

0Y10: [oy], e.g., oil)

These two secondary vowels are in complementary distribution,

2.y. generally occurring finally and of occurring initially and

medially. Both rules are nearly invariant, with rather minor

exceptions.

16,6: UE10: ue [(y)u], e.g., due, hue

0110: ui [(y)u], e.g., fruit

EW10: ew -4. [(y)u], e.g., few
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All three secondary vowels in this unit have the same

pronunciation, [(y)u]; see 6,2 for comments on the pronunciation

of the "long-u" sound.

UE10: The spelling uel is considered to be pronounced

[(y)u], although it may often be disyllabic ([(y)(1a11),

e.g., fuel (cf, Rule U26; 25,2). All exceptions to

this rule are cases of silekt final ue after 2; i.e.,

ue --. 0 /g ti; e.g., league.

U110: All exceptions to this rule are pronounced [ij, e.g.,

build, and are classified under Rule U31 (26,8).

EW10: The secondary vowel ew general'; occurs finally and

is in complementary distribution with eu, which

occurs initially and medially. Because of low

frequency, a corresJondence for eu was not included

in the present rule set. However, it is as follows:

eu -. [(iluJ, e.g., feud, Eugene. Rule EWIO is nearly

17

invariadt, wift ,1,2 primary exception

its derivatives.

(Suffixed and compound threc-sylhble words,

N

being sew and

Suffixes)

Freq .y = 402

Unit I: Three-syllanle compounds Frequency = 123

Unit 2: Two-syllable words with suffixes:
-er (45), -en (9), -ing (16), --i_ (14),

Frequency = 162-s (49), -ed (29)
_....

Unit 3 Three-syllable words with suffixes:

-1..i- (48), -,n (3), -iny (12), -ed (6),

Frequency = 117-ii (48)

4;itt
J2( .4
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17, Three-syllable co,mpcJnds

This unit marks the first appearance of three-syllable,pords.

The gradual introduction of three-syllable words continues in the

first unit of each block until Block 22, where they are thoroughly
4

taught.

At this point and hereafter, it is possible to add three-

syllable compounds formed by combining previously taught one- and

two-syllable words.

17,2: Two-syllable words with suffixes: -er, -en, -ing, -s, -ed

These suffixes have been allowed previously and this unit is

a "clean-up" operation. Many of the words have a final silent c

in their base form; in their suffixed form, the first (long) vowel

in the words could also be described by general primary vowel Rule

13 (18,1).

Words coded with Rules E19 and 531 have been included in this

unit. The rules were used for coding purposes and need not be

Aplicitly taught, since they are not spelling-to-sound correspon-

dences, but automatic morphological changes.

-s Most of the words in this unit ending fl -s are (I)

not plurals, e.g., hers, (2) plurals with no base

forril, e.g., (3) plurals with a base form not a

noun, e.g., blinds, or (4) plurals with a different

meaning from the noun base form, e.g., glasses. In

addition, in this unit most exemplars of the ending

are pronounced [z].

J27
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-ed: Most of the words in this unit ending in -ed are past

participles commonly usedused as adjectives (e.g., mashed),

sometimes without a base form, (e.g.,Aashamed) or with

a base form not a verb (e.g., famed).

17,3: Three-syllable words with suffixes: -er, -en, -ing, -ed,

Some of the words in this unit are compounds which do not

exist as a compound base form without the suffix; e.g., nutcracker

is not formed from nutcrack. Rather, these words are compounds of

a base word plus a suffixed word, e.g., nut + cracker.

At this point and .hereafter, the suffixes from this unit plus

-(e)s may be added to any two-syllable word to form a three-

syllable word.

-ed: 1,-P this unit, all exampies of -ed are pronounced [ad]

and form adjectives.

-1y.: There is generally nochange in a base word when -.11.

is added. However, if the base ends in unstressed

/ (Y17: [i]), the v changes to i (117: [1] or [a])

when is added, e.g., happily. The suffixed form

-fully (e.g., cheerfully) is sometiimes pronounced as

one syllable [fli].

Block 18 (Primary-vowel and single-consonant rules of medium frequency)

Frequency = 512

Upit 1- E13 (121), 013 (72), A13 (43), 113 (39),

U13 (29) Frequency = 304

Unit 2. 520 (94), S21 (56) Frequency = 151
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Unit 3: A22 Frequency = 29

Unit 4: 025 Frequency = 28

Block 18 introduces additionall5rimary vowel rules of medium

frequency, as as the remaining correspondences for s. The rules

in this block primarily involve multisyllable words.

18,1: E13: e [i] / CV, e.g., cedar

013: o [o] / CV, e.g., open

A13: a -4. [e] / CV, e.g., baby

113: i -4. [ay] / CV, e.g., final

U13: u [(y)u] / CV, e.g., duty

In this unit, general primary vowel Rule 13 is introduced:

V / CV. This is related to general primary vowel Rule 11

(the "V":" rule: V -4. [V] / CO; Block 5), but with the environment

extended to all vowels after a single consonant and to e when not

in final position. There are many exceptions (V -4. [V] / CV) to

Rule 13, which is one of the least reliable among the present set

of correspondences. Some exceptions are covered by general primary

vowel Rules 27, 28, and 38 (Block 24).

While there is no adequate solution for handling exceptions

to Ruie 13 in terms of spelling-to-sound correspondences, an

instructional solution can be'suggested: teach children to have

a set for diversity (cf, Levin E Watson, 1963a, b; Williams, 1968)

w:en encountering vowels in the environment / CV (where C A r,

which requires Vr rules). The decoding strategy is as follows:

1. try a long-vowel pronunciation (Rule 13);

-4-Lti .329
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2. if (1) does not produce a known word, try a short-vowel

pronunciation.

The third step is a more general one which must be used in decoding

words of more than one syllable.

3. if (1) and (2) do not produce a known word, try a schwa

[a] pronunciation (a vowel Rule 17 pronunciation).

To develop the above strategy, it is suggested that, after

Rule 13 is taught, exceptions be introduced, perhaps as exemplars

of an exception rule. Exceptions to general primary vowel Rule 13

can be found among the irregularly-spelled .is (Volume II, Section

III), indicated as follows:

V-+ [V] / CV

or: a -4 [] / CV

e [,] / CV

i -4 [1] / CV

o [a] / CV

u 1_6] / CV

E13: Many exemplars of this rule involve the prefix re-

(e.g., repay) or the pseudo-prefixes be-, de-
,

and re-; the e in these unstressed syllables is often

pronounced [I] or [aJ. (If Rule Ell is not taught in

Second Year, this would be an appropriate place to

teach it.)

013: A few of the exemplars of this rule involve the pseudo-

prefix pro-. In unstressed syllables the o may be

pronounced [a].

3
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A13: See Rule A22 (18,3) for a in the environment / rV.

U13: See 6,2 for comments on the pronunciation of [(y)u].

In some words, U13 in the environment / r may be

pronounced [(y)e], e.g. , jury'.

18,2: S20: s [z] /V V, e.g., nose

S21: s [s] / gg _e, e.g., base, grease, goose, house

ou

Rules S90 and S21 are closely related to general primary vowel

Rules 11 and 13 in that they involve the pronunciation of s between

two vowels. However, they are especially unstable rules, both

having numerous exceptions, in which the opposite correspondence

holds.

S20: This rule applies when either V is a primary vowel

(including /and silent e) or a secondary vowel. For

a fev. words, Rule S20 applies when the word is used as

a verb, but thejs] pronunciation is found when used

as a noun or adjective, e.g., use, abuse, close.

S2I: Rule S21 presents four special environmcnts whEre Rule

S20 does not apply. However, the rule does not work

too well in the environment /ea e, where there are

a number of exceptions pronounced with [z] (Rule S20).

(Since Rule S21 involves the most common pronunciation

of s asp, it could be sequenced along with Rule S10

(1,3). Then when S20 is taught, the environment for

S21 could be specified.)

331
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18,3: A22: a --. [e], [E], [a] / r, e.g., carry

This rule applies in three environments:

1. / CV, e.g., vary. This is the same environment as for

A13, under which the present exemplars could be subsumed.

However, they have been placed here because their

pronunciation is the same as in the following environment,

in most dialects. In dialects where pronunciation differs

(e.g., Mary [e] and marry 1-_&.1 contrast), these words must

be coded A13.

2. / rr, e.g., arrow. Rule A22 is particularly needed for

this environment which differs from Rule A21 (9,1).

3. Other: The only examples in this category are scarce and

scarcely which can be considered as exceptions to Rule A21

(9,1)

Note sholold be made here--as with all cases involving r--of

considerable dialect variation.

(If Rule A25 is not taught in Second Year, this would be an

appropriate place to introduce it.)

18,4: 025: o-- [o] i ii, e.g., .92.

This rule is similar to Ruies E25 and Y19 (3,1), in that the

long-vowel sound corresponds to a letter in final position. However,

Rule 025 applies in words of any length and has no exceptions.

The following are correspondences for other final va,rels:

a --0. [a] / M in stressed syllables, primarily one-syllable words,
....

e.g., ha. See Volume II, Section ill.

a -. [o] / # unstressed in most words of two or more syllables,

e.g., comma. See Rule A17 (10,1).

i -. [i] / #, e.g., ski, taxi. See Rule 135 (23,2)

u --. [(Y)u] / d, e.g., flu, menu. See Volume II, Section III.

i ...o- 4;ti J ,)
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Block 19 (Silent letters)

Frequency = 287

Unit 1: Three-syllable words with suffixes:
ment (23), -or (14), -ive (14),

ness (12) -ance/-ant

Unit 2: 1E11 (8), 124 + GH10 (60), GH10 (13),

H2O (7)

Unit 3: K20 (26), G20 (9), W20 (24)

Unit 4: B20

Unit 5: L20 (21), T20 (19)

Frequency = 81

Frequency = 88

Frequency = 59

Frequency = 13

Frequency = 40

-,

Unit 6: U20 qequency = 6
i

i

Block 19 introduces three-syllable words with suffix4s, and

!

completes the introduction of single contorlant correspond
t

nces by

presenting "silent letters" (generally indicat by a rulp numbered

"20"), that is, those grapheme units which do not ave a'corresponding

pronunciation (lack of pronunciation is indicated by 0). In 19,2 the

position of the grapheme units varies; in 19,3 they are initial; in

19,4, final; in 19,5 and 19,6, medial.

19,1: Three-syllable words with suffixes: -ment, -or, -ive, -ness,

ance/-ant.

-ment [mant], e.g., agreement

or [ar], e.g. , inventor

-ive [Iv], e.g., attractive

-nes [nis] or [nos], e.g., eagerness

-ante / -ant -' [ans]/[ant], assistance, assistant

-ment: The ending -ment may occur as a pseudo-suffix, e.g.,

department
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-or: The ayent suffixes -or and -er (9,2) have the same

meaning and pron...nciation.

I

-ive: Words ending in -d(e), change to -s (pronounced [s])

when adding -ive, e.g., exclude, exclusive (cf, 21,3).

-ness: When adding -ness, final unstressed -.1 (Y17) changes

to -i, also pronounced [i], e.g., happy, happiness.

-ance/-ant: These two suffixes (also, pseudo-suffixes) are

grouped together because of their phonological and

orthographical similarity, and because they are both

often added to the same bases. Commonly, especially

when the base ends in [t] or [d], a syllabic [n]

. ([y] is used instead of [an], thus [ys]/[yt].

19,2: 1E14: ie ---4. [ay] / #, e.g., die

124 + GH10: i -. [ay] / gh, e.g., high

GH10: 911-. 0, e.g., bough

H20: h--. 0, e.g., hour

This unit begins with two cases of the [ay] pronunciation,

Rules IE11 and 124 + GH10. It then covers other examples of silent

.91.1 and concludes with silent h.

IE11: This rule applies generally in one-syllable words

and in compounds, that is, when stressed. (For

unstressed final ie, see Rule 1E17; medial ie is

covered by Rule 1E12. Both of these rules are

introduced in Block 26.)

124 + GH10: In the present set of correspondences, igh is

treated, as i olus silent ill (see below). However,
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it could be treated as one grapheme unit: igh [ay].

There are no exceptions to this correspondence.

GH10: This is the major correspondence for In. The

exceptions are:

[g] /#__, e.g., ghost;

[g] medially and finally in a few words, e.g.,

spaghetti;

[f] in about ten words, primarily finally, e.g.,
laugh.

H20: This rule includes a group of exceptions (a), plus

two regular, but minor, rules (b and c):

a. h- 0 /# , e.g., hour;.

b. h 0 / #, e.g. , pooh:,

c. h-0/
unstressed'

V e.g., graham.

In speech, rule (c) also applies to unstressed

function words, e.g., hit him [hftim] (= hit 'im).

19,3: K20: k 0 /# n, e.g., knee

G20: 0 /{#71id, e.g., gnat, sign

W20: w 0 /# r, e.g., write

K20: This invariant rule is a result of English phono-

tactics, which does not allow initial [kn].

G20: This invariant rule is also a result of English

phonotactics, which does not allow initial or final

[gn]. The environment /# n is the same as for.

Rule K20 ([g] is the voiced counterpart of [k]).

When the environment is / n#, a preceding i is

4335
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governed by Rule 122 (introduced in 13,3):

i [ay] / gn#, e.g., sign.
Q.

W20: This invariant rule is also the result of English

phonotactics, which does not allow initial [wr].

19,4: B20: b 0 /m #, e.g., bomb

This invariant rule, like those in 19,3, is a result of

modern English phonotactics, which does not allow final [mb].

o k

a k

19,5: L20: 1 -4. 0 / a_ ---f , e.g., yolk, walk, half, salve, palm_
a v

a m x

I.

s le

T20: t -.. 0 / s en it, e.g., castle, listen, often
f enj

While rules LI0 and T20 appear to be invariant, the [1] and

the [t] are heard in many words (e.g., calm, often), due to spelling

pronunciation.

L20: In addition to Rule L20, Rules 023 and A23 (13,2)

apply to the sequences o!k and alk, respectively.

Many exemplars of the sequence alm are irregular

because of the following minor rule: a --. [a] / lm,

e.g. , palm.

T20: Note the alternation between forms ending in t(e)

(-1t ]) and those ending with the suffix -en: fast/

fasten, haste/hasten, soft/soften. por"

19,6: U20: u -. 0 /#(1 , e.g., _guess

The u here is a marker to indicate the [q] pronunciation of 1.

a-4,1

s36
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Block 20 (Consonant

Frequency

Unit 1:

digraphs; Double consonants)

= 119

Three-syllable words with suffixes:
-y. (12), -ful (8), -al((7), -able (6),
-eth (5), -less (4), -ist (4), -ish (2) Frequency = 48

Unit 2: PHIO (19), CH31 (20) Frequency = 39

Unit 3: TH12 Frequency = 26

Unit 4: CC11 Frequency = 6

Block 20 continues the introduction of three-syllable words and

concludes the introduction of double consonants and consonant digraphs.

20,1:. Three-syllable words with suffixes: -x, -ful, -a;, -able,

-eth, -less, -ist, -ish

y.-. [i] (Rule Y17; 9,2), e.g., injury

-ful -- [ful ] (Rule U31; 13,1) or'[fal] (Rule U17; 10,1), e.g.,
colorful

al -.. [al), e.g., musical

able -. [abal ], e.g., suitable

eth -. [I0], e.g., fortieth

-less -- [lis] or [las], e.g., odorless

ist ,-.- [1st], e.g., organist

-ish --.. [1U, e.g., yellowish

eth: The suffix -eth is a variant of the ordinal-number

suffix -th (as in fourth) and is added to numbers

ending in a vowel. The only vowel to which this

applies is / (Y17: [i]) which changes to i Fil

(Rule 136; 25,3) before -eth, e.g., twentieth.

ki o
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20,2: PH10: Ell-. [f], e.g., phone

CH31: ch [k], e.g., school

PH10: This is an invariant correspondence.

CH31: While often unpredictable, this correspondence

L
always holds in the following environment: /# f

r
}

e.g., chrome, chlorine. The correspondence is

generally applicable in more common words with the

environment /#5 , e.g., school. However, in a

number of less common words (generally of German

origin) the correspondence for sch is e.g.,

schwa.
e

20,3: TH12: th [3] / , e.g., breathe, gather, northern

Note the alternation between [O] (Rule TH11; 3,2) and [] in

such pairs as wrath/rather, north/northern; this may be an automatic

phonological change. Note also the alternation between short vowel

plus [3] and long vowel plus [i] in such pairs as bath/bathe, breath/

breathe; this is a grammatical alternation: nouns versus verbs.

The following correspondences apply with TH12:

o [a] / ther (Rule 031), e.g., brother;

ea / then (Rule EA31), e.g., weather.

,e
20,4: CC11: cc [F5] e.g., success, accident

This rule was not used in Berdiansky et al. (1969), where

words were coded C12, Cll. (If Rules CC12 and GGIO are not

taught in Second Year, this would be an appropriate place to

introduce them.)

3 '1
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Block 21 (Palatalizations)

frequency = 177

Unit 1: Three-syllable words with prefixes:
un- (19), re- (6), dis- (5), in- (4),

mis- (3) Frequency = 37

Unit 2: -tion Frequency = 81

Unit 3: -sign [an] (20), -sion (12) Frequency = 32

Unit 4: -ture Frequency = 27

This block concludes the introduction of three-Syllable words

with affixes. For the first time, selected palatalizations are

introduced, in both two- and three-syllable words. (The remaining,

minor palatacizations are listed in Volume II, Stction V.) Palatali-

zations are certain spelling-to-sound correspondences which result in

the sounds W, [N, and [j] and are discussed in greater detail

in Cronnell (1971, pp. 33-35). Words with palatalizations were coded

"E" in Berdiansky et al. (1969). It is suggested that palatalizations

be taught by contrasting base and suffixed forms, e.g., promote-

promotion, permit-permission, decide-decision. This will promote

learning of English phonology, cf, MacDonald (1969), Chomsky (1970).

21,1: Three-syllable words with prefixes: un-, re-, dis-, in-, mis-

un- - [r-1], e.g. , unbroken

re- -* [ri] or In ], e.g., reopen

dis- [dis], e.g., disappear

in- - [in], e.g., inhuman

ImIsj, e.g., misbehave

:a3P7
dk.;
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21,2: tion [an], e.g., vacation

This is the most common ending involving palatalization in

the present lexicon. The suffix is generally only -ion (cf, -ssion

and -sion; 21,3), but it is the t which is invoked in palatali-

zation, e.g., attract, attraction. (In some words -tion is a

pseudo-suffix, e.g., nation.)

As when adding other suffixes beginning with a vowel, the

final silent e on a base word is dropped, e.g., translate,

translation. For certain base forms, the ending is -ation [gan],

e.g., tempt, temptation. Note that whenever -(t)ion is added to

a word, stress is on the syllable preceding the suffix, e.g.,

donate, donAtion.

In the environment Is , -tion is pronounced [Con], e.g.,

suggestion. This is a phonological alternation and maybe automatic.

A number of changes may occur in the base when -(t)ion is

added. Those found in the present unit are listed below.

A. Long vowel in base word becomes short vowel in suffixed

word, sometimes with attendant consonant changes.

1. ai - [e ] e + tion, e.g., detain, detention

2. eive [ iv ] - ea [Lp] + Lion, e.g., receive, reception

3. ibe [ayb]- [1p] + tion, e.g., describe, description

4. u [u]- u [a] + tion, e.g., reduce, reduction. (The

pronunciation of c changes from [] to [k]--Rule C11

to C12--because of the change in environment.)
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B. Other changes

1. d t / ion, e.g., intend, intention

2. of /91 [0y]-+ u [a] + ction, e.g., destroy, destruction

24,3: -sion -+ [fan], e.g., mission, mansion

-sion [fan], e.g., occasion

The ending -sion has two pronunciations, depending on

environment: 1-Len] and [ en] (cf, the contrast of [s] and [z]

in Rules SlO and S20). While -sion is sometimes a pseudo-suffix,

e.g., mansion, it generally results from the suffix -ion, e.g.,

confession (cf, -tion; 21,2). All words in this unit are stressed

on the syllable preceding -(s)sion.

All occurrences of -ssion are pronounced [en]. This ending

comes from three sources in the present lexicon:

1. base word ending in ss + ion, e.g., discuss, discussion;

2. base word ending in t + ion-4 ssion, e.g., permit,

permission;

3. ba.e word ending in ede [id] + ion ossior [ i,an], e.g.,

procede, procession (cf, -ive; 19,1).

The ending -sion is pronounced [on] in the environment /C ,

where the consonant is not r, e.g., tension. The pronunciation

ia-1 for -sion occurs in the environment /V , e.g., occasion,

and in the environment e.g., excursion. In addition, this

pronunciation results from suffixation:

I. Vjf h./,11 + ion i vsion [Oon], e.g., conclude, conclusion;

2. 1de [ ,/d] + ion -+ ision [flan], e.g., divide, division.

J41
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2i,4: -ture - [far], e.g., picture i

--._

in the present lexicon, this is the second most frequent

ending involving palatalization. Most generally, -ture is a

pseudo-suffix, e.g., future, although the regular affix -(t)ure

is occasionally found, e.g., moisture, mixture.

Block 22 (Nonaffixed three-syllable words)

Frequency = 324

Uni- 1 Stress pattern 3B Frequency = 92

Uni 2: Stress pattern 3A Frequency = 124

Uni 3: Stress pattern 3C Frequency = 89

Uni' 4 Stress pattern 3D Frequency = 19

Blo...k 22 introduces nonaffixed three-syllable words. Since no

new corr,-,00ndences are used and since the concept of three syllables

has beer ,mployed previously (17,1; 17,3; 19,1; 20,1; Block 21), what

is primdr ly introduced in this block is new stress patterns. These

are impctant because of their effect on the pronunciation of vowels:

vowels in unstressed syllables are pronounced using general primary

vowel Rule 17 ([3], or in the case of /, Rule Y17: HD, while vowels

in stres,ed syllables are pronounced employing other correspondences.

For describing stress, the following symbols are used:

primary stress: full pronunciation of the vowel;

secondary stress: full pronunciatipn of the vowel, but with

less prominence than for primary stress;

unstressed: [e] as the pronunciation of a, e, i, o, u; [1]

as the pronunciation of ,.

d A 2
re444-
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The difference between primary and secondary stressed vowels is probably

not of importance for teaching, so long as they receive their full

pronunciation. The main concern is that unstressed vowels should not

receive a full pronunciation, but should be pronounced [a] (or [1] for

unstressed /).

Note should be made here that the precise pronunciation of unstressed

vowels varies from dialect to ,
ct, from speaker to speaker, and from

word to word. While [a] is the most common unstressed-vowel sound, [I]

and other ,iarieties of vowels may be used. In some words, the pronuncia-

tion of ,,ressed u varies between [d] and [(y)u], often being pronounced

(y,9], e.g., formula. With stress pattern 3C, the first vowel in some

words may 1-zive its full pronunciation, e.g., antenna.

Four stress patterns have been found which are applicable to the

three-syllable words in the present lexicon:

22,2: Stress pattern 3A: , e.g., carnival

22,1: Stress pattern 3B: , e.g., hurricane

22,3: Stress pattern 3C: -'-, e.g., umbrella

22,4: Stress pattern 3D: e.g., kzr.-aroo

Stress patterns 3A and 3B are closely related, the difference being

that in 3A the final vowel is unstressed, while in 3B the final vowel

has its full form. It may be preferable to conside these patterns

is subcategories of one overriding pattern. (Certain words belong to

et trier stress pattern 3A or 3B, depending on form class; e.g., estimate

a-, A verb 1,, 3B [e'stamet], as a noun 3A [Ltamil].) In sequencing three-

;y111ble stress patterns, 38 has been placed before 3A because both the

Fir-,t and last vowels of 3B can be pronounced using major, ehvironmentally

J13
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governed correspondences. It is felt that the two unstressed vowels of

3A will be more difficult than the one of 3B. Otherwise, the criterion

for sequencing stress patterns is frequency. Within each unit, stress

patterns are ordered on the basis of the spelling-to-sound correspondences

for the last vowel.
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Fourth Year

(Low-frequency primary and secondary vowels; Four-syllable words;
Affixes; Four-syllable stress patterns)

Frequency = 1129

Review Block

It is assumed that Fourth Year will begin with review. However,

no specific suggestions are made in this report. Since there are over

3000 exemplars given for Third Year, there should be sufficient material

for review.

Block 23 (Specific primary vowel rules)

Frequency = 151

Unit 1: A29 (29), A24 (43)

Unit 2: 135 (21), 125 (27)

Unit 3: Yll (8), Y13 (6), Y15 (7), Y16 (10)

Frequency = 72

Frequency = 48

Frequency = 31

Blocks 23, 24, and 25 introduce the remaining, minor correspondences

for primary vowels (with the exception of general primary vowel Rule 32

in 27,6). In general, specific vowel rules are introduced in Block 23,

while Blocks 24 and 25 cover rules generalizable across all vowels

(general primary vowel rules).

23,1: A29: a --+ [e] /_f f
e

), e.g., danger, paste.
ste

A24: a -4. [a] / fw 1 , e.g., wad, squat
qu

This unit includes special rules for the litter a.

A29: This is a limited extension of Rule All. Rule A29'

applies even if the e is lost from bhe environment

when suffixes are added, e.g., haste, hastily.

-3TF; di.,
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A24: This rule applies only when the following consonant

sound is not a velar (i.e., is not [k, g, 0]); thus

it does apply before k, 21, x, c pronounced [k], or

pronounced [g]. It also does not apply before r,

where Rule A25 (9,3) is used. There is a considerable

amount of dialect c-d ;diolect variation among exemplars

of this rule, with [3] often being used.

23,2: 135: i [i], e.g., police

125: - [y] /C V
unstressed'

e.g., unior

This unit includes special rules for the letter i.

135: This exception rule covers words which were coded as

irregular in Berdiansky et al. (1969). It is

unpredictable except in the environment / #, where

it always holds, e.g., ski (with the exception of

I and hi).

125: In this rule, i functions unpredictably as a consonant.

'The most common environment is
11

e.g. , million,

onion.

23,3: 111k!' Y lay] / Ce#, e.g., type

Y13: [ d/] / CV, e.g., tyrant

Y15: / [I] / C(C)#, e.g., gym

Y16: ./-- [I] / CC..., e.g., system

General primary vowel Rules 11-16 are applicable to /, where

the pronunciation is the same as for i. Because of low frequency,

the / rules have been postponed until this unit.
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Block 24 (Four-syllable words; Rules for exceptions to general primary

vowel Rule 13)

Frequency = 223

Jnit 1: Four-syllable compounds (11); Four-

syllable compounds with suffixes:
-ing (7), (1), -er (6) , -or (8),

-en (1), -ed (2), (14) Frequency = 50

Unit 2: E38 (38), 138 (22), A38 (21), 038 (8) Frequency = 99

Unit 3: A28 (19),
E28 (9)

128 (17), Y28 (2), 028 (20),
Frequency = 67

Unit 4: General primary vowel Rule 27 Frequency = 17

Block 24 marks the introduction of four-syllable words. In

addition, rules are introduced which provide for exceptions to general

primary vowel Rule 13; i.e., rules which provide for V - [V] / CV

(cf, 18,1).

24,1: Four-syllable compounds

Four-syllable words with suffixes: -er, -or, -en,

-ed, -11. This unit begins the introduction of four-syllable words,

which continues in the first unit of each block until Block 27,

where they are thoroughly introduced. The sequence and method of

introducing four-syllable words is similar to that used for three-

syllable words in Third Year. (See 17,2 and 17,3 for comments on

suffixes.)

24,2: E38: e -+ [E] / {v }V, e.g., Texas, level

138: i - [I] / f)v(}V, e.g., river

A38: a - [] / 41(1)V, e.g., axis, axle, cavern

038: o [a] / f),(,}V, e.g., oxen, novel
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General primary vowel exception Rule 38 is as follows:
ir

...

V + [V] / {x }(1)V; it does not apply to u or / for any words in
v

the present lexicon; nor are there exemplars of i in the environment

/ xV. The environment including 1 appears only in one word, axle.

The rule always works for x, which can never be doubled and which

functions as a consonant cluster (the CC in general primary vowel

Rule 16, whith always applies to primary vowels before x). For,

vowels before v, there is considerable variation between Rules 13

aoLl 38 (cf, evil, dcvil), and it may be advisable to eliminate

this rule for v. (Exemplars with v could be taught as exceptions

to Rule 13; see 18,1.)

ic

24,3: A28: a -. [ P] /_C
idsh

, e.g., magic, rapid, radish, habit

it

ic

128: i -. [I] /_C iC d h1 , e.g., clinic, timid, finish, limit_
i

it J

.

Y2>i/ -. I 1 ] / C
isn

, .g . , physic

it
J

;c

028: o [a] /_C
idsh

e.g., phonics, solid, abolish, profit

it
ic 1

E28: e . ] /
id

C ish( , e.g., relic, cherish, credit

{. it J

General primary vowel Rule 28 is as follows: V -. [V] /

This rule does not generally apply to u. The endings id, ish, and

3
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it are not suffixes, but ic may be and in such cases the base

and affixed forms should be contrasted in order to promote learning

of English phonology (cf, MacDonald, 1969; Chomsky, 1970). Stress

is always on the syllable before the ending, even when the base

form is stressed otherwise (e.g., Athlete, athletic).

An alternative approach to Life above sequence is teaching

each letter in each environment, i.e.:

V [V] / C ic

V [V] / C it

V [V] / C ish

/ C id

Y28: The only exemplars of Rule Y28 are in the environment

/ C ic.

E28: There are no exemplars of Rule E28 in the environment

/C id.*

24,4: General primary vowel Rule 27

General primary vowel Rule 27 is as follows: V [V] C ity,

e.g., humanity. ability. Pt."' 27 mould be included in general

primary vowel Rule 28 (24,3) but has not, however, since its

occurrence involves four-syllable words. In addition, most

exemplars of Rule 28 are cases of base plus -ity [ati]), and

it is probably appropriate to teach this rule in terms of contrast

between the base and suffixed forms to promote learning of English

phonology (cf, MacDonald, 1969; Chomsky, 1970). Note that the

last vowel in most base forms is unstressed ([a] or [i]), changing

to [V] when the suffix is added. As with Rule A4 the syllable
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before the ending ( -sty) is stressed, e.g., moral [ moral], morality

[mor4lati].

Because of the limited number of exemplars, this rule is not

taught by individual letters, but is generalized across letters.

Block 25 (Remaining general primary

Frequency = 240

Unit 1: Four-syllable words with

vowel rules)

-tion Frequency = 61

Unit 2: 126 (30), Y26 (2), U26 (11), E26 (15),

026 (3), A26 (2) Frequency = 63

Unit 3: 136 (35), Y36 (2) Frequency = 37

Unit 4: Alt (18), 112 (9), Y12 (2), 012 (2),

U12 (2) Frequency = 33

Unit 5: E14 (20), 114 (9), Y14 (4), A14 (6),

014 (4), u14 (3) Frequency = 46

25,1 continues the introduction of four-syllable words. Units 2-5'

of Block 25 mainly introduce new rules for the "long" pronunciation of

primary voweis. Units 2 and 3 are concerned with the pronunciation of

a vowel tollowed by a vowel, while units 4 and_5 are extensions of the

"long-vowel" rules.

25,1: Four-syllable words with -tion [an]

Comments applicable to -tion are found in 21,2. It should be

noted that primary stress always falls On the syllable before -tion;

however, for four-syllable words there is secondary stress on the

first syllable. Thus the stress pattern is -, with unstressed

vowels in the second and last syllables. These stress considerations

may cause sizable pronunciation differences between base and suffixed

forms (e.g., console [kans61], consolation [k6nsolan]), which

should be contrasted when teaching palatalizations.



Within this unit there are two cases of exceptions to general

primary vowel Rule 13:

a. the ending -ition pronounced [flan];

b. the first vowel having a "long" sound in the base, but

a "short" sound in the suffixed form, e.g., recite,

recitation.

25,2: 126: i [ay] / -V, e.g., lion

Y26: [ay] / -V, e.g., hyena

U26: u [(y)u] / -V, e.g., duet

E26: e [ i] / -V, e.g., create

026: o [o] e.g., poet

A26: a [e] / -V, e.g., mosaic

This unit introduces general primary vowel Rule 26:

V - / -V. The hyphen indicates syllable division, to differ-

entiate two separate vowels from a secondary vowel. In many cases

where this rule app"cs, tnere is no possibility of confusion with

secondary vowels; e.g., the sequence io is never a secondary vowel

(me must always be treated as two primary voweis, as in riot.

However, ir some cases a vowel sequence may be either a secondary

vowel or two primary vowels, cf, the ea in sea [i] and area [ia].

In such cases, there is no way to determine which is the correct

interpretation except by trial and error.

The vowel following a Rule 26, in most words, is unstressed

e.g., riot rrAyat], area [ori,..;].

126: This rule should be compared with Rule 125, where the

i is pronounced [y], e.q., million.

361
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Y26: This rulels another case of the applicability of

general primary vowel rules to fir, which has the same

pronunciation as i.

25,3: 136: i [i] / -V, e.g., Indian

Y36: x- [i] / -V, e.g.,

These exception rules have the me environment as Rules 126

and Y26, but a different pronunciation.

136: Cf, Rule 135 (23,2) which has the same pronunciation.

25,4: Al2: a [el /___C{1-1}e#, e.g., table

112: i [ay] / C{ri}e#, e.g., title

Y12: - [ay] / C{ri)e#, e.g., cycle

012: o -.Jo] / C {ri}e#, e.g., noble

U12: u [(y)u] / Cfj}e#, e.g., bugle

This unit introduces general Primary vowel Rule 12:

V - [V] / C{j}e#, which\ is an extension of Rule 11 (Block 6),

with r or 1 between the consonant and the final e. The environment

/ Cre# occurs only if the consonant is 2 or c, when er would

indicate the Gll or Cll pronunciations rather than the desired

G12 or C12. The only examples of this in the present lexicon are

acre and ogre, where re is pronounced [ar] and is thus irregularly-

spelled (see Volume II, Section III).

The rule apparently has no exemplars with e.

25,5: E14: e [i] / WilV, e.g., secret, cathedral

114: i [ay] / Cfri1V, e.g., library, biplane

Y14: Y --.. [ay] / C1)v, e.g., hydrant, cyclone
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A14: a [e] / C(71V, e.g., April

014: o [o] / Clrilv, e.g., okra, only

U 1 4 : u [(y)u] / C{ )V, e.g., lubricate, duplicate

This unit introduces general primary vowel Rule 14:

V [V] / CfrilV, which is an extension of Rule 13 (18,1) and is

similar to Rule 12 (23,4).

E14: In unstressed syllables, this may be pronounced [1]

or [a].

A14: There are no exemplars of this rule in the environment

/ CIV.

Block 26 (Low-frequency secondary vowel rules)

Frequency = 311

Unit 1: Four-syllable words with suffixes:
-able (19), -ment (5), -al (8),

-ness (2), -ary (2), -ist (1)

Unit 2: 1E17 (12), EY17 (23)

Unit 3: A117

Unit '4: EA33

Unit 5: 1E12 (39), E110 (15)

Unit 6: EY10 (9), E120 (19)

Unit 7: -ous (38), OU31 (26), OU35 (27),
OU33 (19), OU34 (11)

Frequency = 37

Frequency = 35

Frequency = 10

Frequency = 18

Frequency = 54

Frequency = 28

__Frequency = 121

Unit 8: U131 Frequency = 8

This block continues the introduction of four-syllable words and

concludes the teaching of , econdary vowel rules.
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26,1: Four-syllable words with suffixes: -able, -ment, -al, -ness,

-ary, -ist

See 19,1 and 20,1 for discussion of these suffixes.

26,2: 1E17: ie --. [1] / # in unstressed syllables, e.g., hippie

EYI7: ..ei--. [i] /_N in unstressed syllables, e.g., honey

.,

Both rules in this unit occur in unstressed syllables in word-

final position. Both are pronounced the same: [i] (or [I],

particularly in connected speech). Both, but especially 1E17,

are common in proper names (see Volume II, Section IV).

1E17: For stressed final ie see Rule 1E11 (19,2). Medial

ie is Rule 1E12 (26,5).

EY17: Stressed ey is covered by Rule EY10 (26,6).

26,3: A1171 ai -.. [a] in unstressed syllables, e.g., villian

All exemplars of this rule are in the environment / n#. As
,

with general primary vowel Rule 17, pronunciation varies between

[a] and [I]. In many cases,, a vowel is not pronounced, leaving a

syllabic [n], e.g., mountain [mAwntr,1].

26,4 EA33: ea --. [a] / r, e.g., earn

This is an exception rule, in that Rules EAll and EA31 (12,2)

are regularly found before r, e.g., hear, bear. Rule EA33 groups

together all cases of ear pronounced [ar], [8.1), e.g., heard.

26,5: 1E12: ie -. [i] /... ..., e.g., field

E110: ei --. [i], e.g., seize

Both rules have the same pronunciation ([i]) and occur only

medially.

104F.
dzi :

1
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1E12: Final ie is covered by Rules 1E11 (19,2) and 1E17

(26,2). In addition, the sequence ie may be a

combination of i and e, e.g., diet (see Rule 126

in 25,2).

E110: The other pronunciation of ei is covered by Rule E120

(26,6) with which E110 could be contrasted.

26,6: EY10: ex-* [e], e.g., they

gh
E120: ei [e] / ,9r11, e.g., weigh, reign, vein

n

These two rules have the same pronunciation, and are in

complementary distribution, EY10 occurring finally and E120 occurring

initially and medially.

EY10: This rule applies in stressed syllables, primarily in

one-syllable words. Unstressed eY is covered by

Rule EY17 (26,2). The only exceptions to this rule

are key and eye ard their derivatives.

E120: For words with the environment / gh, the gh is

always silent (GH10 in 19,2). The environment / n

does not necessarily specify this rule, cf, protein,

E110 (26,5).

26,7: -ous -* [es], e.g., dangerous

OU31: ou [o], e.g., touch

OU35: ou [o], e.g., though

OU33: ou [u], e.g., soup

OU34: ou [3], e.g., fought

This unit introduces the many remaining pronunciations of nu,

the major one, OU10, having already been taught (16,2). Rule OU31
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governs the pronunciation of the -ous ending, which is presented

first because of its high frequency and consistency. Burmeister

(1968) found OU31 to be the most frequent rule for ou in a 20,000

word corpus, due primarily to this ending.

-ous: The ending -ous is both a suffix and a pseudo-suffix,

e.g., joyous, ealous.

OU.: The sequence our is pronounced [er] ([4-]), e.g., courage.

OU35: All but one of the exemplars of this exception rule

gh
are in the environments / }. The pronunciation

1

of our is variable, e.g., four.

OU33: The pronunciation [yu] seems not to 'occur for this

rule, except variably in coupon.

OU35. All exemplars of this exception rule occur only in the

environment / ght. The 2h is silent (Rule GH10) and

ought could be taught as a grapheme unit pronounced

[3t]. In some dialects [a] is the pronunciation for

this rule. 42

26,8: UI31: ui [I], e.g., built

All exceptions to Rule U110 (16,6) are covered by this rule.

The words are either build and its derivatives, or cases of

unstressed ui, e.g., biscuit.

Block 27 (Four-syllable words; General primary vowel Rule 32)

Frequency = 204

Unit 1: Four-syllable words with prefixes:
un- ($), in- (6), dis- (3), mis- (2)

Unit 2: Stress _pattern 4A (59), Stress pattern
4B (10)

Frequency = 19

Frequency = 69
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Unit 3: Stress pattern 4C Frequency = 23

Unit 4: Stress pattern 4D Frequency = 14

Unit 5: Other Four-syllable words Frequency = 7

Unit 6: E32 (49), 032 (13), A32 (7), 132 (3) Frequency = 72

Block 27 concludes the introduction of four-syllable words and

introduces aeneral primacy vowel Rule 32.

27,1: Four syllable words wit; prefixes: un-, in-, dis-, mis-,

See 21,1 for discussion of these prefixes.

27,2; 27,3; 27,4; 27,5: Foir-syllable words

These units introduce nonaffixed four-syllable words. S;Pce

no new correspondences are used and since the concept of four

syllables has been employed previously (Z4,1; 24,4; 25,1; 26,1:

27,1), what is primarily introduced in this block is new stress

patterns. See Block 22 for discussion of stress, stress symbols,

and unstressed vowels and their pronunciation.

Four stress patterns have been identified which are applicable

to the four-syllable words in the present lexicon:

27,2: Stress patterji 4A:
.

, e.g., asparagus

S ress pattern 4B:
A ,

, e.g., abbreviate

St ess pattern 4A and 4B are closely related, the difference

being that in 4A the final vowel is unstressed, while in 48

the f'nal vowel has its full form. It may be preferable to

consider these patterns as subclasses of one overriding pattern.

273: Stress pattern 4C: -, e.g., tonsilitis

27,4: Stress pattern 4D:
. 1

-, e.g., alligator

27,5: Other fousyllable words
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This is a small set of words with miscellaneous stress

patterns:

---, e.g., accuracy

, e.g., meteorite

, e.g., marionette

27,6: E32: e 0, e.g., difference

032: o 0, e.g., history

A32: a 0, e.g., separate (Aj)

132: i 0, e.g., aspirin

There are a number of words where a graphemic medial vowel is

not generally pronounced (V 0), although an alternate pronunciation

with the vowel (unstressed, pronounced [a]) is usually possible,

even if over-precise. These unpronounced vowels are coded as

general primary vowel Rule 32. Very of they are in the

environment / r, e.g., every.

This unit includes potential three-syllable words reduced to

two syllables and potential four-syllable words reduced to three

syllables.

There are no exemplars of general primary vowel Rule 32 for

uorY.

E32: Many of the exemplars of Rule E32 have unpronounced

e in the ending -ery [ri]), e.g., scenery. Very

often this results when is added to a base ending

in -er, silver [ silver], silvery [sYlvri].

Joe)



APPENDIX A

Key to Pronunciation and Symbols

Key to Pronunciation

The following phonetic symbols are used to indicate pronunciation. The

symbols used in Wc:stLy'J New Wor42 Dictionary (1957) are given on the

right for reference.

Dictionary

Symbol Key words (corresponding graphemes underlined) Symbol.

Vowels

[ I ] scene, neat, see, chief e

[I] bit, hidden i

[e]

EL]

[ &]

H]

H]

[ u

[a]

[ay]

[aw]

[0y]

ir

name, da, tha

get, head

fat, bad

hot, car

a

a

0

song, loss, taught, lawn, talk, ball, thought

bone, go, fork, toe, board, know 8

put, push, book, could oo

food, dew, tune co

but, above (unstressed) 0

(stressed) u

crx, mine, die

found, owl

ba, noise

Cu

of
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Dictionary

Symbol Key words (corresponding graphemes underlined) Symbol

Consonants

[b] boy,' cab b

[] church, chip, hatch ch

[d] dead, do d

Lf .1 fun, fair, off f

,

[g] 299 iay, e2.9_ 9

[h] home, head h

[ j ] i.u1.9Y9 iem, ale j

[k] kill, kick, come, cat k

[I] let, little I

/'

[m] man, ham m
.....

[n] no, hand n

1 1
ii-JJ sing, single, think 0

[p] Eull, trip. p

[r] red, far r

[s] see, ice, miss s

W she, sure, issue, nation, hash sh

[t] ten, hit, liked t
...._

[ v ] tvase, love v

[w] wet, language, quick w

[y] yet, you y

[z] zoo, lazy, please, wives z

[-] vision, treasure zh

[0] thing, bath th

[0] them, bathe th

JUJ
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Key to Symbols

Pur;, of speech

Aj = adjective

N = noun

Vb - verb

Other symbols

P = alternate pronunciation (e.g., for either, route)

AS = alternate stress pattern (e.g., for invalid), generally also

involving an alternate pronunciation (P)

i = a final silent e (Rule E18) which is dropped when adding a

suffix (e.g., hide, hiding)

V = vowel

C = consonant

0 = silent letter

Symbols used in stating rules of correspondence are described in Berdiansky,

Cronnell, and Koehler (1969, pp. 14-15). Additionally, in the present

report, the arrow (--') is sometimes used to represent a orthographic

change: e.g., I.- i + .1/... (i.e., y becomes--is changed to--i when It

is added, e.g., happy, happily).

.44rj1:1J:il



APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY

AFFIX: a nonfree form added to a word to make a new word, e.g., the un-

in unfair, the -s in boys. Affixes include both prefixes and

suffixes.

BASE (WORD): a wore to which an affix is added forming a new word; e.g.,

boy is the base in boys.

BISYLLABLE: a two-syllable word.

COMPOUND: a word composed of two (or more) words, e.g., goldfish, house-

boat.

COMPLEMENTARY DISTRIBUTION: a situation in which two sounds or two
grapheme units do not contrast in the same environment and are

thus classed together. E.g., in English aspirated [th] and

unaspirated [t] are in complementary distribution, since the
former occurs initially, while the latter never does. The

grapheme units of and oy are in complementary distirubtion
since the forme occurs only initially and medially, while

the latter generally occurs only finally.

CONSONANT DIGRAPH: a grapheme unit composed of two or mode consonant

letters, e.g., th, ck, sup..

CONSONANT CLUSTER: a series of two or more consonant grapheme units,

e.g., spr, nch, nk. Also called a consonant blend.

DIALECT: the way a language is spoken (or written) by any group of

speakers. Dialects may be based on geographical, social or ethnic
differences, but the term does not indicate any value judgment.
The dialect used in this activity is known as "General American,"

a somewhat vague term for the type of English most commonly

spoken in the United States.

DIGRAPH: a two-letter grapheme unit, e.g., ch, oa. This term is generally

applied to consonants, vowel digraphs beingcalled secondary vowels.

DOUBLE CONSONANT: a grapheme unit composed of two occurrences of the

same consonant, e.g., dd, 11. Because of English phonotactics,
most spelled double consonants are pronounced the same as a

single consonant, e.g., d [d], dd -4 [d]. Because of environ-

mental constraints on c and IL, this does ,not completely apply

to cc and 22; nor does it apply to words containing morpheme

boundaries, e.g., dd [dd] in midday. The term "geminate"

is sometimes used when describing double consonants.

ENVIRONMENT: other letters or sounds in a word which affect a spelling-

to-sound correspondence. Indicated by a slash (/) and by under-

lining in the position of the correspondence. E.g., the environ-

ment / r means that the correspondence occurs when the grapheme

unit is followed by r.
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EXCEPTION: a grapheme unit in a word for which no (listed) spelling-

to-sound correspondence is applicable. Words contdining exceptiohs

are also called exceptions. Since such exception's were coded "40,"

the words are sometimes known as "40 words." The term "irregular"

refers to exceptions.

EXEMPLAR: a word containing a particular spelling-to-sound correspondence

40 WORDS: see EXCEPTION.

GEMINATE CONSONANTS: see DOUBLE CONSONANTS.

GRAPHEME: a unit of an alphabet; a letter. For English, any of the 26

letters.

GRAPHEME UNIT: one of more letters (graphemes) functioning as a unit in

deriving spelling-to-sound correspondences, e.q , a, t, mm, y, 01,

gu: Whatever is on the left-hand side of a rule of correspondence

is a grapheme unit.

GRAPHOTACTICS: restrictions on the combination of letters and grapheme

units in a particular language; e.g., x is never doubled and a is

always followed by u in English. Some graphotactic restrictions

are the result of phonotactic restrictions; e.g., no English word

can begin with ft. Cf, PHONOTACTICS.

IRREGULAR: see EXCEPTIONS.

LONG VOWELS: the sounds [e, i, ay, o, (y)u].

MONOSYLLABLE: a one-syllable word.

MULTISYLLABLE: a word of two or more syllables.

ORTHOGRAPHY: the spelling system of a language.

PALATALIZATION: the process which accounts for many occurrences of the

palatal sounds j] as in nation, vision, nature, gradual.

While this is basically a phonological process, it is also used to

describe certain spelling-to-sound correspondences.

PHONOLOGY: the sound system of a language.

PHONOTACTICS: restrictions on the combination of sounds in a particular

language; e.g., no word in English can begin with I It]. Cf,

GRAPHOTACTICS.

POLYSYL.LA .E: a word of three of more syllables.

PRIMARY VOWEL : 3 grApheme unit composed of d single von.J01 lettec, i.e.,

d, P, I 0, J, y.

3
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PSEUDO-AFFIX: commonly recurring word parts which look like suffixes
and prefixes, but which do not act as such grammatically and
semantically, e.g., the com [kam] in commit, communion, and communicate.
In general, pseudo affixes were historically affixes (e.g., Latin

com- , cum 'with'), but they have lost them independent status. In
4

some cases, true affixes and pseudo-affixes share the same form, e.g.,
rename/repair, re-form ('form again')/reform.

RULES OF CORRESPONDENCE: see SPELLING-TO-SOUND CORRESPONDENCE.

SECONDARY VOWEL: a grapheme unit composed of two (or more) vowel letters,
e.g., ee, oa, 21. Also called "vowel digraph."

SHORT VOWELS: the sounds [_&, t., 1, a, 01.

SILENT LETTER: a letter in a word for which there is no corresponding
sound in the pronunciation of the word (symbolized by 0) Some

silent letters mark the pronunciation of other letters, e.g., the
e in name; some are graphntactic devices, e.g., the e in have;
some are anachronisms or scribal inventions, e.g., the .912 in

bough, the b in debt.

SPELLING-TO-SOUND CORRESPONDENCE: the relationship between the spelling

and pronunciation of a grapheme unit. Alscicalled spell;,,g-to-sound

correspondence rules and rules of correspondence (rules, or sho'rt).

STRESS: the degree of prominence found on a syllable. The basic
distinction is spelling-to-sound correspondences in between stressed
(marked ' over a vowel) and unstressed (unmarked) syllables. In

polysyllabic words it is useful to recognize two levels of stress:

primary (1) and secondary (%), e.g., accommodate. Stress is sometimes

called accent.

SYLLABLE: a segment of speech containing one vowel sound and optional
consonant sounds. (In addition, certain consonant sounds may be
syllabic).

SYLLABLE DIVISION: the division between two syllables. Phonologically

this is a disputed and unclear matter in English. Orthographically,
syllable division is regulated by dictionaries and printers manuals.
In this report, syllable division is indicated only in clear-cut
cases when necessary for interpretation of the rules of correspondence.

VOICE: vibration of the vocal chords during speech. All vowels are
voiced (i.e., have voice), as are the following consonants: [b, d,

g, v, z, j, m, n, 0, r, I, w, y]. The voiceless consonants
h] are produced without vibration of the

vocal chords. The voiced/voiceless distinction is of particular
importance in the pronunciation of the -s and -ed suffixes.



Grapheme
Unit

A

APPENDIX C

Spelling-to-Sound Correspondences:
Rule Description, Exemplars, Position in Sequence

Spelling-to-sound correspondences for primar- vowels

Rule Rule Description

11 a --. [0] / Cei:

12 i.-.-* Lel / Ctte#

13 a --0 [e] / CV

14 a [ 0] / CirlIV

15 a -~ [ &] / C(C)#

16 a L'1, /CC....

17 a--0 [el, [I] in unstressed
syllables

21

22

23

24

25

frritC}

a - E,1, [ &] /_r

a- [3] /

w -,,,
a --- [a], [3] / {u}

a - [ol:

Examples Position

name, brave

sequence

6,1

acre, stable 25,4

baby, nature 1P,i

April, fragrant 25 5

sat, fast 1,1

saddle, jacket 8,2

above, final 10,1

cart, car

vary , marry

ball, walk,
salt

,
bald

9,1

18,3

13,2

wad, squat 23,1

wharf, war
quart

9,3

'For further description of these rules and of the rule notation, sec
Be,-diansky, Cronnell and Koehler (1969), Cronnell (1971), and Section III

of this report. Asterisked rules do not app6ar in the earlier reports.

r

5 -
ti ,.1:1

in
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Grapheme Rule # Rule Description Examples Position in

Unit sequence

A 26; a -* [e] / -V mosaic

E

27' a -* [.2] / C ity humanity,

capacity

29

32 a -.

38 a

ic

id

a / C ish

it,

a [e] / irs'?:#1

f_l /__ lx(i)v/

magic, rapid,
radish, habit

25,2

24,4

24,3

strange, paste 23,1

separate 27,6

cavern, axis 24,2

axle

11 e -* [ 1] / Ce, scene, here 6,2

13 e -. L 1] / CV hero, meter 18,1

14 e --* [HI / C.rilV zebra, declare 25,5

15 e H.; / C(C),, set, felt 1,4

16 e --. [, ] /CC.... edge, extra 8,2

17 e --* [a], [i] in unstressed hidden, talent, 10,1

syllables magnet

18 e - 0 / # name, edge, 6,1

immense, mice

19 e -. 0 / isci'; armed, wives ___10

1

[
]

ri-i

rC

25 e -* [ 11 /#(C)C

26 e --* [ i] / -V

27-: e - [L] / C ity

2 herd, father 9,1

we, she 3,1

create, meow 25,2

prosperity 24,4

Not taught explicitly as a correspondence rule.
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Grapheme Rule n Rule Description Examples Position in

Unit segues Lt

E "

1

32 0

is

id

/ C ish

it

3d e H /
vV
'x(1)V'

relic, cherish 24,3

credi t

difference,
,everal

27,c)

cleVer, exit 25,

1 1 -- [u,, 1 /Ce- fine
'

like 6,1

12 --. [ ay ] / il

r
Ciev title, idle 25,4

1

13 LI y' lj / CV pi lot, cider 1 b ,1- J

14 -- Hy; /Ci rl I V migrate, idly 25,1;

15 - [ 1 I / C (C):i sit, mi lk 1,1

16 -- 1 i 1 / CC.... hidden, little P,,2

17 -. 1 , 1i, ! 1 11 in unstressed missi le, office 10,1

syllables

21 --
HI / tr-C bird, sir 3,1

Ni _

i
22 - find, wild, 13,3

gn) sign

24 i --. [ay] / gh high, right 15,2

25 million,lion, Onion 23,2- I ,/ I /C_VC

26 i ' it i I__--V liar, diet 25,2

27: i --.- It I /___ C i ty humidity, 24,4

captivity

i c y

1i d

28: 1 -- ; / C ish clinic, timid, 24,3

it finish
,

limit
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1

0

Grapheme Rule # Rule Description

Unit

32 i -. 0

35:: i --. [ i ]

36* I - [ 1 i L... -V

38
i i-

' '
i, x ( 1) V'

11 o [o] / Cel

12 o [o] / Ct 1 !eft;----

13 o -- [c.; ] / CV

14 o -- [o] / } V
1

15 o -- [a ] / C(C)#

16 o --. [a] / CC....

17 o [a], in unstressed
syllables

2i o ], La] /!r
22 o [0 ] /w rC

23 [o] / 1C#

24 [a] L._

25 o-- [a] / it

C

ng

ss

st

th)

26 o [o ] / -V

/i c
ido / C28,' <

i t

Examples Position in

sequence

aspirin 27,6

pol ice, ski 23,2

radio, period 25,3

c ivic, river 24,2

home, smoke 6,2

ogre, noble 25,4

notice
,
odor 18,1_

okra, only 25,5

lot, lock 1,6

motto, hockey 8,2

cotton, sailor 10,1

horn, tortoise 9,1

word, worth 9,3

roll, gold, 13,2
yolk, bolt

off, soften,
song, moss,

.

lost, moth,

dog

go, motto

13,3

18,4

Poem 25,2

phonics, solid, 24,3
abolish , prof i t
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Grapheme Rule ft Rule Description Examples Position i n

Unit sequence

0 31

U

Y

o U

32 o 0

38
vV

--, x ( 1 ) v

11 u - L (y)u i / Ce

12 u -- 1, (v)u j ,/ c{ ri}e

13 u [ (y)u ] / CV

14 u -' t (y)Ji / Ci ri'yV

15 u - [o] / C(C)fi

16 u- t u I; /CC . _

17 _I in unstressed
syllables

20 u 0 /,;g V

21' u -- [ 0 1 / r

26 u 'L (,)'_. I /......-V

31 I.J - ! I, ,

won, mothe r ,

some , love

sophomore,
1 i cori ce

nove 1 , oxen

13,1

27,6

24,2

use, crude 6,2

bug le 25,4

unit,, crusade 18,1

bugler 25,5

gum, fuss 1,6

sudden, 8,2

justice.

lettuce,
minute

guest, guard

fur, burn

fluid, ruin

bull, push,
put

32 LA 0 na t u r di

11 y -" { dy ] / Cefi

12 y -' [ ,-J, 1 / Cf

13 y - ' ,I, I / CV

14 y - Hy] /____C{ ri }V

15 y --' L I i /C(C),1

d 6 9

10,1

19,6

9,1

25,6

13,1

27,6

rhyme, type 23,3

cycle 25,4

tyrant,

papyrus

cic 1 one

hydrant

23,3

25,5

myth, gym 23,3
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Grapheme Rule # Rule Description Examples Position in

Unit sequence

Y 16 y -- [1] / CC... system, gypsy 23,3

17 y ' [ i], [ I] / Y in

unstressed syllables

baby) candy. 10,2

19 y [ay] / # in stressed
syllables

dent, try_ 3,2

26* y -*Lay] / -V

is

id

hyena 25,2

28 y [I] / C ish} physic 24,3

(it

y -- [I] / -v Tokyo 25,3

Spelling-to-sound correspcdences for secondary vowels

Al 10 ai [e] stain, rain 16,1

17 ai [a], [1] in unstressed
syllables

captain,
villain

26,3

AU 10 au -÷ Hj cause, author 16,4

AW 10 aw Lo saw, hawk .6,4

AY 10 ay " [ e] da, Plate`, 12,1

EA 11 ea [I] each, heat 12,2
fi

31 ea [L] bread, deaf,
heaven

12,2

33 ea - [a] / r earn, search 26,4

EE 10 ee beet, feel 3,1

El 10 ei [i] receive,

ceiling
26,5

20 ei (el /

gt 1

reign, rein,

neighbor
26,6

es J 3
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Grapheme Rule . Rule Description Examples Position i II

Uni t sequence

LW 10 ew ---' : (y)u I few, new 16,6

EY 10 ey -- Le] they, obey 26,6

17 ey -- li ] in unstressed donkey., mona 26,2
syllables

I E 11 le -1" id', 1 / r die, lie 19,2

12 ie --* [ i ] /____ field, grief 2' 5

17 le -- [ 1 1 /____
;; in unstressed col 1 ie, movie 26,2

.._._
syllables

OA 10 oa -. [ 0 i load, boat 16,3

GE 1G oe -- ; c, i / :: hoe, toe 16,3

01 10 of -.. [ D\, 1 noise, join 16,5

00 11 00 ., 1 broom, tool 12,3

12 oo --. t hook, wood 12,3

OU 10 ou -- Lay,: count, moutain 16,2

31 c ,1 -* Hi ccaple, young 26,7

33 ou -- [ (0 ] through, group 26,7

34 ou -- fought, thought 26,7

35 ou -' : '._ soul, though 26,7

OW l' ow glow, uelow, 12,4
own, bow

12 uo ,,, low, allow, 12,4
oul, bow

1 10 oy t-) ,L, toy 16,5

,E 10 Lit' ---. t ( ) 1 d blue, argue $6,6

LI II, , ,
fruit, Nice 16,6

31 ui t build, b kcult 26,8

0 1 I
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Spelling-to-sound correspondences for consonants

20 b 0 /m 4

BB 10 bb [ b ]

C

CC

CH

CK

D'

F

FF

12 c - k /

10

11)

10

10

ck [k]

d j

dd -[d]

f - [f]

f f f

Grapheme Rule 4 Rule Description
Uni t

B 10 o b]

e
1 1 c [s] /_ii=

II:, cc [Hs] / i 7

Y

12 cc - [ k; / ' oa

u

10 ch - [ "-, ]

31 ch - [ k ]

10

Examples

boy cub,

number

Position in

sequence

1 ,5

climb, comb 19,4

bubble, blubber 1,5 (9,2)11

city; 1 ace 7,1

fancy

cat come cut

c ream, picnic,

scare

4,2

accent, succeed 20,4
.

yucca, account, 11 ,5
accuse

cheap, church 11,2

ache, school 20,2

chord, Christ

kick, pack 4,2

need le

hidd&) sudden

fat, after

off, taffy

194

1,14

4,1

491

1 The unit in parentheses after some double consonant rubs indicates
the first actua I occurrence.
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Rule # Rule Description

11
eg LJJ
y

(a

0

12 g r g 1 /

)ti

20* g -* 0 / #

n#

31

GG 10

GH 10

H 10

0

J 10

K 10

20

L 10

20

LE 22

LL 10

M 10

MM 10

N 10

g !gi

gg- [g]

gh 0

Examples Position in

sequence

gem, age,

gin, gypsy
7,1

gave, go, gum, 4,3

green, bag

gnaw, sign 19,3

ciet, girl 11,6

egg, wicale 11,5

thouL, tau9ht, 19,2

high

h ---- 1 hi home, ahead 1,6

2 h 0 rajah, hour 19,2

j [ j ] joy, judge 494

k --. [0 milk, kill 4,1

k -- 0 /# n know
,
knot 19,3

1 [I] like, mile 1,3

1 0 /

a m

le --' [01] IC

4c.

m m

H]

yolk, folk,
half, calf,

palm, calm,
calves, salve

19,5

little, stable 10,2

bullet, fill 1,3

man, camc 1,5

summer, mammal 1,5 (9,2)

no, nine, fun



Grapheme Rule #

Unit

20

N

NG 10

NN 10

P 1 0

PP 10

PH 1 0

QU 10

R 10

RR 10

S 10

20

21

31

SH 10

SS 10

-1314-

Rule Description

n [0] /

ng --4. [0] /

nn --[n]

P - [p]

PP -*[p]

ph - [ t]

qu -4. [Kw)

r--. 1,r-]

rr [r]

s

s [L] /V

s --. s]

5 .

ss

Examples Position in

sequence

f x \ anxious,
k ' thank, sink,

qu banquet,

g pronounced ig) single, fungus,

c pronounced [kj ) finger, Lincoln

4,1

rinb soma 5,5

inner, funny 1,1

EeoEle, Lon 1,2

peEEer, a2E)e 1,2 (9,2)

phone, Photo 20,2

luick, banquet 11,4

run, far 1,6

hurry,
marriage

1,6 (9,1)

sun, fast,
horse

1,3

V nose, easy

oo

18,2

..(2ra _e house, moose,
lease case(a ,

18,2

trousers, wives,
riches

---

shoe, rush 2,1

mess, missle 1,3

"Not explicitly taught as a corres-ondence rule.
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Grapheme Rule %- Rule Description Examples Position in

Unit

10

20

10

11

12

13

10

10

10

20

10

10

10

10

10

t sr t

c's le )

t -0. 0 / s en.,

f en ,_
tch

th [v

th / 2er
% ern

th -4.[J] in pronouns

conjunctions, and
function words.

tt --0. LI;

v -0. v i

'4 --. [ w

w -- 0 /:: r

,.-./h 1 hw 1 or

x ---0. ,

y -* L

z -

zz - i

se9uence

TCH-

TH

TT

V

W

WH

X

Y

Z

ZZ

title, let

wrestle, fasten,
often

match, notch

2,1

19,5

11 ,2

2,2

20,3

2,1

1 91 (9,2)

4,5

4,1

19,3

II,'
4,4

4,4

4,5

4,5 (10 91)

thin, bath

bathe, father,
northern

they 9 a l_though

the

little, mi t t

vase, love

wet, beware

v; n wrong

when, whether

box, oxen

Let, beyond

/00 lazy

buzz. fuzzy

t j A
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APPENDIX D

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF RULES AND PRONUNCIATIONS

Graph- Rule Pronun- Position in Graph- Rule Pronun- Position

eme Number ciation sequence eme Number ciation sequence

Unit Unit

A 11 [e] 6,1 CK 10 [k] 4,2

12 [e] 25,4

13 Lel 18,1 D 10 [d] 1,4

14 [e] 25,5

15 [] 1,1 DD 10 [d] 1,4

16 [&] 8,2

17 [a], [I] 10,1 E 11 [I] 6,2

21 [a] 9,1 13 [i] 18,1

22 [,], [a] 18,3 14 [i] 25,5

23 [3] 13,2 15 [-] 1,4

24 [a], [3] 23,1 16 [c] 8,2

25 [0] 9,3 17 [a], [I] 10,1

26 rie; 25,2 18 0 6,1

27 [&] 24,4 21 [a] 9,1

28 [,k] 24,3 25 [ii 3,1

29 [,-] 23,1 26 [I] 25,2

32 0 27,6 27 [(-] 214,14

38 [a,i 24,2 28 [E,] 24,?

32 0 27,6

Al 10 LcJ] 16,1 38 [r-] 25,2

17 L0J, I] 26,3
EA 11

FL i ] 12,2

AU 10 [J] 16,14 31 [t-], 12,2

33 [a] 26,4

AW 10 LJ] 16,4

EL 10 [ i ] 3,1

Ar 10 [L,1 12,1

El 10 [i] 26,5

B 10 Lbi 1,5 20 [e] 26,6

20 0 19,4

EW 10 [(y)u] 16,6

BB 10 L 1,5
EY 10 [e] 26,6

C 11 I s; 7,1 17 [ i] 26,2

12 Lki 14,2.

F 10 [f] 4,1

CC 11 [k3] 20,4-

12 [r ] 11,5 FF 10 r f ] 4,1

CH 10 i('-i 11,2 G 11 [j] 7,1

31 i r ] ; 20,2 12 [g] 14,3

20 0 19,3

31 [g] 11,6

in
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Graph-
eme

Unit

Rule

Number

Pronun-

ciation

Position

sequence

in Graph-

eme

Uni t

Rule

Number

Pronun-

ciation

Position

sequence

GG 10 Lg 11,5 NG 10 [ 0] 5,5

GH 10 0 19,2 NN 10 [n] 1,1

H 10 [ i] 1,6 0 11 [0 ] 6,2
20 0 19,2 12 [o] 25,4

13 [o] 18,1

1 11 Lay] 6,1 14 [0] 25,5
12 [ d'i ] 25,14 15 H] 1,6

13
, ay], 18,1 16 Hl] 8,2

14 [ay] 25,5 17 [o], [I] 10,1

15 [1 ] 1,1 21 [0], [a], 9,1
16 Li] 8,2 H]
17 [0], Li] 10,1 22 Lel 9,3
21 [a] 9,1 23 [0] 13,2

22 [-q] 13,3 24 [3 ], [a] 13,3
24 Hi', i 19,2 25 LH 18,4

25 L ]
f i 1 23,2 26 [al 25,2

26 [dy] 25,2 28 [a] 24,3

27 1L 1 i 24,4 31 [e] 13,1

28 ,_ 1 i 24,3 32 0 27,6

32 V 27,6 38 [3] 24,2

35 L1]1 J
i 23,2

36 [ 11 25,3 OA 10 Li U
1

I 16,3

38 Li ', 24 ,2
OE 10 [ 0] 16,3

I E 11 i_,I, _1
19,2

12 L
f 1

1
26,5 01 10 [ oV 1 16,5

17
r 26,2

00 11 :,1 12,3

J 10 -J1 4,4 12 i0 1 12,3

K 10 ', 1' i 4,1 OU 10 d V. 1 16,2

20 V 19,3 31 [o1 26,7
33 (y)La ] 26,7

L 10 1_1 ;
1,3 34 .), 26,7

20 cl 19,5 35 31 26,7

LE 22 ',_ i 1 10,2 OW 11 o] 12,4
12 H ,0; 1 12 ,i,

LL 1C 1_ 1 ! 1,3
OY 10 -Loy] 16,5

M !fi 1,5
P 10 ;p] 1,2

MM H) m , 1,5
PH 10 1 f 1 2,0,2

N 10 r 5,5
20 4,1 PP 10 !p] 1,2

in
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Graph-

eme
Unit

QU

R

RR

S

SH

SS

TCH

TH

TT

U

UE

U1

V

W

Rule

Number

10

10

10

10

20

21

10

10

10

20

10

11

12

13

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

20

21

26

31

32

10

10

31

10

10

20

Pronun-

ciation

[ kw]

[r]

[r]

[ s]

[z]

[ s]

[]

[s]

L
1.

J
!

0

j

f 1

J
f 1

[ H

Lt i

I_ (y;ul

[ (y)u 1

L (y)u]

[ (y)L]

[a]

[<-31

La], HI
0

[a]

L (y)u ;

[u]
0

i (y)u]

[ (y) u 1

[11

[v]

[w]-

0

Position
sequence

11,4

1,6

1,6

1,3

18,2

18,2

2,1

1,3

1,1

19,5

11,2

2,2

20,3

2,1

1,1

6,2

25,4

18,1

25,5
1,6

8,2

10,1

19,6

9,1

25,6

13,1

27,6

16,6

16,6

23,8

4,5

4,1

19,3

in Graph-

eme

Unit

WH

X

Y

Z

ZZ

Rule

Number

10

10

10

ii

12

13

14

15

16

17

19

26

28

36

10

10

Pronun-

ciation

[hw], [w]

[ks]

Ly1
[ay]
(ay]

[ay]

[ay]
[1 ]

[I ]

ill, [I]
1 1lay]
[ay]
1 1 1

H1

[:_]

IH

Position

sequence

11,3

4,4

4,4

23,3

25,4
23,3

25,5

23,3

23,3
10,2

3,2

25,2

24,3

25,3

4,5

4,5

in
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APPENDIX E

SOUTHWEST REGIONAL LABORATORY
DEVELOPMENT MEMORANDUM

April 17, 1969
Howard J. Sullivan

CONTENT AND SEQUENCE FOR BLOCK I OF THE 1970 READING PROGRAM
Betty Berdiansky and George Stanton

Previous work has led to identification of an extensive lexicon upon

which the SWRL 1970 primary-grade reading program will he based, as well ac

to the development of a considerable number of sour('- symbol correspondence

rules (see Berdiansky, Cronnell, and Koehler, 1969). The present document

describes the initial steps taken in the development of a complete secuencing

of these rules. This sequencing procedure is being based, in general, on

the Desberg and Cronnell (1969) analysis of the characteristics of the rules.

For the first block of this sequence, the rules were ordered primarily on

the basis of their combined productivity, i.e., the number of words from

the given lexicon which can he generated by the given combination of rul,,3.

The sequencing of rules and the listing of resultant useable words is

covered in this report for the first block of rules only. Within- and

across-block sequencing has not yet been entirely completed.
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The Desberg and Cronnell paper categorizes grapheme-phomene rules

of correspondence into 17 sequenced blocks according to classification

and sequencing rationales described by the authors of the paper. These

rationales will not be discussed in this report at any greater length

than is necessary to indicate the reasoning behind specific modifications

of the Desberg and Cronnell sequence. Following are the steps gone through

by the staff in their decisions on rule sequencing.

Step 1. The Desberg and Cronnell paper combined consonant rules,

primary vowel rules, and secondary vowel rules into homogeneous groupings

(Blocks). The Block I consonant rules: S10, N10, M10, R10, L10, T10,

D10, P10, B10, and the Block I primary vowel rules: 115, A15, E15, U15,

015, (the "short vowels") were selected and assigned to initial blocks

because of their high frequency and regularity. The initial block of

the secondary vowel rules consisted only of Rule EE10. It was designated

to Block I be6auive: it was the most regular secondary vowel rule, although

the second most frequent. In the earliest stages of this program, rule

regularity was seen as more crucial than rule frequency.

Step 2. Tly?. Rul, 15 printout foc each vowel and the Rule EE10

printout were consulted, and those words which were composed of only

those vowels and consonants comprising Block I were listed. Also, the

"40-words" sub-group ("40 words" are words containing at least one

Irregular grapheme - rnoneme correspondence) for each of these regular 0

vowel rules was examined, and a sepa?ate list was made of words containing

a Block I grapheme's 40 rule in addition to the regular Block I rules.

Then the 140, A40, E40, U40, 040, and EE40 printouLs were consulted, and

words containing the assigned consonants and vowels operating under

Block I regular or 40 rules were listed. Only the vowel-rule

J,30
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printouts had to be consulted, since they included all the words which

would have been in any of the consonant-rule printouts. Given below is

an example of the format used for listing the words selected from the

printouts:

non-40s

Al5 A40

40s 1 svl. 2 syl.

1 syl. 2 syl. 1 syl. 2 syl.

Step 3. For each vowel-rule, a cumulative chart was constructed,

(i.e., each word entry occurs as soon as all component letters of the word

are listed, but not before). This chart used the Desberg and Cronnell con-

sonant Block I sequence: S, N, M, R, L, T, D, P, B; which was based on the

idea that, since continuants blend easier than stops, it would be best to use

them at the outset of instruction. The chart showed the order of occurrence

of these words which could be taught from the Block I vowel and Block T

consonant rules. It also showed the rules prerequisite to teaching a given

word, provided the rules were taught in this order. For example, for the

primary vowel Rule 015, the cumulative list of possible words from the

consonant-10 rules S, N, M, R, L, and T was as follows:

non 40s

1 syl. 2 syl.

40s 040s

1 syl. 2 syl. 1 syl. 2 svl.

S

N

M mom

R

L sol

T lot, not tom -tom

rot, slot
tot, trot

j "1
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Step 4. When charts for all vowel-15 rules, with the consonants

ordered S, N and so forth, were inspected, the resulting words-per-rule

ratio was quite low in the early steps of the sequence. As a first step

in leading to the construction of a more productive sequence, the number

of words in which each of the nine consonants occurred with each of the

six vowels was determined. This information. would he useful in developing

the most productive order of rule introduction, since no cumulative re-

strictions would be placed on the count of consonant vowel pairs. Therefore,

the follow) n;; list was constructed:

Total

*h10 23

S10 112

10 7o

M10 h4
R10 63

1,10 86

TIO 129

D10 7o

PICI 113

B10 60
359

115 A15

6 4

21 27

14 )1-- 22

14 14

12 11

26 15

z5 33

12 20

27 27

6

E15

6

U15

7

015

2

EE10::*

24 25 6 9

13 5

10 21 5

6 20 h 8

22 9 8 6

28 24 15 8

19 6 11 8

15/ 20

Y 16

the words cowered by Block I rules have just one vowel apiece, each

wort, contributed a tally in the appropriate vowel column for each different

consonant it contained. For example, the word "smart" would contribute a tally In

earn of the following fou,r, cells of the A15 column: A-S, A-M, A-R, and A-T.

Summing across a row gives the kJ:Tiber of words in nich that consonant occurs,

*The rule li10 was added to Block 1, although it was not in the ori4Inal

iter;berg and Cronnell sequence, because SH and TH rules are scheduled for

Block II. It felt the Block I should contain, S, T and 11 rules sep-

arately before their introductions as digraphs.
**It was later decided to move the EE10 rule kilt° Block II, although

it was included in Block I when this matrix was constructed.
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since the words in this group had no more than one vowel. If a word repeated

any consonants, only one tally, not two, was given to that particular consonant

vowel combination. According to the "total" column of this matrix, the rink

order of consonant rules, according to the frequency of their occurrence
..

with all of the vowels in Block I, is: T10, P10, S10, L10, N10, D10, M:0

RIO, B10, 1410. Similarly, the number of words in which each vowel rule

occurred was counted. These figures are circled at the bottom of each

column. (The circled numbers are not the sums of the columns. The s,sr=

would equal the number of times each vowel occurred with every other letter

in each word of the lexicon.) The resulting rank order for the vowels was

AlS, 115, U15, E15, 015 and EE10. When individual cells in the matrix wera

rank ordered the result was: TA; TE; SA and PA; PI; LI and SU; SE; TI; SI,

NA, NE and TU; LE, MU, RU and PU; DN
1
and DE; BA; LA, BU and PO; TO; NI, MT,

MA and PE; RI and NU; DI, RA and DO; BE.

Step 5. The most frequent consonants and vowels were then chosen from

the consonant-vowel matrfr. The rank order of the appearance of these con-

sonants and vowels was also considered, since these two manners of ranking

the consonants and vowel in terms of productivity might give different

results, hence requiring certain adjustments.

The primary vowel rules A15, 115 and El5 were both tha-most productive

and the highest in rank order of appearanc( Therefore, a'cl'iart was made

which showed for each vowel the number of Block I words which could be

formed by that vowel combined with one, two, or three specified Block 1
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consonants.* (Five-letter combinations--i.e., 4 consonants-1 vowel--were

not considered since they were relatively infrequent.)` Charts 1, 2 and 3

give the results of this procedure (See Appendix A). The number following some

the consonant combinations in Charts 1, 2 and 3 indicates the number of words

possible using that combination with that chart's vowel.

Step 6. Three more charts were made, based on the data from the

first three. These new charts first listed the two-consonant, one-vowel

combinations which, according to the first chart for that vowel, were

combinable into the largest number of words. These initial combinations

were then combined with each of the other nost productive consonant rules.

for that same vowel. Thus, three-consonant, one-vowel combinations were

established for all of the most productive consonants for a given vowel.

(See l;a0Sits 4, 5 and 6 in Appendix A). k

Step 7. The words for the most productive two-consonant, one-vowel

combinations were listed and compared. They were

NIO, T10, A15 - ant, tan, at, an

L10, T10, 115 - ill, it, lit, till

N10, P10, 115 - nip, in, inn, pin

It mad been decided, on the basis of efficency in maximizing productivity

at Lis early sQge, to include two vowels in the first unit. Thus, each

of t,io above lists were expanded to include both A15 and ils, rind the

*At this point, it should be noted, that, for various reaons -- the
most common being low anticipatedfutiiity--the following words were deleted
from those under consideration: top 'hell hemp pent vend

Smelt apt ass ban blab brad brat rat-tat tam tat 111-tf_ mum pun
,

rum rump sup- trump dill. din lisp pip primp spit. Mese, deletions

did not, however, affect the positions of A10, I10 and EIO as th'v most pro-
ductive primary vowel rules.
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following lists were compared:

N10, T10, A15, I15,,,etin, tint, ant, t,an, at an, in, inn, it

L10, T10, A15, Il§'- ill, at, it, till, lit-f

N10, P10', A15, 115 - an, in, inn, nap, pan, pin, nip

The combinations of N10, T10, Al5 and 115, within this lexicon, proved to be

the most productive and were therefore designated as Unit 1.

Step 8. For Unit 2, the most productive remaining consonant rules:

S10, P10, L10 and D10 were each considered in combination with Unit 1. The

following word lists resulted:

S10 - sat, sin, sit, its
r-

P10 - pan, nap, pat, tap, pant, pit, tip, pin, nip

L10 - lit, ill, till, lint
D10 - and, did

Thus, P10 was designated as Unit 2.

Step 9. For Unit 3, vowel Rule En and :he remaining most productive

consonant rules (L10, S10 and D10) were considered. The most productive

pair was sought. This was, by far, Ll0 and S10. This pair, when com-

bined with N10, T10, P10, Al5 and 115, yielded 40 new words. D10 and E15

then became Unit 4.

Step 10. The remaining rules (M10, B10, H10, R10, 015 and U15) needed

to be combined in a reasonable way for Units 5 and 6. The rules M10. B10,

and U15 were designated Unit 5, the others as Unit 6. This resulted in a

rather even split of the block's remaining words, with Unit 6 containing

a few more than Unit 5. The final organization of rules and word ex-

emplars for Block 1 is presented in Appendix B.
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Chart 4: Most freque'llt two- and three-

letter combinations for 115
words in Block I

CONSONANT

COMBINATION

NUMBER OF
WORDS OBTAINABLE

CONSONANT-
RULE ADDED

TOTAL
NUMBER OF
WORDS OBTAINABLE

PT 3
6

L 8

LT 4

10

TN 5 P 9

S 8

3
L 9

Li# 3 S 7

T 8

NP 4 T 9

S 8

L 7

J
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Chart 5: Most frequent two- and three-
letter combinations for Al5
words in Block I

CONSONANT

COMBINATION

NUMBER OF
WORDS OBTAINABLE

CONSONANT-
RULE ADDED

TOTAL
NUMBER OF
WORDS OBTAINABLE

PS 2 N 7

T 9

6

M 5

D 6

i

PT 3 N 9

S 9

L 5

M 6

D 6

PL 2 N 6

J

/
S 6

T 5

M 5

D 6

PN 3 S 7

T 9

M 6

L 6

D 7

1

il .3
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Chart 5: For A15 - Continued

INITIAL
COMBINATION

NUMBER OF
WORDS OBTAINABLE

CONSONANT
RULE ADDED

TOTAL
NUMBER OF
WORDS OBTAINABLE

NT 4 S 5

L 4

M 7

D 7

P 9

DM 5 N 8

T 7

L 6

P 8

S 7

I

, J .i 1
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Chart 6: Most frequent two- and three-
letter combination for 115 words
in Block I

NUMBER OF
WORDS OBTAINABLE

CONSONANT- TOTAL
RULE ADDED NUMBER OF

WORDS OBTAINABLE

2 L' 5

N 6

D 2

LT- 2 S 5

N

D 4

NT S

L

D

7

5

7

DL ( 2

d :i 2

S

T

N

t

4

4

5
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. TITLE: WORDLIST

c
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ABSTRACT

WORDLIST sequences a lexicon of words (coded for spelling-to-sound

correspondences) in such a way that, with the introduction of e,i(h

correspondence rule, the words listed by the nrogram contain that

rule in combination with previously introduced rules.
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WORDLIST

1.0 - PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION

WORDLIST

2.0 - OBJECTIVE

The purpose of the computer program for the 1970 Reading Program
was to sequence the lexicon of 6000 words (coded for spelling-to-
sound,correspondences) in such a way that, with the introduc'tion
of each correspondence rule, the words listed by the program would
contain that rule in combination with previously introduced rules.
In additior, the program provided the following supplemental infor-
mation

1. a count of the number of words listed upon the introduction
of each rule;

a count of the number of words listed for each unit of rules;

3. A count of-the number of words listed for each block of units
of rules;

4. an alphabetical listing of the non-coded (polysyllabic) words.

This program was run separItely for the portion of the lexicon
designated as appropriate for the 6-7 age group and again for the
lexicon for the 8-9 age group.

An adjunct to the program classified the irregular words in the same
manner as the regular words except that the irregular rule(s) within
the words were designated as equivalent, for sequencing purpo,e,, to
their earliest-appearing regular counterparts (e.g., = Al)i

3.0 - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

3.1 - Program Logic

The program set up in two parts The first goes through a
list of words from file, ICARD, and checks for the rule,
associated with that word. If there are no rule," the program
stores the word in file, WEST; otherwise, the program finds

'lithe highest rule associated with that word by comparing the
rules to the hierarchy of the rules in file, TRUEST. The

program then determines if the high rule is a forty-rule. If

the word is stored in file, TABLE, with a flag equal to
one; otherwise, the flag is equal to zero. TABU. and 1\IKEST

are alphibetically sorted since IRULST is ilphalletied. Chi

3
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second phase of execution determines t4ie words with forty - rule,

and bypasses them. The remaining words (regular rules) arc

sorted by rule, and each rule is then sequenced according to
the number of words which use that rule. Based on that number,

space is created on a random access file. The file is then

printed on a PRINT file. The forty-rules are also sequencc,i

according to the number of words using that rule. Space is

allocated on a random access file; then the file 1,, printed
on PRINT followed by the words in file, NRLST.

3.2 - Variables
IREG(268) - frequency counter for that rule-name for rul(

based words.
IFOR(268) - frequency counter for tliat rule-name for forty-

words.
IBLK(268) - block number (from 01 to 22).
IUNT(268) - unit number (associated with the block number).
ISYLA(268) - syllable duplication indicator

(" - only occurrence of rule-name)
(0 - first occurrence of rulelname; associatcfl

with one syllable words)
(1 - second occurrence of rule-name; associated

with word having emphasis on its first slPod,
(2 - third. (last) occurrence of rule-name; ,issoci,tt(d

with word having emphasis on its second ;Iyllahle)
IRULSTZ(268) - individual rule-name (arranged hierarchially.

1 to 220) (two special rule-names:
'L7980' - if 'E' indicator present in col.

79 or 80 of input)
'FORTY' - for words having only '40' rule -name

!WORD - the word up to and including 16 characters.
TRUES - rule-names associated with the word (3, 4, or 5

characters in length; separated by a comma)

ISYLI. - syllable notation
" - no rule words
0 - one-syllable words
1, 3, 4 - more than one syllable havin4 ,,tress on

first syllable.
- more than one syllable hiving stress on second

syllable.
179E and 180E - special indicators (' ' and L)

(E implies highest rule -name associated with

that word would be rule-name 'E7980' conctrnim,
words having special 'E' endings)

HIRULE - highest rule-name associated with that word
HI - hierarchial wImber associated with that rule name

(1 to 220)
LONG - indicator: IZERO = 0 = rule-based words
1/LRO LONC = 1 torty-words
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- EROI AND FUNCTIONS

KI.POS FION repositions records on disk. An ITS library routine.

5.0 - DAM SPECIFICATIONS

5.1 - Input Formats
File. TRUEST variable format

Col 1 INK(268) Al

Col 2-6 IRULSTZ(5,268) 5A1

(ol 7 ISYLA(268) Al

(:ol 8-9 IBLK(268) 12

('ol 10 IUNT(268) II

Col 11-13 IREG(268) 13

Col 14-16 IFOR(268)

File: ICAPD
Col 3-18 IWORD(4) 4A4

(ol 19-68 IRULES(50) 50A1

1,01 69 TSYLL
Col 79-80 179E and 180E 2A1

) - Output Formats
File: 11F.EF, variable format

col 1 LONE or IZERO II

Lol 2-17 IWORD(4) 4A4

Col 18-22 HIRULE(5) 5A1

tol 23-25 III 13

';ms1

)1 1-16 IWORD(4)

h( 5'i
(ol 1-5 IRULSTZ(5,268) 5A1

col 6 ISYLA(268) Al

(ol 7-8 TBLK(268) 12

IUNT(268)
o1 10-12 IRF,C(268) 13

ul 13-15 1FOR(268) 13

Ile :ROE,1

o1 L or NUM 14

'ol 3-20 WORD(4) 4A4

'01 '1-25 IIIRULE(5) 5A1

'ol '6 -28 HI 13

- 1,;()( AND LIMITATIONS

h.1 - 1.Ingu.igt

FOPTP,'; 11

ndo r
Intr rn t n 511 r ng corporation
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6.3 - Storage Requirements
Random Access Disk

6.4 - Hardware Configuration
CDC 3300

6.5 - Program Parameters
The current maximum array size is 268. This number correspond,

to the total number of rules. To expand the rules the user

must be sure to change the dimensions of those affected

variables and to change those do-loops which fall under the

influence of the number of rules used.

6.6 - Error Messages
The program prints out a list of errors in the rules, but

Will continue execution.

The p.ogram also types messages relating to the point in

execution at which the program is currently located.

6.7 - Additional Information
An update program, CORRECT, works in conjunction with

WORDLIST. See the documentation for CORRECT for further

details.

7.0 - OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The program execution mode is via interactive operation through

operator interaction at a console. The following is printed on

the console as feed -hack relating to the execution of the program.

"START OF EXECUTION"
"SECOND PASS BEGUN"
"WRDLST OPEN"
"WRDLSTI OPEN"
"NRLST OPEN"
"PROGRAM COMPLETED"

See Attachment 1 for sample data and Attachment 2 for sample run.

All output files (NRLST and TABLE) must he deleted manually.

In order to get a printed output from the file, PRINT, the user

must inform the operator to print the file and give him mailirg

instructions.

8.0 - t.LOWCHART

Available upon request.
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PROGRAM WORDLIST
C CREATES A 'WORDLIST (CORRESPONDING TO THE HIGHEST RULE-NAME)
C FOR RULE - BASED -WORDS AND FORTY - WORDS.

INTEGER HIRULE.HI
DIMENSION INX(268)IRULSTZ(5.26 A(268),IBLK(268),IUNT(268).
1.IREC(268),IFOR(268),IPOINT(268) ,(4),IRULES(50),IRULE(5).
PHIRULE(5)
LONE=1
IZER0s0
NRTOT0000
TYPE,"START ..4" EXECUTION"
OPEN(2),INPUTARULST
DO In Is1,268
RFAD(2.1),INK(I)*(IROLSTZ(N.I),Ns1 .5),ISYLA(I),IBLK(I),4UNT(I),
IIREG(I),IFOR(I)

1 FORMAT(A1.5AIDAI.I2.11.2I3)
10 CONTINUE

TYPE."IRULST INPUT"
CLOSE(2)
OPFN(2),INPUT.ICARD
OPEN(3).OUTPUT.TABLE
OPEN(4).OUTPUT,"/LST
WRITE(1,6)

6 FORMAT(25X."ERROR LIST ", /)
2 READ(2,4),(IWORD(N),Ns1.4),(IRULES(M),Ms1.50),ISYLL.I79E.I8OE
4 FORMAT(2X,4A4.50A1.11.9X,2A1)

IF 61440 RECORD 2.500
J*1
Kul
I ENDs0
IFORTY=0
DO S M=1.5
IRULE(M)=" "
HIRULE(M)w" "

5 CONTINUE
HI=000

g IF(IRULES(J)-" ")15,20.15
20 IF(IRULES(J+1)-" ") 18.21. 18
21 IF(HI)80,?2,80
22 IFCJ-4)24.130,80
24 WRITE(4,16),(IWORD(N),N=1,4)
16 FORMAT(4A4)

N9TOT=NRTOT4.1
GO TO 2

15 IF(Pi-OILES(J)-",")18,23,18
P3 J=J+1
19 DO P9 ( =1.5

IE(IWILECK)-"4")29.33,29
33 IF(IRULF(K4.1)*"0")70,30.70
30 IFORTY=1

K=1
r0 TO 70
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29 CONTINUE
CO TO 70

18 IRULE(1021RULES(J)
K2K+1
J =J+ 1

GO TO 8
70 DO 71 1411,268

DO 50 M*1,5
IF(IRULE(M)-IRULSTZ(M,I))71.50,71

SO CONTINUE
73 IF(ISYLA(I) -" ") 74,75,74
75 IF(HI)76,77,76
76 IF(HI-I)77,77,78
77 DO 56 M*1,5

HIRULE(M)*IRULE(M)
56 CONTINUE

HIP'
78 K=1

DO 57 Ms1,5
IRULE(M)*" "

57 CONTINUE /

IF(IEND1)13.79.8
79 IEND*0

OS TO SO
74 IF(ISYLL)105.100,105

105 GO TO (101,102.101.106.ISYLL
100 IF(ISYLA(I) "0")71.75.71
101 IF(ISYLA(I)."1")63.75.63
63 IF(ISYLA(I)"3")64.75.64
64 IF(ISYLA(I)."4")71,75.71
102 IF(ISYLA(I).."2")71,75/71
71 CONTINUE

GO Tr' 110
80 DO 58 M61,5

IF(IRULE(M)." ")81.58,81
58 CONTINUE
82 IF(I79E"F-)83,84,83
94 DO 59 M21.5

HIRULE(M)*IRULSTZ(M,236)
59 CONTINUE

HIs236
GO TO 90

83 IF(I80E-"E")90,84,90
81 IEND*1

GO TO 19
90 IF(IFORTY-.1)91,93,110
93 WRITE(3,94),LONE,(IWOROCN),N*1,4).(HIRULE(M),M=1,5),H1
94 FORMAT(I1,4A4e5A1,I3)

I =HI

IFOP(I)*IFOR(I)+1
iFORTY*0
60 TO 2

J
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91 WFITE(3,95),IZER0,(IWORD(N),Na1,4),(HIRULE(M),M=1,5),H1
95 FORMAT(11,4A4s5A1,13)

I=HI
IREC(DaIREG(1)+1
CO 10 ?

110 6RITE(1,115),(IWORD(N),Na1,4),(1RULES(M),Ma1s50),ISYLL,
1179E,I8OE

115 FORMAT( /g4A4,50A1,11,2A1)
WRITE(1,117),(IRULE(M),Ma1.5)

117 FORMAT(gXs"*****ERROR IN RULE ",5A1,/)
GO TO 2

500 CLOSE(P)
OPEN(2),OUTPUTsRULST
DO 300 1211,268
WRITE(2,310),(IRULSTZ(N.I),Na1,S),ISYLA(1),IBLK(1).1UNT(1),
1IREG(I),IFOR(I)

310 FORMAT(5A1sAl.12,11,213)
300 CONTINUE

CLOSE(2)
OPEN(2),OUTPUT.PRINT
TYFE,"SECOND PASS BEGUN"
ISETa0
CLOSE(4)
OPEN(4),OUTPUT,WRDLST

SOS CLOSE(3)
OPEN(3),INPUT,TABLE
I UNI Ta0000
IPLOCK80000
ITOTAL=0000
ICNT=0000
IPOINT(1)=0001
DO 510 Ia2,269
IPOINT(I)a1POINT(11)IREG(11)

510 CONTINUE
LASTaIPOINT(269)1
DO 515 L21,LAST
WRITE(4,516),L

516 FORMAT(14)
INSERT( 4)

515 CONTINUE
520 READ(3,501),KEY,(IWORD(N),Na1,4),(HIRULE(M),M=1,5),H1
501 FORMAT(I1,4A4,5A1,13)

IF END RECORD 3.525
IF(ISET-0)508,507,508

507 IF(KEY-0)520,503,520
503 IF(KEY-1)520,501,520
503 J=HI

`,10P(4),PECINFILE
SKIF(4),FORWARD,IPOINT(J)-1,REC0RDS
CALL REPOSI TION( 4)
IFOINT(J)=IPOINT(J)+1
VRITFC4,506)*(IWORD(N),Na1,4)!.(HIRULE(M),Mals5),HI

4 7,
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506 FORMAT(4A4,5AlsI3)
GO TO 520

525 WRITE(2,502)
502 FORMAT(I////,33)($"********************")

IF(ISET0)522.521,522
521 WRITE(2,526)
526 FORMAT(33X,"* RULE -BASED -WORDS *")

TYPE,"WRDLST OPEN"
GO TO 528

522 WRITE(2,523)
523 FORMAT(33X,"* FORTY -WORDS *")
528 WRITE(2,504)
504 FORMAT(33X,"********************",/////)

WRITE(2.561)
561 FORMAT("***************OLOCK 1 ***************"/1)

CLOSE(4)
IF(ISET)511,512,511

512 OPEN(4),INPUT,WRDLST
GO TO 529

511 OPEN(4),JNPUT,WRDLST1
529 Ix)

LINE*0
IFINsO

514 READ(4,530),NUM
530 FORMAT(I4)

READ(4,532),(IWORD(N),Nu1,4),(HIRULE(M),Mal,5).141
532 FORMAT(4A4,5A1,I3)

SKIP(4),FORWARD,1,RECORDS
IF END FILE 4,536
IF(LINE)517,513.517

513 IF(ISET)509,518s509
518 IF(INK(I)"1")509,517.509
509 WRITE(2,527),(IRULSTZ(N,I),101,5),IREG(1)
527 FORMAT(5A1s5X,"FREQUENCYu",13,/)

IUNITuIUNIT+IREG(I)
IBLOCKuIPLOCKIREG(I)
ITOTALsITOTALIREG(I)

517 DO 535 Mu1s5
IF(HII)531.535,531

535 CONTINUE
WRITE(2,540)*(IWORD(N),Nall,4)

540 FORMAT(7)(,4A4,/)
LINE*/
GO TO 514

536 IFINul
531 IF(IUNT(I)-IUNT(I*1))537,550,537
537 WRITE(2,541),I8LK(I),IUNT(I),IUNIT
541 FORMAT(10X,"8LOCK ",I2." UNIT ",11,5X,"FREGUENCY*",I4.//)

IF(IBLK(DIBLK(I+1))538,539,538
539 IUNITs0000

GO TO 550

4 ) 1



538 WRITE(2.542),IBLK(I),IBLOCK
542 FORMAT(10X."TOTAL BLACK ",I2,5X,"FREWENCY=",I4,//;
315 IUNIT=0000

IBLOCK=0000
IF(IFIN)552,565,552

565 WRITE(2,566),IBLK(I+1)
566 FORMAT("***************BLOCK ",12." **************",//)
550 1=1+1

LINE=0
GO TO 513

552 IF(IBLK(I)23)565,575,575
575 WRITE(2,543),ITOTAL
543 FORMAT(///s25X,"Iliff4CIOOTOTAL WORDS*1",I4," 41,44/414#0",/////)

IP(ISET'.1)551,555.555
5S1 'SET**

DO 560 1=1.268
IREG(I)*IFOR(I)

560 CONTINUE
TYPE,"WROLST1 OPEN"
CLOSE( 4)
OPEN(4).OUTPUT,WRDLST1
GO TO 505

555 CLOSE(4)
OPEN(4),INPUT.NRLST
TYPE,"NRLST OPEN"
WRITE(2.572)

572 FORMAT(1////.33X,"***********************")
WRITE(2.558)

558 FORMAT(33X,"* WORDS WITH NO RULES *")
WRITE(2.573)

573 FOPMAT(33X,"***********************"./////)
557 READ(4.568),(IWORD(M),Ms1,4)
568 FORMAT(4A4)

IF END RECORD 4,581
WRITE(2,569),(IWORD(M).M*1,4)

569 FORMAT(10K,4A4./)
DO 574 M*1,16
IWORD(M)*"

574 CONTINUE
GO TO 557

581 WRITE(2,571),NRTOT
571 FORMAT(25X."0,0**00***T0TAL WORDS=",I4," 00000*****",/////)

TYPE,"PROGRAM COMPLETED"
END

MP

4,
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Attachment 1

IRULST
Database

(Sample Data)

N10 Oil Ell 0062 U16 2104 831 153

NNIO 011 C11 070 A16 2104 E19 153

T10 Oil 1,11 070 016 2104 S20 154

TTIO 011 A15 1081 Elf) 2104 S21 154

Al5 0011 E15 1081 E21 710', A22 155

115 0011 1115 1081 121 )104 UE10 161

PIO 012 015 1081 021 2104 TEll 161

PP10 012 1115 1081 A21 2.104 0E10 161

1,10 013 All 1081 A25 7104 AI10 162

EI,10 013 Ell 1081 022 2104 01'10 161

SID 013 111 1081 EE10 2104 (11\10 16

SSW 013 OH 1081 Y19 /104 4110 161/

D10 014 1111 1081 A17 210) AU10 165

01)10 014 EE10 1081 El7 2105 0110 166

E15 0014 Y19 1081 017 210) 0Y10 166

M10 015 A16 1082 1117 2105 11410 16-,'

M1110 015 1 6 1082 117 2105 11110 167

BID 015 (lb 1082 Alb 0140 61110 171

BB10 015 E16 1082 Ebb 0140 1124 171

1'15 0015 016 1082 116 0140 K20 1/2
RIO 016 A21 0091 016 0140 1470 177

RRIO 016 021 0091 1216 0140 020 173

1110 016 121 0091 NG10 1111 1120 171

015 0016 E21 0091 NG10 2111 E2r,174
S1110 021 E21 1092 CHIO 112 T2 '174
T1113 021 121 1092 TC1110 112 1120 175

TH11 022 A21 1092 141110 113 Pi410 181

FEIO 0031 021 1092 QUID 114 (1.131 181

E25 011 A25 0093 GGIO 115 11112 18i
1 1(1 0032 012 0093 CC 12 115 1'7980 200
F10 041 A25 1093 G31 116 412 711

FF10 041 022 1093 AY10 121 112 211

WIO 041 117 1101 EAll 122 01? 211

K10 042 1117 1101 EA31 122 VI,' 211

N20 042 1:17 11.01 0011 123 El', 21'
C12 042 A17 1101* 0012 123 114

CK10 042 017 1101 01411 124 Al' 712

G12 043 Y17 102 0W12 124 014 212

J10 044 LE22 102 031 131 U14 212

X10 044 All 2104 1131 131 Yll 213

Y10 044 Ell 2104 A23 132 Y15 213

V1() 045 III 2104 023 13? A29 221

ZIO 045 011 2104 122 133 A24 221

7210 045 Ull 2104 024 133 125 222

NG10 0050 Al5 2104 E13 (51 16 1,11

4-03
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Attachment 2

Wordlist

(Sample Output)

******************

RULE-BASED-WORDS_*

*************BLocK

NIO FREQUENCY= 0

NNIO FREQUENCY= 0

T10 FREQUENCY 0

TT1O FREQUENCY= 0

A15 FREQUENCY= 1

ANT

115 FREQUENCY= 0

1

BLOCK 1 UNIT 1 FREQUENCY= 1

P10 FREQUENCY= 0

PP1O FREQUENCY= n

BLOCK 1 UNIT 1 FREQUENCY= 0

L10 FREQUENCY= 0

ELIO FREQUENCY= 0

SIO FREQUENCY= 0

SS10 FREQUENCY= 0

BLOCK 1 UNIT 3 FREQUENCY= 0

4 i :

..

/
1Y'
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DIO FREQUENCY= 0

DDIO FREQUENCY= 0

E15 FREQUENCY= 0

BLOCK I UNIT4 FREQUENC\- 0

M1O FREQUENCY= 0

KM10 FREQUENCY- 0

BIO FREQUENCY= 0

BBIO FREQUENCY= 0

4

T15 FREQUENCY= 0
. .

BLOCK I UNIT 5 FREQUENCY 0

RIO FREQUENCY=

RR1O FREQUENCY= CH

H1O FREQUENCY= 0

015
it

REQ4+TCY= 0

BLOCK 1 UNIT 6 FREQUENCY= 0

TOTAL BLOCK 1 FREQUENCY= I

4 4 di,

t

)

.
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#1b#######4tTOTAL WORDS= 14;iit#4i1,###ii#

*** ** ***** ***

* FORTY-WORDS

*********BLoeK ***************

NIO FREQUENCY 0

NN 10 FREQUENCY= 0

N40 FREQUENCY= 0

T10 FREQUENCY= 0

TT10 FREQUENCY= 0

140 FREQUENCY= 0

A15 FREQUENCY= 0

A40 FREQUENCY= 0

115 FREQUENCY= 0

140 FREQUENCY= 0

BLOCK 1 UNIT 1 FREQUENCY= 0

P10 FREQUENCY= 0

PP10 FREQUENCY= 0

P40 FREQUENCY= 0

BLOCK 1 UNIT 2 FREQUENCY= 0

A

4
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L 1 0 FREQUENCY- 0

LL I 0 FREQUENCY= 0

L40 FREQUENCY= 0

S10 FREQUENCY= 0

SS1O FREQUENCY= 0

S40 FREQUENCY= 0

SS40 FREQUENCY= 0

BLOCK 1 UN IT 3 FREQUENCY= 0

D10 FREQUENCY= 0

DD10 FREQUENCY= 0

D40 FREQUENCY= ()

E15 FREQUENCY= 0

E40 FREQUENCY= ()

BLOCK 1 UNIT 4 FREQUENC)

M10 FREQUENCY= 0

MI110 FREQUENCY= 0

B I 0 FREQUENCY= 0

BB10 FREQUENCY= 0

B40 FREQUENCY= 0

U15 FREQUENCY= 0

U40 FREQUENCY= 0

BLOCK 1 ITN IT 5 FREQUENCY=

4

0
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R10 FREQUENCY= 0

RR10 FREQUENCY= 0

R40 FREQUENCY= 0

HIO FREQUENCY= 0

H40 FREQUENCY= 0

015 FREQUENCY= 0

040 FREQUENCY= 0

BLOCK 1 UNI1 6 FREQUENCY= 0

TOTAL BLOCK 1 FREQUENCY= 0

***************BLocK 2************i**

##########TOTAL WORDS= 4:c-ii;:***.

* WORDS WITH NO RULES *
******************

CONSTITUTION

SHOVEL

##########TOTAL WORDS= 2Yt;4:4#.1,

4
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CORRECT

1.0 - PROGRAM IDENTIFICATIOA

CORRECT

2.0 - OBJECTIVE

The program was written to make corrections to individual records
of the input file, ICARD, for the program WORDLIST.

3.0 - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

3.1 Program Logic
The program reads one hundred records at a time from input

file, ICARD. From the terminal he user enters a number
which points to the particular record to be _changed (numbers

range from 1 to 100). The system writes the record out on
the console and waits for acknowledgment stating that the
record is the one to be changed. If it is not, then the user

enters another record number, and the process continues. Once

the record is found, it is replaced 1,y a record entered via

the console. To change other records the process is repeated
by stating a new record number for the input and by inputting
successive groups of one hundred. A "z" is added in column
80 to assure that all records are 80 characters (card images)

in length.

3.2 - Var,,bles
IWORD(80,100) - input card images from the file, ICARD.

NAME - A card number from 1 to 100 representing the card

to he updated. This variabl, is entered via the
console.

4.0 - SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS

None

5.0 - DATA SPECIFICATIONS

5.1 - Input Formats
File. ICARD Variable Format

Col 1-80 IWORD 80A1

File: console input
Free form formatting.

4 )
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5.2 - Output Formats
File: NEW Variable . Format

Col 1-80 IWORD 80A1

6.0 - PROuKAM CONSTRAINTS AND-LIMITATIONS

6.1 - Language 4

FORTRAN (Special commands used in the program limits the

program to the ITS system)

6.2 -Vendor
International Time Sharing Corporation

6.3 - Storage Requirements
Random Access Disk

6.4 Hardware Configuration
CDC' 3300

6.5 Program Parameters
The maximum number of records that can be processed at a

time is one hundred. For files that have more than one

hundred records, the program will read successive groups ur

one hundred until it finds an end-of-file. The output file

name, NEW, must be changed after the program is executed so-.

that it may become input for the WORDLIST program. The new

name must be ICARD.

6.6 - Error Messages
None

7.0 - OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

7.1 - The program is executed via interactive operstion thruugh

operator intervention at a console.

7.2 - Operator Actions and Program Control Information

s = system response
u = user response
s: "WHICH LINE?"

u: user enters a number -from 1 to 100 indicating that record

to be changed. Tbic number is read as variable, NAME.

s: The system wricos the record indicated to the console.

s: "OK?"
Y this is the record to be modified.

N this is not the record to be modified.

'If Y, then

s: "NOW GO"

4
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u: enter the corrected record.
*s: "ANOTHER"
u: Y if there an more lines to be modified.

N if there are no more lines in the group of one hundred

records to be modified.

If Y, then
s: "WHICH LINE?"
u: user enters a line number, and the process continues.

If N, then
s: "ANY MORE yINES?"
u: Y or N

If Y, then
s: "WHICH LINE?", and the process continues.

If N, then
s: The system processes the one hundred records

and writes them on file, NEW. The program,

the4 reads another group of one hundred, and

the process continues.

If N, then
s: "ANOTHER"
u: Y or N and the user continues as above (*).

7.3 - Sample data see Attachment I.

7.4 - Sample run
See section 7.2 for example of sample run. The program updates

the data base, ICARD, and writes the updated version on a tape.

8.0 - PROGRAM FLOWCHART

Not available.
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PROGRAM CORRECT
DIMENSION IWORD(80,100)
OPEN(2),INPOTsICARD
OPEN(3)sOUTPUT,NEW
IT*0000
IEND*0

15 TYPE, "WHICH LINE?"
ACCEPT. NAME

S DO 100 181,100
READ(2.10).(IWORD(NsI).101.80)

10 FORMAT(80A1)
IF END RECORD 2,250

:CO CONTINUE
ITIT*100

60 IF(ITNAME)500150.150
50 IF(IEND1)70.55.70
55 DO 130 J*10(I...1)

IF(IWORD(80.J)."E")56,57,56
56 IWeRD(80,J)="Z"
57 WRITE(3.10),(IWORD(N.J).N*1080)
130 CONTINUE

GO 10 300.
70 WRITE(1,25),IT
25 FORMAT(10X,I4)

DO 125 Isi1s100
IF(IWORD(ROPI)"E")120.110.120

120 IWORD(80.1)*"2"
110 WRITE(3,10).(IWORD(N,1),Nels80)
325 CONIINUE

GO TO 5
150 IF(IEND1)160,170.170
170 J*NAME...(IT..q)

PO TO 180
160 JNAME(IT...100)
180 WRITE(1,10),(IWORD(Naj),N*1980)

TYPE, "OK ?"

ACCEPT 99040:1
99 FORMAT(A1)

IF(NOW"Y")7S,P00.75
200 TYPE." NOW GO"

READ(0,10).(IWORD(N,J),N=1,80)
75 TYPE, "ANOTHER"

ACCEPT 199.LOW
iii9 FORMAT(A1)

IF(LOW"Y")220,230.220
230 TYPE,"WHICH LINE"

ACCEPT. NAME
GO TO 60

220 TYPE,"ANY MORE LINES ?"
ACCEPT 299,MOW

299 FORMAT(A1)
IF(MOW"Y")225,230,225

225 NAME*6000
GO TO 60

250 IMIT+1
WRITE(1,240),IT

240 FORMAT(10*."END*"I4,/)
IEND*1
GO TO 60

300 END
4 0".
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Attachment 1

ICARD
database

6 ABSENCE A16,1310,S10,E17,N10,C11,E18 1

N

6 ABUSE A17,1310,U11,S40,E18 2

N

6 ABUSE A172/310,1111,520,E18 2

V

6 ACHE A40,CH31,E18 0

N ,V

6 ACTION A16,C12 1

N E

6 CONSTITUTION
N

6 ANGLE A16,N20,G12,LE22 3

N 3

6 ANT A15 0

N

6 BOW B40,01d40 0

N,V

6 CUTE C12,U11,T10,E18 3

AJ P

6 EARRTN( EA11,RR10,I15,NG10 1

N 4

6 EDGE E13,D10,G19,E18 0

N,V

6 GET G31,E15,TA0 0

V

6 GUARD G12,U20,A21,1110,D10 4

N,V

6 HOUSE H10,0U10,S21,E18 0

N

6 INVITE I16,N10,V10,I11,T10,E18 2

V

6 RING R10,115,NG10 0

N,V

6 ROB R0,015,B10 1

V

6 SEPARATE S10,E40,P10,A32,R10,A17,T10,E18 - 0

AJ P

6 SHE SH10,E25 3

PN

6 SHOVEL
N,V

6 STRANGE S10,T10,R10,A40,N10,G11,E18 0

AJ

6 UNDER U16,N10,D10,E21,R10
AV,PP

X-YOLK Y10,023,190,K10, 0

N

4

3
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6 ABSENCE A16,B10,S10,E17,N10,C11,E18 1 N

6 ABUSE A17,B10,U11,S40,E18 2 N

6 ABUSE A17,B10,U11,S20,E18 2 V

6 ACHE A40,CH31,E18 0

V

6 ACTION A16,C12 1 N

E

6 ADDITION

6 ANGLE A16,N20,G12,LE22 3 23N

6 ANT A15,N10,T10 0 N

6 BOW B40,0W40
V

6 CUTE C12,U11,T10,E18
P

6 EARRING EA11,RR10,I15,NG10

6 EDGE E13,D10,G19.E18
V

6 GET G31,E15,T40

E

6 GUARD G12,U20,A21,R10,010

6 HOUSE

6 INVITE

6 RING

6 ROB

6 SEPARATE
P

6 SHE

6 SHOVEL
V

6 STRANGE

6 UNDER
PP

6KYOLK

V

H10,0U10,S21,E18

I16,N10,V10,I11,T10,1:10

R10,I15,NG10
V

R 0,015,310

S10,E40,P10,A32,R10,A17,T10,E18,
J

SH10,E25

S10,T10,R10,A40,N10,G11,Ei8

U1G,N10,D10,E21,R10

Y10,023,L20,K10,

4'.5

0 N,

3 AJ

1 34N

0 N,

0 V

4 N,

N

2 V

0 N,

1 V

0 A

3 PN

N

0 A

1 AV

0 N
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REGULAR AND IRREGULAR PRONUNCIATIONS OF GRAPHEMES

Betty Berdiansky and George Stanton

ABSTRACT

A complete listing is given of the various pronunciations of each

grapheme in the SWRL reading program. Tnese graphemes are also ordered

according to pronunciation variability. The data specifically itemizes

the low variability of English graphemes, and indicates the extent to

which each grapheme's rules can be compressed for an overview of

pronunciations. Based on this information, suggestions are also proposed

for revisions in rule numbering, with particular attention given to

irregular rules.

1Section III, regarding rule revisions, of this Technical Note has

been deleted for purposes of this Appendix.

Ihl, it, oment is Intended tor internal staff 1Ist ribut ion infl 11,44. I erniSG1,1 t , reor tot , ,, , ,e ' r - , I
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REGULAR AND IRREGULAR PRONUNCIATIONS OF GRAPHEhES

The SWRL Reading Program incorporates two types of spelling-to-

sound rules of correspondence. The first type, "regular" rules, has

predictable pronunciations usually occurring in specifiable environ-

ments. The second type, "irregular" rules (numbered as Rule "40"1),

identifies correspondences considered too unproductive to be classified

as regular rules, or exceptions to regular rules. An irregular corres-

pondence of this latter type is one With a pronunciation not already

covered by a regular rule, or one with a regular pronunciation occurring

in an environment different from that specified by the regular rule.

This paper is divided into three sections with the following

purposes: 1) Section I
specifies the number and nature of the

pronunciations covered by the regular rules and the "40" (i.e.,

irregular) rules for each grapheme; 2) Section 11 lists the graphemes

having just one or two pronunciations, separately from those which are

less predictable; and 3) Section III suggests improved classifications

of the "40" rules and possible changes of some "40" rules to regular

rules.

Most Consonant and Secondary Vowel graphemes have only one or two

regular pronunciations. And for all Consonants but NG, S, and TH, and

for all Secondary Vowels but 1E,, them is only one regular rule per

pronunciation. Primary Vowels, however, each have an average of 6

regular pronunciations covered by 13 rules. Consonants and Secondary

Vowels have an average of one or two irregular pronunciations. These

"40" rule correspondences involve pronunciations other than those

covered by regular rules, except in a minority of cases where one and

occasionally two of the "40" pronunciations are the same as regular

rules but occur in different environments. Primary vowels, oo the

other hand, have an average of 7 irregular proncunciatiors, one-half

of which are the same as those accounted for by regular rules; they

are irregular in that they occur in different environments.

Confronted with the large number of correspondence rules (166,

although many of the vowel rules could be combined and then generalized

across the Primary Vowels), and faced with the environmental details

specified by the rules, the learner might lose sight of tne aegree to

which the most important information to be gained about each grapheme- -

its pronunciation(s)--can be condensed from rules information. Another

aspect of this grapheme pronunciation overview that the learner might

not deduce is that the pronunciation variability is much lower for

both Consonants and Secondary Vowels than for Primary Vowels, and that

An explanation of the numbering system devised for the rules of

correspondence is given in TR15, Berdiansky, Cronnell, & Koehler, 1969,

Spelling-sound relations and primary form-class descriptions for speech-

comprehension vocabularies of 6-9 year-olds, p. 13.

4 "
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he will, therefore, have to concentrate more on enviornment specifications
of the Primary Vowel rules for indications of correct pronunciations
than he will for other rules.

04 "
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Section I

Regular and "40" Rule Pronunciations

In Section I, Consonants, Primary dowels, and Secondary Vowels are
listed alphabetically. In brackets, on the same line as each grapheme,
are listed all of that grapheme's possible pronunciations. A pronuncia-

tion is listed only once per grapheme even if it is covered by more than

one of the grapheme rules.

Also listed is the pronunciation(s) for each regular rule, and one
example (in capital letters -) with the appropriate grapheme underlined.
The Block and Unit position of the regular rules in the Sequence of
Correspondences is given (e.g., Rule BIO first receives instruction

in
i
Block I, Unit 5).

All base forms of "40" words (irregular words) are listed after

the appropriate pronunciationk. In order to have a comprehensive list

of pronunciati.ons for each grapheme, irregular nonlexicon pronunciations
and exemplars are included (and asterisked). Some of these exemplars

will also be considered for inclusion in future expanded lexicon studies

of correspondence rules. f

i

4 , D
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CONSONANTS

GRAPHEME
UNIT

B .

RULE

NUMBER

10

20

40

PRONUNCIATIONS

[b], [0]

[b]

[0]

[0]

EXAMPLE POSITION IN
SEQUENCE

AOY 1,5

COMA 19,4

debt, doubt

BB [b]

10 [b] BUBBLE 1;5

C

11

[s],

[[,

[s]

[k],

[;[

CITY 7,1

12 [k] CAT 4,2

40 [[

'[s]

licorice, ocean,
species

muscle

E [g] special, social
gracious, precious,
spacious, vicious
glacier

ancient
conscience, conscious

CC 11 [k], [ks] ACCENT 20,4

12 [k] HICCUP 11,5

C12,C11 [ks] ACCENT, ACCEPT,
SUCCEED, SUCCESS

19,4

CH [e.[, [1(],

[g], (01

4
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Y

GRAM"! RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE

UNIT NUMBER

CO
(con't)

CK

H

DD

F

-10

31 [kJ

40 [s]

CHEAP

POSITION IN

SEQUENCE

11,2

SCHOOL 20,2

chalet, chamois,
champagne, chauffeur,
chef, chute, crochet,

machine, moustache,
mustache, sachet

[01 yacht

[k]

10 [k] KICK

[d], [t],

[01, [j]

10 [d] DID_

40

1

10

10

40

[t] chapped, mashed,
touched; unwashed

[0] adjoin, adjourn,
adjust, grandma,
grandpa, handsome

schedule

cordial, soldier

[d]

[d] SUDDEN

[f] [v]

[i] FUN

[v] of

4.1

4,2

1,4

1,4

4,1
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GRAMME RULL PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE

UNIT NUMBER

FF [f]

U

G14

10 [f] OFF

[J.], [g],

[01, [I]

11 [j] AGE

12 [g] GO

31 [g] GET

40 [0] assign, campaisn,
champasne, cologne,
desisn, ensign,
forei &n, spat,

gnaw, rei &n,

resisn, sisu,
sovereisp

[j] judsment

rouse

[g], [gi]

10 [g] EGG

G12,C11 suggest

I()

4 0

[01, [f], [gl

[01 HIGH

[f] couch, draught,

enough,
laughter, roust,
tough, trough

[0 stios t

POSITION IN ,

SEQUENCE

4,1

11,5

11,5

'
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0RAPHIMI RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE

UNIT NUMBER

POSITION IN
SLQUENCE

111], 40]

10 [111 HOME 1,0

[01 Hlll
1') ,2

[01 dahlia, exhaust,
gingham, graham,
heir, heiress, herb,
homage, honor, hour,

khaki, rajah,
rhinestone, rhubarb,
rhyme, rhythm,

shepherd

10

40

[j], [h] or [0],

[yl*

1...;

[HI or [01

[y l*

JOY

frijoles,

marijuana*

halleluiah*

4,4

1kl, [01

10 ink]
MILK I

20 101 KNOT 19,1

11], [01, [1'1

10 [11 LIKL 1,3

20 101 WALK

4 "
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GRAPHLML RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITION IN

UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

L 40 [01 could, Lincoln,

(LoniL) should, solder
would

[r] colonel

LI [11, [Y1

10 [11 FILL 1,3

40 [yl tortilla

IL [al]

22 [al] LITTLE 10,2

>I [m], [0]*

10 [m] MAN 1,5

40 [01* mneumonic*, comptroller*

M1,1 [mJ

10 [m] SUMMER 1,5

[n], [01,

[01, [n1

10 1n1 NO 1,1

20 [I)] SINK 4,1

40 In1 .concrete, engage,

incline, inclose,
include, income,
increase, Inquire

4 .14



GRAPHEME RULE

UNIT NUMBER

N

(Lonft)

NN
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PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMI4,E POSITION IN

SEQUENCE

[0] autumn, column,

condemn, lamn,
hymn, ...olemn,

mon, ieur

setor

[n]

10 [n] INNER

In], hgl,
[nj]

1,1

10 [o] SING 5,5

N20,G12 [rg] ANGRY, halano, 10,2

English, language,

pe.^vin

N20, G31

N10, Gll [n:1]

40 [0]

ANGER

DINGY, duaeon,
yeaence

leath, strewth,
toaue

11,6

10,2



GRAPHEME

UNIT

RULE

NUMBER'

PRONUNCIATIONS

P [Ph [0]

10 [p]

40 [0]

PP [p]

10' [p]

PH [f], [P]

10 [f]

P10,H40 [p]

QU [kw], [k]

10

40 LK]

R

-186-

EXAMPLE POSITION IN
SEQUENCE

POP J 1,2

clapboard, corps,
cupboard, psalm,
receipt, sap_pt1Lre

APPLE 1,2

PHONE

shepherd

20,2

QUICK - 11,4

antique, bouquet,
conquer, ;:roaaet,
lacquer, liquor,
mesquite, mosque,
plaque, queue,
unique

[1], k4.-1

10 [r] RUN

40 [a acre, ogre

4 b

1,6
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GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS 'EXAMPLE POSITION IN

UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

RR [r]

10 [r] HURRY

S [s], [z], [0],

['Al, [I], [II

10 [s] SUN

20 [z] NOSL

21 [sj HOUSE

31 [z] WIVES

40 [s] abuse, aside,

basin, basis,
bison, close,
crusade, decrease,
dose, excuse,
geese, lease,
mason, mesa,
nuisance, porpoise,
promise, purpose,
research, resource,
sausage, tortoise,
usage, use, valise,
vise

[z]

4 '

absorb, as, cleanse,
clumsy, cosmos,
dismal, has, his,
husband, is, jersey,
measles, muslin,
observe, pansy,
plasma, Thursday,
Tuesday, was,
Wednesday, wisdom

aisle, chamois,
corps, island, isle

catsup, insure,
sugar, sure

1,6

1,3

18,2

18,2

7,2
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GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITION IN
UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

S

(con't)
E ['.] conscience, cons,ious

[1] Asia
vision

measure, pleasure,
treasure

mansion, pension,
tension

SS

t,

Sit

T

10

40

E

10

10

20

40

[s],

[s]

[..]

[z]

[ .g ]

[g]

Cgl

[t],

[],

[t]

[0]

[0]

[g], [z]

[0],

[g]

MESS

issue, tissue
--T_

dessert, dissolve,
possess, scissors

Russian
mission, session
assure, pressure

RUSH

TEN

OFTEN

ballet, bouquet,
buffet, chalet,
chestnut, Christmas,
crochet, croqu,t,
depot, mortgage,
sachet, valet

1,3

2,1

1,1

lq,',

natural, statue

4 (1
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CRAPEHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITION IN

UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

T
(con't)

TT

TCH

TH

E

EC) or [ti

righteous
Christian
question
fortune
capture, creature,
culture, feature,
fixture, fracture,
future, lecture,

mixture, moisture,
nature, pasture,
picture, posture,
puncture, rapture,
sculpture, stature,
structure, torture,
venture, vulture

mature

partial
patience
patient, quotient
ratio
cautious
action, auction, caution,
diction, faction, fiction,
fraction, friction, junction,
mention, motion, nation,
notion, portion, potion,
section, station, traction

Eti

10 [tj LITTLE 1,1

[e'j

10 MATCH 11,2

12

THIN

FATHER

2,2

20,3
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GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE

UNIT NUMBER

TH 13 [3]

(con't)
40 [b]

V [v]

10 [v]

W

THIS

clothing, fathom,
heathen, rhythm,
smooth, swarthy,
worthy

ether, panther

asthma*, clothes,
isthmus

thyme*

POSITION IN
SNUENCE

2,1

VERSE 4,5

[w], [0]

10 [w] WET

20 [0] WRONG

40 [0] answer, sword,
two

WH [w] or [hw], [h]

10 [w] or [hw] WHEN

X

40 [h] who, whole,
wholly, whom,
whose

[ks), [gz],
[z], [kg]

430

4,1

19,3

11,3
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GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITION IN
UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

X

(con't)

10 [ks] BOX 4,4

40 [gz]

[z]

exact, exalt,
exam, exert,
exhaust, exist
xylophone*, xerox*

E [ks] anxious

Y [Y]

10 [y] YES 4,4

Z. [z], [s],

[0], [I]

10 [z] ZOO 4,5

40 [s]

[0]*

waltz

rendezvous*

E [1] glazier

Z7 [z], [ts]

10 [z] BUZZ 4,5

40 [ts] pizza

431
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PRIMARY VOWELS

GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITION IN
UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

A [e], [a], [e] or [I],

[a], [0]
[e] or [a], [a] or [0],

[0], [0]

11 [e] NAME 6,1

12 [e] ACRE 25,4

13 [e] BABY 18,1

14 [e] APRIL_ 25,5

15 [m] SAT 1,1

16 [&] JACKET 8,2

17 [a] or [I] METAL 10,1

21 [a] CAR 9,1

22 [e] or [&] MARRY 18,3

23 [0] 4 BALL 13,2

24
_ [a] or [0] WAD 23,1

25 [o] WAR 9,3

29 [e] PASTE 23,1

32 [0] SEPARATE 27,6

38 [IIB] CAVERN

24,2
40 [e] a, ache, ancient,

[&I

4.32

bass, bathe, chamber, champagne
hasten, hasty, paster,
pastry, sundae, tasty

acid, adenoid, agate,
atom, baboon, balance,
banish, cabin, cafe,
camel, camera, chalet,
chamois,

chapel, comrade, damage,
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GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITION IN

, UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

A 40 (con't) dragon, famine, fragile,
granite, habit, khaki,
Latin, madam, magic,
malice, manage, pageant,
palace, panel, panic,
papoose, patent, planet,
plaque, plateau, plaza,
radish, rapid, salad,
satin, saturn, shadow,
shall, shallow, spaniel,
Spanish, statue, stature,
strata, swam, taboo,
talent, trapeze, vacuum,
valet, valor, value,
vanish, wagon

[a]

[01

ah, aha, almond, amen
are, baa, bah, bazaar,
calm, drama, father, garage,
grandma, grandpa, ha, hurrah,
la, lava, llama, ma, pa, palm,
psalm, rajah, yacht, yah

almost, alright, also,
although, always, false,

walnut, walrus

any, many

was, what

[il,

[a], [0],
[II or [U]

[e[ or [Il,

[e],

11 [i] HERE 6,2

13 [i] HERO 181

14 111 ZEBRA 25,)

15 fLi SET

16 [L] EXTRA 8 9'..9

17 [a] or [I] HIDDEN 10,1
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GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITON IN
UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

E 18 [0] NAME 6,1

(con't) 19 WIVES 7,2
21 Vli HERD 9,1

25 [I] WE 3,1

25,2
26 [i] CREATE

32 [0] SEVERAL 27,6

38 [E] EXIT 25,2

40 [i] ether, people, recharge

[c] allege, celery, chemist,
cherish, credit, decade,
deluge, desert, emerald,
ere, federal, general,
generous, herald, heron,
legend, lemon, leopard,
medal, melon, menace,
menu, metal, nowhere,
1edal, peril, perish,
petal, precious, preface,
presence, present, rebel,
record, reference, refuge,
relic, schedule, second,
senate, senor, separate,
sheriff, special, tenant,
there, very, veteran,
where

[e]

[0]

[a]

[I]

[I] or [U]

4

ballet, bouquet, buffet,
cafe, chalet, crepe,
crochet, croquet, fete,
mesa, re, sachet, valet

chauffeur, dungeon, Europe,
grandeur, luncheon, monsieur,
pigeon, queue, surgeon,
Wednesday, yeoman

the, were

England, English

pretty
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GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITION IN

UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

I
[ay], [I] or [a],

[I], [a],

[0] , [i]

[Y],

11 [ay] FINE 6,1

12 [ay] IDLE 25,4

13 [ay] CIDER 18,1

14 [ay] IDLY
......

25,5

15 [I] SIT 1,1

16 [I] LITTLE 8,2

17 [a] or [I] OFFICE 10,1

21 [a] BIRD 9,1

22 [ay] FIND 13,3

24 [ay] HIGH 19,2

25 [y] ONION 23,2

26 [ay] LIAR 25,2

32 [0] ASPIRIN
.._

27,6

38 [I] RIVER 24,2,

40 [ay]

[I]

Christ, cipher, climb,
hi, I, island, ninth,
pint, siptkon

city, chili, clinic,
figure, finish, frigid,
guinea, guitar,

image, liberal, licorice,
Thy, limit, linen, liquid,
liquor, lizard, mimic,
minute, pigeon, pity,
primer, prison, risen,
sinew, spigot, spinach,
spirit, timid, tribute,
vicious, vigor, vineyard,
vision, visit, widow,

wind, wizard

4 .> ;)
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GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITUN IN

UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

I 40 (con't) [i] antique, chili,

chlorine, fatigue,
fiord, Hopi, khaki,
machine, marine,
mesquite, mi, mobile,
pizza, police, ravine,
sardine, ski, suite,
taxi, ti, unique,
vaccine, valise

U

[o ]

[o], [a], [a] or [I],

[a], [I], [0],
[a] or [o] or [3],
[o] or [a], [u],

[U] , [we] , [e's]

business, fashion,
legion, marriage,

region

11 [o] HOME 6,2

12 [o] NOBLE 25,4

13 [o] NOTICE 18,1

14 [o] ONLY 25,5_

15 [a] LOT 1,6

16 [a] HOCKEY 8,2

17 .[a] or [I] COTTON 10,1

21 [a] or [o] or HORN 9,1

[3]

22 [a] WORD 9,3

23 [o] GOLD 13,2

24 [o] or [a] SONG 13,3

25 [o] GO 18,4

4 t, 6
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GRAPHEME
UNIT

0

(con't)

RULE

NUMBER

26

31

32

38

40

PRONUNCIATIONS

[o]

ial

[01

[a]

[01

EXAMPLE POSITION IN
SEQUENCE

25,.POEM_

WON 13,1

SOPHOMORE 27,6
_

NOVEL
24,2

almost, both, clothe,
clothes, cologne, comb,
control, crochet,

[a]

[u]

depot, ghost, gopher, gross,
holster, host, hostess,
most, 0, oh, patrol,
post, postage, postal,
poster, postpone, sol,
soldier, trophy, utmost,
wholly

body, chocolate, chronic,
closet, column, comet,
copy, frolic, homage,
honest, honor, model,
modern, modest, monarch,
olive, phonic, polish,
process, product, profit,
project, promise, proper,
robin, rosin, scholar,
solemn, solid, tonic,
topic, tropic, volume,
vomit

do, improve, lose, move,
movie, prove, remove, to,
tomb, two, who, whom, whose

colonel, iron, leopard,
people

begone, golf, gone,
swollen

bosom, wolf, wolves, woman

[we] once, one

4.
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GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE

UNIT NUMBER

0 40 (con't) [I] women

[al colonel

[a] or [u] or toward

[0]

U [(y)u], [a], [0],
[a] or [I], [U],

[e], [I1, [w]

EAU [o] or [yu]

POSITION IN
SEQUENCE

11

12

13

14

[(y)u]

[(y)u]

[(y)u]

[(y)u]

USE

BUGLE

UNIT

BUGLER

6,2

25,4

18,1

25,5

15 [a] GUM 1,6

16 [a] SUDDEN 8,2

17 [a] or [I] LETTUCE 10,1

20 [0] GUARD 19,6

21

(formerly
'La] BURN 9,1

U15 & U16

i r)

26 [(y)u] RUIN 25,6

31 [U] PUSH 13,1

32 [0] NATURAL 27,6

40 [w] jaguar,
penguin,
pueblo,

language,
persuade,
suite

4 06



GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITON IN

SNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

U

LAU

40 (con't) [a] punish, study, suburb

[u] cuckoo, flu, truth

[yu; menu, vacuum

1 [I] business, busy

[0] buy, disguise

[E] bury

[U] sugar

U40 + [o] 'eau, bureau, plateau

LA40

[yu] beauty

Y [ay], [I], [il or [I],

[a], [a] or [I]

11 [ay] RHYME

15 [I] MYTH

17 [1] or [I] BABY

19 [ay] TRY

tn4U !ayj bye, die, hyphen,
Ile, rye, scythe,
typhoid, typhoon

[I]

[a]

[a] or [I]

4

4 _Id

physics, Plymouth

martyr, myrrh

syrup

23,3

23,3

10,2

3,2
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SECONDARY VOWELS

GRAPHLME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITION IN

UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

AI [e], [a] or [I],

[e], [ay], [al]

AY

AU

AW

10 [e] RAIN

17 [a] or [I] CAPTAIN

40 [e] again, said

[ay] aisle, kaiak

[m] plaid

[e], [ay]

11 [e]

40 [ay]

10

40

10

DAY

[3], [2z] or [s],

[m], [0], [01

[3] CAUSE

[&] or [a] aunt

[m] draught, laugh
laughter

[o] chauffeur

[0] restaurant

SAW

EA [el, [a] or [I],

[el, [e], [a]

[o] ,
[yu]

4!v

16,1

26,3

16,4

16,4
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GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITION IN

UNIT NUMBER SEQUENCE

LA 11 01 EACH 12,2

(con't)
31 [e] DEAF 12,2

33 [e] EARN 26,4

40 [e] break, great,
steak, yea

[aj heart, hearth

[a) or [I] ocean, pageant,
sergeant, vengeance

LAU IA40 + [01 beau, bureau,

U40 plateau

[yu] beauty

EE [i], [I], [e]*

Li

10 [i] SEE

40 [I] been, breeches,
creek

10

20

40

[e]*

[i1, [el, [I],
fayl, [L]

[i]

[e]

{I)

matinee*, melee*

CEILING

NEIGHBOR

foreign, forfeit

[ay] height

Et-J heifer, heir,

heiress, their

[e] veil

4 i i

3,1

26,5

26,6
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GRAPHEME
UNIT

RULE
NUMBER

PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE POSITION IN

SEQUENCE

LW [(Y)u], [0]

10 [(y)u] NEW 16,6

40 [o] sew

EY. [el, [i], [aY]

10 [e] OBEY 26,6

17 [i] MONEY 26,2

40 [ay] 1e, gfYser

[i]

IE [ay}, fil, ILI,
[I], [I] or [a]

11 [ay] DIE 19,2

12 [i] FIELD 26,5

17 [1] MOVIE 26,2

40 [e]

[I]

[I] or [a]

friend

sieve

kerchief, mischief

OA [o], [a], [a]

10 [lc)] COAT 16,3

40 [D]

[a]

abroad, broad,
broadcast

clapboard, cupboard

4 iz.,"
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GRAPHEME RULE PRONUNCIATIONS EXAMPLE

UN I1 NUMBER

OL [0] , [0], [a]

10 [o] . TOE

40 [u] canoe, shoe

[a] does

[o] goes

POSITION IN

SEQUENCE

16,3

rs__

01 [0Y], [i], [way],
[a] or [I]

10 [oy] NOISE 16,1)

40 [1]

[way]

[a] or [I]

chamois

choir

porpoise, tortoise

00 [u], [U],

[a], [o]

11 [u] TOOL 12,3

12 [U] BOOK 11,3

40 [a]

foj

blood, flood

door, floor

OU [aw], [a], [(Y)0],

[a], [0], [U]

10 [aw] COUNT 16,2

31 [a] YOUNG 26,1

33 [(Y)0] GROUP 26,7

34 [a] FOUGHT 26,7

35 [o] SOUL
26,7

4 4 :J
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GRAPHEME
UNIT

RULE PRONUNCIATIONS
NUMBER

EXAMPLE POSITION IN
SEQUENCE

OU
(con't)

40 [U] coulddshould,
would'

OW [o], [o] or [a],

[awl, [a]

11 to] GLOW 12,4

[o] or [a] in unstressed
syllables

YELLOW

12 law] NOW 12,4

oY

40 [a]

[0Y], [1]

knowledge

10 [oy] BOY 16,5

40 [1] buoy

UE [(y)11], [0]

10 [(y)u] BLUE 16,6

40 [0] fatigue, league,
plague, queue,
rogue, tongue

UI [(y)ul, [I]

10 [(y)u] FRUIT 16,6

31 [I] BUILD 26,8

kW

4
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Section II

Graphemes Grouped According to Pronunciation Variability

The purpose of grouping graphemes by their degree of pronunciation
variability was to determine which graphemes could, instructionally,
have just one or two pronunciations associated with them with little
or no emphasis on environmental information, and which would require

information about the position of the grapheme in that exemplar to
determine the pronunciation.

Five categories of pronunciation variability are listed. Beginning

with graphemes having invariant pronunciations, the categories are
presented in order of increasing grapheme pronunciation variability.
Within each category, the order of graphemes is: single consonants,

geminate consonants, digraphs, primary vowels, and secondary vowels.
These subgroups are separated by a dotted line.

If a grapheme has irregular correspondences with pronunciations
not covered by that grapheme's regular rules, these particular exemplar,

are listed. No regular words, and no "40" words having the same pronun-

ciation as rPgular rules, are listed.

In order to have a comprehensive list of pronunciations for each
grapheme, irregular nonlexicon pronunciations and exemplars are included

(and asterisked).

The data indicates that geminate consonants are invariant or very
nearly so, with the only exception being SS, which has one major pronun-

ciation and two minor ones. Single consonants tend to have a major
pronunciation with a few irregular exemplars, or to have a major

pronunciation and a secondary pronunciation. The only consonants

which could not be fit into this description (by acknowledging automatic
selection by the ruder of the correct allophones for D and N, fr,r

example) are C, G, S, and T. Consonant diyraphs have one or sometimes

two pronunciations, with the exceptions being CH and NG (and the latter',,

pronunciation depends on environment). Secondary Vowels have one or two

pronunciations, except for EA and OU which each have more than three

common pronunciations. Primary Vowels are highly variant, with an

average of seven pronunciations.

4
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M

V

Im]

[0i* mneumonics*,

IN ]

INVARIANT PRONUNCIATIONS

CK [kJ

comptroller*

LE [all

SH f!,;1

BB [I) I

TCH [C 1

IM) [d

AW [3 [
FF [f1

I'll [7,-, I

NN [n I

PP I p i

RR Ir 1

Fr [i. i

416
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ONE MAJOR PRONUNCIATION WITH 1-6 EX(EPTIONS

F [f] AU [3]

[v] of [w] or [a] aunt

[w] laugh
[o] chauffeur

[j] [0] restaurant

[h] or [0] fridoles,
mariluana*

[y]* halleluiah* AY [e]

[ay] 21.e

R [r]

ta-1 acre, ogre EE [i]

[I] been, breeches, creek
[e]* matinee*, melee*

7

_
. [z]

[s] waltz
[I] glazier EW [(y)u]

[0]* rendezvous* [o] sew

CC [k]

[ksl accent, accept,
succeed, success

GC [g]

[gj] suluest

[11

[Yi tortilla

ZZ [z]

[ts] pizza

1-4 [f ]

[p] shepherd

[w] or [hw]

[11] who, whole, whitiy,

whom, whose

OA [o]

[3] broad

[aj clapboard, cupboard

OE [o]

[ul canoe, shoe
[aj does

OI Loy]

[i] chamois
[way] choir

[a] or [I] propoise, tortoise

OY [oy]

[i] buoy

UE [(y)u]

101

4i.

fatigue, league
plague, queue,
rogue, tongue
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TWO
.

PRONUNCIATIONS

ii [b] QU [kw]

[0] [k] antique, bouquet,
conquer, croquet,
lacquer, liquor

H [h] .11.- mesquite, mosque,

[0] , plaque, queue,
unique

K [k]

[0] UI [(Y)11]

[I] or [a]

P [p]

[0] clapboard, corps,
cupboard, psalm,
receipt, sapphire,
pseudo,* psychology,*
pneumonia,* ptomaine*

W [w]

[0]

X [ks]

[gz] exact, exalt,
exam, exert,
exhaust, exist,

[z]* xylophone,* xerox*

4 I
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TWO PRONUNCIATIONS WITH 1-6 EXCEPTIONS

colonel

[f] cough, draught,
enough, laugh,
laughter, rough,
tough, trough

[g] ghost

TH [8]

[ 3]

[0] clothes, isthmus,

asthma*
[t]* thyme*

t

AI [e]

[a] or [I]

[e] again, against,

said

[ay] aisle, kaiak
k] plaid

EI [i]

[e]

[I] foreign, forfeit

fay] height

[e] heifer, heir, their

EY [e]

[i]

[ay] eye, geyser

IE [ay]

Ell

[e] friend

[I] sieve

[I] or [a] kerchief,
mischief

00 [u]

[U]

[a] blood, flood
[o] door, floor

OW [o]

taw]

[a] knowledge

4ij
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ft-1

[0]

[gl

[il

[01

S
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THREE OR MORE PRONUNCIATIONS

"E" words
licorice, ocean, species,
+ "E" words

chapped, mashed,

touched, unwashed
adjorn, adjourn, acijust,

grandma, grandpa, handsome,
schedule, soldier

campaign, champagne,
cologne, design, ensign,
foreign, gnat, gnaw, reign,
resign, sign,
rouge

autumn, column, condemn
hymn, solemn, monsieur
senor

tatsup, insure, sugar, surer
+ "L" words

F. words
aisle, chamois, corps, isle

natural, statuel+ "E" words
"F" words

SS [s]

[zI dessert, dessolve,
possess, scessors

issue, tissue, + "E" words

CH [i-]

[k]

[] chalet, chamois,

champagne, chauffeur,
chef, chute, crochet,
machine, moustache,
mustache, sachet

[0] yacht

N20,G12 words,
N20,G31 words
N10,G11 words
liaerie*

A [T]

[e]

[a]

[a] or [I]

[DI

[t.1

101

[0]

[a] was, what

[El

[il

[a] or [I]

[0]

[e] ballet, bouquet,
buffet, cafe, chalet,
crepe, crochet, croquet,
fete, mesa, re, sachet,
valet

[I] or [U] pretty
[e] or [1] ere, where
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Three or more pronunciations (can't)

I [I] Y [aY[

[ay]
[a] or [I] [1] or [11

[a] fnl raltvr, myrrh

[Y] [a] or [I] syrup

[01

[I] antique, chili, chlorine,
fatigu, fiord, Hopi,
khaki. machine, marine, hA Ii]

mesquite, mi, mobile, ki
pizza, police, ravine,
saruine, ski, suite, break, great,

ti, urique, steak, yea

vaccine, vr.lise [a] heart, hearth
[a] or [I] Jcean, pa4cant,

sergeant , vunin(e

[a] [o] beau, bureau, plattini

[o] [Yu] beauty
[a]

t01 t)U tiwj

[,31 or [II [0]

[DI or [a] [(y)u]

[a], [c] or [3] [0]

[u] do, improve, lose, move, [o]

movie, prove,.,emove, to, [U] could, should, to)uld

tomb, two, who, whom, who$e

[UJ wolf, woman, bosom
[wo] one, once

women

colonel

id or [u] or [0] toward

U 1(Y)u]

[i")]

[0]

[a] or [I]

[U]

[L] bury
[I] business, busy
[w] jaguar, language,

penguin, persuade,
pueblo, suite

(EAU [o] beau, bureau, plateau

[yu] beauty

4
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